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Getting started

1.1 What is Allegra?
Allegra is a web-based project and task management application for teams. Allegra supports large numbers of
projects, tasks, and users. To use Allegra you just need a standard web browser.
Allegra is used for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

general project management
task management in engineering projects
Support for ISO 26262 and SIL process elements
bug and issue tracking in software and hardware development
mile stone tracking
meeting agendas and protocols with follow-up tracking of action items
requirement and test management
innovation lifecycle management
customer help desk integrated with project management of development projects

Figure 1-1: Allegra use cases
Allegra supports
•
•
•
•

The Getting Things Done method
Gantt charts
The RACI project management method
Earned Value Method for work progress monitoring
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1.2 Before you start ...
•
•

Agile methods like Scrum and Kanban
Multi-project management

Allegra can be congured to a wide extend, and it therefore takes a little time to understand how to adapt it
to a particular application scenario.

Figure 1-2: Allegra application architecture
You can nd more information on the ideas behind Allegra in „Agile Teams - Eﬀective Task and Project
Management“ available on our website or from the Amazon Kindle shop.

1.2 Before you start ...
Allegra is easy to use. Before you begin, however, you should familiarize yourself with the most important terms.
In Allegra you manage " items " in " workspaces " (projects). Items belong to an item type such as Task, Ticket,
Request. The item type determines the conguration of the items that are of its type. These include settings
such as input masks or workows.
Similar to the items, workspaces belong to a workspace type such as "helpdesk", "human resources
management", "software development" or "hardware development".

The workspace types depend on many conguration settings, such as workows, permitted transaction types,
and task statuses. You can also congure each workspace itself. However, it is much more eﬀective to congure
workspace types and then assign them to the workspaces.
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With "Roles" you control the access to workspaces. The roles dene what yu can do within a workspace. For
example, there is a permission to create items or to read the items of other users.

To work with the system, the following prerequisites must be met:
•
•
•

You must have a user account in the system
there must be at least one workspace
You must have assigned a role to at least one workspace

Users can be assigned a "user level" to customize the user interface to the user's needs. In this way, users who
have little use of the system can be oﬀered a very simple user interface. Users who continue to use the system
will be assigned a user level that will make all system capabilities available on the user interface.
Allegra supports various use cases. To adapt the operator interface to the use cases, Allegra oﬀers so-called
" perspectives ". A perspective is a collection of views that supports one or more use cases, such as Scrum,
system administration, ALM, or a Wiki.

1.3 First steps with Allegra
Unless a server is provided to you, you need to install Allegra on your own personal computer or on another
computer. Use the Windows installer for an easy installation. To start working with Allegra you need to set up
users and workspaces.

Installation
To install Allegra on Unix based operating systems or with a MySQL, Oracle, MS SSQL Server, or DB2 database,
follow the „Allegra Installation Guide“.
You can install the Allegra server on any computer system supporting Java 7 or up. It runs on all Windows
operating systems, Linux, Mac OS/X, Solaris, and others.

What you should know
Before you start you should be aware of some basics. In Allegra you manage “items” in “workspaces” or
“projects”.
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1.3 First steps with Allegra

Figure 1-3: Workspace types and item types
Items belong to an item type like “task”, “action item”, “ticket” or whatever you like to dene. The item type is
associated with a conguration, for example an input mask or a workow.
Similar to items, workspaces belong to a workspace type, like “Help desk”, “Software development”, “System
engineering”, “Facility management”, or whatever you dene. Workspace types carry with them a lot of
conguration settings, like workows, item types, and statuses. While you can congure single workspaces, it
is much more eﬃcient to congure workspace types and assign that type to a workspace.
For a person to be able to work with the system, the following prerequisites must be fullled:
•
•
•

The person must have a user account with the system
There must be at least one workspace
The person must have been assigned a role in at least one workspace

With “roles” you control access to workspaces. Roles are associated with permissions, like the permission to
create items in a workspace or to read other peoples items.

Figure 1-4: Roles, workspaces, and permissions
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Since Allegra is very versatile and congurable, users are assigned a “user level”. The user level permits to
control which user interface elements a user sees. This way menu items or screens not required by a user can
be removed for him.
Allegra supports many diﬀerent use cases. To adapt the user interface to each use case, Allegra oﬀers
“perspectives”. A perspective is a screen that supports one ore more use cases, like Scrum, Wiki, administration,
meeting management, requirements management, and so on.

1.3.1 Allegra installation
If you do not already have a server with Allegra installed available, you must rst install the software on your
own PC or a server. The easiest way to do this is with the Windows installer.
For running Allegra on a Unix-based operating system or with a database such as MySQL, Oracle, MS SQL Server
or DB2, please follow the instructions in the Allegra Installation Guide . There you will also nd information on
the minimum requirements that the server must meet.

1.3.2 First login and new user
Before you can work with the system, you must log in.
After the initial installation, you can log in as administrator:
•
•

User: admin
Password: tissi

You should rst change the password (see Managing your user prole ).
Then you can create new users (see Managing regular users ).
In order for the users to be able to work with the system, you must assign them roles in at least one workspace
(see Assigning roles to team members ).

1.3.3 Supplied congurations
Allegra comes with some precongured workspace types and workspaces.
These are
•
•
•

Helpdesk / Support: for applications as a service desk
Scrum: For agile development, especially software development
Task Management: For general task management

You can delete all workspaces and workspace types that you do not need. You can rename a workspace which
ts your use case and assign to it users with roles

1.3.4 Conguration procedure
Allegra can be customized without programming in many ways.
If you want to set up your Allegra system for your purposes, follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a workspace type, such as “Construction project” (see Managing workspace types )
Dene which item types you require (eg "Task", "Ticket") and congure them (see Managing item types )
Dene which item states you need in total (eg "new", "in progress", "completed") (see Managing item states )
Assign each of the item types the valid states (see Managing workspace types )
If you need your own selection lists in your input masks, create them now (see Managing lists for custom
properties )
6. Determine which ite attributes you need for each item type and add new ones as needed (see Managing
custom properties )
7. Congure your own input masks for each item type (see Customizing forms )
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Now you can create workspaces with this workspace type, assign roles to users, and work with the system.

1.3.5 Process modeling: item attribute vs. item type
Depending on the application, you are dealing with diﬀerent types of items.
You can map diﬀerent kind of items in two ways:
1. Each with its own item type
2. By an item attribute as a discriminator
As far as ltering and searching are concerned, both solutions are equivalent. However, the rst solution has
some advantages:
1. Item types can have their own input masks
2. Item types can have their own workows
3. Item types can have their own access restrictions
It is therefore generally better to create your own item types instead of using discriminator attributes.

1.3.6 Process modeling: item vs. workspace
There are very diﬀerent views on what a "project" is. You can model your projects as workspaces or items.
The following criteria speak in favor of modeling your project as a workspace:
•
•
•
•

Your project is expected to have several hundred items
Your project has a duration of several weeks to months
You want to specify exactly who has access to project items
Your project is organized in phases or has several releases

Modeling your project as an item can be advantageous if
•
•
•

Your project consists of less than 50 items
Your project is only active for a few weeks
They have a large number of similar, recurring projects

In Allegra workspaces have no freely congurable attributes. If these are required, you can create a project proxy
item at the highest project level (item type is, for example, "Project Proxy"), which carries the desired attributes
of the project.

1.4 Application interface overview
Once you have logged in you are taken to the last screen shown to you. The following gure illustrates the
standard user interface layout.
In your case you may see more or fewer elements, depending on your role and user level.
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Figure 1-5: Allegra user interface structure
•

•
•
•

•

Perspectives menu (A): Depending on your use case, here you select the proper “perspective”, like “Scrum”,
“Meeting Management”, Project Management, or “Administration”. Which perspectives you see depends on
your license and system role.
Main navigation toolbar (B): Here you nd the main navigational elements, which can be diﬀerent for
each perspective.
Submenu toolbar (C): Some views oﬀer their own specic toolbar, like creating projects, or saving a
conguration.
Full text search box (D): The full text search box permits you to access items by typing keywords here.
You can use more complex expressions to limit the search to certain item attributes, do a fuzzy search, and
more. The full text search also covers attachments.
Personal prole link (E): Here you may set your personal preferences like user interface language,
frequency of reminder e-mails, avatar, etc.
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2.1 Personal settings
You can congure your personal settings, like password, user name, avatar, reminder e-mails, user level, and
many more.

2.1.1 Managing your user prole
In your user prole you can manage your name, e-mail address, preferred locale, avatar, working hours, user
level, session timeout, and a number of other items.
You can access your user prole by clicking on your name in the top right area of the main menu bar.
Most elds are self-explanatory.

LDAP
Instead of storing user names and passwords in the Allegra database, it is possible to use available data from
an LDAP compatible directory server. You can thus use your Windows or Unix password to access Allegra when
you check this box.

Conguring attachment download behavior
You can congure how you want to handle attachment downloads. Usually, the browser can decide whether
it displays attachments directly inside the browser window, uses a browser plug-in, or oﬀers a “Save at” dialog
windows.

Conguring CSV separation character
Allegra permits you to export reports to Excel and OpenOﬃce spreadsheets. Depending on the locale of your
Oﬃce installation, there may be a diﬀerent separation character for these le formats. If you nd that on
opening a Allegra report in Excel you do not get nicely formatted columns, you may want to change this
character. In most locales, it is either a comma „,“ or a semicolon „;“.

Conguring the query layout manager
You can enable Allegra to associate a specic item navigator layout with each lter you have dened. When
you enable this feature, Allegra will remember for each lter (even from the cockpit tiles) how you had laid out
your columns, the sorting, and grouping the last time you used that lter.

Conguring the user level
Each user is assigned a user level. The user level determines which menu elements and other user interface
objects you can see. This permits you to reduce the user interface complexity if you just need some specic
functionality. As a system administrator you can set the maximum user level for other users, and you can
congure the user interface elements available at that level.

Conguring e-mail reminders
If items have a due date assigned, the Allegra system can remind you that such an item is due soon or is overdue.
You can set the weekdays on which you want to be reminded, as well as the number of days before the due
date that you want to get the reminder.
Example:
Let us assume some item is due on Tuesday, April 24, and that you have set your prole to get reminders on
Mondays only. If you set the lead to 10 days you will receive a reminder e-mail on Monday, April 16. So in the
worst case you will receive a reminder just three days before the item is due.
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The example shown below demonstrates what happens if an item is due on Friday, and reminders were set for
Mondays and Thursdays. With lead set to 3 days, the reminder will come on Thursday.

Figure 2-1: Illustration of reminder lead days

Setting a substitute
You can set a substitute person when you are on leave. The substitute will have all rights you have and will
assume all roles, globally and RACI roles that you have. For example, if you are the manager of an item, the
substitute will now see this item as if he was the manager. However, all actions the substitute performs will be
recorded as his changes, not yours.

Setting a style
You can set a style consisting of foreground and background colors to be used in item navigator views. For
example, the left bar of the task board cards could be made to depend on the responsible person that way.

2.1.2 Generating iCalendar-URLs
Allegra permits you to connect your desktop calendar application to the Allegra system. This will permit you
to see all start and due dates of your items in the Allegra system in your calendar application, like Thunderbird,
Outlook, or Lotus Notes.
To include dates from Allegra in your desktop calendar client, select the projects that you want to consider.
Then click on the button labeled „Generate iCalendar-URL“. Beneath the button you just clicked you see a URL.
Copy and paste it into the proper place in your calendar application.
You will see your start and end dates in your calendar application.

Figure 2-2: Importing items into your personal calendar
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2.2 Working with items
Items are the central artifact in Allegra . Items are organized in workspaces or projects, and you access items
via lters.

2.2.1 Items and spaces
Items are the central objects of Allegra. Items can be of various types, like mile stones, bug reports, action items.
Items have a lifecycle, and items are contained in spaces. A space can represent a project, a location, a company
division, or whatever you like.
Anything you need to take care of in Allegra is called an „item“. You categorize items with „item types“, like
„task“, „ticket“, „action item“, „requirement“, „improvement“ or „test case“. For each item type, you can associate
specic input masks, permissions, and workows.

Figure 2-3: Some sample item types
You organize items publicly in “spaces” and personally in “baskets”. The public structure will be the same for
anybody having access to the associated spaces. The personal organization is individual to each user.
The personal organization structure follows the principles set forth by David Allen in the Getting-Things-Done
(GTD) method.
In Allegra, you use „spaces“ to control access to items. Spaces themselves can contain spaces, you can organize
them hierarchically.
An item always belongs to exactly one space.
What you can do with items in a space and its subspaces is dened by the „roles“ you have in a space. Roles in a
subspace do not imply any roles in a superior space. Roles in a superior space are handed down to subordinated
spaces unless there is a specic role assignment for the subordinated space. In this case the role inheritance
mechanism is canceled and the new role applies to the subordinated space and all spaces below.
You can assume more than one role in the same space, and you can assume diﬀerent roles in diﬀerent spaces.

2.2.2 Item types
Items have a type, such as milestone, error message, or action point. You can congure your own input masks,
authorizations, and workows for each item type. After the initial installation, the system oﬀers a number of
item types.
You can rename or remove the supplied item types if you do not need them. The following explains the meaning
of the proposed item types.
The following item types are helpful for general project and task management:
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•
•

Task : Tasks are planned and have a start date and an end date. Often they also have a budget. Tasks have
the type ag "Task". Only tasks can be synchronized with MS Project les.
Action item : In contrast to tasks, action items are not planned, but occur ad hoc in meetings or due to
external events. Action items usually have an optional completion date, but no budget. It is advisable to
keep tasks and action items separate from each other, ie not to keep them in the same hierarchical tree.

The following item types are helpful for help desk and service management. They are derived from the ITIL
standard:
•
•

•

Ticket : In general, the notication of an incident, a question or request for assistance.
Problem : the cause of one or more incidents. Not every problem triggers an incident. A post oﬃce
shutdown is a problem, but it does not become an incident until it is resolved the next morning when
people are back in the oﬃce. An incident can make a problem visible.
Incident : an unplanned disruption or impairment of a service caused by a problem. In order to become an
incident, the failure of the service must interfere with its operation. Thus, oﬀ-hours failures or maintenance
would not count as incidents.

The following item types are useful for managing Wiki-maintained documents, such as request documents,
meeting minutes, or project proposals. Document folders, documents, and document sections are usually
invisible in other perspectives:
•
•
•

Document folder: A folder for organizing documents in the Wiki.
Document: Any document in the wiki, consisting of sections of a document.
Document section: A section in a document can itself contain sections.

The following item types are used for projects using the Scrum methodology:
•
•
•
•

Epic : A rough requirement description
User Story : A specic requirement description
Task : Tasks are carried out when implementing a user story.
Problem Report : Errors that have arisen during the implementation of a user story or a task.

The following item types are useful for managing documents held in the Wiki:
•
•
•

Requirements : A document that contains links to requirements in the Task Management perspective.
Document section: A section in a requirement document that itself may contain sections.
Request : A single request that can be referenced in multiple request documents.

The following item types are useful for managing meeting agendas and logs in the Wiki:
•
•
•
•

Document folder: A folder for organizing meeting minutes in the Wiki.
Meeting : A document with links to task management.
TOP : agenda items collected in the task management perspective.
Action item: Open points from a meeting managed in task management.

The following types of cases are useful for managing tests (see Test management ):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test specication : see test suite
Test case: see test case
Test protocol : see test run
Test suite : see Test management
Test case : see Test management
Test run : see Test management

2.2.3 Creating an item
This section describes how to create an item from scratch.
You must have permission to create items in at least one project. Otherwise you will not see the „Create Item“
toolbar icon and menu entry.
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1. Click on the „Create Item“ button in the top toolbar area.
2. On the screen that appears, select the desired project and item type. The default will be your last selection.
Mark the check box if you want to keep this item hidden from anybody else. This will mark your new item
as „private“, it will really only be visible to yourself. You can change this to a public item any time later on,
if you wish.
3. Click the „Next“ button.
4. The new item screen appears. This screen may have been congured specically for this project and item
type, so it may look diﬀerent than shown here. Some properties are mandatory, they will always be there.
5. Enter a title, or short summary of your item in the title eld.
6. Enter a full description of your item in the description eld. You may use rich text editing elements here,
like lists, bold, underline, italic, URLs, etc.
7. Enter any other information that you know of and that is required. Since screens can be item type
dependent, you may see diﬀerent properties and tabs in diﬀerent projects and for diﬀerent item types.
8. When you are done entering the data, hit the „Save“ icon at the top.
A new item has been created and stored in the database. An item number was assigned to this item. Depending
on the notication settings, concerned parties like the manager and responsible of the item have been
informed by e-mail that a new item was assigned to them. There will be no e-mail notication to anybody if
you have marked the item as private.

2.2.4 Attachments
Each task can be assigned any number of attachments. Attachments that contain text such as Word les, Excel,
Powerpoint, PDF or OpenOﬃce documents can be included in the full-text search.
You can add attachments to a task as follows:
•
•
•

Drag les to the appropriately marked area in the Attachment tab at the bottom of the Task Detail view
By clicking on the "Add" button in the action column
By Ctrl-V, if you have previously loaded a picture into your clipboard. If the cursor is in a Rich Text eld, the
image is copied directly to the eld and not saved as an attachment.

You can also use the action button to save URLs as attachments, such as shortcuts to a document management
system or Sharepoint.

2.2.5 Permissions
The options you have in working with a specic item depend on your role(s) in the project and your relation to
this item. This section describes the behaviour of Allegra with regard to item permissions.

Enabled and Disabled Tabs
The following tabs are disabled when you create a new item:
•
•

History, since there will be no history for a new item.
Comments, since it does not make sense to comment on an item that hasn‘t even been created.

The attachment tab is always active.
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The Work/Costs tab is enabled
•
•

if accounting is active for the project this item belongs to
and if you have any of these rights: „add expenses“ or „view all expenses“ or „modify budget“. These rights
you obtain indirectly by the role(s) you have in this project.

The Watchers tab is enabled if you have the permission „see all watchers“ or „modify watch list“. These rights
you obtain indirectly by the role(s) you have in this project.
The Version control tab is enabled if there are any links between this item and the version control repository
set up in this system.
Notice: There may be entries here even though you have not set up version control for the project this
item belongs to. In this case it is likely that the link comes from a repository of another project. Allegra
does not suppress these links if a project does not have a version control repository set up.

Enabled and Disabled Buttons
For inactive workspaces, most buttons are disabled. If a project is not in state „inactive“, you have the following
options.
For the Comments tab:
•
•

Add, Delete, and Edit buttons are always enabled.
The individual comments are editable and removable by the author and the project administrator.

For the Attachments tab:
•

All buttons are always enabled, unless the project is inactive. For an inactive project, you can only download
the attachment.

For the Work/Costs tab:
•
•
•
•
•

Add expense: this function is active when the project is active and you have permission „add expenses“ via
the role(s) you have in this project.
Edit and Delete expense: is active when project is in „active“ state. You cannot modify or delete expenses
if a project has been archived or closed.
The individual expense entries are editable/deletable by the project administrator and the creator of the
expense.
Total Budget button: active if you have the „modify budget“ permission via the role(s) you have in this
project.
Remaining Budge button: active if you have the „modify budget“ permission or you are the current
responsible or manager of this item.

For the Watchers tab:
•
•
•
•

Add informed/Add consulted/Delete: you have „modify watch list“ permission via the role(s) you have in
this project.
Remove me as consulted/Remove me as informed: this is always active. You can take yourself of a watch
list any time.
Add me as consulted: always active when creating an item. For an existing item this is only active if you have
„modify any“ permission via the role(s) you carry in this project.
Add me as informed: you must have the „read any“ permission via the role(s) you have in this project.

2.2.6 Browsing items
A Allegra database may contain thousands of items even for a single project. Allegra permits you to select
subsets of items by means of „queries“ and display them in an item navigator.
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Filters, View Types, Layouts, and Views
You create a list of items by combining a “lter” with a “view type” and a “layout”.
Typical lters would be “all items” and “items overdue”, and typical view types would be “Gantt chart” and
“Scrum board”. The layout determines the attributes shown, grouping, sorting, etc.

Figure 2-4: Views, view types, lters, and layouts
You can apply lters
•
•
•
•
•

by using the lter history
by using the navigation area on the left
by using cockpit links
by typing TQL expressions in the full text search eld in the top right
by using the “Filter” button in the sub-menu toolbar at the top right

You can manage lters
•
•
•
•

from the context menu in the navigation area on the left
from the Item Navigator button in the top menu bar
by using the “Filter” button in the sub-menu toolbar at the top right
from the Administration perspective, when you have access to it

You select a view type from the list oﬀered to you in the sub-menu tool bar at the top right.
You dene a layout by dragging columns to their place, changing the column widths. If available you may be
able to dene grouping and sorting, and select the attributes to display by clicking on the “Settings” button
in the top right sub-menu toolbar.
Layouts are automatically stored with the lters. The owner of a lter denes that lters standard layout. Other
users will use the standard layout unless they make changes to it. If you have changed the layout, you can revert
to the standard layout via the “Actions” button in the top right sub-menu toolbar.

2.2.7 Filter basics
Filters dene which items you can see or access from the total set of items in the system database. All user
dened lters are preceded by a system lter that is driven by the access control engine and business rules of
the system.

System lter and user lter
You can envision the procedure to get a set of items from the Allegra database as two stage ltering process.
At the lter input there are all items in the database. When you apply a lter, these items have to rst pass the
system lter.
The system lter makes sure you will only be able to see items you are authorized to see. For example, you will
never be able to see items that have been marked private by another user, or that belong to a project where
you have no read permission.
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In the second stage, the remaining items have to pass your personal lter. Here you can dene all kinds of
criteria to just consider the items you are interested in.

Figure 2-5: The lter hierarchy
You cannot manipulate the system lter in any other way than obtaining access rights via roles in projects. You
can however create as many personal lters as you like and save them for later use. Some cockpit views provide
lters, and there are some predened views with lters you can use. It is likely that you will create ve to ten
personal views that you will be using all the time. If you are a project manager, you can provide lters to your
team members, so that all of you have the same view.

Logical Expressions
Filters consist of two parts. The rst part is assembled by selecting entries from selection boxes for diﬀerent
item eld. For example, by selecting a project from the project selection list, and selecting „closed“ from the
state selection list, and deselecting everything else, the result set would contain all closed items for this project.
Selecting additional properties and values would add these criteria to the lter.
In logical terms, this part of the lter is comprised of the logical AND of the logical ORs of the selections for
each eld.
This principle covers most use cases. Allegra provides the most important properties for this form of lter criteria
denition.
You can add additional properties including all your custom properties in the bottom area of the lter denition
mask. This permits you to dene even complex logical expressions.

Selecting all or nothing
When you use the selection lists to specify a lter you select the desired property values. Sometimes you want
to select all possible values. In this case it is advisable to not select any value. This makes the lter more eﬃcient
and robust against future changes in the selection list.
Let us assume you wanted to create a lter that searches for open items in all your projects. If you selected all
projects, the lter would work ne. If you later on work on a new project, that project will be missing in your
lter and you would have to add the new project to your lter.
If on the other hand you would keep the project selection list empty, even future projects would be considered.
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Using parameters
Filters are usually completely determined with all lter parameters. However, you can have the user enter
parameters when using a lter by setting the respective eld selection to $PARAMETER.
When applying a lter, the user will then be prompted to enter the selected parameters, like a specic release
or state.
This is helpful if you have a complex lter which should be exible in just a small part. The lter could not be
messed up, but it could still be congured by its user to a certain extend.

Including linked items
You can include items linked to those that match the lter based on the custom link types and a number
predened link types. The predened link types are
•
•
•

all unclosed children of ltered items
all children of ltered items
MS Project predecessors

2.2.8 Using TQL
The Allegra Query Language (TQL) permits to dene lters including search in attached les (HTML, text, XML,
OpenOﬃce, PDF, Excel) and permits to perform fuzzy and proximity searches.

Terms
A query is broken up into terms and operators. There are two types of terms: Single Terms and Phrases.
A Single Term is a single word such as "test" or "hello".
A Phrase is a group of words surrounded by double quotes such as "hello dolly".
Multiple terms can be combined together with Boolean operators to form a more complex query (see below).
If the term consists of just a number, only the item number property is searched for exactly this number.
You can use localized value terms coming from selection elds like state or priority.

Fields in TQL
TQL supports elded data. When performing a search you can either specify an property, or use the default
property. The default property encompasses basically all textual elds of Allegra.
You can search any property by typing the property name followed by a colon ":" and then the term you are
looking for.
As an example, let's assume you want to nd the item entitled "The Right Way" which contains the text "don't
go this way", you can enter:
Synopsis:"The Right Way" AND Description:go
or
Synopsis:"The Right Way" AND go
Since by default all text elds are searched, in the second example items having "go" in another text property
than Description would qualify as well.
You can enter either the system internal property name ("Synopsis") or the localized property name as you see
it in the user interface ("Title").
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For a complete list of system elds have a look at the section on System Fields.
CAUTION: The property is only valid for the term that it directly precedes, so the query
Synopsis:Do it right
will only nd "Do" in the title property. It will nd "it" and "right" in the default property (in this case
the text property).

Term Modiers
TQL supports modifying query terms to provide a wide range of searching options.

Wildcard Searches
TQL supports single and multiple character wildcard searches. To perform a single character wildcard search
use the "?" symbol. To perform a multiple character wildcard search use the "*" symbol.
The single character wildcard search looks for terms that match that with the single character replaced. For
example, to search for "text" or "test" you can use the search:
te?t
Multiple character wildcard searches looks for 0 or more characters. For example, to search for "test", "tests" or
"tester", you can use the search:
test
You can also use the wildcard searches in the middle of a term:
te*t
Note: You cannot use a * or ? symbol as the rst character of a search.

Fuzzy Searches
TQL supports fuzzy searches based on the Levenshtein Distance, or Edit Distance algorithm. To do a fuzzy search
use the tilde, "~", symbol at the end of a Single word Term. For example to search for a term similar in spelling
to "roam" use the fuzzy search:
roam~
This search will nd terms like foam and roams. An additional (optional) parameter can specify the required
similarity. The value is between 0 and 1, with a value closer to 1 only terms with a higher similarity will be
matched. For example:
roam~0.8
The default that is used if the parameter is not given is 0.5.
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Proximity Searches
TQL supports nding words that are within a specic distance away. To do a proximity search use the tilde, "~",
symbol at the end of a Phrase. For example to search for a "project" and "management" within 10 words of each
other in a item use the search:
„project management“~10

Range Searches
Range Queries allow one to match items whose property(s) values are between the lower and upper bound
specied by the Range Query. Range Queries can be inclusive or exclusive of the upper and lower bounds.
Sorting is done lexicographically.
Lastedit:[20060101 TO 20060101]
This will nd items whose Lastedit elds have values between 20060101 and 20060101, inclusive. Note that
Range Queries are not reserved for date elds. You could also use range queries with non-date elds:
Synopsis:{Aida TO Carmen}
This will nd all items whose synopsis are between Aida and Carmen, but not including Aida and Carmen.
Inclusive range queries are denoted by square brackets. Exclusive range queries are denoted by curly brackets.

Boosting a Term
TQL provides the relevance level of matching items based on the terms found. To boost a term use the caret,
"^", symbol with a boost factor (a number) at the end of the term you are searching. The higher the boost factor,
the more relevant the term will be.
Boosting allows you to control the relevance of a item by boosting its term. For example, if you are searching for
project management
and you want the term "project" to be more relevant boost it using the ^ symbol along with the boost factor
next to the term. You would type:
project^4management
This will make items with the term "project" appear more relevant. You can also boost Phrase Terms as in the
example:
"project management"^4 "TQL"
By default, the boost factor is 1. Although the boost factor must be positive, it can be less than 1 (e.g. 0.2).

Boolean Operators
Boolean operators allow terms to be combined through logic operators. TQL supports AND, "+", OR, NOT and
"-" as Boolean operators(Note: Boolean operators must be ALL CAPS).
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OR
The OR operator is the default conjunction operator. This means that if there is no Boolean operator between
two terms, the OR operator is used. The OR operator links two terms and nds a matching item if either of the
terms exist in an item. This is equivalent to a union using sets. The symbol || can be used in place of the word OR.
To search for items that contain either "project management" or just "project" use the query:
"project management" project
or
"project management" OR project

AND
The AND operator matches items where both terms exist anywhere in the text of a single item. This is equivalent
to an intersection using sets. The symbol && can be used in place of the word AND.
To search for items that contain "project management" and "TQLplus new" use the query:
"project management" AND "TQLplus new"

„+“-Operator
The "+" or required operator requires that the term after the "+" symbol exist somewhere in a the property of
a single item.
To search for items that must contain "project" and may contain "TQL" use the query:
+project TQL

NOT
The NOT operator excludes items that contain the term after NOT. This is equivalent to a diﬀerence using sets.
The symbol ! can be used in place of the word NOT.
To search for items that contain "project management" but not "TQL new" use the query:
"project management" NOT "TQL new"
CAUTION: The NOT operator cannot be used with just one term. For example, the following search
will return no results:
NOT "project management"

„-“-Operator
The "-" or prohibit operator excludes items that contain the term after the "-" symbol. To search for items that
contain "project management" but not "issue tracking" use the query:
"project management" -"issue tracking"
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Stop Words
There are certain words that will not be indexed and you cannot search for them (stop words). Which words
these are depends on the “analyzer” that is congured for full text search in the server conguration.

Standard Analyzer and English Analyzer Stop Words
The following list of words you cannot search for as they are not being indexed.
a an and are as at be but by
for if in into is it
no not of on or such
that the their then there these
they this to was will with

German Analyzer Stop Words
The following list of words you cannot search for as they are not being indexed.
aber
alle allem allen aller alles
als also am an
ander andere anderem anderen anderer anderes anderm andern anderr anders
auch auf aus bei bin bis bist da damit dann
der den des dem die das
daß
derselbe derselben denselben desselben demselben dieselbe dieselben
dasselbe
dazu
dein deine deinem deinen deiner deines
denn
derer dessen
dich dir du
dies diese diesem diesen dieser dieses
doch dort
durch
ein eine einem einen einer eines
einig einige einigem einigen einiger einiges
einmal
er ihn ihm
es etwas
euer eure eurem euren eurer eures
für gegen gewesen hab habe haben hat hatte hatten hier hin hinter
ich mich mir
ihr ihre ihrem ihren ihrer ihres euch
im in indem ins ist
jede jedem jeden jeder jedes
jene jenem jenen jener jenes
jetzt kann
kein keine keinem keinen keiner keines
können könnte machen man
manche manchem manchen mancher manches
mein meine meinem meinen meiner meines
mit muss musste nach nicht nichts noch nun nur ob oder ohne sehr
sein seine seinem seinen seiner seines
selbst sich
sie ihnen
sind so
solche solchem solchen solcher solches
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soll sollte sondern sonst über um und
uns unse unsem unsen unser unses
unter viel vom von vor während war waren warst was weg weil weiter
welche welchem welchen welcher welches
wenn werde werden wie wieder will wir wird wirst wo wollen wollte würde
würden zu zum zur zwar zwischen

2.2.9 System properties
Items have properties like a description or an item number, and some item properties are predened by the
system.
The table below describes all system properties Allegra knows about. In addition, you can dene any number of
custom properties. The labels can be localized and may have been changed on your system. When you change
the property name you have to use that new name in all places like report templates and TQL lters.
Table 2-1: System properties reference
Property name

Id

Description

AccessLevel

22

not used

ArchiveLevel

25

„deleted“ or „archived“

Build

18

a text property for software build nos.

Comment

23

CreateDate

14

Description

21

Duration

33

end date minus start date, holidays
are not considered. A duration of 0
designates a milestone.

EndDate

20

The deadline. In case of top-down
support this is the bottom-up value
as conrmed by the contractor. The
date is interpreted as the end of the
day. Example: June 20, 2018 would be
interpreted as June 21, 2018 0:00 o'clock.

IssueNo

12

A system wide unique number for this
item.

IssueType

2

LastEditedBy

24

LastModiedDate

15

Manager

5

RACI accountable

Originator

13

Author

Priority

10

Project

1
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Property name

Id

Description

ProjectSpecicIssueNo

28

A project specic unique item number.
Together with the project prex this
makes a system wide unique item
number. It is null if project specic item
number support is disabled.

ReleaseNoticed

8

In case of bugs, the release or phase in
which this bug was detected.

ReleaseScheduled

9

Release or phase for which this item is
scheduled for delivery.

Responsible

6

RACI responsible

Severity

11

a.k.a. criticality

StartDate

19

When work on this item shall begin. In
case of top-down support this is the
bottom-up start date as conrmed by the
contractor.The date is interpreted as the
beginning of the day. Example: June 20,
2018 would be interpreted as June 20,
2018 0:00 o'clock.

Status

4

SubmitterEmail

26

SuperiorWorkItem

16

Synopsis

17

The title of this item

TargetDuration

34

The duration as given by the customer
or management. This is the top-down
constraint.

TargetStartDate

29

When work on this item shall
begin according to the customer or
management (top-down value).

TargetEndDate

30

The deadline as given by the customer
or management. This is the top-down
constraint.

TaskIsMilestone

32

Marks a task as a milestone. Milestones
are treated and displayed diﬀerently in
the Gantt view. This eld is deprecated.

WBS

27

Work breakdown structure number.

When this item was created by e-mail
or by another system user on behalf of
a submitter not known as a user of this
system.

Attachment

Used für TQL search: Attachment
le name, attachment content, and
attachment description.

Link

Used for TQL search: Description of link.

Expense

Used for TQL search: All text properties in
the expense record.
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Property name

Id

Description

BudgetPlan

Used for TQL search: All text properties for
budgets and planned value records.

2.3 The item navigator
To work with a set of items you use the item navigator. Next to the cockpit it is the central location from where
you do most of your work.
The item navigator consists of two main areas:
•
•

The navigation area
The item area

Figure 2-6: Item navigator structure
The navigation area is located on the left and permits you to dene the item lter used to show items in the
item area. It has two modes of operation, accessible via the buttons in the lower left corner.
In the rst mode you apply a regular item lter. In the second mode you perform a sub-ltering on the results
of the rst lter.
In both modes you can drag and drop items to nodes in the navigation area to change baskets, states, releases,
and other properties.
The item area on the right also oﬀers you diﬀerent modes. You can select between a at view, a hierarchical
view, an interactive Gantt view, and an agile board.
From the item area, you can perform mass operations on a selected set of items, like closing all of them, or
changing a date, or assigning them to somebody else.
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2.3.1 Navigator left area
The navigator left area provides two levels of ltering items. The result from the rst ltering level can be further
ltered via the second ltering level.

Global mode
In the left area of the item navigator you select the lter that determines which items you see in the right area.
The workspace related lters at the top (A) exclude items that are in status “closed”. These lters can be used as
drop targets to move items from the right area to a new phase or release.
The second group of lters are those you have subscribed to. You can add and remove lters in this category
using the context menu.
The third group lters by item status. These lter nodes can be used as a drop target for changing one or more
items from the right area to a new status by dragging them here.
The „basket“ view lters pertain to your personal organization of items according to the „Getting Things Done“
method. They serve as drop targets for changing one or more items from the right area to a new personal
basket. You can put personal follow up dates on items and delegate items by dragging them from the right
area to the respective lter.
You apply a lter by clicking on the respective node in the left navigation area. Most nodes provide a context
menu which permits you to manage the lter or execute other useful actions.

Sub-ltering
You can further lter the list of ltered items using a sub-lter. To access the sub-lter block click on icon C. You
can congure the lter attributes shown in sub-lter area B by clicking on the sub-lter conguration icon D.

All nodes in the sub-lter area can be used as drop targets. For example, this makes it easy to assign a list of
items to a new responsible by simply dragging these items to the respective node in the lter.
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2.3.2 Navigator right area modes
The item navigator right area can be viewed in diﬀerent modes, depending on whether you want to see a
standard work breakdown structure, a simple hierarchical view across projects, or a detailed view with history,
comments, and full descriptions.
There is a choice of operating modes for the right area. You can switch between them with the buttons in the
upper right corner of the item navigator screen:
•
•
•
•
•

at list mode, grid based
tree view mode, grid based
hierarchical (work breakdown structure) view mode, grid based
agile board view mode
Gantt view mode

Flat list view mode
The at list view mode permits you to see items across all workspaces disregarding any hierarchical order. This
permits you to group and sort by any eld and see items ordered exactly by these criteria. This mode further
supports pagination.

Tree view mode
The tree view mode permits you to see items across all projects including their hierarchy. This view furthermore
permits you to see the item history and comments, and the full description. You can drag items to other places
in the tree, but you cannot order them within the same hierarchical level. The order within the same hierarchical
level is determined by the sort criteria you have applied. Compared to the at list view mode, this mode might
take slightly longer to load since it can contain much more data.

Hierarchical (Work Breakdown Structure) view mode
The Work Breakdown Structure view mode groups items in projects. You can drag items to any new position
within that project, and determine the position even within the same hierarchical level. This is essentially the
same behavior you know from structuring text documents or from tools like MS Project.
You would use this mode when you need to structure items into a hierarchy, and the order of items is important.

Agile Board view mode
The Agile Board view mode displays items as "cards". The items are organized in columns. You can select the
property to use for the columns, like status, responsible, priority, etc. You can furthermore select which values
out of the available values for the columns you want to show, like just some statuses, or some responsible
persons.
You would use this mode when you work with agile methods as a Scrum board or Kanban board.

Gantt view mode
The Gantt view mode is similar to the Work Breakdown Structure mode, but it gives you an additional area
where you can graphically see and modify start and end dates, work progress, and dependencies between
items, and highlight the critical path.
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You would use this mode when you create or revise project plans.

2.3.3 General right area behaviour
The right area of the item navigator shows the selected items in various ways. These view modes like Gantt view
or Agile board view are congurable and share some common behavior.

Item context actions
You can directly act on items shown in the item navigator by right clicking on the item number. You can quickly
change an item, add a comment, change the state or responsible, and so on with just two mouse clicks.
1. Right click on the item number of the item you want to change. A context menu opens.

2. Choose the action you like.
You will be directly guided to the corresponding form where you can make the desired changes. After you save
the item you will be returned to the item navigator.

Keyboard shortcuts
In many places you can use keyboard shortcuts to accelerate your work.
The following keyboard shortcuts are available:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ctrl+Shift+F1: get the shortcut help menu
Ctrl+Shift+H: goto cockpit
Ctrl+Shift+W: browse workspace
Ctrl+Shift+N: switch to item navigator
Ctrl+Shift+I: create item
Ctrl+Shift+A: switch to Administration perspective
Ctrl+Shift+S: Save an inline edited item
Ctrl+Shift+Z: revert changes and restore original values

With Ctrl+Shift++ you can quickly create a new item when your cursor is in the item list and you have selected
a workspace as the main lter. The attribute values are taken from the workspace defaults. You must have inline
editing enabled for this to work properly.
With Ctrl+Shift+- you can close an item.

Managing standard layouts
With each lter comes a standard layout. When you own the lter you can make your personal layout the
standard layout for this lter. Other users can overwrite the standard layout with their own. They can also go
back to the standard layout.
1. Using a lter (e.g., from "Find items"), create a list of items in the item navigator.
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2. Arrange columns, grouping, sorting, etc.
3. To dene this arrangement as standard layout for this lter, click on the „Action“ button and select from the
menu „Save as standard layout“. You can only do this if you are the owner of the lter you used.

4. To overwrite your own arrangement with the standard layout, click on the „Action“ button and select from
the menu „Use standard layout“.

Right area conguration
You can congure the right area (views) of the item navigator. What can be congured depends on the view
mode.
1. In the item navigator, click on the "settings" button all the in the top right corner below the logo.

2. Depending on the view mode you will be able to congure the view.

2.3.4 Grid based view modes
Depending on the right area view mode you can congure the columns, sorting, and grouping in the item
navigator. The conguration pertains to the last lter you have executed and will be preserved even after you
have logged out. If you change the „My items“ lter navigator conguration, this is the default for all lters
where you do not explicitly create a specic conguration.

Sorting columns
•

To sort items click on the desired column header. Click again to sort in reverse order.

Grouping
You can group items in the item overview report up to a grouping level of four.
1. To activate grouping, click on the „Group“ button at the top right of the item navigator screen. A pop-up
box will appears.
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2. Select the desired grouping criteria.
3. Click on the „Save“ button.

Moving items in the hierarchy
•

You can move items to another parent by dragging the item number to a new parent number, and dropping
it there.

Modifying column width
1. To modify the width of a column move the cursor to the right double bar of that column header.
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2. Select and move the bar to increase or reduce the width of the column.

Moving columns
To move a column to another place select that column header and drag it to the left separation bar of another
column header.

Editing a set of items
You can execute actions on a whole set of items, like changing item state, release, responsible, watchers, start
and due dates, as well as custom properties. This is called a set operation. You will only be able to change
properties that are actually being used in the projects you have access rights to.
Make sure you have the set selection column activated. It always shows in the rst column. To activate the set
selection column click on the „Choose columns“ button on the top right.
1. In the rst column mark the items you want to modify using a set operation.

2. Click on the „Edit“ icon in the tool bar.
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3. On the new screen that appears mark those item properties you want to change. You must check at least
one property. When you check an property on the left the corresponding input eld will be activated, and
you can enter the desired change.

4. Click on the “Save” button.
If possible, all items are now changed to the new values. If it should not be possible to change an item, for
example if you have just read access to it, or are not permitted to move a due date, you will be informed that
the change was not performed as desired.
There is a peculiarity about changing start or end dates. You can set the earliest start or end date to some
specic value, and for all the other items in the change set their dates are moved relatively to the item with
the earliest start or end date.
You can either choose the start or the end date for this feature. For example, if you choose to move the earliest
start date, all other start dates will keep their existing time diﬀerence to the item with the earliest start date. If
you want to keep the time diﬀerence to the end dates as well, you need to mark this with the provided check
box.

Copying a set of Items
You can copy a selected set of items or execute actions on a whole set of items, and in the process change
properties like start and end dates, responsible persons, states, etc.
Make sure you have the bulk selection column activated. It always shows in the rst column. To activate the
bulk selection column click on the „Choose columns“ button on the top right.
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You can use this feature for check lists that need to be processed repeatedly, for simple workows that occur
again and again, for test plans that are copied to test protocols, and so on. A standard way using this feature is
to create a project with item templates, for example for check lists, and copy them as a set to the actual project
they are being used in. Another approach would be to keep the template in a separate item type, and change
the item type during the copy process.
1. In the rst column mark the items you want to modify using a set operation.

2. Click on the „Action“ button and select „Copy set“ from the menu.
3. On the new screen that appears mark those item properties you want to change. When you check an
property on the left the corresponding input eld will be activated, and you can enter the desired change.

You have a number of choices when copying items. You can select to include the item history in the copy.
You can include attachments, and you can copy items including all subordinated items, i.e., an entire tree.
Furthermore, you can copy watchers like informed and consulted with each item.
4. Click on the “Save” button.

Linking items
You can link items directly from the item navigator.
1. In the item navigator, mark at least two items you like to link to each other.

2. Click on the „Action“ button and select from the menu „Link items“.
3. Select the desired link type, eventually add parameters and save.
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The items are now linked with each other. You can use this link when dening lters. For some link types the
associated logic may prevent you from closing items linked to open items, or give you a temporal order like
nish-start or nish-nish.

Creating a template based report
You can create a report from the item set shown in the item navigator. Reports enable you to present item
information in many diﬀerent ways, like charts, tables, texts, etc.
1. Click on the „Action“ button and select from the menu „Reports“.
2. You are guided to the report management area where you can select the desired report.

Exporting data from Allegra
You can import data from another Allegra installation, for example to merge two diﬀerent installations. This
is a powerful and potentially dangerous operation, and therefore enabled only for system administrators. This
sections describes how to proceed and what happens during the process.

Overview
Allegra permits you to import items and all associated data from another Allegra instance. In the following we
will call the Allegra instance that provides the data “source”, and the Allegra installation that gets this data and
makes it part of its own database “target”.

To copy data from one Allegra instance to another you rst have to export this data at the “source”. To dene
the set of items to be exported you execute a regular query, and „export“ the result from the item navigator.
Note that you can copy entire spaces this way, or just parts of a spaces, and even all spaces of the “source”.
The “export” process creates a ZIP data le including all data and attachments which you can import into the
“target” installation.
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Export
To prepare for an export, observe the following:
•
•
•

You must be logged in as a user with system administrator or system manager rights (e.g., “admin” user)
You must have at least read access for each project from which you want to export items. For this you need
to assign yourself a role in these projects.
You can only export items and related data via regular queries. This means that you will not be able to
export items from releases that have been archived. Such releases will not show up in the selection boxes
of the query denition any more.

To export items apply a lter that will show them in the item navigator. In a hierarchical view expand the
hierarchy so that all items are shown. Select the items you like to export.

Select the Actions > Export > Export to Allegra format menu in the tool bar. A download box will appear.

Save the le to your local disc drive. In our example, this le has a size of about 9 MByte. The size very much
depends on the size of the attachments. This le can be imported into another Allegra instance.
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Printing
You can create a printable output from the items shown in the item navigator. The output resembles the layout
you have in the navigator.
1. Click on the „Action“ button and select from the menu „Print“.
2. A new browser windows opens containing the printable item set as shown in the item navigator. Print this
output using your browsers print function.

Exporting to a CSV le
You can export the items shown in the item navigator to a CSV formatted le for import into applications that
can read this format (e.g., spread sheets).
Note: You can set the separator character which is being used in the CSV le in your personal prole
area, since it may depend on your version of MS Oﬃce and the locale on your client computer.
1. Click on the „Action“ button and select from the menu „CSV“.
2. Download the CSV le to your local computer. You can directly open this le in Excel or OpenOﬃce.
The CSV le contains all current properties of the items shown in the item navigator. The CSV le does not
contain any trail information, due to the limitations of the format.

Exporting to an XML le
You can export all information for the items shown in the item navigator to a custom XML le.
The XML format is helpful when you design your own report templates. Allegra uses the same format internally,
so you can conveniently design your report templates locally on your client computer using the JasperSoft
Studio design software, and test your reports with real data. When everything works you can upload your new
template to the server.
1. Click on the „Action“ button and select from the menu „XML“.
2. Download the XML le to your local computer. You can use this le to design report templates with
JasperSoft Studio.

Exporting to an Excel le
You can export the items shown in the item navigator to an Excel spread sheet le.
1. Click on the „Action“ button and select from the menu „Excel“.
2. Download the Excel le to your local computer. You can directly open this le in Excel or OpenOﬃce.
The Excel le contains all current properties of the items shown in the item navigator. The Excel le does
not contain any trail information, due to the limitations of the format. If you have selected items in the item
navigator, only those items will be exported.

2.4 Importing and exporting data
You can import and export items to a variety of systems, including Excel sheets, MS Project les, and other
Allegra instances.

2.4.1 Importing items from Excel
You can import items from Excel sheets. If Allegra detects that items already exist in its database, these items
are modied rather than created again.
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Overview
To create items from an Excel spread sheet the sheet has to contain the required data. The rst row of the spread
sheet contains the eld names, all following rows contain item data, one item per row.

Using hierarchy and WBS
If the sheet contains a WBS column, the WBS code determines the hierarchy level. You do not have to provide
unique numbers. For example, all items on the rst level could have a WBS code “1”, all items on the second
level “1.1”, and so on.

To import items from an Excel sheet go to the item navigator and drag the le to be imported on the navigator
right area.
Select the sheet inside the Excel le from which you want to import items.
Allegra will try to map all columns in your Excel sheet to its own elds. You can control this mapping process
manually. Allegra will memorize your last mapping denitions and reuse them in all subsequent imports, so
that after your rst import all following imports typically require just uploading the le.
In the next step, you dene how Allegra should handle required values that it cannot nd in your Excel spread
sheet. There are two options: either the row is rejected, or a default value is being inserted by Allegra.
If there are problems with the spread sheet, Allegra will give you exact hints on the row and data it has problems
with. You can then correct the spread sheet and upload the le again.
If everything goes well, Allegra creates one item for each row in your spread sheet. You can only import system
and custom elds. It is not possible to import consulted/informed information, costs, or budgets.
You don‘t have to enter a project in your spread sheet. You can select a project during the import process for
all items.
The order of the columns in your spread sheet is of no importance. You should just keep it the same in all
subsequent imports to minimize your conguration eﬀort.

Column Mapping
The column headers should be mapped to the Allegra elds. If a column header is not mapped then the values
from that column will not be imported.
When you use the import facility the rst time, Allegra tries a best match of the column headers to its own elds.
This match is based on
1. localized eld conguration (localized eld labels)
2. not localized eld conguration (original eld labels)
3. eld names
You can now go ahead and change the mapping manually, in case Allegra didn‘t nd the right solution for
your spread sheet. The import wizard shows the eld labels as dened in the Allegra global scope, not the ones
specic for item type, project type, or project, since a sheet may contain items from more than one project and/
or item type.
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Thus, you need to know the global eld conguration label for each eld, even though that label can be diﬀerent
in your own project or for your own item types.
Once the NEXT button is clicked the mapping is saved on the disk in a user specic directory and will be used
as the default mapping for your next import.

Composite Field Handling
Composite elds are contained in a single column. The diﬀerent sections of a composite elds have to separated
by a “|” character.

Multiple Value Field Handling
For multiple value elds, all values are contained in the same column. The diﬀerent values must be separated
by comma (“,”).

Data Validation and Import
Each row of data in the spread sheet will be validated on several levels before an item is created from it.
1. There is a validation that all required elds are present. This means that they are either dened in the spread
sheet and have been associated with the required eld in Allegra, or you have selected that default values
should be used in case there are no values in the spread sheet.
2. Each cell value is read and veried whether it contains a valid value. The specic handling depends on the
type of the cell.
a. Label (text) elds: Selection list entries are specied by their label. For persons the label pattern is last
name, rst name. It will be veried whether an entry with that label exists. If it does exist it will be
checked if it is valid or not. For example, for the state it is checked that it can be the initial one, or for the
manager it is checked that this person actually has manager rights in that project, and so on).
b. Boolean (check box) elds: the Excel cells should be either of boolean type or the text value should be
Y or N, true or false.
c. Numeric elds: either the Excel cells should be of number type, or the number format should correspond
to the user's locale, or should be in ISO format. Other values are taken as text, as they appear in the cell.
d. Date elds: the Excel cells should be either of date type or the date format should correspond to the
user's locale or the date should be in ISO format (YYYY-MM-DD).
3. Rows are checked for duplicates before being added. The most robust identication is possible if you have
the Allegra item numbers included in your Excel sheet. If that is not possible you can dene a combination
of identier columns which should uniquely identify each item.
For example, you can set the originator, project, and title combined as a unique identier. This implies that
these three elds are not modied between re-imports, and that their combination is unique. If a matching
item is not found, a new item is created. If a matching item is found, the changes from the non-identifying
columns will be applied.
4. Each row is validated against the regular eld validators before it is being added, just like it would when
you create an item from the web interface.
If all validations described above succeed the row will be saved as a new item in the Allegra database.

Conict Resolution
When importing data from an Excel sheet, there can be conicts, for example when Allegra recognizes an Excel
row as an existing item, but there is conicting data within that item between the Excel version and the Allegra
item version.
If inside the Excel sheet there is no column for the last edit date, there is no usable history data available and
all elds that have been changed in either Allegra or Excel can be in conict. If in Excel there is data for the last
edit date, Allegra can perform some intelligent conict handling because it can take into account the temporal
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order in which changes happened. The handling diﬀers for elds that have an explicit history enabled in Allegra,
and those that don’t. You can select explicit history for all elds, but that is not the default.
In case a elds history recording is enabled in Allegra, the conict resolution handling is as follows:
It will be veried whether the rst old value form the Allegra history (after last edit date) is the same as the actual
value from Excel. If it is the same, then the change was made only in Allegra and not in Excel. Consequently
the Allegra value will be silently preserved, and the user will not be asked for conict resolution. Otherwise the
user will be involved in the conict handling process.
In case a eld has no explicit history recording, eld changes are only recorded in the common history. For such
elds, there is no reliable way to nd out whether such a eld was modied only in Allegra or also in Excel.
Therefore when at least one common history entry exists after the last edit date in Excel, then each changed
eld without explicit history is subject to conict handling.
If there is no history data since last edit, then the change in the Excel le will overwrite the Allegra value without
conict resolution.

2.4.2 Importing tasks from MS Project
As a project administrator, you can import an entire project from an MS Project database le. During the import
process, Allegra tries to synchronize MS Project tasks with existing tasks within the Allegra system.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
Make sure you have saved your MS Project plan in MS Project XML format.
MS Project oﬀers some features not available in Allegra. You can use MS Project to create and maintain your
project plan, do your resource planning, and later on you can use it to monitor project progress while keeping
everything safe in your Allegra database.
When you import an MS Project plan into Allegra, all MS Project data is preserved within Allegra. Later on you
can export all data back to MS Project, to make more modications there. You can change MS Project tasks
within Allegra, and incorporate these changes back into your MS Project le.
Table 2-2: Mapping of properties between Allegra and MS Project
Allegra

MS Project

Hints

Planned value (work)

duration * assignment units

In case there is no assignment we
assume hours per work day and
one assigned resource

Budget (work)

duration * assignment units of baseline 1 In case there is no assignment we
values if present, otherwise planned value assume hours per work day and
(work)
one assigned resource

Actual work performed

actual duration * assignment units

In case there is no assignment we
assume hours per work day and
one assigned resource. This value
is only imported when there is no
entry for actual work performed in
Allegra.

1. Go to the item navigator. Drag the MS Project le you want to import to the item navigator.
2. Select the project and release into which you want to import the tasks from the MS Project le as Allegra
tasks. Click on “Next”.
3. Provide Allegra with information how to map resources in MS Project to users in Allegra. You can create new
users, or just map to existing ones. If you create new users, you also have to provide valid e-mail addresses.
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Allegra will update existing tasks within its database, or will create new tasks with item type “task”. The entire
MS Project data le is preserved withing Allegra so that information can later be merged back and exported
for further processing.
Related concepts

2.4.3 Importing data from other Allegra installations
You can import data from another Allegra installation, for example to merge two diﬀerent installations. This
is a powerful and potentially dangerous operation, and therefore enabled only for system administrators. This
sections describes how to proceed and what happens during the process.

Overview
Allegra permits you to import items and all associated data from another Allegra instance. In the following we
will call the Allegra instance that provides the data “source”, and the Allegra installation that gets this data and
makes it part of its own database “target”.

To copy data from one Allegra instance to another you rst have to export this data at the “source”. To dene
the set of items to be exported you execute a regular query, and „export“ the result from the item navigator.
Note that you can copy entire spaces this way, or just parts of a spaces, and even all spaces of the “source”.
The “export” process creates a ZIP data le including all data and attachments which you can import into the
“target” installation.

Import
To import data from another Allegra instance you have to be logged in with system administrator privileges,
e.g., as “admin” user.
DANGER: Importing data from another Allegra instance is a potentially dangerous operation, since it
may add a lot of users and conguration items such as elds and lists you do not want to have.
Please also consider the following:
•

Input forms and form assignments are not being imported. This means that you may not see some elds
that are visible in the exporting instance of Allegra.
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•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Allegra tries to match all data from the other instance to avoid duplication of any entries. Users are identied
by the combination of their login name and e-mail. Only if both match users are considered to be the same.
Most other items are matched by their universal unique identier (UUID). Custom list entries are matched
by their labels. Items are not matched by their item numbers, but by their UUIDs.
Item numbers most likely get moved in the process. Currently, inline links (links to items in the description
text) and other links are not corrected or imported if they point to items not included in the imported data
set.
If in your importing instance you provide a custom eld of type “text” and name it “OldTrackID”, the item
numbers of your exporting instance will be saved there for reference. Furthermore, a le is written in
TRACK_HOME containing a map with the new item numbers and the corresponding old item numbers.
If the import data set contains projects that do not exist in the target instance, these projects are created.
In this case, any role used in the source and not existing in the target instance is being added. Users are
assigned to roles in this new projects, as they have been in the source instance.
For existing projects, no role assignments or roles are being added.
New users are being added as deactivated users.
The import process can only add data, it will not delete any data. For example, if in the source instance
attachments have been deleted since the last synchronisation, in the target instance these attachments
will remain active.

To import data from another instance drag the source ZIP le to the navigator right area.
The data in the le will be imported into your Allegra instance and merged with any existing data.

2.4.4 Exporting to an Excel le
You can export the items shown in the item navigator to an Excel spread sheet le.
1. Click on the „Action“ button and select from the menu „Excel“.
2. Download the Excel le to your local computer. You can directly open this le in Excel or OpenOﬃce.
The Excel le contains all current properties of the items shown in the item navigator. The Excel le does
not contain any trail information, due to the limitations of the format. If you have selected items in the item
navigator, only those items will be exported.

2.4.5 Exporting a project to MS Project
As a project administrator, you can export an entire project into an MS Project database le. You can modify
the data in MS Project, and later on import the le back into Allegra.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
MS Project and Project Libre oﬀer some features not available in Allegra. You can use MS Project or Project Libre
to create and maintain your project plan, and later on you can use it to monitor project progress while keeping
everything safe in your Allegra database.
You can export an entire Allegra workspace or just a specic release into an MS Project database le. The le
format is MS Project XML. You can open the le directly from MS Project for viewing and analyzing.
Go to Actions > Export > Export to MS Projectand export all tasks from the selected workspace to an MS
Project le.
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A download dialog will open and you can download the MS Project XML le to your local computer. Here you
can open the le with Project Libre or MS Project for analysis and modications.

2.4.6 Exporting data from Allegra
You can import data from another Allegra installation, for example to merge two diﬀerent installations. This
is a powerful and potentially dangerous operation, and therefore enabled only for system administrators. This
sections describes how to proceed and what happens during the process.

Overview
Allegra permits you to import items and all associated data from another Allegra instance. In the following we
will call the Allegra instance that provides the data “source”, and the Allegra installation that gets this data and
makes it part of its own database “target”.

To copy data from one Allegra instance to another you rst have to export this data at the “source”. To dene
the set of items to be exported you execute a regular query, and „export“ the result from the item navigator.
Note that you can copy entire spaces this way, or just parts of a spaces, and even all spaces of the “source”.
The “export” process creates a ZIP data le including all data and attachments which you can import into the
“target” installation.

Export
To prepare for an export, observe the following:
•
•
•

You must be logged in as a user with system administrator or system manager rights (e.g., “admin” user)
You must have at least read access for each project from which you want to export items. For this you need
to assign yourself a role in these projects.
You can only export items and related data via regular queries. This means that you will not be able to
export items from releases that have been archived. Such releases will not show up in the selection boxes
of the query denition any more.

To export items apply a lter that will show them in the item navigator. In a hierarchical view expand the
hierarchy so that all items are shown. Select the items you like to export.
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Select the Actions > Export > Export to Allegra format menu in the tool bar. A download box will appear.

Save the le to your local disc drive. In our example, this le has a size of about 9 MByte. The size very much
depends on the size of the attachments. This le can be imported into another Allegra instance.

2.5 Working with the cockpit
Allegra provides special overview pages, called the „cockpit“ or dashboard. Based on the metaphor of cockpit
in a car or plane, this "digital" version of a cockpit provides you with the input necessary to "drive" your business.
The cockpit contains „tiles“ such as red/green/yellow lights, alerts, drill-downs, summaries, graphics such as
bar charts, pie charts, bullet graphs, spark lines and gauges. You can custom congure the set of views you
want to have in your cockpit.
There are two kinds of cockpits:
•

A general cockpit, accessible via the “Cockpit” menu entry. This is handy to give you an overview across all
projects that you are involved in, our the load situation of your team across a number of projects.
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•

Project and release specic cockpits, accessible via the “Browse projects” menu entry. This is helpful to get
a quick overview over a specic project or even release within a project, such as open items, requirements,
release notes, etc.

Figure 2-7: A sample cockpit
The Allegra cockpit is made up of tabs, panels, and tiles. Tiles can be placed on panels, and panels are placed
on tabs. There is no limit on the number of tabs and panels you can congure.
The cockpit layout can be congured by each user interactively and individually, using Allegra drag and drop
technology.
The set of views delivered with Allegra can be augmented by custom views using the Allegra cockpit API.

2.5.1 Changing cockpit layout
The cockpit is completely user customizable. You can choose which devices you want to include, and where
to include them.
Note: All changes made to the cockpit are immediately saved to the database. There is no need to
specically save anything.
1. On the cockpit page, click on the „Edit“ link on the top right, right below the product icon.
2. The screen changes, and a oating box appears on the right side, containing a list with all available tiles.
3. Using the icons on the top left, you can add or remove tabs and panels. To remove an element, you rst
select it by clicking on it. To change an element position, you drag it to the new position.
4. For tabs, you can change the tab label by selecting the tab, and then entering the desired label in the oating
box, eld named „label“.
5. Tiles are always placed on panels. You can dene the number of grid positions for each panel by selecting it,
and then entering the number of rows and columns in the oating box, elds named „rows“ and „columns“.
6. You can place tiles onto panel grid positions by dragging them from the oating box to the desired grid
position. You can move tiles by dragging them to their new position.
7. When you are done, hit the „Back“ symbol in the toolbar.
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You will be returned to the regular view of the cockpit page. You will see your newly designed layout.

2.5.2 Conguring tiles
Some tiles may require conguration, for example project parameters, date parameters, or state parameters.
You are on the cockpit page. You can get there any time by clicking on the „Cockpit“ menu entry.
1. On the cockpit page, click on the „Edit“ link on the top right, right below the product icon.
2. The screen changes, and a oating box appears on the right side, containing a list with all available tiles.
3. With your right mouse key, click into the tile you like to congure. If a tile can be congured, there will be
a „Congure“ option in the context menu that appears.
4. The form that appears depends on the kind of tile. Make the appropriate changes and save them.
5. You will be returned to the cockpit design page. When you are done click on the „Back“ icon in the toolbar.
You have changed the device conguration. You will now see the cockpit congured with the new device
options.

Activity stream
This tile gives you for each project you have read permission in a list of the last X events, where you can congure
X. This permits you to monitor project activities in real time.

Tile conguration
You can congure
•
•
•
•
•
•

The desired lter
The reporting period, eg the last two days
The changes to be taken into account for activities, eg changes in status or changes of dates
The persons to be considered for initiating the activities
The maximum number of activities to display
The update interval in seconds, at least 60 seconds.

Appearance
The tile looks like shown below.

The conguration of the tile looks as shown below.
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traﬃc light diagram
The traﬃc light diagram strikingly illustrates the status of a project with regard to its on-time delivery, its eﬀort
and its quality. The criteria for red, yellow and green can be selected.

The traﬃc light tile oﬀers the following conguration options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filter which areas or processes should be considered
Select which of the three categories "Due date", "Eﬀort" and "Quality" should be displayed
The past period to be considered. Events outside this period are not considered because they are no longer
relevant to the current project status
The percentage of problematic items at which the project appears as "yellow."
The percentage of problematic items at which the project appears as "red."
The states that mark a task as done
The attribute acceptance for the criterion "quality"

The conguration of the tile looks like shown below.
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For the calculation of the criterion "Due date", those itemsare marked as problematic, which are not completed
according to the congured states for "done" and their end date or target date is exceeded. Also marked are
items whose end date lies behind the target date.
For the calculation of the criterion "expenditure" those items are marked as problematic, whose projected
expenditure exceeds the planned expenditure, ie the sum of already accumulated expenditure and the
estimated remainder expenditure. Items whose planned eﬀort is above the budgeted eﬀort are also agged
as problematic.
To calculate the "Quality" criterion, it is necessary that the items to be considered have a corresponding eld
congured on the "Edit" screen. The attribute type "Quality" must be from the "Simple selection list" type and
allows the marking of processes which have been marked as completed but which do not have the desired
result. Three values are possible (the names can be changed, the meaning depends on the order):
•
•
•

unknown
okay
insuﬃcient

The items whose quality was characterized as inadequate are marked as problematic.

Meetings
Projects require meetings. In good meetings, there will be action points assigned that need to be taken care
of. In Allegra there is a special item type called “Meeting”. The tile described here gives you a list with all your
meetings and the associated action items.

The Panel
The „Meetings“ tile does not require any conguration. The panel looks like shown below. There are four
columns:
•
•
•
•

The date column refers to the date of the meeting. This is the due date, or the start date, if there is no due
date dened.
The little group icon is an active link that will open up the item overview with this meeting and all related
action items.
The title is an active link that will directly open up the detailed view of this meeting.
The state summary column gives you active links to all action items, all open action items, and all closed
action items. It also gives you a simple graphical indication for the degree of completion for this meeting.
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Budget summary
The budget overview tile gives you a quick overview of the current project or release state. In a table you will
see summaries for all items overdue, item due this week, items due next week, and all remaining items. For each
category, the estimated remaining work, the degree of completion, and the actual work performed related to
the planned value is shown The tile can be congured by various aspects like project and release, priority, state,
etc.

Conguration
Before the budget overview tile is functional, you need to congure it. Follow the general procedure to
congure a tile outlined above to get to the budget overview conguration page.

Figure 2-8: Budget overview tile conguration
You can select the project and/or releases you want to consider in the budget overview. If you select just the
project, all releases of that project will be considered.
You can group the overview according to various criteria. Grouping is possible by
•
•
•
•

project and release, there is an overview for each selected project or release;
item state, there is an overview for each selected state;
item priority, there is an overview for each selected priority;
none, there will be no grouping.

Furthermore it is possible to apply a lter to consider just a subset of items, e.g., just items with a specic state
or a specic priority.

Standard tile
The following gure shows the standard tile with a single release of a project and no grouping.
On the left side, you can see the four temporal categories for items overdue, due this week, due next week, and
all others. All others means that they either have no due date set, or the due date is beyond the end of next week.
Each temporal category is further structured by items that you yourself work on, items where you are registered
as the manager, and all items of that temporal category. The „all“ row includes the two previous rows.
The completion is calculated as the (sum of booked work/(sum of booked work + estimated remaining work)).
Note that the original planned value is not considered in the calculation of the completion grade.
The rightmost column display how much of the original planned work has already been spent. If this value
exceeds the completion grade, the project will most likely suﬀer a cost overrun.
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At the bottom two additional numbers are displayed. The rst number gives an indication how much a project
is behind schedule. The second number gives an indication how well a project performs, just looking at the
current week. If this gure is close to the number of people currently working on the tasks due times the
remaining number of working hours this week, the project is pretty much on schedule.

Grouped by Priority
As mentioned above, you can group the budget overview according to various criteria. The gure below shows
a grouping by priority.

Figure 2-9: Budget overview tile
The grouping value is shown in the header of the second column from the right.
You can limit the priorities shown by applying an appropriate priority lter in the budget overview
conguration. For example, this permits you to just monitor the high priority tasks, and leave those with low
priority unconsidered.

Grouped by Status
This tile is the same as the one for grouping by priority, except that the state values are shown.
You can limit the states shown by applying an appropriate state lter in the budget overview conguration.
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Average time to close
The “average time to close” tile graphically illustrates the time it took all items that have been closed within
an interval to get closed.
It is possible to set a limit so it becomes visible when this limit has been exceeded.

Modied les
This tile shows you all les that have been modied for a specic release. This will only work if you have your
version control system connected to Allegra, and have added item numbers when committing changes to your
version control system.

Tile conguration
Before you can use this tile you need to congure it. Follow the general procedure to congure a tile outlined
above to get to the modied les conguration page.

You have to select a project or a project combined with a release as a lter. The modied les list will be
assembled based on all items of that release that have les that were committed to version control with these
item numbers in the commit text.

Appearance
The following gure gives you an impression of how the le list looks like. If you have a version control web
viewer enabled you can directly go to the le in the version control repository by clicking on the list entry.

Budget summary
The budget overview tile gives you a quick overview of the current project or release state. In a table you will
see summaries for all items overdue, item due this week, items due next week, and all remaining items. For each
category, the estimated remaining work, the degree of completion, and the actual work performed related to
the planned value is shown The tile can be congured by various aspects like project and release, priority, state,
etc.

Conguration
Before the budget overview tile is functional, you need to congure it. Follow the general procedure to
congure a tile outlined above to get to the budget overview conguration page.
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Figure 2-10: Budget overview tile conguration
You can select the project and/or releases you want to consider in the budget overview. If you select just the
project, all releases of that project will be considered.
You can group the overview according to various criteria. Grouping is possible by
•
•
•
•

project and release, there is an overview for each selected project or release;
item state, there is an overview for each selected state;
item priority, there is an overview for each selected priority;
none, there will be no grouping.

Furthermore it is possible to apply a lter to consider just a subset of items, e.g., just items with a specic state
or a specic priority.

Standard tile
The following gure shows the standard tile with a single release of a project and no grouping.
On the left side, you can see the four temporal categories for items overdue, due this week, due next week, and
all others. All others means that they either have no due date set, or the due date is beyond the end of next week.
Each temporal category is further structured by items that you yourself work on, items where you are registered
as the manager, and all items of that temporal category. The „all“ row includes the two previous rows.
The completion is calculated as the (sum of booked work/(sum of booked work + estimated remaining work)).
Note that the original planned value is not considered in the calculation of the completion grade.
The rightmost column display how much of the original planned work has already been spent. If this value
exceeds the completion grade, the project will most likely suﬀer a cost overrun.
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At the bottom two additional numbers are displayed. The rst number gives an indication how much a project
is behind schedule. The second number gives an indication how well a project performs, just looking at the
current week. If this gure is close to the number of people currently working on the tasks due times the
remaining number of working hours this week, the project is pretty much on schedule.

Grouped by Priority
As mentioned above, you can group the budget overview according to various criteria. The gure below shows
a grouping by priority.

Figure 2-11: Budget overview tile
The grouping value is shown in the header of the second column from the right.
You can limit the priorities shown by applying an appropriate priority lter in the budget overview
conguration. For example, this permits you to just monitor the high priority tasks, and leave those with low
priority unconsidered.

Grouped by Status
This tile is the same as the one for grouping by priority, except that the state values are shown.
You can limit the states shown by applying an appropriate state lter in the budget overview conguration.
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Calendar
You can place a calendar onto your cockpit which will show you your items in case they have start or due dates.
Their is no need to congure the calendar tile.

Conguration
Before you can use this tile you need to congure it. Follow the general procedure to congure a tile outlined
above to get to the calendar conguration page, as described above.

You can change the description of the tile to give it a more precise meaning. This is particular helpful if you use
more than one instance of this tile in your project, for example one grouped by state, and one by responsible.
You can select which projects and/or releases you want to consider in this tile, or use any lter you have dened
previously. Selecting a project will include all releases of that project.
Last you need to select the grouping criterion. You can group by:
Save your conguration by clicking on the „Save“ button. You will be returned to the tile conguration. Click
on the „back“ button in the toolbar area, to nalize the conguration.

Weekly View
The weekly view comprises a header row and the elds for the diﬀerent days of the week. The header row
displays the current calendar week. There are two arrow buttons on the left and on the right with which you
can move a week backwards or forward. The current day is marked by a red frame.

The header contains two more buttons. With the „today“ button you move to the week that contains the current
date, and will select that date. A selected date is marked with a yellowish background.
The „Monthly view“ button takes you to the monthly view of the month where the currently selected date is in.
In case you have not selected any day, the current month will be displayed.

Monthly View
The header of the monthly view comprises of two rows. The rst row contains the name of the month, two
arrow buttons with which you can move one month forward or backward, and two years, the previous year and
the coming year. Clicking on the respective year will move you one year forward or backward.
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The second row contains the day of the week. Each calendar eld contains the day and month in an abbreviated
form.

At the top of the calendar there are two buttons: „Today“ and „Weekly View“. With the „Today“ button you switch
to the current month and the current day. The current day will be selected, shown by the yellowish background.
The current day is furthermore marked by a red frame
When you click onto the „Weekly View“ button, the week that contains the currently selected day will be shown.
If there was no day selected, the current week will be shown.

Selecting Dates
You can mark a date as selected by clicking into it. The selected date is marked with a yellowish background.
When you browse forward or backward the date remains selected as long as you do not select a diﬀerent date.
When you change from monthly to weekly view, the week with the selected date will be shown.

Active Links
When there is one of your items, e.g. an item where you are either the original author of, or the current
responsible, or the manager, and this item has a start or a due date on any of the dates shown in your current
calendar tile, there will be an active link with a short text for this item in the corresponding eld.
In front of the text there is a small symbol which indicates whether this is a start date or a due date for this item.
If the start date falls together with the due date, a dot is displayed. If an item starts at that date, there is a little
bar left of the arrow. If an item is due that date, there is a little bar right of the arrow.
When you click on the link you are taken to the item. When you hover over the item, a tool tip will appear and
show you more information on this item.

Filtered item list
This tile permits you to display a list of items with their item number and title, based on a pre-congured query.
This is for example helpful if you want to display the items that have been changed lately in your tile, rather
than explicitly executing a query every time.

Conguration
Before you can use this tile you need to congure it. Follow the general procedure to congure a tile outlined
above to get to the custom list (ltered item list) conguration page, as described above.
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The description of the tile will include the name of the lter you have selected, so there may be no need to
customize the title of this tile.
The lters you can select depend on the query lters that you or your system administrator have dened and
that you can access.
Save your conguration by clicking on the „Save“ button. You will be returned to the tile conguration. Click
on the „back“ button in the toolbar area, to nalize the conguration.

The Panel
The ltered item list will display the item number and title for all items that match the congured lter, grouped
by projects.

Items that are overdue are marked red. You can click on either the item number or item title to directly go to
the item detail page
In case there is an item hierarchy it is shown, and you can expand or collapse parent nodes to show or hide
their children.

Managers list
This tile gives you a quick overview on the number of open and closed items, grouped by priority and grouped
by responsible, for each project.
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The Panel
The panel shows for each project, grouped by priority and responsible, the number of open items for each
priority and responsible. The number of items in each category is given as an absolute gure, in percent of the
total number of items for that group, and is visualized in form of a bar graph.

Figure 2-12: Managers list
Late items are marked red in the bar graph. You can click on any of the category descriptions (a specic priority
or a specic responsible) to obtain the list of items for that category.

Milestone trend analysis
This graphical cockpit tile permits you to visualize the timeline of important dates as the project proceeds. Just
looking at the gure you quickly see if a project is getting late or is on time.

Tile conguration
Before you can use this tile you need to congure it. Switch to the cockpit and click on the “Congure cockpit”
button.

Follow the general procedure to congure the cockpit described in Working with the cockpit.
From the list of cockpit tiles in the lower right select “Milestone trend analysis” and drag it to the desired place
in the cockpit.
Then on the new tile right click and select “congure”.
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Figure 2-13: Milestone trend analysis tile conguration
You select a lter that gives you just the milestones you are interested in.
You set the reporting interval. For example, if you want to see the milestone date each week you set this to
“weekly”.
You set the reporting period, typically from the beginning of a project to its end.
Provided you have milestones dened you will get a nice trend graph.

My lters
This tile gives you a list of query lters which you can execute by clicking in them. This will give you the
corresponding list of items in the item overview.

The Panel
The panel shows a list of query lters that is available to you. By clicking on an entry in this list, you will be taken
to the item overview and the list of items passing this lter is displayed.

My items
To obtain a quick overview how many items related to you are not closed yet the „My items“ tile is well suited.
It displays in a concise manner for how many items you are either the original author or the current responsible
or the current manager.

The Panel
The „My items“ does not require any conguration. The panel looks like shown below. There are three columns:
•
•
•

Responsibles items: those items you are currently responsible for
My items: all items where you are either the original author (author), current responsible or manager
Managers items: those items you are the current manager of
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Figure 2-14: The „my items“ tile
Note: Only item are shown that are not in state „closed“. To get to the closed items you have to execute
your own query, for example via the „Find items“ menu.
There are furthermore a number of rows, containing numbers with active links, and graphs. The topmost row
is the sum of items for each category. You can click on the respective number, and you will get the complete
list of items. This works for all numbers shown in this panel.
For each category, the numbers are detailed towards each project they belong to. They are further detailed into
items that are in time (blue numbers) and that are overdue (red numbers). The graphs give a quick indication
on the percentage of items overdue related to all items of that category and project.

My watch list
This tile gives you a list of items where you are currently registered as either consulted or informed. It permits
you to de-register yourself from these items.

Appearance
There is no conguration associated with this tile. It looks like shown below.

You can remove yourself from the watch list by clicking on the „unwatch“ link.

Project navigator
The project navigator oﬀers you a number of quick links to obtain the information you need most often. For
example, you can run reports, get all items, or just items recently added, see how many items are in what state,
or see what team member is assigned to how many items. The project navigator automatically works for the
respective project when used within a project cockpit, and automatically works for the respective release when
uses within a release cockpit.

The Panel
The „project navigator“ does not require any conguration when used within a project or release cockpit. It
requires the selection of a project and/or release when being used in the general cockpit. In any case you can
select the reports that you want to have included as links from the list of all reports available in the system.
The panel looks like shown below.
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There are three areas:
•
•
•

Reports: these are links to reports that you can run. The project and release are automatically congured,
but there may be other report parameters that you may have to enter when you want to run the report.
Preset lters: these are a number of commonly used lters augmenting the ones available from the “Find
items” menu. In particular, the result set is limited to items belonging to this project or release.
Open items: this gives you an overview over all open items in this project or release grouped by state,
priority, and responsible.

Conguration
When you use this tile in the general cockpit you must dene for which project or release you want to enable
the tile.
When you use the tile in a project or release cockpit, you do not have to congure anything.

In any case, you can congure the reports you want to make available in the reports area of the tile.

Workspace summary
This tile gives you a concise state of your projects and releases. You can congure which projects and releases
you want to consider. You can group the item numbers by various aspects, such as priority, item state, current
responsible, etc. As with all other views, you can of course have more than one instance of it in your cockpit, for
example one grouped by responsible, and one grouped by state.

Conguration
Before you can use this tile you need to congure it. Follow the general procedure to congure a tile outlined
above to get to the project summary conguration page, as described above.
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Figure 2-15: Workspace summary conguration
You can change the description of the tile to give it a more precise meaning. This is particular helpful if you use
more than one instance of this tile in your project, for example one grouped by state, and one by responsible.
You can select which projects and/or releases you want to consider in this tile. Selecting a project will include
all releases of that project.
Last you need to select the grouping criterion. You can group by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item type: enables you to see the distribution between diﬀerent item types like problem reports,
requirement changes, tasks, or whatever you have dened here.
Item state: enables you to monitor project progress.
Current manager: gives you an indication of the managers workload.
Current responsible: gives you an indication of your team members workload
Priority: gives you an indication of the number of urgent items.
Severity: gives you an indication of the number of critical items.
Author (original author): gives you an indication of who reported or authored how many items

Save your conguration by clicking on the „Save“ button. You will be returned to the tile conguration. Click
on the „back“ button in the toolbar area, to nalize the conguration.

The panel
The workspace summary tile shows you the number of items, grouped by projects and/or releases, and the
second grouping criterion you have chosen for this tile.

Figure 2-16: Workspace summary cockpit tile
The number of items in each category is given as an absolute gure, in percent of the total number of items for
that group, and is visualized in form of a bar graph.
Late items are marked red in the bar graph. You can click on any of the category descriptions (e.g., a specic
state in a specic release) to obtain the list of items for that category.
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Release notes
The release notes tile gives you a list with all resolved and unresolved items in a release, grouped by item type.

The Panel
The „Release notes“ tile requires you to congure a project or release for which the overview shall be generated.
If it is being used in a project or release cockpit there is no need for any conguration.
The tile displays a list with item numbers and titles for all resolved and unresolved items, grouped by item type.

In addition there are summary links for all resolved and unresolved items as well as a simple graphical indication
for project or release progress.

Conguration
When you use this tile in the general cockpit you must dene for which project or release you want to enable
the tile.
When you use the tile in a project or release cockpit, you do not have to congure anything.

In any case, you can congure the reports you want to make available in the reports area of the tile.

Quick search
Concept denition.

Version control activity stream
This tile permits you to see the last X commits for a number of projects, where you can congure X and the
projects to consider.

Tile conguration
Before you can use this tile you need to congure it. Follow the general procedure to congure a cockpit tile
outlined above to get to version control activity stream conguration page.
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You need to select at least one project or release and the number of commits you want to see for each project
or release.

Appearance
The following gure gives you an impression of the version control activity stream tile.

Status over time
This powerful graphical cockpit tile permits you to visualize the development of your project over time. The
change in the number of items per state can be a good indication for how close you are to project completion
and can give you information on the workload to be handled.

Tile conguration
Before you can use this tile you need to congure it. Switch to the cockpit and click on the “Congure cockpit”
button.

Follow the general procedure to congure the cockpit described in Working with the cockpit.
From the list of cockpit tiles in the lower right select “Status over time” and drag it to the desired place in the
cockpit.
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On the new tile, right click and congure the tile.

Figure 2-17: Status over time tile conguration
You have a number of options on what you want to see. First you should give your tile an expressive name so
you later on know what you actually see in the tile.
Then you need to set the projects or project releases you want to monitor. You can select an entire project
which includes all associated project release, or just some releases.
Next you select the reporting period you want to monitor. You can either set a xed interval starting and ending
with a specied date, or probably more useful just consider the last X number of days.
Next you need to set the granularity of your tile, for example to daily, weekly, or monthly. The granularity
determines the time interval which will be used for computing the associated values. If the granularity is
„weekly“, the reporting interval goes from the beginning of a week to the end.
In the next step you need to select the type of algorithm you want to use for computing the values to be
displayed. There are four diﬀerent algorithms available:
•

New items in interval: This diagram shows the number of newly created items per reporting interval (day,
week, month).
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•

•

•

Accumulated activity: This diagram shows the accumulated number of items, that have changed into the
selected state within each reporting interval. For example, if the granularity has been set to „monthly“ and
the state to „implemented“, the diagram would show for each month how many items have changed to
state „implemented“ during that month, and all months before that.
Interval activity: This diagram shows the number of items, that have changed into the selected state
within each reporting interval. For example, if the granularity has been set to „monthly“ and the state
to „implemented“, the diagram would show for each month how many items have changed to state
„implemented“.
Number of items in interval: This diagram shows the number of items that have been in the selected state
at the end of each reporting interval (day, week, month). For example, if the granularity was selected as
„weekly“ and the state selected as „closed“, the diagram would show for each end of a week how many
items have been in state „closed“ at this time.

In the last step you can set a lter which states you want to consider. In case of the „New items in interval“ you
cannot choose a state, since the state doesn‘t matter. Only the creation date is considered.
You can group statuses into categories and display just the categories. You can use either a stacked bar chart
or a line diagram. Optionally you can ll the area below the lines.
The following gures show some sample views.

Figure 2-18: Activity over time, accumulated

Figure 2-19: Activity in reporting interval

Figure 2-20: Items in status, grouped
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Figure 2-21: New items

Two-dimensional project statistics
This tile permits you to create a matrix of numbers of items based on two arbitrary item properties. For example,
you can show which user has how many items in which state assigned to him as responsible. You can limit the
items to consider using any predened lter.

Tile conguration
Before you can congure this tile you need to dene a lter to dene the items to consider for this statistics.
Then you need to congure the tile. Follow the general procedure to congure a tile outlined above to get to
the two-dimensional project statistics conguration page.

Select a lter that denes the item set to consider for the statistics.
Dene the properties used for the horizontal and vertical elds. If you have custom list elds dened in your
system they will appear here as well. You can also dene the sort order, either based on the texts or on the sort
order dened for these properties.

Appearance
The following gure gives you an impression of how the tile appears in the cockpit.

2.6 Using report templates
You can view a subset of all items through lters. The items that pass a lter are displayed in a „item overview“.
The item overview serves as a quick way to display a number of items matching certain criteria, namely the
lter criteria.
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Sometimes it is desirable to display a list of items in a diﬀerent way, for example in PDF format, with complete
history, or as a graphical summary.
Allegra has a powerful template based reporting engine that can prepare pixel perfect results from lists of items.
Allegra comes with an interactive report design software, called JasperReports Studio. With this software you
can dene your own report templates any way you like. These templates can be tested on your computer, and
once you are satised with the result uploaded to the server.
The report template engine even permits you to pre-process data using XSLT style sheets. The style sheets are
part of the template and will be executed on the server prior to executing the formatting part of the report
template. This permits great exibility on processing and presenting items.
This section describes how to use reports based on report templates.

2.6.1 Using a Report Template
Reports are based on data sources and report templates. The data source determines the set of items you will
then get in a report. The report template denes the layout and visual appearance of the item data.
Report templates take a list of items and format them in the way dened in the template. The examples that
come with Allegra are templates to present their results in PDF. There are examples for reports with and without
history, grouping, localization, and even graphical output.
To get a result set displayed with one of the templates on the server proceed as follows:
1. Create a result set, using a lter. You can use any of the predened lters (e.g. menu Reports > My items) or
any other lter from the list of custom lters (menu Reports > Manage report lters...“).
2. You will see the item overview. Click on the „Export“ icon in the toolbar.
3. You will see a list of available report templates. If you hover over the report name you will see a preview
of how the report will look like.
4. Click on the „Execute“ icon in the „Action“ column of the report template you like to use. A new window
will open with your set of items formatted according to the report template.
If you go directly to the list of templates (menu Reports > Manage report templates...) and hit the „Execute“
icon the last set of items displayed in the item overview will be taken for the report. So if you want to try out
several report templates, you don’t have to run the query again and again.

2.6.2 Built-in diagrams
Allegra oﬀers the possibility to present the results of reports in form of pie or bar charts and Gantt diagrams.
The charts are always based on the result set of a item overview.
To generate this result set, select a lter and run the overview report. Items that do not pass the lter are not
considered in drawing the diagrams.

Bar Charts
There are three types of built in bar charts:
•
•
•

number of items vs. responsible person, grouped by state
total number of items for all projects, grouped by state
number of opened items over the last four weeks

Pie Charts
The built in pie chart depicts for each user the number of items for all projects included in this report. This way
a manager can get a quick overview on the workload of each person included in the report.
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Gantt Diagrams
For items including start and end dates it is possible to draw Gantt diagrams. Items that have neither a start
date nor a due date are disregarded for Gantt diagrams. Items which have just a due date are displayed as
milestones. Parent items are drawn as super tasks.

2.6.3 Accounting reports
With Allegra you can record work and expenses incurred when moving items through a workow. Recording
takes place on an item level. This section explains how to retrieve accounting information.

Overview
There are a number of predened reports that can be used to retrieve accounting information from the Allegra
system. It is possible to extend this list of reports with custom reports. In the section we will describe the
accounting related reports that come with Allegra.
To access accounting reports click on the "Reports" button in the main toolbar. Open one of the folders "Private",
Project", or "Public". Select the desired report and click on "Create report".

Setting the Reporting Period
A typical use case for accounting reports are monthly time sheets. Allegra makes it easy to select the current
or last month as reporting period.
Beyond that is possible to select any period by providing a start and an end date.

Setting Personal Or Managers View
You can dene if you want to consider only expenditures caused by yourself or other users expenditures. Access
to other users expenditures may be restricted depending on the roles you have in a project.

Setting Filter Criteria
A number of lter criteria is available you can set before creating your report.

Figure 2-22: Accounting lter criteria
In your lter you can consider
•
•
•
•

Projects; cross project reporting is possible
Departments
Users that entered expenditures (in case you have the permission for this)
Cost centers
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•

Accounts

For example, you could run a report on expenditures that were made by users belonging to a certain
department. Or you could limit a report to a certain account, for example in case you have assigned a single
account to each of your customers. Beyond this you can use any other lter you like.

Person - Project - Account
This report lists expenditures grouped by person, sub-grouped by project, and within a project grouped by
accounts. Expenditures are accumulated over the reporting period, it is not visible when exactly and what for
the expenditures were made.
Table 2-3: Accounting report person-project-account
Person

Project

Account

Time

Money

John Doe

PA

234789

12h

400,00 €

432789

8h

250,00 €

543214

40h

0,00 €

632789

14h

0,00 €

756789

21h

0,00 €

432789

12h

0,00 €

832789

45h

70,00 €

932789

40h

0,00 €

PB

Diana Smith

PA

PC

Project - Cost Center - Account - Person
This report groups expenditures rst by project, then by cost center, thereafter by account, and then by
person. Expenditures are accumulated over the reporting period, it is not visible when exactly and what for the
expenditures were made.
Table 2-4: Accounting report project-cost center-account-person
Project

Cost Center

Account

Person

Time

Money

PA

850350

234789

John Doe

12h

400,00 €

Diana Smith

8h

250,00 €

543214

John Doe

40h

0,00 €

756789

Diana Smith

14h

0,00 €

432789

Janet Age

21h

0,00 €

532790

James Dean

12h

0,00 €

123456

John Doe

45h

70,00 €

654321

Diana Smith

40h

0,00 €

850351

PB

850350
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Project - Account - Person Detailed
This report groups expenditures rst by project, then by account, and then by persons. Expenditures are
displayed with details, i.e. each expenditure of time or money is recorded with the item it was made for and
a brief description, as entered.
This report is particularly useful as a detailed work sheet that can be given to customers as a work and expense
report.

2.6.4 Preparing and generating FAQs
You can export any number of items from Allegra to an external le structure or zip le suitable in form of a
webhelp system. This includes indices and search functionality. You can then publish this structure on any web
server so other people can search this structure for answers to questions they may have,
To prepare for FAQ generation you need to assign such items to an item type “FAQ”. You can then dene a lter
to extract these items from the Allegra database. The FAQs contain the title and the description elds of an item.
The FAQs are generated in directory TRACKPLUS_HOME/Faqs. They are also oﬀered for download at the
browser interface.
You can modify style and appearance of the FAQ pages by changing les in the TRACKPLUS_HOME/Faqs/
whc_template directory prior to generating the FAQs.

Figure 2-23: FAQ example
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3.1 Task management overview
Allegra supports you in establishing a professional collaborative task management. To that end it provides a
number of features and views that are described below.

Task management features
Allegra permits you to
•
•
•
•
•
•

create, edit, and delete tasks of various types
assign tasks to people
delegate tasks
get reminded of due or overdue tasks
attach documents to tasks
organize tasks in hierarchical structures

Task management views
The following item navigator views are helpful for task management:
•
•
•
•

Item navigator at view
Item navigator tree view
Item navigator hierarchical view
Agile board

The at view permits you to group and sort items on almost any item attribute.
The tree view shows the item hierarchy and permits you to display long text elds like the item description
and comments.
The hierarchical view is similar to the tree view, but permits you to dene the order of items on each structural
level. It does not support grouping and does not display long text elds.
The task board view is a more intuitive way of displaying tasks. It permits grouping according to item status,
responsible, item type, and more.

3.2 Item navigator at view
The at view permits you to group and sort items on almost any item attribute.
Beyond that, the at view exhibits the general behaviour as described for the item navigator grid based view
modes.

3.3 Item navigator tree view
The tree view shows the item hierarchy and permits you to display long text elds like the item description
and comments.
Beyond that, the tree view exhibits the general behaviour as described for the item navigator grid based view
modes.
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3.4 Item navigator hierarchical view
The hierarchical view is similar to the tree view, but permits you to dene the order of items on each structural
level. It does not support grouping and does not display long text elds.
Beyond that, the hierarchical view exhibits the general behaviour as described for the item navigator grid based
view modes.

3.5 Agile board
The agile board presents your items as cards organized in rows and columns. This view is helpful when you
want to detect points in your process where things are stuck (Kanban) or when you want to visualize items to be
done and visually assign items to new responsibles, states, or any other category like in a Scrum based process.

General behavior
You can select which item property should be used as column identier. You can exclude values from being
displayed so that you only see the columns that interest you. You can choose the sort criteria within each
column. You can arrange columns by dragging them to a specic place. You can congure what properties are
shown on the cards, and how they are laid out.

Figure 3-1: The task board

Setting the column property
Cards on the agile board are organized in rows and columns. You can choose which item property is taken to
place an item into a column. Only properties based on selection lists can be chosen, like state, responsible,
manager, or priority.
1. Click on the “Settings” button (A) to display the agile board conguration area.
2. Select the desired column property.
3. Click again on the “Settings” button (A) to hide the conguration area.
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Setting the column sort order
Within each column you can dene the sort order for the cards based on item properties.
1. Click on the “Settings” button (A) to display the agile board conguration area.
2. Select the desired column sort order.
3. Click again on the “Settings” button (A) to hide the conguration area.

Selecting column values to be displayed
In some cases you may not want to display the entire set of values possible for the column property. You may
want to only display some states, or some responsibles, but not all of them.
Important: Even though you may not have selected a value to be shown, it will show if there is at
least one item with that value.
1. Click on the “Settings” button (A) to display the agile board conguration area.
2. Select the desired column property values. The order in which you select values determines the order in
which the columns are shown.
3. Click again on the “Settings” button (A) to hide the conguration area.

Removing column values
You can remove column values from the agile board to limit the number of columns shown. To remove a column
click on the little "remove" icon at the right side of the column header.
Note: You may not be able to remove columns if there is at least one item with a corresponding
property value.

Drag & drop functionality
With the agile board you can perform a number of operations using a drag & drop technique.
1. To change the order of columns click on the header and drag the column to its new position.
2. To change the item column property value click on the item and drag it to the column with the
corresponding value. For example, if the column property is the item state, change the state of an item by
dragging it to the column representing the new state.

Card left bar color
The color of the bar on the left of each card is determined by the “style” attribute of the current query (Item
Navigator > Manage lters). When dening a view you can set any suitable item property like status, item
type, responsible, etc. to determine the color.
The colors for each property value you dene in the list conguration settings of the lists that are present in
your system. For responsibles the style settings are dened in each users prole. To dene the list entry colors
you must have system manager rights (switch to Administration perspective, Customize > Lists > Global lists).
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Figure 3-2: Setting the card left bar color via style eld

Figure 3-3: Setting the style for list entries

Limiting number of items in a column
You can put a limit on how many items can be placed into a column on the task board. The limit pertains to
new items only.
To set the limit for a column click on the conguration symbol of the column header and enter the limit.
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Figure 3-4: Limiting number of items in a column

Changing the card layout
You can dene what is shown on the task board cards, and how it is shown. To change the conguration right
click on only of the cards and select “Congure card content” from the context menu.

Figure 3-5: Changing the card layout
A screen comes up very similar to the item form conguration screen. The card conguration follows the same
scheme as that for cockpit conguration and item form conguration, except that there are no tabs and only
one panel. The layout shown in the gures above is achieved like this:

Figure 3-6: Example for card layout
First we selected the panel and gave it three rows and four columns. Then we proceeded as follows:
1. From the attribute area A we dragged the “responsible” property to the topmost leftmost eld of the panel.
2. We selected the eld and in the eld properties we set
•
•
•
•
•

colspan to 2
Hide label to true
Icon rendering to Icon; this will show the avatar in case of user elds instead of the name
Label horizontal alignment to left
rowspan to 2
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3. We dragged the item number attribute to eld row 1, column 3 and set Label horizontal alignment to left
4. We dragged the responsible attribute to row 1, column 4 and set Label horizontal alignment to left
5. We dragged the item type attribute to row 3, column 1 and set the Icon rendering to Icon and Label
horizontal alignment to left
6. We dragged the priority attribute to row 3, column 2 and set the Icon rendering to Icon and Label horizontal
alignment to left
7. Finally, we dragged the title (synopsis) attribute to row 2, column 3, set the rowspan and colspan to 2, and
set the value horizontal align to left, and the value vertical align to top.
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4.1 Project management outline
To congure Allegra for managing your rst project you need to go through these steps:
1. Create a new workspace based on one of the existing workspace types. To start, think of a workspace
representing a project.
2. Register your team members.
3. Assign roles to your team members in your new project.
Each project is associated with a workspace type from which it inherits its conguration. By conguring
workspace types you congure all workspace of that type in one step, even later when the projects are already
underway.

4.1.1 Creating a new workspace
All manageable items belong to exactly one workspace. System administrators and managers can create new
top level workspaces. Space administrators can create sub-spaces.
You must be logged in as system administrator or system manager if you want to create a top level workspace.
You can create sub-spaces for workspaces where you have space administrator rights.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Click on the „Add workspace“ button in the toolbar.
3. A new screen appears in the right. Fill out the forms on the various tabs. Use the context help if you are
uncertain about the meaning of an entry.
a) Select the workspace type. The workspace type determines large parts of your new workspaces
conguration. Usually a system administrator has congured this when the system was adapted to your
organization.
b) A workspace has a status which determines its visibility to regular users and what can be done within
that workspace. For more information have a look at The workspace status.
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c) With links you can relate work items to other items, even across workspaces and hierarchies. For
example, you could mark duplicates, or relate items to test cases, or you could create relations like “this
item must not start 30 days after the linked item has been nished”.
d) When your system has been congured to use space specic item numbers, you need to enter a
unique prex like “TRP”. The workspace specic item numbers will be prexed with this string separated
by a hyphen.
e) When you enable work and cost management you will be able to monitor work progress using the
earned value method and keep track of planned eﬀorts and actual hours spent for each item. You have
to have accounting congured before you can use this.
f ) With releases you can structure your workspace along the time axis.

Figure 4-1: Creating a new workspace
4. Select the "Default settings" tab. The values you set here are being taken when the create item forms do
not contain the respective elds or when items are created via e-mail. You can set an initial status for each
item type.
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Figure 4-2: Conguring workspace default settings
5. If you want to oﬀer a specic e-mail for creating items via e-mail, select the "E-mail settings"
tab and mark the topmost check box. With this you could have an e-mail address like "supportproductfamiliy1@mycompany.com" to channel all customer request to the right support space. You need
to have these e-mail accounts on your e-mail-server rst.
Important: Don’t use the same e-mail account for more than one workspace. Also, do not use the
system wide e-mail inbox account at the same time for a project specic e-mail inbox account. This
could result in erroneous behavior.
Notice: You have to set up the e-mail account you are using here on your mail server.
Notice: You can globally congure that you want to accept e-mails from people whose e-mail
address is not in the Allegra database, or that you do not. Furthermore, you can globally restrict
the domains from which you accept e-mails. This permits you to minimize spam to your projects,
even if you have published your e-mail as a support e-mail on the internet.

Figure 4-3: Conguring workspace e-mail settings
6. Click on the „Save“ button in the toolbar.
Your workspace is now congured to create and manage items. There are many more parameters you can set
like accounting, version control, releases, forms, elds, etc.
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From here on the space administrators can completely control this workspace; there is no need to involve a
system administrator or system manager any more.

4.1.2 Registering team members
Users need to be registered with the Allegra system before they can use it. Registration can be done by a system
manager, or if self registration has been enabled users can register themselves.
To add a user, go to the Administration > Users and groups > Users... menu entry.
You must supply the following information:
•
•
•
•

user login name, must be unique and should be the same as on other systems within your organization
(e.g. Windows login name)
user e-mail
user rst and last name
user level, determines the complexity of the user interface. Set it to “Advanced” to start for technical users.

Optionally you can create groups and assign your new users to these groups.

4.1.3 Assigning roles to team members
Before anybody can do anything in a workspace or project they have to be assigned at least one role in that
workspace. With each role comes a set of permissions, like being allowed to change items, to create new item,
or to modify specic item properties.
You must be logged in as space administrator, space manager or system administrator.
Tip: We recommend to assign roles to user groups rather than individual users. Thereby users inherit
their groups permissions, making it much easier to manage your projects.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. Select the „Assign roles“ node in the second navigation area from the left.

Figure 4-4: Assigning roles to people in a workspace
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4. Select a role to which you want to assign users in your workspace. Drag and drop the users from the very
right column to the column left of it. To remove an assignment drag and drop users from the "Assigned" list
to the "Available" list. You can use lters to limit the users you see by a right mouse click on the label bar.

Figure 4-5: Filtering people during role assignment
Tip: You can assign more than one role to a single user. The access rights of all roles add up.
You have now given users permission in your workspace.

4.2 Planning
Allegra permits you to plan dates, eﬀorts and cost for items, and monitor progress. If you like, you can distinguish
between “bottom-up” and “top-down” planning. Conicts between top-down and bottom-up values are
agged. To monitor work progress Allegra uses the earned value method.

4.2.1 The planning process in Allegra
To plan projects in Allegra you structure all items that can be planned in a hierarchy and enter planned values
for the amount of work, and start and end dates for the schedule.
Expenses in Allegra are planned in terms of working hours. In the most simple case you just enter a planned
value for the amount of work estimated to complete an item, and start and end dates. While work progresses,
you enter the amount of work spent for each item.
For items having subordinated items (parent items) the dates and expenses are derived from the subordinated
items. The earliest start date of all subordinated items is taken as the start date for the parent item, and the
latest end date of all subordinated items is taken as the end date for the parent item.
This structure of tasks is called a “work breakdown structure” (see Working with the Gantt diagram). You should
try to create tasks such that it is easy to check them for completion. Creating reviewable products as a task is
one way to ensure task completion is not arguable.
In the most simple case you proceed as follows:
1. For each task, enter a start and an end date
2. For each task, enter an estimate of how long it will take (planned value)
3. As you work on a task, add the actual hours you or somebody else has spent on that task
You can manage an additional set of dates and eﬀorts (see Bottom-up and top-down). These can be used as a
baseline, or interpreted as requests by your customers or management. They are called “requested start date”,
“requested end date”, and “budget”. So you would proceed as follows:
1. For each task, management enters a requested start and end date
2. For each task, management enters the regular start and end date, equivalent to the requested start and
end date
3. For each task, management enters a budget and with the same amount the planned value.
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4. For each task, the team or the responsible can further detail the task by splitting it into sub-tasks
5. For each task, the team or the responsible enters his own estimates for start date, end date, and planned
value
If the team values exceed the boundaries of the values prescribed by management, the respective tasks and
all parent tasks will be marked red.

4.2.2 Managing work and cost
The Allegra system handles all expenses in terms of „work“ and „costs“. Work and cost are being booked towards
„accounts“.
In Allegra, an account is a label used for recording and reporting a quantity of work and money spent. Work
inside the Allegra database is kept in terms of working hours. Monetary cost is tracked in a currency that can be
set individually for each workspace. Monetary cost is provided for expenses other than work, like equipment,
consulting, or similar items.
Accounting can be enabled or disabled for each workspace. A single account may be used by many workspaces.
A project may have any number of accounts.
An account belongs to exactly one cost center. Cost centers are divisions that add to the cost of an organization,
but only indirectly add to the prot of the company. Examples include „Research and Development“, „Marketing
and Customer Service“. A cost center is identied with a speed type number (cost center id). In Allegra, cost
centers merely group accounts.

Figure 4-6: Cost centers, accounts, and workspaces

4.2.3 Planning with baselines
A plan evolves over time and the deviations have to be monitored. With baselines you can keep various versions
of a plan and compare the dates and budgets of one version with that of another version.
Baselines pertain to a workspace or a phase within a workspace. A baseline denes:
•
•
•
•
•

Tasks that belong to it
WBS for the tasks, i.e., their hierarchical relationship
Predecessor links
Start date target (top down)
End date target (top-down)
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•

Budget

The version that is currently active we call HEAD. You can copy the HEAD to a baseline and vice versa. When you
plan you always plan on a baseline, not on a HEAD. Once you are done, you can copy your work to the HEAD
and make it thus active.

4.2.4 Bottom-up and top-down
In many organizations planning is a recursive process, with desired deadlines and budgets coming from the
top, and estimated expenses and delivery dates coming from those that actually do the work.
In such a scenario it is helpful to distinguish for all delivery dates and expenses the values coming from
management (top-down) and the values committed to by the people responsible for doing the work (bottomup). This is supported by the following properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requested start: top-down value for start of work on this item
Requested end: top-down value for end of work on this item, top-down due date
Start: bottom-up value of delivery date, committed to by the people responsible for doing the work. This
is the standard start date in case you do not distinguish between to-down and bottom up.
End: bottom-up value of delivery date, committed to by the people responsible for doing the work. This is
the standard end date in case you do not distinguish between top-down and bottom up.
Budget: Top-down allowance for the amount of work planned for this item
Planned value: Bottom-up value for the amount of work estimated by the people responsible for doing the
work. This is the standard planned value in case you do not distinguish between top-down and bottom-up.

The standard behavior for summary items is that they compute their values for start date, end date, and planned
value from their child items. In this case the following rules apply recursively:
•
•
•

The (bottom-up) start date is the earliest start date of all directly subordinated (child) items.
The (bottom-up) end date is the latest end date of all directly subordinated (child) items.
The (bottom-up) planned value is the sum of the planned values of all directly subordinated (child) items.

If you use top-down planning the following additional rules apply recursively:
•
•
•

The requested start (top-down) for any directly subordinated item must be later than or simultaneous to
the requested start of the parent item.
The requested end (top-down) for any directly subordinated item must be earlier than the requested end
of the parent item.
The budget of a parent item must be larger than or equal to the sum of all budgets for all directly
subordinated items.

The system will point out to you any conicts between the top-down values and the bottom-up values, but it
will not prevent them. Only if you have permissions to read both, top-down and bottom-up values, will you get
information on such conicts.

4.2.5 The Earned Value Method
Earned Value Management (EVM) is a technique for measuring project progress in an objective manner. Inside
Allegra, EVM is being used to compare planned work to work already spent, giving a conservative and early
indication of schedule and expense deviations.
To use EVM, each item needs three specic properties:
1. Planned value (PV): also known as budgeted cost of work scheduled (BCWS). This is the planned total
amount of work estimated to bring the item to completion.
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Figure 4-7: EVM parameters
2. Actual cost (AC): the amount of work spent up to this moment.
3. Estimated remaining work (ERW): at any time the estimated amount of work remaining to bring the item
to completion. In the beginning this value is equal to the planned value.
There are two derived parameters:
1. Earned value (EV): also known as budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP). This is a certain percentage
of the planned value. In the most simple case the value is zero as long as the item is not completed, and
it is equal to the planned value when the item has been fully completed. The earned value is independent
from the actual amount of work done.
2. Actual planned value (APV): this is the sum of the actual cost (AC) plus the estimated remaining work
(ERW).
When you observe the three values for PV, AC, and EV over time you will get early indications for delays and
work overruns.

Figure 4-8: Earned value diagram
This method works well when you book the earned value only upon full completion of an item. While work is in
progress the earned value remains at zero. While this method is conservative, it will give you a realistic progress
overview when you detail your item structure suﬃciently.
In the Gantt view, a progress bar indicates the completion grade (CG) of an item. The item completion grade is
calculated from the estimated remaining work and the actual cost as CG = actual cost / actual planned value.
The completion grade for parent items is calculated as SUM(ACi/SUM(APV)), where ACi is the actual cost for
each leaf node and SUM(APV) is the sum of all actual planned values for all leaf nodes.
To get an Earned Value report go to Reports > Earned Value Chart.
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Figure 4-9: Earned value report

4.2.6 Working with the Gantt diagram
Creating a project plan starts with creating a work breakdown structure (WBS).

Creating tasks
To create a project plan it is best to switch to the item navigators Gantt view.
Important: For the plan use item type “task” only. Other item types would not oﬀer you the required
behaviour.
In the main menu, click on Item navigator. On the left, select the workspace that you have created previously
for your new project. On the right, select the Gantt view.
Note: To be able to use the Gantt view you have to enable this view on the user management page
(see Assigning special licenses to users).

Figure 4-10: Switching to the Gantt view
To create the rst item click on the Create item button in the top toolbar.
Select your new project and item type “task”.
Enter a title and ll in the other elds as required.
Save the item.
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For more items select the rst item. Use the CMD + combination or whatever you are using in Excel to add
a new task just below the rst one. Fill in the details directly in the grid area. You may want to rearrange the
columns to show those that you need most.

Creating sub-tasks
You can create sub-tasks using the items context menu in the grid area to indent the task you want to make
a child task.

Ordering tasks
You can reorder tasks via drag and drop in the grid area.

Changing task start and end dates
You can change the start date, the start and end dates, or just the end date of a task by clicking and dragging
either at the left end, the middle, or the right end of the tasks, respectively. Weekends are considered. When
changing dates of parent tasks, all child tasks will be moved as well.
The standard conguration is that you change the bottom-up dates. To change the top-down dates open the
conguration of the Gantt chart and select “Show baseline”. This is only possible if the “Activate top-down”
in Administration perspective, Server administration > Server conguration > Other check box has been
marked. Furthermore you should place the “target start date” and “target end date” properties on your input
masks.

Adding task dependencies
To add task dependencies click on the right end of the source task and drag a line to the left end of the target
class.
When you are done save your plan using the Save button on the top right.

Highlighting the critical path
To highlight the critical path open the Settings area of the Gantt chart on the top right and mark the check
box labeled Highlight critical path.
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Normalizing the plan
To remove an unnecessary slack from the plan open the Settings area of the Gantt chart on the top right and
mark the check box labeled Normalize.

Setting task labels in diagram area
To add labels to tasks in the diagram area open the Settings area of the Gantt chart on the top right and click
on the button labeled Choose task label.

Force start date
To force a start date open the Settings area of the Gantt chart on the top right and mark the check box labeled
Must start on.

Move baseline plan to actual
To move the baseline plan dates to the actual commited planning dates open the Settings area of the Gantt
chart on the top right and mark the check box labeled Move baseline plan to actual.

4.2.7 Working with the Workload View
The resource load view permits you to see and manage the workload timeline for your team members.
To schedule resources or see your team members work load over time switch to the item navigators Workoad
view.
Note: To be able to use the Workload view you have to enable the Gantt feature on the user
management page (see Assigning special licenses to users).

Figure 4-11: Switching to the workload view
To see the workloads for team members select a lter that will show all items those team members are working
on. You will get a view similar to the gure above.
The top line (A) shows the total workload of the associated team member, based on his daily working hours.
This line will turn red if there is an overload.
The lines below (B) show the workloads for each item. The height of the bottom part of the line visually
illustrates the work load percentage.
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You can drag the bars to change start and end dates, and to move tasks to another team member.
Warning: In this view item dependencies are not honored. If you move items on the time line,
dependent tasks are not moved. Use the Gantt view if you need this behaviour.

4.2.8 Working with the Work Breakdown Structure View
Create and modify your work breakdown structure (WBS) using the WBS view.

Creating tasks
To create a project plan it is best to switch to the item navigators Gantt view. Alternatively you might want to
use the WBS view.
Note: To be able to use the Gantt view you have to enable this view on the user management page
(see Assigning special licenses to users).
Important: For items that you later on like to synchronize with MS Project plans or in the Gantt view,
use item type “task” only. Other item types would not oﬀer you the required behaviour.
In the main menu, click on Item navigator. On the left, select the workspace that you have created previously
for your new project. On the right, select the WBS view.

Figure 4-12: Switching to the WBS view
To create the rst item click on the Create item button in the top toolbar.
Select your new project and item type “task”.
Enter a title and ll in the other elds as required.
Save the item.
For more items select the rst item. Use the CMD + combination or whatever you are using in Excel to add
a new task just below the rst one. Fill in the details directly in the grid area. You may want to rearrange the
columns to show those that you need most.
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Creating sub-tasks
You can create sub-tasks using the items context menu in the grid area to indent the task you want to make
a child task.

Ordering tasks
You can reorder tasks via drag and drop in the grid area.

Changing task start and end dates
You can change the start date, the start and end dates, or just the end date of a task by clicking and dragging
either at the left end, the middle, or the right end of the tasks, respectively. Weekends are considered. When
changing dates of parent tasks, all child tasks will be moved as well.
The standard conguration is that you change the bottom-up dates. To change the top-down dates open the
conguration of the Gantt chart and select “Show baseline”. This is only possible if the “Activate top-down”
in Administration perspective, Server administration > Server conguration > Other check box has been
marked. Furthermore you should place the “target start date” and “target end date” properties on your input
masks.

4.3 Exchanging tasks with MS Project
As a project administrator, you can import and export tasks to and from an MS Project database le. During the
import process, Allegra tries to synchronize MS Project tasks with existing tasks within the Allegra system.

4.3.1 Exporting a project to MS Project
As a project administrator, you can export an entire project into an MS Project database le. You can modify
the data in MS Project, and later on import the le back into Allegra.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
MS Project and Project Libre oﬀer some features not available in Allegra. You can use MS Project or Project Libre
to create and maintain your project plan, and later on you can use it to monitor project progress while keeping
everything safe in your Allegra database.
You can export an entire Allegra workspace or just a specic release into an MS Project database le. The le
format is MS Project XML. You can open the le directly from MS Project for viewing and analyzing.
Go to Actions > Export > Export to MS Projectand export all tasks from the selected workspace to an MS
Project le.
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A download dialog will open and you can download the MS Project XML le to your local computer. Here you
can open the le with Project Libre or MS Project for analysis and modications.

4.3.2 Importing tasks from MS Project
As a project administrator, you can import an entire project from an MS Project database le. During the import
process, Allegra tries to synchronize MS Project tasks with existing tasks within the Allegra system.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
Make sure you have saved your MS Project plan in MS Project XML format.
MS Project oﬀers some features not available in Allegra. You can use MS Project to create and maintain your
project plan, do your resource planning, and later on you can use it to monitor project progress while keeping
everything safe in your Allegra database.
When you import an MS Project plan into Allegra, all MS Project data is preserved within Allegra. Later on you
can export all data back to MS Project, to make more modications there. You can change MS Project tasks
within Allegra, and incorporate these changes back into your MS Project le.
Table 4-1: Mapping of properties between Allegra and MS Project
Allegra

MS Project

Hints

Planned value (work)

duration * assignment units

In case there is no assignment we
assume hours per work day and
one assigned resource

Budget (work)

duration * assignment units of baseline 1 In case there is no assignment we
values if present, otherwise planned value assume hours per work day and
(work)
one assigned resource

Actual work performed

actual duration * assignment units

In case there is no assignment we
assume hours per work day and
one assigned resource. This value
is only imported when there is no
entry for actual work performed in
Allegra.

1. Go to the item navigator. Drag the MS Project le you want to import to the item navigator.
2. Select the project and release into which you want to import the tasks from the MS Project le as Allegra
tasks. Click on “Next”.
3. Provide Allegra with information how to map resources in MS Project to users in Allegra. You can create new
users, or just map to existing ones. If you create new users, you also have to provide valid e-mail addresses.
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Allegra will update existing tasks within its database, or will create new tasks with item type “task”. The entire
MS Project data le is preserved withing Allegra so that information can later be merged back and exported
for further processing.
Related concepts

4.3.3 MS Project import conict resolution rules
When you import an MS Project plan there can be conicts with existing tasks. Allegra follows specic rules to
resolve such conicts.
During synchronization of an MS Project le with a Allegra database, conicts can occur. This section describes
the main conict handling scenarios.
If a task exists in Allegra, and has been deleted from MS Project, you are asked if you want to mark this task as
deleted in Allegra as well, as long as it is still open.
If a task has been deleted in Allegra, but still exists in MS Project, you will be asked if you want to restore the
task in Allegra
The following elds can be modied in either Allegra or MS Project, and the changes will be synchronized:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned value for work
Remaining estimated work
Start date
End date (due date)
Task dependency links
Task title

When either of work, start date or end date was modied in Allegra after the last MS Project modication date,
you will be able to choose the correct value during the import conict resolution process.
Conict resolution for task dependency links is solely based on the last modication date. If a dependency link
was modied in MS Project, it overwrites the Allegra link if the MS Project le was modied later than the link
was modied in Allegra. Otherwise the Allegra link will be left unchanged.
The same behaviour holds if links were deleted. If a link was deleted from the MS Project le it will also be
deleted from Allegra if the MS Project le modication came later than the last modication if the Allegra link.
When there is a conict with the tasks title, the Allegra title is left unchanged.
Data for actual work is never imported from MS Project les into Allegra, since this is data that is typically
modied by a large number of team members, and not by a project manager. Actual work is however exported
to MS Project les so that it can be analyzed by the project administrator.

4.4 Generating release notes
You can generate release notes and copy them to your personal website or include them in a document.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system administrator or system manager if you want to ensure
that you catch all items.
Enter the desired URL. It is of the form http://<SERVER>/track/releaseNotes.action?
project=<PROJECT>&release=<RELEASE>.
https:// www.trackplus.com
%204%2Ex&release=4%2E1%2Ex

/track/

releaseNotes.action?project

You need to escape special characters in the URL to work:
•
•

Space is %20
Dot is %2E
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•

Plus sign is %2B
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Using the task board
Monitoring your project with
burndown charts
Scaled Agile Framework
(SAFe)
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5.1 Scrum overview
The Scrum perspective provides a number of views that enable you to work according to the Scrum method.

Project centric view
While in most places Allegra will provide you with a user-centric view across all your projects, the Scrum view
requires you to select one project to work in. All views pertain to that project.

The Scrum workow
The main menu resembles your typical Scrum workow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

You create a project
You assign people to the project team
You a product backlog
You collect user stories or epics in the backlog
You dene sprints and assign user stories to the sprints, splitting them up into tasks
Team members pick up the tasks and work on them.
You monitor work progress using burndown chart

Allegra provides for each of these steps a dedicated view.

5.2 Working with the cockpit
Allegra provides special overview pages, called the „cockpit“ or dashboard. Based on the metaphor of cockpit
in a car or plane, this "digital" version of a cockpit provides you with the input necessary to "drive" your business.
The cockpit contains „tiles“ such as red/green/yellow lights, alerts, drill-downs, summaries, graphics such as
bar charts, pie charts, bullet graphs, spark lines and gauges. You can custom congure the set of views you
want to have in your cockpit.
There are two kinds of cockpits:
•
•

A general cockpit, accessible via the “Cockpit” menu entry. This is handy to give you an overview across all
projects that you are involved in, our the load situation of your team across a number of projects.
Project and release specic cockpits, accessible via the “Browse projects” menu entry. This is helpful to get
a quick overview over a specic project or even release within a project, such as open items, requirements,
release notes, etc.
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Figure 5-1: A sample cockpit
The Allegra cockpit is made up of tabs, panels, and tiles. Tiles can be placed on panels, and panels are placed
on tabs. There is no limit on the number of tabs and panels you can congure.
The cockpit layout can be congured by each user interactively and individually, using Allegra drag and drop
technology.
The set of views delivered with Allegra can be augmented by custom views using the Allegra cockpit API.

5.3 Managing people
With proper access rights you can add, modify, and delete users from the system.

5.3.1 Managing regular users
Allegra can be congured such that users can create an account themselves. However, some supervisory activity
is required to grant users permission to view or enter any data to spaces, to assign them to organizational units,
and to activate or deactivate their accounts.
Access to spaces can be granted to users by the system administrator or system manager for all spaces. A space
administrator can grant access to the spaces he manages.

Adding users
As s system administrator or system manager you can add users to the Allegra system. To add a user, go to the
Administration > Users and groups > Users... menu entry.
The most important parameter is the user name. It must be unique, and it is recommended to use the same
name as for other accounts in your organization, like the Windows user name. In particular, if a directory server
(Windows Active Directory Server or LDAP server) is to be used, the user name you enter here must be the same
as that used on the directory server.
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The second important parameter is the users e-mail. The initial password is communicated to the new user via
e-mail, so make sure the e-mail is correct.
If the user has forgotten his e-mail, he has to ask the system administrator to look it up.
If you as the system administrator have forgotten your password, and your e-mail address, or the e-mail
connection does not work, the only way to reset the password is to directly write an encrypted known password
into the database. There is an explanation on the user forum in the FAQ section on how to do this.

Modifying user parameters
As a system administrator or system manager you can modify user parameters to assist the user in the
conguration process, or when adding a user to the system. A detailed explanation of all parameters can be
found in the user task section, since these are the same parameters the user can change.
Only the system administrator can assign users to organizational units, assign them an employee identication
number, and congure their session timeout. These elds are read only for regular users.

Deactivating users
As a system administrator or system manager you deactivate users, for example if they have left the company
or moved to another location. Deactivating users means they are still in the database, and their entire history
is preserved. It is possible to activate them again any time. Deactivated users are shown in the user list grayed
out or with an asterisk behind their name.
Deactivated users cannot access the system anymore. In case they try they get an error message telling them to
contact the system administrator. Deactivated users do not count towards the number of user licenses included
in the license key.

Assigning user levels
As a system administrator or system manager you can assign user to levels. The user level determines which
functionality is available to that user.
You can dene as many user levels as you like. For each user level you can congure what user interface elements
will be visible (see Customizing the User Interface). There are some xed predened levels which are treated
diﬀerently by the system.
User level

Description

"Client" user

"Client" users are managed in a diﬀerent section
than regular users. They have a simplied menu with
reduced functionality, for example they cannot create
their own lters, and see only their own entries in the
item history.
Typically you would mark users with a client user
license if they use the system only occasionally, for
example in a help desk environment.

"Full" user

"Full" users can use the full system functionality
excluding the administrative functions like creating
spaces or managing users.

System administrator

System administrators have full access to the system,
including the permission to add and delete spaces
and users.
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User level

Description
Users with system administrator rights are marked
with a “!” at the end of their name.

System manager

System managers have full access to the system,
including the permission to add and delete spaces
and users.
In contrast to a system administrator however, they
cannot modify the server conguration, like setting
index or attachment directories, or enabling and
disabling LDAP and web services.

Simple

A congurable level for users that prefer basic
functionality and a simple user interface. The
diﬀerence to an easy user is that the simple level has
no restrictions regarding reading other peoples items
or ltering.

Intermediate

A congurable level for intermediate users that don't
want to use the entire system functionality and have
thus some user interface elements removed.

Advanced

A congurable level for users that want to use most of
the system functionality.

Removing users permanently
As a system administrator or system manager, you can remove users from the database permanently. This is
particular useful if test users had been added, or mistakes were made when creating the user name. Otherwise,
this is a rather grave operation since it aﬀects all items this user has ever worked on.
Since Allegra is a tracking system, it will not delete any users activities from the system. When permanently
deleting a user from the system, a replacement user has to be named. This replacement user will be entered in
all places where the now to be deleted user has been registered in previously. The replacement user will thus
inherit the entire history of the user that is about to be removed.
To delete a user from the system use the delete action button for this user on the left side of the user list screen.

Viewing a users role assignments
Select a user in the list and click on the Role assignments button in the toolbar. You will get a list with projects
and the roles this user has been assigned for these projects.

Assigning a cockpit to users
As a system administrator or system manager, you can assign one of the cockpit templates to a set of users.
Select the users with the check boxes, then click on the Assign cockpit button in the toolbar. Select the desired
cockpit template and click OK.

Assigning special licenses to users
As a system administrator or system manager, you can assign special licenses to selected users, for example for
ALM or Gantt functionality. To assign these licenses mark the checkbox for that user in the respective column
on the right. You will only see columns if you have a license for that functionality.
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Figure 5-2: Enabling the Gantt view

Synchronizing Allegra with an LDAP directory
You can synchronize your Allegra list of users with your LDAP directory. Entries found in the LDAP directory but
not in Allegra are created in Allegra. Entries found in Allegra but not in your LDAP directory can be automatically
deactivated in Allegra (set parameter deactivateUnknown=true).
You can congure Allegra to perform the synchronization automatically on a regular basis, or initiate the
synchronization manually from the user administration interface.
By default, automatic synchronization is disabled. To enable it you need to modify some entries in le
webapps/track/WEB-INF/quartz-jobs.xml.
The relevant sections looks like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<job>
<name>LdapSynchronizerJob</name>
<group>DefaultJobGroup</group>
<description>
Synchronizes a Allegra user database with
an LDAP directory
</description>
<!-- description not more than 120 characters!!! -->
<job-class>
com.aurel.track.dbase.jobs.LdapSynchronizerJob
</job-class>
<job-data-map>
<entry>
<!-- Enable synchronization with LDAP -->
<key>enabled</key>
<value>false</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Enable user synchronization with LDAP -->
<key>enabledUserSync</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Enable group and group users synchronization
with LDAP -->
<key>enabledGroupSync</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- BaseDN for group synchronization -->
<key>baseDnGroup</key>
<value>dc=itk-engineering,dc=de</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Deactivate users unknown in LDAP -->
<key>deactivateUnknown</key>
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<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- LDAP filter expression for users-->
<key>ldapFilter</key>
<value>*</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- LDAP filter expression for groups-->
<key>ldapFilterGroups</key>
<value>(objectClass=groupOfNames)</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>firstName</key>
<value>gn</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>lastName</key>
<value>sn</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>email</key>
<value>mail</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>phone</key>
<value>phone</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>groupName</key>
<value>cn</value>
</entry>
</job-data-map>
</job>
You enable all automatic synchronization by setting key „enabled“ to „true“. You may have to modify the
mapping of LDAP properties to Allegraproperties. The Allegra properties are the keys and must not be modied.
The LDAP properties are the values and you may have to change them to the values you use in your directory.
Table 5-1: LDAP synchronizer parameters
Property in quartz-jobs.xml

Description

enabled

True if users and groups shall be regularly
synchronized
with
your
LDAP
directory.
If False, properties "enabledUserSync" and
"enabledGroupSync" have no eﬀect.

enabledUserSync

True if users shall be regularly synchronized with your
LDAP directory

enabledGroupSync

True if groups and the users assigned to them shall be
regularly synchronized with your LDAP directory

baseDnGroup

The LDAP base DN under which your groups are
dened. Search is based on the "member" property of
the groups.

deactivateUnknown

True if users not found during the synchronization
process shall be deactivated. The "admin" and "guest"
users are exempted.
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Property in quartz-jobs.xml

Description

ldapFilter

The LDAP lter expression for user synchronization.
Can be any valid LDAP lter term like
"(&(objectClass=inetOrgPerson)(ou=Trackplus))"

ldapFilterGroups

The LDAP lter expression for group synchronization.
Can be any valid LDAP lter term like
"(&(objectClass=group)(ou=Groups))"

rstName

The LDAP property name for users rst name

lastName

The LDAP property name for users last name

email

The LDAP property name for users email

phone

The LDAP property name for users phone number

groupName

The LDAP property name for the group name

After you have modied this le save it and restart the Tomcat server.

Bulk setting user properties
You can set some user properties for all users using a special link. Here is an example:
http://localhost:8080/track/setUserProperty.action?
field=homePage&value=cockpit
The elds with their possible values are listed below.
Field

Value

Description

homePage

cockpit | itemNavigator

layoutEnabled

true | false

alwaysSaveAttachment

true | false

hoursPerWorkday

in hours, e.g., 8.0

autoloadTime

in seconds

maxAssignedItems

1...1000

prefEmailType

html | plain

sessionTimeout

in minutes

5.3.2 Managing groups
Allegra can be congured such that users can create an account themselves. However, some supervisory activity
is required to grant users permission to view or enter any data to spaces, to assign them to organizational units,
and to activate or deactivate their accounts.
Access to spaces can be granted to users by the system administrator or system manager for all spaces. A space
administrator can grant access to the spaces he manages. This section deals with managing groups, that is
creating, modifying, deactivating and deleting groups, and assigning users to them.

Adding groups
The system administrator can add users to the Allegra system. This is particularly useful if self-registration is not
enabled. To add a user, go to the Administration > Users and groups > Groups... menu entry.
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Then click on the Add group button in the toolbar. Enter a group name and save.

Tip: By marking the check boxes you give members of that group a special property. Each user in
that group can handle items of other members of that group as if they themselves were the author,
responsible or manager. Thus, they could access items even then if their role would not permit them
to access them. This is useful when you deal with another organization and you want them to be able
to see only their own items, but not yours.
Note: By marking the check box “Automatically join new users to this group” users that have
registered themselves or which have been registered by a system administrator will automatically be
part of that group and inherit all rights from that group.
You can now add users to the group. Select the group and then drag users from the right column “Available”
to the left column “Assigned”.
Tip: You can set lters on the columns to limit the amount of users yo see at a time.

Attention: The user will inherit all access rights of the groups he is a member of!
If you need to remove a user from a group drag him back to the “Available” column.
Note: The users you have removed from the group will loose all access rights they previously had
inherited from that group.

Removing groups
Groups can be removed just like users. If a group is associated with any items, a replacement group or user has
to be named when removing that group.

5.4 Managing Scrum teams
Before anybody can do anything in a workspace or project they have to be assigned at least one role in that
workspace. With each role comes a set of permissions, like being allowed to change items, to create new item,
or to modify specic item properties.
1. Select Manage teams in the main toolbar.
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Figure 5-3: Assigning users to Scrum teams
2. Select a role to which you want to assign users in your project. Drag and drop the users from the very right
column to the column left of it. To remove an assignment drag and drop users from the "Assigned" list to
the "Available" list. You can use lters to limit the users you see by a right mouse click on the label bar.
You have now put users on your project team.

5.5 Managing Scrum projects
You can create, edit, and delete any number of projects. Projects are referred to as “workspaces” in other parts
of the system, so we will use that term in this section.

5.5.1 Creating a new workspace
All manageable items belong to exactly one workspace. System administrators and managers can create new
top level workspaces. Space administrators can create sub-spaces.
You must be logged in as system administrator or system manager if you want to create a top level workspace.
You can create sub-spaces for workspaces where you have space administrator rights.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. Click on the „Add workspace“ button in the toolbar.
3. A new screen appears in the right. Fill out the forms on the various tabs. Use the context help if you are
uncertain about the meaning of an entry.
a) Select the workspace type. The workspace type determines large parts of your new workspaces
conguration. Usually a system administrator has congured this when the system was adapted to your
organization.
b) A workspace has a status which determines its visibility to regular users and what can be done within
that workspace. For more information have a look at The workspace status.

c) With links you can relate work items to other items, even across workspaces and hierarchies. For
example, you could mark duplicates, or relate items to test cases, or you could create relations like “this
item must not start 30 days after the linked item has been nished”.
d) When your system has been congured to use space specic item numbers, you need to enter a
unique prex like “TRP”. The workspace specic item numbers will be prexed with this string separated
by a hyphen.
e) When you enable work and cost management you will be able to monitor work progress using the
earned value method and keep track of planned eﬀorts and actual hours spent for each item. You have
to have accounting congured before you can use this.
f ) With releases you can structure your workspace along the time axis.
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Figure 5-4: Creating a new workspace
4. Select the "Default settings" tab. The values you set here are being taken when the create item forms do
not contain the respective elds or when items are created via e-mail. You can set an initial status for each
item type.

Figure 5-5: Conguring workspace default settings
5. If you want to oﬀer a specic e-mail for creating items via e-mail, select the "E-mail settings"
tab and mark the topmost check box. With this you could have an e-mail address like "supportproductfamiliy1@mycompany.com" to channel all customer request to the right support space. You need
to have these e-mail accounts on your e-mail-server rst.
Important: Don’t use the same e-mail account for more than one workspace. Also, do not use the
system wide e-mail inbox account at the same time for a project specic e-mail inbox account. This
could result in erroneous behavior.
Notice: You have to set up the e-mail account you are using here on your mail server.
Notice: You can globally congure that you want to accept e-mails from people whose e-mail
address is not in the Allegra database, or that you do not. Furthermore, you can globally restrict
the domains from which you accept e-mails. This permits you to minimize spam to your projects,
even if you have published your e-mail as a support e-mail on the internet.
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Figure 5-6: Conguring workspace e-mail settings
6. Click on the „Save“ button in the toolbar.
Your workspace is now congured to create and manage items. There are many more parameters you can set
like accounting, version control, releases, forms, elds, etc.
From here on the space administrators can completely control this workspace; there is no need to involve a
system administrator or system manager any more.

5.5.2 Deleting a workspace
You can delete an entire workspace, including all subspaces and items. This is the only way to permanently
remove information from the database.
You must have system administrator or system manager privileges.
Warning: You should consider setting the space state to „archived“ rather then deleting a space. This
will make the workspace disappear on practically all lists and selection boxes, but will keep everything
in the database. It is also reversible. Deleting a workspace is irreversible, everything is removed from
the database!
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Use either the context menu in the left navigation area or select the workspace in the left navigation area
and click the "Delete" button.
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3. A warning appears, unless the workspace does not have any items associated, i.e. it had just been created
and never been used. When you conrm, a second warning appears. When you conrm again, the
workspace with all subspaces and items will be deleted.

The workspaces with all its associated items and properties has been deleted from the database. There is
nothing left.
There will be an entry in the server log of this delete operation, stating the date and the user who performed it.

5.5.3 Copying a workspace setup
When creating a new workspace it can be quite helpful to copy its conguration like users and roles, version
control, accounting, lists, queries, custom forms, custom properties and so on from an existing workspace.
You must be logged in as workspace administrator, system administrator or system manager.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace and click on the "Copy" button in the toolbar.
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3. Select the conguration entities you would like to copy and click on the "Copy" button.
You have now created a new workspace based on the conguration settings of an existing workspace. The two
workspaces are not related to each other in any way.

5.5.4 The workspace status
As time goes by there will be a growing number of workspaces in the Allegra database. You can permanently
delete workspaces, but it is usually better to modify workspace visibility via the workspace status
Workspaces have a status which determines its visibility.
When delivered, Allegra oﬀers three workspace statuses as shown in the table below.
Status name

Description

in progress

These workspaces are open to the entire functionality
the system oﬀers. Items can be created and changed
with no restrictions.

on hold

These workspaces will not accept new items and will
not permit to modify existing items. However, all
existing information remains visible, as well as the
workspaces themselves.

archived

These workspaces will not accept new items and will
not permit to modify existing items. Furthermore they
are eﬀectively hidden with all their information. Item
information is inaccessible.

You can change the names and the semantics of these statuses via Administration > Customize > System
statuses.... You can also add new statuses there.
Each status has a „type ag“ which determines the availability of a workspace. The values and logic for each
type ag is described in the following table.
Type ag name

Description

active

Workspaces with this status type ag are open to the
entire functionality the system oﬀers. Items can be
created and changed with no restrictions.
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Type ag name

Description

inactive

Workspaces with this status type ag will not accept
new items and will not permit to modify existing
items. However, all existing information remains
visible, as well as the workspaces themselves.

closed

Workspaces with this status type ag will not accept
new items and will not permit to modify existing
items. Furthermore they are eﬀectively hidden with all
their information. Item information is inaccessible.
Warning: Changing the workspace status may make the workspace inaccessible.

5.6 Managing releases
Releases are optional in the Scrum workow. In Allegra you can dene releases which in turn contain sprints
and a release backlog.

5.6.1 Adding a release
This section describes how to add a release or sub-phase.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. Select the „releases“ node in the second navigation area from the left. This node will only appear if the
workspace type this workspace belongs to has releases enabled.

4. Click on the „Add release“ button in the toolbar. If there are already releases available you can add subphases (sprints, iterations, etc.) by selecting the parent release and then clicking on the „Add child release“
or "Add sprint" button in the toolbar.
5. Fill out the form that appears.
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a) The release status determines visibility of this release in places where you can select a release. Refer to
The release status for more detailed information on release statuses.
b) The release due date has just an informative character.
c) You can select the release as the default release for "Release noticed" and "Release scheduled". The
defaults are taken when you do not explicitly select a release when creating an item, or the release does
not appear on the input form.
6. Click on the “Save” button.
7. Optionally, sort the release by dragging and dropping it in the list on the right.
You have created a new release in the selected workspace. The new release will be available in selection boxes
for items and lters.

5.6.2 Deleting a release
You can delete releases and sub-phases. If there are items assigned to a release to be deleted, you will be asked
for a replacement release which will then be assigned to these items instead.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
Warning: The delete operation for a release is not reversible!
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. Select the „Assign roles“ node in the second navigation area from the left.
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4. Select the „releases“ node in the second navigation area from the left. This node will only appear if the
workspace type this workspace belongs to has releases enabled.

5. Select the release to be deleted either in the right list area or in the third navigation area. Click on the „Delete
release“ button in the toolbar or use the context menu.
6. You will be asked to conrm the delete operation. If the release contains items you will be asked to pick a
replacement release.

7. Click on the „Delete“ button to conrm the deletion of this release.
The release you have deleted has been replaced with the release you have selected as a replacement release.

5.6.3 The release status
Similar to items and workspaces, releases and phases have a status. Via the release status you control the
accessibility and visibility of a release.
You can create any number of phases for a workspace. Phases have a status, just as entire workspaces do. The
phase status determines accessibility of a phase.
Via the release state you can control visibility of a release and what kind of operations are possible with this
release. When delivered, Allegra oﬀers four release statuses as shown in the table below.
Status name

Description

planned

These releases appear just in the „Released
scheduled“ selection boxes. Typically such releases
have not yet started and are planned for the future.
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Status name

Description

on hold

These releases cannot be selected in the „Release
scheduled“ selection box. However, they will show
up in the „Release noticed“ box. Such releases have
typically been put on hold and no new items can be
created for them.

released

These releases cannot be selected in the „Release
scheduled“ selection box. However, they will show
up in the „Release noticed“ box. Such releases have
typically been published and thus no new items can
be created for them anymore.

archived

Releases with a „closed“ state will not appear in
either the „Released scheduled“ or „Release noticed“
selection box. Such releases have typically been
published some time ago and are not supported any
more.

You can change the names and the semantics of these statuses via Administration > Customize > System
statuses.... You can also add new statuses there.
Each status has a „type ag“ which determines the availability of a release. The values and logic for each type
ag is described in the following table.
Type ag name

Description

active (e.g., under development)

Releases with an „active“ state are open to the entire
functionality the system oﬀers. These releases appear
in the „Released noticed“ as well as the „Release
scheduled“ selection boxes. Typically such releases
are under active development.

inactive (e.g., released)

Releases with an „inactive“ state cannot be selected
in the „Release scheduled“ selection box. However,
they will show up in the „Release noticed“ box. Such
releases have typically been published and hence no
new items can be scheduled for them any more.

planned

Releases with a „planned“ state cannot be selected
in the „Release noticed“ selection box. However, they
will show up in the „Release scheduled“ box. Such
releases are typically plans for the future.

closed

Releases with a „closed“ state will not appear in
either the „Released scheduled“ or „Release noticed“
selection box. Such releases have typically been
published some time ago and are not supported any
more.
Warning: Changing the release status may make releases inaccessible.
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5.7 Working with backlogs
Backlogs serve as container for user stories and epics, the Scrum equivalent of requirements. You can have
product backlogs and release backlogs.

Backlog item navigator general behavior
The backlog item navigator works just as the standard item navigator. For more information see The item
navigator.

Backlog item navigator at view
The at view permits you to group and sort items on almost any item attribute. Beyond that, the at view
exhibits the general behaviour as described for the item navigator grid based view modes.

Backlog item navigator hierarchical view
The hierarchical view permits you to dene the order of items on each structural level. It does not support
grouping and does not display long text elds. Beyond that, the hierarchical view exhibits the general behaviour
as described for the item navigator grid based view modes.

5.8 Working with sprints
In the sprint view you can move items from the backlogs to a specic sprint.
This view is mostly self-explanatory. but we will provide more detailed information in the near future.

5.9 Using the task board
The task board presents items in an intuitive way. Using drag-and-drop you can change responsible persons,
status, priority, and more.
You can congure the card layout by right click on a card, then “Congure card layout”.
The color of the bar at the left side of each card is controlled by the style eld of the lter used to select the items.
You can dene the column type via the “Settings” button at the top right.
You can move items between columns or drag them to a new sprint, release or backlog.
You can limit the number of items you can place into each column via the little wheel at the top left of each
column header.
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5.10 Monitoring your project with burndown charts
In Scrum you monitor work progress using burndown charts.
Burndown charts refer to products, releases, or sprints. To congure a burndown chart select the desired phase
(release or sprint).
Note: Make sure that your release or sprint has a start date and an end date dened. This will dene
the period for the chart!
Select the reporting interval and dene which states are considered as “done”.
For the y-axis you can select the item count or any numeric custom eld like story points, or the eﬀort (amount
of work).
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5.11 Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)
Allegra ist aufgrund seiner Leistungsmerkmale und Struktur prädestiniert als zentrales Werkzeug für skalierbare
agile Prozessmodelle wie das SAFe.
Fast alle agilen Prozessmodelle leiden an einer unzureichenden Skalierbarkeit und sind beschränkt auf
Vorhaben mit Teamgrößen von 10 Personen oder weniger. Die meisten sind dazu software-lastig und
berücksichtigen nicht die in einer System- und Hardware-Entwicklung erforderlichen Prozesselemente.
Allegra bietet durch folgende Kern-Leistungsmerkmale Unterstützung für Prozesse nach dem SAFe-Modell:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beliebige hierarchische Strukturierung von Arbeitsbereichen
Beliebige hierarchische Strukturierung von Vorgängen
Beliebige Verknüpfung von Vorgängen auch über Arbeitsbereiche hinweg
Umfassendes bereichsübergreifendes Reporting
Vollständige Unterstützung von Scrum und Kanban
Bereichsübergreifende Agile Boards (Kanban Boards)
Starke Unterstützung für das Anforderungsmanagement

5.11.1 Teams, Programs, Large Solutions and Portfolios
The Scaled Agile Framework is intended to make key benets of the team-oriented agile approach scalable to
larger projects.
Scrum is the most widely used agile approach, but with a necessarily very limited team size it is only suitable
for smaller projects. With SAFe, the advantages of agile methods can also be harnessed for larger projects. For
this purpose, additional levels are added above the Scrum team level. There are four diﬀerent models
1.
2.
3.
4.

Essential SAFE
Large Solutions SAFe
Portfolio SAFe
Full SAFE

These models diﬀer essentially in the nature and number of layers above the team level. Essential SAFe consists
of the hierarchy levels
1. Program
2. Team
Large Solutions SAFe consists of the hierarchy levels
1. Large Solution
2. Program
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3. Team
Portfolio SAFe consists of the hierarchy levels
1. Portfolio
2. Program
3. Team
Full SAFe consists of the hierarchy levels
1.
2.
3.
4.

Portfolio
Large Solution
Program
Team

The mapping in Allegra is done using the corresponding workspace types (Team, Program, Large Solution,
Portfolio) and a corresponding workspace structure. Each workspace type is congured once according to the
artifact types to be managed therein.

The current workspaces are then created with the respective workspace types. In the example here, a portfolio
SAFe has been created, with the portfolio at the highest hierarchical level, including two programs with two
or three teams each.
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5.11.2 Modelling dependencies
In addition to hierarchization as the strongest linkage of items, Allegra can associate arbitrary items even across
workspaces with freely denable link types.
Hierarchical structuring is appropriate where higher-level items contain lower-lying items. This inevitably leads
to tree structures and means that a deeper lying item can only be related to a single higher one. Examples of
such structures are eg arrangements of features, epics and user stories.
If you want to correlate events outside of such tree structures, Allegra oﬀers "linking" of items with freely
denable link types. So you can model eg:
•
•
•
•

Dependencies between requirements across diﬀerent projects
Relationships between requirements and tests
Relationships between portfolio or program artifacts and underlying artifacts
Dependencies from milestones to other artifacts

The denition and visualization of such relationships is best done in the Allegra Link Navigator.

5.11.3 Overview and navigation
Allegra oﬀers functions on all levels to quickly get an overview and to work with the items of interest.
For this purpose, "perspectives" are provided for diﬀerent applications, oﬀering the views appropriate to the
purpose. At the team level, this is above all the Scrum perspective, which supports the agile workow for
a team. At the program and portfolio level, these are above all the task management perspective and the
project management perspective. In addition to the Scrum perspective, all perspectives oﬀer the opportunity
to present and edit items across departments.
A central element for editing and navigation is the item navigator. It oﬀers diﬀerent views, including an agile
board or Kanban board. All views allow you to view and edit items across workspaces.
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6.1 Helpdesk setup how to
Allegra is quite exible and you need to go through some setup steps before you can use the system. The
following sections describe the setup procedure for helpdesk applications.

Register your support team
Add your support team members as regular users to the system. Switch to the “Administration” perspective
and click on the main menu “People” button.

Give your support team a user level of “Full user” or “Intermediate user”. See Managing regular users for more
details.

Create a group and add your support team
In the “Administration” perspective, add a group “Support team”. Add your support team members to this group.

See Managing groups for more details.
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Create a workspace
In the “Administration” perspective, click on the “Workspaces” button in the main toolbar. Add a new workspace
and name it “Support”.

Then at least congure the following points:
1. Set the workspace type to “Helpdesk”
2. On the second tab, congure the e-mail account for incoming e-mails. This will permit the system to create
tickets from e-mails that have been sent to some e-mail account you have created for this purpose, for
example “support@your-company.com”. You must provide this e-mail account.

3. On the third tab, set the group “Support team” as the default responsible. More on conguring workspaces
you nd in Managing spaces.
4. Save the workspace

Assign roles
While you have selected the workspace, in the second navigation column click on “Roles”. Drag the “Support
team group” to the “Responsible” role node, the “guest” user to the “Extern” role node, and make somebody
the project administrator.
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More about assigning roles you nd in Assigning roles to team members.
Important: Unless you have given the “guest” user a role which permits him to create items in your
helpdesk workspace, the system will not create items from incoming e-mails!

Ready to go
This concludes the basic helpdesk setup. You can go further and
•
•
•
•
•

Create your own item types (see Managing item types)
Customize attributes and forms (see Item properties and Customizing forms)
Add workows, for example to escalate overdue items (see Managing workows)
Modify e-mail templates (see Managing e-mail templates)
Add custom lters and adapt your cockpit (see Managing lters and Managing cockpit templates)

6.2 Customer website integration
Allegra can serve as the core of a customer portal. Along with a few other components, you can give your
customers the ability to send support inquiries via e-mail or through their default Web site and to retrieve all
related information.
A customer portal integration is usually customer-specic and depends on the existing CMS. To simplify
the entry is therefore on https://www.trackplus.com/en/resources/extensions.html A small package available
based on JQuery shows as a custom web page with one behind it Allegra System can interact. In the following,
individual elements of this example will be explained.

6.2.1 Account management, login and logout
The following sections describe how you can realize a login, registration, and forget password feature through
a standard Web page.
There are two ways to log in to access items:
1. You log in to the system as a registered user
2. You use the automatic guest registration
When integrating with a website, automatic logon as a guest is not recommended because the diﬀerent users
are all managed under the guest account. This means that a task can no longer be attributed to a specic person.
The logon procedure is a simple POST request with the parameters username and password ,
Note that the password must be encrypted with the function encodePwd .
function encodePwd(kpw, key) {
var the_res = '';
for(var i=0;i < kpw.length;++i){
var ccode = kpw.charCodeAt(i);
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ccode = key ^ ccode;
the_res += decimalToHex(ccode,4);
}
return the_res;
}
function decimalToHex(d, padding) {
var hex = Number(d).toString(16);
padding = (padding == null ||
padding == undefined) ? padding = 2 : padding;
while (hex.length < padding) {
hex = "0" + hex;
}
return hex;
}
The parameter kpw is the clear text password entered by the user. The key parameter is 56.
The login procedure sends a POST request to the server, which returns a JSON string. If the login procedure was
successful, the response JSON success eld is true, otherwise the error eld of the response JSON contains a
human readable error message.
{
"success": true,
"token": "A string which identifies the user",
"locale": "de_DE"
}
{
"success": false,
"error": "A human readable error message"
}
The JSON response also contains a token eld. This eld should be used as an Authorization header eld in
those requests that require authorization to identify the logged-in user. After logging in, the login form and
login elds (Forgotten Password, Register) can be hidden.
The Forgot Password procedure consists of a single POST request with one parameter emailAddress . The
method forgotPassword retrieves the entered email address and sends it to the server. When the server
nds the submitted email, it sends an email containing a link that can be used to reset the password.
The registration process is a single POST request with the following elds (all are required):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

userName
passwd
passwd2
userEmail
phone
lastName
firstName
locale

If the submitted elds are correct, the returned JSON success eld is true, the user is created and disabled by
default. If the procedure fails, the returned JSON error eld will contain a user-readable error message. In the
example, the locale is hardcoded and the value is “Browser”. If the locale value is a browser, all texts are located
based on the preferred language of the browser. This setting can be changed at any time.
The locale parameter can be set using a combo box. To populate the locale combination, the data can be
retrieved with a GET request from the following endpoint: / rest/locales . The answer is a JSON string.
{
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"success": true,
"locales": [
{
"id": "browser",
"label": "Browser"
},
{
"id": "de",
"label": "Deutsch"
},
{
"id": "de_AT",
"label": "Deutsch (Österreich)"
},
The logout is a simple POST request that contains the authorization token as the header eld.

6.2.2 Query items
You can retrieve operations via a POST request. The request must contain in the header the authorization token
obtained at login.
In the example, this is done by the getMyItems method implemented. The request must contain a JSON
object with the target elds. The elds are valid attribute names with a prex f .
The eld names can be foud in Allegra by going to Administration (perspective) > Customize > Attributes
> [Select attribute] The name of the attribute shows at the top right.
The response is a JSON that contains all the operations where the author is the current user. The articles are
sorted in descending order by creation date.
Request parameters example:
{
"fields" : [
"fProject" ,
"fSynopsis" ,
"fDescription" ,
"fStatus"
]
}
Response example:
{
"success":true,
"items":[
{
"Workspace":"Project Management",
"Title":"Test1",
"Status":"opened",
"Description":"Task description"
},
{
"Workspace":"Project Management",
"Title":"Test2",
"Status":"opened",
"Description":"Task description"
}
],
"fields":{
"fProject":"Workspace",
"fSynopsis":"Title",
"fStatus":"Status",
"fDescription":"Description"
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}
}
The elds eld contains the eld names. The elementary array contains the list of operations.

6.2.3 Create items
To create a task, follow these steps.
1. Retrieve the project and item type specic option values
2. Based on the submitted ID of the project and the ID of the item type, the / elds / context endpoint returns
a JSON that describes all the elds that exist on the form. With this JSON, you can create a custom dynamic
form.
3. Optional: You can create hardcoded forms that populate the hard-coded controls (such as Status combo
box) with the following endpoint: rest/elds /loadListValues
4. Save the item by passing in the selected eld values
This example uses only hard-coded elds. Such elds that are not present in the example form are lled with
default values.
Saving the process means sending a POST request with the eld values. If the project ID and item type ID
are not specied, the system uses the default settings. The default settings are dened in Administration
(perspective) > Server administration in the rider incoming e-mail > More options .
In this option, the default workspace can be dened if the POST request does not contain it. The default item
type is dened for each workspace in the workspace conguration.
The following example (request parameters) shows how to create a new item without dening the project ID
and the item type:
{
fields: {
'fSynopsis': 'Title',
'fDescription': 'Description'
}
}
The following example (request parameter) shows how to create a new item with the denition of the project
ID and the item type:
{
"fields": {
"fProject": 1000,
"fItemType": 1001,
"fSynopsis": "Title",
"fDescription": "Description"
}
}

6.3 ITIL Mapping
Process/Function
Service Strategy

Allegra Core Focus

Strategy Generation
Financial Management
Service Portfolio Management
Demand Management
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yes

Customer Portal
Service Design

Service Level Management

yes

Service Catalogue Management

yes

Information Security Management
Supplier Management
IT Service Continuity Management
Availability Management
Capacity Management
Service Transition

Knowledge Management

partly

Change Management

yes

Service Asset and Conguration
Management
Transition Planning and Support
Release
and
Management

Deployment

Service Validation and Testing
Evaluation
Service Operation

Function: Service Desk

yes

Function: Technical Management

yes

Function:
IT
Management

Operations

Function:
Management

Application

Incident Management

yes

Request Fullment

yes

Event Management

yes

Access Management

Continual Service Improvement

Problem Management

yes

The 7-Step Improvement Process

part of the process

Service Reporting

yes

Measurement

yes

Business Questions for CSI
Return on Investment for CSI
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7.1 Managing meetings
In Allegra you can dene meeting agendas and create meeting protocols. You assign action items during the
meeting directly in Allegra. You get an overview which meetings have still action items open so you can follow
up on them.

Preparing for meeting management
If you have installed your system for the rst time with a release prior to 5.1 you rst need to prepare your
system to enable meeting management. For instructions please see Setup for meeting management.

Creating a meeting protocol
To manage meetings switch to the “Wiki” perspective.

Optionally, create a folder, then add a meeting protocol document.

Fill in the meeting title and the participants.
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Edit the new document and write the meeting minutes as formatted text. You can include gures and tables.

For things to be taken care of, mark the respective text and click on the “new item” tool bar button.

Follow through the steps of creating a standard item.
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Assign a due date and a responsible person or group.

You have now created an action item which you can manage using the task management functionality. At the
same time the item is part of the protocol and can be seen with its status in real-time.

Via the export button you can create a PDF document. The document is based on a LaTeX template (Protocol.tlx)
which you can customize in any conceivable way (see Creating LaTeX/Freemarker templates).
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Creating a meeting agenda
To create a meeting agenda follow the steps for creating a meeting protocol, but choose “meeting agenda” as
the document type. To prepare the agenda you can either write the topics directly into the document, or you
link existing topics via the “link item” small toolbar button.
The rest is just as described for meeting protocols. To create a PDF document use the “Agenda.tlx” template
or your own customized one.

7.2 Setup for meeting management
In Allegra you can dene meeting agendas and create meeting protocols. To be able managing meetings you
need to have dened proper item types, attributes, and export templates. For a new install all this is provided
for workspaces of type “task management”. This section is for those that want to extend existing installations.

Preparing your system for managing meetings
To manage meetings make sure your workspace type provides the item types “meeting”, “action items”, and
“topics”.
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For meetings you should dene at least the properties shown in the following table:
Table 7-1: Specic meeting properties
Property

Description

participants

a free form text eld for people that do not have
an account on the system and should partake or
have attended the meeting. The complete list of
participants is made up of this eld plus the list of
users registered as "consulted".

distributed to

a free form text eld for people that do not have
an account on the system and shall get a copy of
the meeting protocol. The complete distribution list is
made up of this eld plus the list of users registered
as "informed".

not present

a free form text eld for people that should have
attended the meeting but were not present

excused

a free form text eld for people that should have
attended the meeting and that were excused

start time

begin of meeting

end time

end of meeting

For meeting topics you should dene at least the properties shown in the following table:
Table 7-2: Specic meeting topic properties
Property

Description

duration

the amount of time (minutes) allocated to this topic in
a specic meeting
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Property

Description

responsible

who should take care of this topic or who is the main
driver

distribution level

a selector dening the audience for this topic.
Topics with a lower distribution level are intended
for a broader audience while topics with a higher
distribution level are intended for a more specic
audience. free form text eld for people that should
have attended the meeting but were not present.
Using this property you can create diﬀerent protocols
from the same meeting specic for each audience.

Creating Word templates
To create printable forms of your meeting agenda and meeting protocols you need to upload suitable MS Word
templates. You create such templates using the OpenDoPE plug-in for MS Word.

Obtaining the OpenDoPE plug-in
You can get the OpenDoPE plug-in for MS Word from http://www.opendope.org/downloads/authoringfriendly/setup.exe. After installation you have a new tab in your top menu band called "Authoring".

Adding elds to your document
To add elds to your own document that will be lled with content from the Wiki proceed as follows:
In MS Word open the document you want to use as a template.
Click on the "Authoring" tab in the menu band.

Figure 7-1: OpenDoPE authoring mode
Click on "Replace XML" in the menu band. Choose to copy the content of an existing XML into the Word
document. The le you can nd in the TRACK_HOME/wordTemplates directory. It is the only XML le there.
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Figure 7-2: Importing the XML structure
Now you can drag the desired elds into your document and format them to your liking.

Figure 7-3: Dragging elds into the document
To make the template generally available you can upload it to the server when you export a document (see
Exporting documents .

Creating LaTeX templates
To create printable forms of your meeting agenda and meeting protocols you need to upload suitable MS Word
templates. You create such templates using the OpenDoPE plug-in for MS Word.

Freemarker markup in LaTeX document les
The LaTeX document must contain Freemarker markup. To be able to test the appearance of a template outside
of the server environment, the Freemarker markup is escaped for the standard LaTeX processor. The following
example shows how this is done.
The markup % %%TP <#if ... to the LaTeX processor appears as a comment and is ignored. The Allegra
Freemarker pre-processor removes all occurrences of “% %%TP “ before the Freemarker processor executes.
Thus the Freemarker processor just sees “<#if ...”.
% Template for a general report document
% Copyright 2015 Steinbeis GmbH & Co. KG - Task Management Solutions
\documentclass[10pt,a4paper]{report}
\pagestyle{plain}
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%
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#if (locale)?has_content && locale=="de">
%%TP \usepackage[ngerman]{babel}
%%TP <#else>
%%TP \usepackage[british]{babel}
%%TP </#if>

The code shown above after the pre-processor and the Freemarker processor have run looks like this in case
the users locale was set to anything but “de”:
% Template for a general report document
% Copyright 2015 Steinbeis GmbH & Co. KG - Task Management Solutions
\documentclass[10pt,a4paper]{report}
\pagestyle{plain}
\usepackage[british]{babel}
The next code example demonstrates the handling of inline items. Whenever an inline item is encountered, the
pre-processor lls in the code behind the “% %%ITP “ marker. Thereafter the Freemarker processor replaces
the context variables. Note that the replacement will not be here in the LaTeX document but further down as
often as there is an inline item. The “% %%ITP “ marker thus acts as a macro for the pre-processor and not
for the Freemarker processor.
\usepackage{docstyle}
\usepackage{draftwatermark}
\SetWatermarkText{\${Status}}
\SetWatermarkLightness{0.93}
\SetWatermarkScale{0.8}
% The following line defines how inline items are being rendered.
% %%ITP
\begin{framed}
%
%%ITP
\href{${serverurl}/printItem.action?key=${IssueNo}}
{\textbf{\color{tpred}${Project}:[${ProjectSpecificIssueNo}]}: ${Title}}
% %%ITP \vspace{2mm}\newline
% %%ITP
{\color{tpblue}${Description}}
% %%ITP \end{framed}
Assuming some values for the various variables, the nal LaTeX code would look like this:
\begin{framed}
\href{mydomain.com/printItem.action?key=4711}{\textbf{\color{tpred}My
Project:[MP-234]}: Test case TRX 46}
\vspace{2mm}\newline
{\color{tpblue}Here goes the description of the test case...}
\end{framed}
Now we dene some Freemarker makros and some localized strings we can conveniently use later on. Note
that outside of makros we have to escape $ signs with a backslash \.

\AddToShipoutPicture{\put(30,280){\rotatebox{90}{\scalebox{0.8}
{Copyright © \the\year \ \${licenseHolder}, All rights reserved}}}}
\fancyfoot[C]{\${Title}}
\begin{document}
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP

<#if (locale)?has_content & locale=="de">
\renewcommand\StrRequirements{Anforderungen}
\renewcommand\StrDate{Datum}
\renewcommand\StrPriority{Priorität}
\renewcommand\StrStatus{Status}
\renewcommand\StrPage{Seite}
</#if>

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#macro mDate>
%%TP
<#if (MeetingDate)?has_content>
%%TP
${MeetingDate}
%%TP
<#else>
%%TP
${.now?date}
%%TP
</#if>
%%TP </#macro>

%
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#macro mLocation>
%%TP
<#if (Location)?has_content>
%%TP
${Location}
%%TP
</#if>
%%TP </#macro>

% %%TP <#macro makeTopicTable meetingTopics>
% %%TP <#list meetingTopics as topic>
%
%%TP
\rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\${topic.IssueNo}
\${topic.title}
&
\rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\${topic.Priority}
&
\rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\
${topic.Status} & \rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\pageref{top\${topic.IssueNo}} \\
\htpline
% %%TP </#list>
% %%TP </#macro>
% %%TP <#macro makeTopics meetingTopics>
% %%TP <#list meetingTopics as topic>
% %%TP <#assign slevel=topic.WBS-WBS/>
% %%TP {\color{tpred}<#if (slevel)==1>\chapter</#if><#if
\section</#if><#if
(slevel)==3>\subsection</#if><#if
\subsubsubsection</#if> {\${topic.title} }}
% %%TP \label{top\${topic.IssueNo}}
% %%TP \${topic.Description}
% %%TP </#list>
% %%TP </#macro>

(slevel)==2>
(slevel)==4>

\newpage
%\begin{textblock*}{150mm}(160mm,10mm)%
% \textblockcolour{}
%
\includegraphics[width=28mm]{trackLogo.jpg}
%\end{textblock*}
\
\vskip 8cm
\begin{center}
{\LARGE\color{tpred}\bf \${project}}\\ \vskip 1.0em
{\Huge\color{tpred}\bf \${title}}\\ \vskip 1.0em
%{\LARGE\color{tpred}\bf{\StrRequirements}}\\ \vskip 1.0em
\end{center}
\vfill{}
\begin{tabularx}{\textwidth}{!{\Vl}l!{\Vl}X!{\Vl}l!{\Vl}} \noalign{\hrule
height 1pt}
\rule[-3.5mm]{0pt}{10mm} Created: & \${Responsible} &
\${LastModifiedDate}
\\ \htpline
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\rule[-3.5mm]{0pt}{10mm} Assessed: & \${Manager} &
\${LastModifiedDate}
\\ \htpline
\rule[-3.5mm]{0pt}{10mm} Released: & \${Manager} &
\${LastModifiedDate}
\\ \htpline
\end{tabularx}
\vskip 1.5cm
\
\newpage
\tableofcontents
% %%TP <#if noOfFigures gt 0 >\newpage \listoffigures</#if>
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#if noOfFigures gt 8 || noOfFigures == 0>
%%TP
<#if noOfTables gt 0 >\newpage </#if>
%%TP </#if>
%%TP <#if noOfTables gt 0 >\listoftables</#if>

\newpage
% %%TP <@makeTopics meetingTopics/>
\end{document}

Scaling of gures
Figures are scaled based on the scaling in your Wiki document. If the original size was 800 pixels times 400
pixes, and you would scale it to 400 pixels times 200 pixels, the image would be rendered with a scale of 0.5
in the LaTeX document.
The real size depends on the dpi of the original attachment. It is advisable to stick with the same dpi for all your
images, using a tool like imagemagick to convert from other densities:
convert -units PixelsPerInch original.png -resample 96 normalized.png
or without resampling (faster)
convert -units PixelsPerInch original.png -density 96 normalized.png
The density is usually a compromise between screen appearance and size in the PDF.
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8.1 ALM Overview
The ALM perspective supports you in the management of requirements and testing during system
development.
The ALM perspective oﬀers three views:
•
•
•

the wiki view for creating requirement and test documents
the matrix view for linking requirements with each other or requirements and tests
the link navigator for analyzing and creating relationships between requirements among themselves or
requirements and tests

Allegra distinguishes between regular "items" and "documents". Document folders, documents and document
sections are normally only visible in the Wiki view. To make them visible in the task navigator, you must use a
lter in which these task types have been explicitly selected. Conversely, regular items in the Wiki view are only
visible as part of a referencing document.
To create a a requirement or test document in Allegra use the Wiki view. Proceed as follows:
1. Create a new document in the Wiki view (see Wiki overview )
2. Fill in the document with text, tables and graphics
3. To create a request, highlight the appropriate text in your document and use the "New item" button to
create a new item that is automatically linked to your document.
4. Alternatively, you can integrate existing requirements into your new document via the "Link item" button
In this way, you can use the same requirements in many requirement documents.
In Allegra you can relate items to each other. The type of relationship is determined by the "link type". A useful
set of such link types already comes with the system. You can add your own link types or change existing ones.
The Matrix view gives you the ability to easily create and view relationships between tasks.
With the Link Navigator you can analyze and create entire relationship chains. The Link Navigator is therefore
particularly suitable for the detection of traceability and for impact analysis.

8.2 Link matrix view
Use the Link matrix view to create or examine relationships between items. For example, you can link
requirements to test cases and see directly to which requirements no test cases have yet been assigned.
To work with the link matrix, rst dene two lters. The rst lter species the items on one side of the link, e.g.
all requirements. The second lter denes all processes on the other side of the link, e.g. all test cases.
In the link matrix, select the rst lter in selection box A and select the second lter in selection box B. In
selection box C, select the desired type of linkage. In area D you can make further restrictions.
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8.3 Link navigator
The Link Navigator helps you to dene and analyze relationships between tasks.
The Link Navigator splits the screen into two panes: an area to the left for representing the relationships
between items and an area to the right for representing a set of items. The actions you see in the top level on the
left are dened by the lter selected in A. Use C to specify which activity quantity you see in the right pane. Use
D to determine what type of join is created when dragging a task from the right pane to a task in the left pane.
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The left area is divided once again into two sections. Subarea A shows the ltered items with the dependent
items. This subarea displays only the selected attributes of the ltered items. The selected attributes of the
linked items are shown in section B.

8.4 Test management
Allegra supports management of test suites, test cases, test runs, and tests.

Test cases
A test case in Allegra consists of a description of the test's prerequisites, a list of test steps and the expected
result. A test case can ideally be veried by a single tester in a short period of time and conrms a specic
functionality, documents a task or veries a project artifact.

Test suites
In Allegra, test cases are organized into test suites, where a test suite is the parent item for its test cases. A test
suite is a collection of test cases and is often created for specic project modules or areas. How you organize
your test suites depends on the size of your project.
If you have a lot of test cases for a project module, it is recommended to further break down your test suites
and create suites for specic features or functionality. Ideally, a test suite consists of 50-1000 test cases.
To further organize test cases, test cases of a suite can be grouped into so-called test sections. Test sections
are used to organize test cases into groups to make it easier for testers to identify related cases.
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For example, if you use multiple test cases to verify a specic application dialog or web page, these test cases
should be grouped in a test section. Depending on how complex your project is and how ne-grained your test
cases are, a section should ideally consist of 10-50 test cases.

Test runs and tests
To run a test and enter test results for the cases you added, you start a test run for a particular test suite. While
a test suite is just like a plan that species how an application is tested, a test run is an actual test you are
conducting. For most projects you will most likely start multiple test runs for a particular test suite over time.
For example, if you are releasing multiple versions of a software program, you might want to conduct a test
run for each new release.
Likewise, you can have multiple test runs for a particular test suite active at the same time. This can make sense
if you want to execute a particular test suite for multiple congurations (such as diﬀerent operating systems).
You can then start a test run for each diﬀerent conguration you want to test against.

Starting a test run
To start a new test run you select the corresponding test suite with its associated test cases. Then you copy
this test suite including its children and move the resulting test suite copy to item type “test run” and the test
cases using set operation to item type “test”. Using the set operation, you can prune tests yuo don't need. A run
consists of individual tests for each case that you add.

Test statuses
By default, each test has one of ve diﬀerent statuses that are signaled in Allegra by specic colors. You can add
a test result by changing the status of the test. The following test statuses must be available:
•
•
•
•
•

Untested: By default, new tests have the status Untested. Once a test result has been added to a test, it can
never receive the Untested status again.
Passed: A test is marked as Passed when a tester veried the test steps and the expected results.
Failed: A tester marks a test as Failed if one of the specied test steps resulted in an error or if the expected
result diﬀers from the actual test result.
Retest: If a developer or tester determines that a test should be tested again, she marks the test as Retest.
E.g., if a test originally failed and the developer xed the problem, the developer can mark it to be retested.
Blocked: The Blocked status is used to signal that a test cannot be executed currently because of some
external dependency (such as a bug that needs to be xed before being able to complete to test). It is often
used in combination with the Retest status.

Once a test run has been completed, you can close it by changing its status. Tests of a closed run cannot be
edited or changed, making it ideal for archiving test runs. Additionally, if you change any of the associated cases'
attributes (such as the expected result), the change won't be applied to the closed and archived run.
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9.1 Wiki overview
The Allegra Wiki permits you to collaboratively create documents that can be viewed by a larger audience. Wiki
documents can be exported into Word documents based on Word templates, or to PDF documents via LaTeX
templates, making the resulting document look like a handcrafted one.

The Wiki document navigator
To access the Wiki navigator click on the Wiki mode switch in the main menu. To go back to regular mode click
on the cockpit.

Figure 9-1: Accessing the Wiki

Figure 9-2: The Wiki navigator

Folders
You can organize your Wiki documents in folders. Folders just serve to better manage and structure documents.
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Figure 9-3: Example Wiki

Documents and document sections
A “document” is just a regular work item that is treated in a special way. As its children it contains a hierarchy
of “document sections”. Just as any other work items it has a number of standard properties like author, last
edit date, and title.

Document inline and full edit mode
You can switch between inline editing a Wiki document such that only a selected section is being edited, or
editing the entire document like in a standard Word processor. In full edit mode you create new sections by
formatting the section title with a heading format like “Heading 2”, “Heading 3”, etc.

Figure 9-4: Switching between inline and full edit mode

Focusing the navigation tree
When you have a lot of projects with many document folders and documents, you can make any node in the
item navigation tree on the left the top node, eﬀectively masking out all sibling and parent nodes. Right mouse
click on the node you want to focus on and click on “Focus”. Likewise, you can deactivate the focus.

9.2 Creating documents
To create a new document go into the Wiki navigator and right mouse click on a workspace or revision node.
Then click on "Add document" or any other more specic type of document oﬀered to yo.
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Figure 9-5: Creating a Wiki document
Depending on your system conguration you may have generic documents, plus any number of more specic
document types like meeting notes, standards, etc. The only diﬀerence between these document types is their
meta data, i.e. document properties. For example, a technical standard has diﬀerent status values (for example
”published”, “withdrawn”) than a meeting agenda ( for example “distributed”, “accepted”).

9.3 Creating document sections
To create a new document section go into the Wiki navigator and right mouse click on a document or document
section node. Then click on "Add document section".

Figure 9-6: Creating a document section
When you are in full edit mode you can create a new document section by assigning a heading format like
“Heading 2”, “Heading 3”, etc. to the section title.

9.4 Editing content
While the Wiki is not intended to be a word processor, it can handle the most common tasks you need to create
high quality documents.

Editing regular text
The Wiki uses as much as possible standard HTML to mark up text. There are a few special tags used by the Wiki
for example for inline items that are beyond HTML. As with most HTML editors, it helps if you make yourself
familiar with the most basic markup syntax, since it may once in a while be necessary to dig into the source
HTML to achieve the desired layout and appearance (tool bar button H).
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The Wiki supports gures, standard tables (no nested tables), text styling like bold, italic, and underline,
headings, code blocks, and ordered and unordered lists,

Figure 9-7: The Wiki tool bar

Adding gures and gure captions
You can drag and drop gures directly into the document. Alternatively you can use the tool bar button F. To
size them or to add a gure caption right click on the gure and use the proper options. To create references set
an external link using tool bar button B, with the URL set to the anchor of the target, like “#gure1”. To create
a target marker or anchor place a tag “<a name=”gure1”>” around the gures caption text. In the same ways
you can reference tables.
When exporting your documents to PDF the reference texts you entered will be replaced by the proper gure
and table numbers.

Adding tables and table captions
You can add tables to your document using the designated button in the tool bar (G). To add a table caption
right click on the table, choose the proper options and save.
You can combine several cells in a column or a row. Place the mouse over a table cell and open the context
menu, item “cell”.
For an LaTeX export of a table you can control column widths. To dene widths you have to switch to the Wiki
source code view and dene special classes in the table header tags (th). Example:
<table border="1" cellpadding="1" cellspacing="1" style="width:900px">
<caption>Explicit width control</caption>
<thead>
<tr>
<th class="|c" scope="col">Col. A</th>
<th class="|X" scope="col">Col. B</th>
<th class="|X" scope="col">Column C</th>
<th class="|c" scope="col">Column D</th>
<th class="|p{4cm}" scope="col">Some longer column</th>
<th class="|X|" scope="col">Col. F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td colspan="1" rowspan="2">AD38</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>0020 20 Bit ST</td>
<td colspan="1" rowspan="2">G 4711</td>
<td rowspan="1">Etwas langer Text hier, mit Umbruch</td>
<td rowspan="1">Mehr Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S SIL2/PLd</td>
<td>0024 24 Bit ST</td>
<td>So viel Text hier</td>
<td>2W SCS open link</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Der default tag is “X” a ist “X” und benutzt die verbliebene Breite gleichmäßig. Mit “p” kann die Breite einer
Spalte explizit eingestellt werden. Die Tags “l” (el), “c” und “r” stehen für linke, zentrierte und rechte Ausrichtung.
Die Gesamtbreite der Tabelle ist immer 90% der Textbereich-Breite, unabhängig von der Einstellung im Wiki.

Adding links to other items
You can create links to other items in the system using tool bar button B. If the link is clicked on, the user is
taken to the same or another window showing the related item.

Figure 9-8: Creating links to other items

Adding links to external URLs
To embed an existing item into a document section, edit the text of the section. Click on the button as shown
below to open up the item picker and to embed an existing item.

Pulling in items for requirements, test, and meeting management
You can reference any item you have access to from within you text using the item picker (tool bar button C).
The referenced item is shown with its title and some meta information. When exporting a document you can
access and format these referenced items in any conceivable way.
Referencing items is helpful
•
•

managing meetings based on a topic pool and action items
managing requirements, reusing requirements, and keeping traceable requirements separated from the
documents they are being used in

Creating items from text and referencing them
In a single step you can create an inline item from marked text using tool bar button D. This is great when you
write down a meeting protocol and you want to directly create and assign to do's that you than can track until
they are done.
It is also helpful when you write down a requirement document and while you write you mark parts of your
document as traceable requirement.

Inserting document meta data in the text
You can include document meta information into descriptive text, for example the status of a document or
document section. To include document meta information into the text use the property selector or this format:
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•
•

[field name/] for document properties
[topic.field name/] for document section properties

Only those properties are available that can be accessed when you edit the document or document section. By
properly dening the "edit item mask" you thus dene which properties you expose for inclusion in Wiki text.

9.5 Multilingual documents
You can manage any document in multiple languages. With a language selector you can select the language
to be displayed for the entire Wiki.
To activate the language selection, you must rst create a selection list with the required languages. Then create
two customer-specic attributes:
•
•

a simple selection named " WikiDocumentLocale "
an item picker named " WikiDocumentLocaleReference "

Assign the language list to the rst attribute.
The rst attribute denes the language a document is written in. The second attribute points to the respective
master language document. This is typically the one from which the new document is translated.
If you go to the Wiki view, you will see a language selector at the top left. The context menu for a document
gives you the option of creating other language versions of the document. If you create a new language version
of a document in this way, the "WikiDocumentLocaleReference" attribute is pointing to the original document
(in the language selected in the Wiki top language selector), and the "WikiDocumentLocale" attribute is set to
the new language.
The two attributes "WikiDocumentLocale" and "WikiDocumentLocaleReference" must therefore only be used
on the input masks for your documents if you want to change the values afterwards.

9.6 Embedding items
You can embed any item into a document section. This is particularly useful if you work with requirements or
test specications and want to keep the requirements separate from the document with informative text. It
furthermore permits you to reuse items in various documents.
To embed an existing item into a document section, edit the text of the section. Click on the button as shown
below to open up the item picker and to embed an existing item.
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Figure 9-9: Embedding an existing item
You can mark some text in a document section, create a new item from it, and immediately embed it into your
document section. This is for example useful to create requirements from a requirement document, or To Do's
from a meeting protocol.

Figure 9-10: Creating and embedding an item
You can congure the appearance of inline items using templates (see Manage Wiki inline templates ). For
example, you could render safety-related requirements using a special color or marker.

9.7 Embedding attributes
You can embed attributes of the document or document section in a document text. You can use it to display
metadata of a document, such as the editor and status in the document itself.
This feature is also useful for creating documents that are largely identical and diﬀer only in some sections.
Examples of such types of documents are project applications, project orders, project manuals and process
descriptions. You can use roles to specify exactly who can change which metadata.
To insert an attribute into a section of the document, edit the text of the section. Click the button as shown
below to open the attribute selector and embed an attribute. You only see the attributes that are visible on the
edit mask of the corresponding item type.
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When selecting an attribute, you can determine whether you want to get the value of the attribute from the
document or from the document section that you are currently modifying (context).

ou can use Wiki inline templates to dene how an embedded attribute should be displayed in the Wiki (see
Manage Wiki inline templates ).

9.8 Wiki read and comment
You can permit anybody or specic users to read Wiki documents and comment on them. Which Wiki
workspaces are accessible you control via roles.
A typical use case for a Wiki is that there are a few authors and many readers. To grant anybody read access to
Wiki documents you have to provide the following conguration:
1.
2.
3.
4.

There must be a user with “guest” as his user name.
You must enable “automatic guest login”.
You must dene a role with permission “read any”.
You may want to limit the item type accessible via this role to those types you are using in the Wiki (e.g.
document folder, document, document section). Otherwise the “guest” user could see all items in that
workspace, not just Wiki documents.

5. You must assign this role to the “guest” user for the workspaces that contain the Wikis you want to make
publicly available.
Read-only users can comment on entire documents or specic document sections via the context menu on the
respective node on the left area navigation tree.

9.9 Exporting documents
You can create an MS Word document from a Wiki document using an MS Word template. You can create PDF
documents from Wiki documents based on LaTeX and Freemarker templates.
To export a document proceed as follows:
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1. In the Wiki navigator right click on the document you want to export and select "Export".

Figure 9-11: Selecting the document
2. In the box that appears select an existing template from the available list or browse and upload a new
template le. MS Word templates have the suﬃx “.docx” while LaTeX/Freemarker templates have the suﬃx
“.tlx”.

Figure 9-12: Choosing a template
3. Click on "Export" to create the MS Word or PDF document.

9.10 Erstellen von HTML-Vorlagen
Sie können aus dem Wiki mit HTML/Freemarker-Vorlagen PDF-Dokumente erstellen. In diesem Abschnitt wird
erklärt, wie Sie Text- und Metadaten aus Ihrem Wiki-Dokument mit einer HTML/Freemarker-Vorlage in ein PDFDokument konvertieren können.

HTML-Vorlage entwickeln
Zur Entwicklung von HTML-Vorlagen genügt ein Webbrowser mit Debug-Funkionalität. Sie sollten ProjektAdministrator-Rechte haben oder als Systemmanager oder Systemadministrator angemeldet sein. Gehen Sie in
der Verwaltungs-Perspektive nach Vorlagen > Wiki-Exportvorlagen. Öﬀnen Sie den Ordner “HTML templates”
und darin den gewünschten Vorlagenordner.
Es ist am einfachsten, wenn Sie für die Entwicklung eigener Vorlagen von einer bestehenden ausgehen.

Die Vorlagen-Struktur
Eine HTML-Vorlage besteht aus einer ZIP-Datei mit der Endung ".hlx". Die Vorage kann direkt im Wiki oder in der
Verwaltungsperspektive von dazu Berechtigten hochgeladen werden.
Die nächste Abbildung zeigt eine expandierte Vorlage. Im folgenden werden die einzelnen Dateien und Odner
erklärt.
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1. {template name}.html
Beispiel: Framed.html. Die ZIP-Datei muss eine HTML-Vorlagendatei beinhalten, die den gleichen
Basisnamen wie die ZIP-Datei hat. Heißt z.B. die ZIP-Datei “Framed.hlx”, muss sie eine Datei “Framed.html”
beinhalten. Die HTML-Datei darf Freemarker-Ausdrücke beinhalten.
2. {template name}.properties
Beispiel: Framed.properties
Optional, enthält Parameter zur Steuerung von Darstellungmekmalen (s.u.). Diese Datei kann FreemarkerAusdrücke enthalten.
3. Verzeichnis “resources”. Muss exakt so heißen.
a. Verzeichnis enthält Bilder und andere Ressourcen
b. Verzeichnis “fonts”. Muss exakt so heißen und enthält Fonts für die Erstellung eines PDF-Dokuments
4. CSS-Dateien

Die Vorlagen-Datei
Die Vorlagendatei ist eine einfache XML-Datei mit Freemarker-Ausdrücken. Bitte stellen Sie sicher, dass
die Vorlagendatei eine korrekte xhtml-Datei ist (alle Tags sind geschlossen). Die Vorlagendatei und der
Vorlagenname müssen identisch sein. Die Erweiterung muss “.html” sein. Diese Datei kann FreemarkerAusdrücke enthalten. Alle Dokumentfelder können durch Eingabe des eindeutigen Feldnamens als
Freemarker-Ausdrücke verwendet werden. Auf die Feldnamen kann zugegriﬀen werden über: Perspektive
Verwaltung > Anpassen > Vorgangsattribute oder im Vorgangsnavigator über die Spaltenauswahl.
Zusätzlich gibt es noch einige weitere Freemarker-Variablen:
1. cssBasePath: der absolute Pfad zum Vorlagen-VErzeichnis. Beispiel: href = "${cssBasePath}/base.css"
2. imgBasePath: der absolute Pfad des “resource”-Verzeichnisses vom Vorlagen-Vezeichnis aus gesehen.
Beispiel: ${imgBasePath}/allegraLogo.png
3. summary: die Zusammenfassung (Inhaltstabelle) des Dokuments
4. wikiContent: der Inhalt des Wiki-Dokuments ohne Zusammenfassung
5. pageLbl: das lokalisierte Wort “Seite”
6. ofLbl: the "ofLbl" word in localized format
7. IssueNo: Die ID des Dokuments (global oder bereichsspezisch)
8. parentSynopsis: Der Titel des übergeprdneten Vorgangs, falls vorhanden
9. timeStamp: Zeitpunkt der Erstellung des PDF-Dokuments
10. licenseHolder: Name des Lizenzinhabers
11. locale: das Gebietsschema des Benuzers
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Die Vorlagen-Kongurationsdaei
Wenn das Vorlagenverzeichnis eine {templateName} .properties-Datei enthält, wird sie vom System verwendet.
Es ist freiwillig. Die Datei kann Freemarker-Ausdrücke enthalten. Alle Dokumentfelder können als FreemarkerAusdrücke verwendet werden. Verfügbare Kongurationen sind:
1. contentMaxWidth: an integer number. If the img or table width attribute (in pixel) is bigger than this
number the object is scaled to this specied value
2. watermarkImgName: the image name from template's resources folder. If dened this image is repeated
on center of every page as a watermark image
3. watermarkText: if dened this text is repeated on center of every page as a watermark text
4. watermarkTextSize: in points
5. watermarkTextColor: a hex color
6. watermarkTextRoatation rotation angle, 0 is horizontal, 90 is vertical.
1. Einer Denition für die Darstellung von Inline-Vorgängen als LaTeX-Code gemischt mit Freemarker-Code
2. Freemarker-Code für das Dokument insgesamt mit Iteration über die Dokumentabschnitte
3. Freemarker-Code für die Darstellung eines Dokumentabschnittes
All elds are optional. If both watermarkImgName and watermarkText is dened, the watermarkImgName has
priority.

9.11 Creating LaTeX/Freemarker templates
You can create beautiful PDF documents from the Wiki using LaTeX/Freemarker templates. There are thousands
of ready made templates available for free in the internet. This section explains how to get text and meta data
from your Wiki document into a LaTeX document.

Obtaining a free LaTeX distribution
To develop LaTeX templates you should have a complete TeX distribution installed on your server and your local
PC. Please have a look at the Allegra installation manual on how to obtain and install it.

Export workow
When you export a Wiki document Allegra proceeds as follows:
1. The Wiki document is pulled together including inline referenced sections or items. The attributes of the
document itself and the attributes for each document section are placed into a “Freemarker context”.
2. A temporary working area is created at TRACKPLUS_HOME/Reports/LaTeX/tmpxxx...
3. Figures from attachments are copied into this working area.
4. The template you chose for the export is copied from TRACKPLUS_HOME/ExportTemplates/
latexTemplates/xxxxto the working area, including all auxiliary les like style denition les, logos,
etc.
5. The Allegra pre-processor prepares the template for processing with the Freemarker processor.
6. The Freemarker processor processes the LaTeX template, replacing all Freemarker code with data from the
context.
7. The xelatex processor is called and compiles the Freemarker output to the nal PDF.
A LaTeX/Freemarker template is simply a ZIP archive of a directory containing all required LaTeX les, having
the same basename as the LaTeX le and the suﬃx “.tlx”.
For example, a LaTeX/Freemarker template named “Report.tlx” would unzip into a directory “Report”
containing a LaTeX le called “Report.tex”.
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Freemarker markup in LaTeX document les
The LaTeX document must contain Freemarker markup. To be able to test the appearance of a template outside
of the server environment, the Freemarker markup is escaped for the standard LaTeX processor. The following
example shows how this is done.
The markup % %%TP <#if ... to the LaTeX processor appears as a comment and is ignored. The Allegra
Freemarker pre-processor removes all occurrences of “% %%TP “ before the Freemarker processor executes.
Thus the Freemarker processor just sees “<#if ...”.
% Template for a general report document
% Copyright 2015 Steinbeis GmbH & Co. KG - Task Management Solutions
\documentclass[10pt,a4paper]{report}
\pagestyle{plain}
%
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#if (locale)?has_content && locale=="de">
%%TP \usepackage[ngerman]{babel}
%%TP <#else>
%%TP \usepackage[british]{babel}
%%TP </#if>

The code shown above after the pre-processor and the Freemarker processor have run looks like this in case
the users locale was set to anything but “de”:
% Template for a general report document
% Copyright 2015 Steinbeis GmbH & Co. KG - Task Management Solutions
\documentclass[10pt,a4paper]{report}
\pagestyle{plain}
\usepackage[british]{babel}
The next code example demonstrates the handling of inline items. Whenever an inline item is encountered, the
pre-processor lls in the code behind the “% %%ITP “ marker. Thereafter the Freemarker processor replaces
the context variables. Note that the replacement will not be here in the LaTeX document but further down as
often as there is an inline item. The “% %%ITP “ marker thus acts as a macro for the pre-processor and not
for the Freemarker processor.
\usepackage{docstyle}
\usepackage{draftwatermark}
\SetWatermarkText{\${Status}}
\SetWatermarkLightness{0.93}
\SetWatermarkScale{0.8}
% The following line defines how inline items are being rendered.
% %%ITP
\begin{framed}
%
%%ITP
\href{${serverurl}/printItem.action?key=${IssueNo}}
{\textbf{\color{tpred}${Project}:[${ProjectSpecificIssueNo}]}: ${Title}}
% %%ITP \vspace{2mm}\newline
% %%ITP
{\color{tpblue}${Description}}
% %%ITP \end{framed}
Assuming some values for the various variables, the nal LaTeX code would look like this:
\begin{framed}
\href{mydomain.com/printItem.action?key=4711}{\textbf{\color{tpred}My
Project:[MP-234]}: Test case TRX 46}
\vspace{2mm}\newline
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{\color{tpblue}Here goes the description of the test case...}
\end{framed}
Now we dene some Freemarker makros and some localized strings we can conveniently use later on. Note
that outside of makros we have to escape $ signs with a backslash \.

\AddToShipoutPicture{\put(30,280){\rotatebox{90}{\scalebox{0.8}
{Copyright © \the\year \ \${licenseHolder}, All rights reserved}}}}
\fancyfoot[C]{\${Title}}
\begin{document}
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP
%%TP

<#if (locale)?has_content & locale=="de">
\renewcommand\StrRequirements{Anforderungen}
\renewcommand\StrDate{Datum}
\renewcommand\StrPriority{Priorität}
\renewcommand\StrStatus{Status}
\renewcommand\StrPage{Seite}
</#if>

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#macro mDate>
%%TP
<#if (MeetingDate)?has_content>
%%TP
${MeetingDate}
%%TP
<#else>
%%TP
${.now?date}
%%TP
</#if>
%%TP </#macro>

%
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#macro mLocation>
%%TP
<#if (Location)?has_content>
%%TP
${Location}
%%TP
</#if>
%%TP </#macro>

% %%TP <#macro makeTopicTable meetingTopics>
% %%TP <#list meetingTopics as topic>
%
%%TP
\rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\${topic.IssueNo}
\${topic.title}
&
\rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\${topic.Priority}
&
\rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\
${topic.Status} & \rule[-4mm]{0mm}{10mm}\pageref{top\${topic.IssueNo}} \\
\htpline
% %%TP </#list>
% %%TP </#macro>
% %%TP <#macro makeTopics meetingTopics>
% %%TP <#list meetingTopics as topic>
% %%TP <#assign slevel=topic.WBS-WBS/>
% %%TP {\color{tpred}<#if (slevel)==1>\chapter</#if><#if
\section</#if><#if
(slevel)==3>\subsection</#if><#if
\subsubsubsection</#if> {\${topic.title} }}
% %%TP \label{top\${topic.IssueNo}}
% %%TP \${topic.Description}
% %%TP </#list>
% %%TP </#macro>
\newpage
%\begin{textblock*}{150mm}(160mm,10mm)%
% \textblockcolour{}
%
\includegraphics[width=28mm]{trackLogo.jpg}
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%\end{textblock*}
\
\vskip 8cm
\begin{center}
{\LARGE\color{tpred}\bf \${project}}\\ \vskip 1.0em
{\Huge\color{tpred}\bf \${title}}\\ \vskip 1.0em
%{\LARGE\color{tpred}\bf{\StrRequirements}}\\ \vskip 1.0em
\end{center}
\vfill{}
\begin{tabularx}{\textwidth}{!{\Vl}l!{\Vl}X!{\Vl}l!{\Vl}} \noalign{\hrule
height 1pt}
\rule[-3.5mm]{0pt}{10mm} Created: & \${Responsible} &
\${LastModifiedDate}
\\ \htpline
\rule[-3.5mm]{0pt}{10mm} Assessed: & \${Manager} &
\${LastModifiedDate}
\\ \htpline
\rule[-3.5mm]{0pt}{10mm} Released: & \${Manager} &
\${LastModifiedDate}
\\ \htpline
\end{tabularx}
\vskip 1.5cm
\
\newpage
\tableofcontents
% %%TP <#if noOfFigures gt 0 >\newpage \listoffigures</#if>
%
%
%
%

%%TP <#if noOfFigures gt 8 || noOfFigures == 0>
%%TP
<#if noOfTables gt 0 >\newpage </#if>
%%TP </#if>
%%TP <#if noOfTables gt 0 >\listoftables</#if>

\newpage
% %%TP <@makeTopics meetingTopics/>
\end{document}

Scaling of gures
Figures are scaled based on the scaling in your Wiki document. If the original size was 800 pixels times 400
pixes, and you would scale it to 400 pixels times 200 pixels, the image would be rendered with a scale of 0.5
in the LaTeX document.
The real size depends on the dpi of the original attachment. It is advisable to stick with the same dpi for all your
images, using a tool like imagemagick to convert from other densities:
convert -units PixelsPerInch original.png -resample 96 normalized.png
or without resampling (faster)
convert -units PixelsPerInch original.png -density 96 normalized.png
The density is usually a compromise between screen appearance and size in the PDF.
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9.12 Creating Word templates
To create a new Word template you merge an existing Word document of your choice with a special XML le
using the OpenDoPE authoring tool plug-in for MS Word.

Obtaining the OpenDoPE plug-in
You can get the OpenDoPE plug-in for MS Word from http://www.opendope.org/downloads/authoringfriendly/setup.exe. After installation you have a new tab in your top menu band called "Authoring".

Adding elds to your document
To add elds to your own document that will be lled with content from the Wiki proceed as follows:
In MS Word open the document you want to use as a template.
Click on the "Authoring" tab in the menu band.

Figure 9-13: OpenDoPE authoring mode
Click on "Replace XML" in the menu band. Choose to copy the content of an existing XML into the Word
document. The le you can nd in the TRACK_HOME/wordTemplates directory. It is the only XML le there.

Figure 9-14: Importing the XML structure
Now you can drag the desired elds into your document and format them to your liking.
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Figure 9-15: Dragging elds into the document
To make the template generally available you can upload it to the server when you export a document (see
Exporting documents .

9.13 Making the Wiki part of a web site
You can embed the Wiki in a standard web site making it part of a regular web presence. You can assign your
own style sheet to customize the Wikis appearance.
To make your Wiki part of a web site include an iframe element in your pages HTML code using the following
link:
<iframe class="wiki"" src="http://yourTrackServer/track/wiki.action?
mainCls=myCustom&
externalCss=http://YourWebServer/files/customWikiStyle.css">Wiki</
iframe>
On your standard web server for the example above you should have a CSS class “wiki” dened similar to this:
.wiki {
width:100%;
height:100%;
min-height:700px;
}
This will control the appearance of the iframe element. You can add a frame, shadow, margins, and so on.
On your standard web server you furthermore place a CSS stylesheet that is being picked up by the Wiki to
control the its appearance. You pass the link to this stylesheet as a parameter externalCss in the link with
which you call the iframe element. Here is an example for the customWikiStyle.css from above:
.myCustom{
}
.myCustom #headerMaster{
/* Hide the header */
display:none !important;
}
.myCustom #statusBarMaster{ /* Hide the status
display: none !important;
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}
.myCustom .westTreeNavigator table .x-grid-row-focused .x-grid-td {
border-bottom: 1px solid #2989d8 !important;
border-top: 1px solid #2989d8 !important;
}
.myCustom .westTreeNavigator table .x-grid-row-selected td {
background-image: none;
background-color:#2989d8;
color: #ffffff !important;
}

Figure 9-16: Example for embedding the Wiki in a web site
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Topics:
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Versioning
Congure versioning
Working with document
versions
Working with baselines
Working with branches
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10.1 Versioning
You can congure Allegra to version certain item types in specic workspaces. You can have multiple versions
of an item in parallel, compare versions and go back to a previous version. This feature is especially useful for
documents in the Wiki.

Item versioning
In Allegra you can congure most item types to be versioned. An exception are document folders that can
not be versioned. Which item types are versionable is congurable for each workspace type. Typically, only
"document" class item types are versioned in the Wiki, but not item types such as action points, tickets, bug
reports, and so on.
We distinguish between "explicit" and " implicit" versioning. For explicitly versionable item types
•
•
•
•

you can directly create new versions
you can restore previous versions
you can display previous versions
you can compare versions with each other

For implicitlyversionable item types
•
•

you can display previous versions
you can compare versions with each other

Implicit versioning causes a document's enclosed items to automatically get a new version if the document
itself is getting a new version. Typically, this concerns document sections and embedded items. New versions
of such processes can then not be created directly (expicitly), but only indirectly through the (explicit) creation
of a new version of the parent document.

Versions
In Allegra yu can have a Wiki document in any number of versions. The latest version is called "HEAD". Only the
HEAD can be changed with the document editor, all other versions are immutable. It is possible to return to a
previous version. In this case, a copy of the old version is created and copied to the HEAD. It is possible to delete
the oldest versions and keep only the last x versions or all versions belonging to a baseline.
A new document version is explicitly created by the editor. Only entire documents can be explicitly versioned.
Document sections and embedded items are implicitly versioned, ie indirectly by creating a new version of the
containing document.

Baselines
A baseline is a collection of documents in a particular version. A baseline always refers to a specic branch.
Documents that belong to a baseline can contain links to other documents in other baselines, from other
branches or workspaces.
Baselines are invariable; items displayed through baselines can not be edited. Baselines can be considered
snapshots of a branch at a specic time.
A baseline always refers to a single workspace or project. In a workspace hierarchy, versioning and the baseline
process are supported only for the Leaf workspaces. Leaf workspaces are characterized by the fact that they
themselves have no child workspaces.

Branches
Branches provide the ability to simultaneously work on diﬀerent versions of the same document. For example,
a document may be under development while it also has been published in a prior version. So you could have
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a branch "4.3 Unstable" and a branch "4.2 Final", which usually have the same documents with HEAD versions
and similar but partly diﬀerent contents.
A branch always refers to a single workspace or project. A workspace or project can have any number of
branches. There is always an initial branch, which we call the " master" branch. With the exception of the main
branch, all other branches have a source branch from which they originate.
In a workspace hierarchy, versioning and branching are supported only for the Leaf workspaces. There are two
types of branches:
•
•

inheritance mode
copy mode

In both modes, the document structure and the surrounding document are physically copied to the destination
branch. In inheritance mode, document sections are physically copied to the new topic only when they are
changed. Otherwise, they are inherited from their source branch. In the case where a document section in the
source branch is changed, this also means that the derived branch is changed.
In copy mode, all document areas of the source branch are copied to the destination branch. This means that
changes in the source branch have no eﬀect on the target branch.

Versioning of embedded items
It is possible to embed items in the description text of a document or document section. Such referenced items
should be implicitly versioned or not versioned at all (see Item versioning).
Explicit versioning of documents with implicit versioning of embedded items is the default. If embedded items
are not versioned, changing such an item will result in changes to all referencing documents. That's probably
not what you usually want.

10.2 Congure versioning
To use the versioning feature, you must congure the workspace types, task types, and workspaces accordingly.

Step 1: Congure workspace type for versioning
In the rst step, you activate the "versioning" feature for the desired work area types.

Implicit versioning causes a document's included items to automatically get a new version when the document
itself gets a new version. Typically, this concerns document sections and embedded items. New versions of such
items can then not be created directly (explicitly), but only indirectly through the (explicit) creation of a new
version of the parent document.
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Step 2: Congure item types for versioning
In the second step you dene for each aﬀected workspace type and item type which item attributes are to be
versioned and by which method (explicit or implicit). Activate the "versioning" feature for the desired workspace
types.

Implicit versioning causes a document's child items to automatically get a new version when the document
itself gets a new version. Typically, this concerns document sections and embedded items. New versions of
such processes can then not be created directly (explicitly), but only indirectly through the (explicit) creation
of a new version of the parent document.
As with other settings, the versioning settings are inherited from the top down to the more specic
congurations.

Step 3: Congure workspace for versioning
In the last conguration step, you switch on versioning for a specic work area.

10.3 Working with document versions
To use the versioning feature, you must congure the workspace types, task types, and workspaces accordingly.
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Creating versions
To create a new version of a document, click the "Commit" button at the top of the Wiki toolbar ( A). Optionally
enter a short description of the version. The HEAD and this version are identical immediately after saving. Later,
you can display this version, compare it with other versions and restore the version back to the HEAD.

Clicking the "Versions" button ( B) or the context menu ( C, D) opens a window with a list of all available versions
of this document.

Restoring versions
You can restore any version from the list above. It becomes the new HEAD. To restore a version, press the
corresponding button ( A). The current HEAD is lost.

Deleting versions
You can delete any version from the list above. It becomes the new HEAD. To delete a version, press the
corresponding button ( C).

Comparing versions
From the version overview list, you can compare any version. Clicking the B button of a version compares it to
the current HEAD. In the comparison window you have further possibilities. Menu item Aallows you to switch
between the side-by-side view and the in-text view of changes.
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Using the selection boxes B and C, you can select any two versions to be compared with each other.

Searching text in versions
The full-text search in the Wiki not only searches the current HEAD, but also previous versions. The search results
are displayed separately.

10.4 Working with baselines
Baselines
A baseline is a collection of documents in a specic version. A baseline always pertains to a specic branch.
Baselines are immutable, that is items shown via baselines cannot be edited.

Creating baselines
To create a baseline on a workspace in the Wiki navigator click on the workspace to open the context menu.
Choose "Create baseline". Creating a baseline For creating a baseline the user must select a branch. The baseline
is created based on the selected branch. All documents that are at the HEAD of the current branch are members
of the baseline. It is not possible to remove documents from a baseline or select a document version other than
the HEAD.

Viewing a specic baseline
To view a specic baseline, in the Wiki navigators workspace context menu select "Switch branch/baseline".
Switching baseline The above dialog indicates the switch procedure. If the user does not select any baseline
then the system switches the target workspace to the selected branch. If the user selects a branch then the
baseline component reloads, and shows all baselines which are are created within the selected branch. If the
user selects both, branch and baseline then the system shows the documents from the baseline.
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Deleting baselines
To delete a specic baseline, in the Wiki navigators workspace context menu select "Delete baseline". Deleting
a baseline

Edit baseline
To edit a baseline, select that baseline and click on the "Edit baseline" button in the toolbar. Editing a baseline
This dialog lets user to edit the baseline name and description.

Comparing baselines
See "Comparing diﬀerent branches and baselines".

10.5 Working with branches
Branches
In Allegra every workspace has a master branch. You can branch oﬀ other branches from the master branch or
any other branch. Each branch has one HEAD version for each document within it.

Creating branches
To create a branch on a workspace in the Wiki navigator click on the workspace to open the context menu.
Choose "Create branch". Creating a branch You can choose between inherit and copy mode. Inherit mode
implies that items on the target branch are tied to the HEAD revisions of the source branch as long as an item
is not changed on the target branch. Changes on the source branch are thus immediately visible on the target
branch as well. In copy mode items in the target branch are tied to the version of the source branch which was
the HEAD version at the time the target version was created. If documents are edited on the source branch it
will not aﬀect the corresponding documents on the target branch.

Viewing branches
You can view a branch by switching to it from the Wiki navigator workspace context menu.

Merging branches
Coming soon.

Comparing branches and baselines
From the context menu choose "Compare baseline, branch". In the upcoming pop-up dialog choose the two
branches/baselines to be compared. You will get a view similar to the following gure Comparing two baselines
When you double click on a document a new screen comes up, outlining the diﬀerences between the two
document versions.

Viewing version relationships
For each document that stems from another branch, on the "Versions" tab you have a toolbar button that
brings you to the original source document. The tooltip shows you where this document resides. If a document
is member of one or more baselines, another toolbar button opens a list with the referencing baselines. If
a document is the source for a document in other branches, the same toolbar button also shows a list of
these documents in the target branches. Relationships between baselines/documents Anlagen (1) Version
relationships.png (49 KB) Nagy, Bence 04.12.2018 11:22:02
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Deleting branches
You can delete a branch from the Wiki navigator workspace context menu. Deleting a branch 5. Implementation
road map We suggest to implement the versioning functionality in two development steps, starting with the
Core functionality and thereafter implementing the Advanced functionality.
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11.1 Conguration basics
When you deal with a lot of projects or spaces, and diﬀerent kinds of projects like electronic development,
software development, mechanical engineering, or controlling, conguration can become complicated. To
handle large, diverse conguration scenarios, Track oﬀers space types and conguration inheritance. Using
these two features you can create diverse and exible conguration scenarios with little eﬀort.

11.1.1 Workspace types
You can centralize the conguration of spaces via „workspace types“.
Workspaces inherit their conguration like workows, forms and properties from their workspace type. You
can thus change the conguration of all workspaces of one workspace type in a single place, which would not
be possible if you had merely copied a workspace. You can still overwrite most conguration settings at the
workspace level, giving you a maximum in exibility.
The following conguration items can be set at the workspace type level:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of space, for example Scrum, helpdesk
Does this space have phases? For many applications phases are not required.
The item types available for items in this space
Workows associated with items in this space
Custom properties for items in this space
Custom forms for items in this space
The states available for items in this space
The priorities available for items in this space
The severities available for items in this space

11.1.2 Conguration inheritance
Congurations can be set at various levels: globally, item type specic, workspace type specic, and workspace
specic.
To keep a maximum of exibility while minimizing the amount of work required for simple use cases, Allegra
employs a hierarchical inheritance system for conguration. Particularly for larger installations, this enhances
consistency and minimizes the time required for creating and maintaining congurations.

Figure 11-1: Conguration inheritance
The following conguration entities can be congured according to this scheme:
•

Custom properties
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•
•

Custom forms
Workows

At the global level, the conguration entities can be either congured the same for all item types, or specically
for some item types. The same holds true for the space type level and the project type level.
You can overwrite any higher level conguration at a lower level. For example, if you have modied a custom
property at the space type level for item type „task“, you can congure this property diﬀerently for a specic
project and item type „task“.
The higher up in the hierarchy you congure entities, the less work you have maintaining the conguration.

11.2 Managing spaces
Allegra organizes all items in workspaces or spaces for short. Spaces are administered by users that have space
administrator privileges for their spaces. This chapter describes tasks and concepts typical for project or space
administrators.

11.2.1 Creating a new workspace
All manageable items belong to exactly one workspace. System administrators and managers can create new
top level workspaces. Space administrators can create sub-spaces.
You must be logged in as system administrator or system manager if you want to create a top level workspace.
You can create sub-spaces for workspaces where you have space administrator rights.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Click on the „Add workspace“ button in the toolbar.
3. A new screen appears in the right. Fill out the forms on the various tabs. Use the context help if you are
uncertain about the meaning of an entry.
a) Select the workspace type. The workspace type determines large parts of your new workspaces
conguration. Usually a system administrator has congured this when the system was adapted to your
organization.
b) A workspace has a status which determines its visibility to regular users and what can be done within
that workspace. For more information have a look at The workspace status.
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c) With links you can relate work items to other items, even across workspaces and hierarchies. For
example, you could mark duplicates, or relate items to test cases, or you could create relations like “this
item must not start 30 days after the linked item has been nished”.
d) When your system has been congured to use space specic item numbers, you need to enter a
unique prex like “TRP”. The workspace specic item numbers will be prexed with this string separated
by a hyphen.
e) When you enable work and cost management you will be able to monitor work progress using the
earned value method and keep track of planned eﬀorts and actual hours spent for each item. You have
to have accounting congured before you can use this.
f ) With releases you can structure your workspace along the time axis.

Figure 11-2: Creating a new workspace
4. Select the "Default settings" tab. The values you set here are being taken when the create item forms do
not contain the respective elds or when items are created via e-mail. You can set an initial status for each
item type.
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Figure 11-3: Conguring workspace default settings
5. If you want to oﬀer a specic e-mail for creating items via e-mail, select the "E-mail settings"
tab and mark the topmost check box. With this you could have an e-mail address like "supportproductfamiliy1@mycompany.com" to channel all customer request to the right support space. You need
to have these e-mail accounts on your e-mail-server rst.
Important: Don’t use the same e-mail account for more than one workspace. Also, do not use the
system wide e-mail inbox account at the same time for a project specic e-mail inbox account. This
could result in erroneous behavior.
Notice: You have to set up the e-mail account you are using here on your mail server.
Notice: You can globally congure that you want to accept e-mails from people whose e-mail
address is not in the Allegra database, or that you do not. Furthermore, you can globally restrict
the domains from which you accept e-mails. This permits you to minimize spam to your projects,
even if you have published your e-mail as a support e-mail on the internet.

Figure 11-4: Conguring workspace e-mail settings
6. Click on the „Save“ button in the toolbar.
Your workspace is now congured to create and manage items. There are many more parameters you can set
like accounting, version control, releases, forms, elds, etc.
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From here on the space administrators can completely control this workspace; there is no need to involve a
system administrator or system manager any more.

11.2.2 Deleting a workspace
You can delete an entire workspace, including all subspaces and items. This is the only way to permanently
remove information from the database.
You must have system administrator or system manager privileges.
Warning: You should consider setting the space state to „archived“ rather then deleting a space. This
will make the workspace disappear on practically all lists and selection boxes, but will keep everything
in the database. It is also reversible. Deleting a workspace is irreversible, everything is removed from
the database!
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Use either the context menu in the left navigation area or select the workspace in the left navigation area
and click the "Delete" button.

3. A warning appears, unless the workspace does not have any items associated, i.e. it had just been created
and never been used. When you conrm, a second warning appears. When you conrm again, the
workspace with all subspaces and items will be deleted.

The workspaces with all its associated items and properties has been deleted from the database. There is
nothing left.
There will be an entry in the server log of this delete operation, stating the date and the user who performed it.

11.2.3 Copying a workspace setup
When creating a new workspace it can be quite helpful to copy its conguration like users and roles, version
control, accounting, lists, queries, custom forms, custom properties and so on from an existing workspace.
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You must be logged in as workspace administrator, system administrator or system manager.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace and click on the "Copy" button in the toolbar.

3. Select the conguration entities you would like to copy and click on the "Copy" button.
You have now created a new workspace based on the conguration settings of an existing workspace. The two
workspaces are not related to each other in any way.

11.2.4 Workspace templates
You can create a workspace including items and keep it as a template. You can then copy this template to a
new workspace, including all items and attachments, but without any change trail. The procedure is the same
as when you copy a workspace.
You must be logged in as workspace administrator, system administrator or system manager.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. Select a workspace and click on the "Copy" button in the toolbar.

3. Select the conguration entities you would like to copy. Make sure you include items and attachments.
Then click on the "Copy" button.
You have now created a new workspace based on the conguration settings of an existing workspace. The two
workspaces are not related to each other in any way.

11.2.5 The workspace status
As time goes by there will be a growing number of workspaces in the Allegra database. You can permanently
delete workspaces, but it is usually better to modify workspace visibility via the workspace status
Workspaces have a status which determines its visibility.
When delivered, Allegra oﬀers three workspace statuses as shown in the table below.
Status name

Description

in progress

These workspaces are open to the entire functionality
the system oﬀers. Items can be created and changed
with no restrictions.

on hold

These workspaces will not accept new items and will
not permit to modify existing items. However, all
existing information remains visible, as well as the
workspaces themselves.

archived

These workspaces will not accept new items and will
not permit to modify existing items. Furthermore they
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Status name

Description
are eﬀectively hidden with all their information. Item
information is inaccessible.

You can change the names and the semantics of these statuses via Administration > Customize > System
statuses.... You can also add new statuses there.
Each status has a „type ag“ which determines the availability of a workspace. The values and logic for each
type ag is described in the following table.
Type ag name

Description

active

Workspaces with this status type ag are open to the
entire functionality the system oﬀers. Items can be
created and changed with no restrictions.

inactive

Workspaces with this status type ag will not accept
new items and will not permit to modify existing
items. However, all existing information remains
visible, as well as the workspaces themselves.

closed

Workspaces with this status type ag will not accept
new items and will not permit to modify existing
items. Furthermore they are eﬀectively hidden with all
their information. Item information is inaccessible.
Warning: Changing the workspace status may make the workspace inaccessible.

11.3 Assigning roles to team members
Before anybody can do anything in a workspace or project they have to be assigned at least one role in that
workspace. With each role comes a set of permissions, like being allowed to change items, to create new item,
or to modify specic item properties.
You must be logged in as space administrator, space manager or system administrator.
Tip: We recommend to assign roles to user groups rather than individual users. Thereby users inherit
their groups permissions, making it much easier to manage your projects.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
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3. Select the „Assign roles“ node in the second navigation area from the left.

Figure 11-5: Assigning roles to people in a workspace
4. Select a role to which you want to assign users in your workspace. Drag and drop the users from the very
right column to the column left of it. To remove an assignment drag and drop users from the "Assigned" list
to the "Available" list. You can use lters to limit the users you see by a right mouse click on the label bar.

Figure 11-6: Filtering people during role assignment
Tip: You can assign more than one role to a single user. The access rights of all roles add up.
You have now given users permission in your workspace.

11.4 Managing releases (phases)
Allegra organizes all items in workspaces. You can structure workspaces along the time line in phases, for
example to manage releases, iterations or sprints. Phases can be structured hierarchically just like items. For
example, you could have a release with a number of iterations or sprints as sub-phases.

11.4.1 Adding a release
This section describes how to add a release or sub-phase.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. Select the „releases“ node in the second navigation area from the left. This node will only appear if the
workspace type this workspace belongs to has releases enabled.

4. Click on the „Add release“ button in the toolbar. If there are already releases available you can add subphases (sprints, iterations, etc.) by selecting the parent release and then clicking on the „Add child release“
or "Add sprint" button in the toolbar.
5. Fill out the form that appears.

a) The release status determines visibility of this release in places where you can select a release. Refer to
The release status for more detailed information on release statuses.
b) The release due date has just an informative character.
c) You can select the release as the default release for "Release noticed" and "Release scheduled". The
defaults are taken when you do not explicitly select a release when creating an item, or the release does
not appear on the input form.
6. Click on the “Save” button.
7. Optionally, sort the release by dragging and dropping it in the list on the right.
You have created a new release in the selected workspace. The new release will be available in selection boxes
for items and lters.

11.4.2 Deleting a release
You can delete releases and sub-phases. If there are items assigned to a release to be deleted, you will be asked
for a replacement release which will then be assigned to these items instead.
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You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
Warning: The delete operation for a release is not reversible!
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. Select the „Assign roles“ node in the second navigation area from the left.

4. Select the „releases“ node in the second navigation area from the left. This node will only appear if the
workspace type this workspace belongs to has releases enabled.

5. Select the release to be deleted either in the right list area or in the third navigation area. Click on the „Delete
release“ button in the toolbar or use the context menu.
6. You will be asked to conrm the delete operation. If the release contains items you will be asked to pick a
replacement release.
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7. Click on the „Delete“ button to conrm the deletion of this release.
The release you have deleted has been replaced with the release you have selected as a replacement release.

11.4.3 The release status
Similar to items and workspaces, releases and phases have a status. Via the release status you control the
accessibility and visibility of a release.
You can create any number of phases for a workspace. Phases have a status, just as entire workspaces do. The
phase status determines accessibility of a phase.
Via the release state you can control visibility of a release and what kind of operations are possible with this
release. When delivered, Allegra oﬀers four release statuses as shown in the table below.
Status name

Description

planned

These releases appear just in the „Released
scheduled“ selection boxes. Typically such releases
have not yet started and are planned for the future.

on hold

These releases cannot be selected in the „Release
scheduled“ selection box. However, they will show
up in the „Release noticed“ box. Such releases have
typically been put on hold and no new items can be
created for them.

released

These releases cannot be selected in the „Release
scheduled“ selection box. However, they will show
up in the „Release noticed“ box. Such releases have
typically been published and thus no new items can
be created for them anymore.

archived

Releases with a „closed“ state will not appear in
either the „Released scheduled“ or „Release noticed“
selection box. Such releases have typically been
published some time ago and are not supported any
more.

You can change the names and the semantics of these statuses via Administration > Customize > System
statuses.... You can also add new statuses there.
Each status has a „type ag“ which determines the availability of a release. The values and logic for each type
ag is described in the following table.
Type ag name

Description

active (e.g., under development)

Releases with an „active“ state are open to the entire
functionality the system oﬀers. These releases appear
in the „Released noticed“ as well as the „Release
scheduled“ selection boxes. Typically such releases
are under active development.

inactive (e.g., released)

Releases with an „inactive“ state cannot be selected
in the „Release scheduled“ selection box. However,
they will show up in the „Release noticed“ box. Such
releases have typically been published and hence no
new items can be scheduled for them any more.

planned

Releases with a „planned“ state cannot be selected
in the „Release noticed“ selection box. However, they
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Type ag name

Description
will show up in the „Release scheduled“ box. Such
releases are typically plans for the future.

closed

Releases with a „closed“ state will not appear in
either the „Released scheduled“ or „Release noticed“
selection box. Such releases have typically been
published some time ago and are not supported any
more.
Warning: Changing the release status may make releases inaccessible.

11.5 Managing workspace specic lists
In Allegra you can congure any number of custom lists. You can make these lists available to all workspaces,
or just to a specic workspace. Items that contain a custom list property will have one of the precongured
values of the lists you dene. For example, you could have lists with operating systems, drawing numbers, serial
numbers, or customers. You could have a list with system components, or just tag items with the location where
you need to take care of them.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. In the second navigation area click on the node labeled “Lists”.

4. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" if you want to edit a list accessible to all workspaces,
or select a workspace with the list you want to edit. Then click on the “Edit” button in the toolbar or use
the context menu.
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5. Give a name to the new list or modify the existing one. Optionally add a brief description for book keeping
purposes.

6. Select the node to which you want to add list entries or edit an existing entry. Use the context menu to
add or edit an entry.

7. Name the new entry or edit the name of an existing entry and optionally give it some style information. The
styles can be used to control item appearance in the item navigator. Then click on the “Save” button.

You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
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8. For a simple list, you can just add entries underneath the top list node. To create a cascaded list, select a
second list level node and repeat the procedure from 5.

You have now created or modied a workspace specic list.

11.6 Assigning accounts
You can plan and monitor work and expenses via accounts that you assign to workspaces. Using accounts you
can diﬀerentiate between diﬀerent types of work and expenses, like development, administration, customer
requests, and so on.
You must have enabled accounting on the “General” page of the workspace settings.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. In the second navigation area click on the node labeled “Assign accounts”.

4. Drag accounts from the rightmost column labeled “Available” to the column "Assigned" to make these
accounts available in this workspace. To remove an account drag it back from “Assigned” to “Available”.
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You can now enter budget and expense information for items in this workspace. When you disable an account,
or disable accounting all together for a workspace, existing information will be preserved.

11.7 Default automail assignments
For occasional users, the conguration of automail settings may require too much knowledge and time. It is
therefore possible that a space administrator, system manager or system administrator congures automail
settings for a workspace, or all workspaces for all users that do not overwrite these settings with their own.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. Select a workspace in the left navigation area and select “Automail assignments” in the second navigation
area. Select again “Automail assignments” in the third navigation area.

4. Click on the “Add” button in the toolbar.
5. Select an automail condition and an automail trigger.
6. Save the change by clicking on the „Save“ action icon in the toolbar.
All system users that do not have their own automail settings congured will automatically use the new
automail settings.

11.8 Conguring workspace-specic cockpits
Allegra supports to basic perspectives: a user perspective and a workspace perspective. The user is interested
in all items that concern him, possibly across a number of workspaces. A workspace or project administrator
is more interested in items that are contained in his workspace or project. To facilitate cooperation you can
provide workspace-specic cockpits to your team members. This helps to ensure that everybody has the same
view on a workspace in discussions.
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You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
When you click on "Browse workspace" in the top toolbar you can select a workspace in the left navigation
area. Then you will see a cockpit which is specic to this workspace. You can furthermore have release-specic
cockpits within each workspace, that is a common cockpit for all releases within that workspace.
The general procedure of managing these cockpits is equivalent to managing your personal cockpit.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. In the second navigation area select "Cockpit".

4. To congure a workspace-specic cockpit click on the button "Congure cockpit for workspace" in the
toolbar. To congure a release-specic or phase-specic cockpit click on the button "Congure cockpit for
phases" in the toolbar.

5. Now you can congure the cockpit just like your own. The only diﬀerence is that automatically a lter is
applied to all cockpit tiles that limits the items shown to this workspace and phases.

11.9 Version control
With Allegra you can link les in a version control repository like Subversion, GIT or CVS to items.
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Allegra scans the repository log les on a regular basis for references to items and automatically creates links
for the items. Initially, the scan takes place every 10 minutes. The scan time is measured, and the delay between
the scans is set to two times the scan time. For example, if the scan time for all repositories is 20 minutes, the
repositories will be scanned once each hour.
The parameters for the initial scan time and the delay factor can be set in le TRACKPLUS_HOME/quartzjobs.xml.

11.9.1 Subversion version control
Allegra can integrate with your source code version control system, for example CVS, Subversion, or Perforce.
To establish links, add item numbers to your version control system submits like „#<item no.>, e.g. „#4711“. This
section describes for Subversion (SVN) how to proceed.
You must know how to connect to your version control system. Typically you already have used that information
when you set up your version control client software.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. In the second navigation column click on “Version control”.
Attention: The version control node will only be available of the space type for this space supports
this feature.
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4. Select one of the supported version control systems, in this case Subversion. The list may vary. Additional
systems can be supported via plug-ins.
5. Select a version control web viewer, if you have any installed. Allegra directly supports viewVC, WebSVN,
and Sventon. With a version control web viewer you will be able to go from an item directly to associated
change sets or les.
6. Enter the correct links for your version control web viewer. In particular, replace the „SERVER“ variable with
your server URL.
7. Fill in the connection information (here shown for SVN connected via the svn+ssh connection method).

8. There may be additional connection information required. In the case of the svn+ssh connection method
we can choose to use a public/private key pair. In this case, copy the private key (in OpenSSH format) into
the provided area. If the key is protected via a pass phrase, enter it into the pass phrase eld.
Attention: You need to copy the entire private key le in OpenSSH format there. It does not suﬃce
to copy the key itself, as you may be used from the authorized_keys le.

9. Test your connection. The save the conguration by clicking on the „Save“ button in the toolbar.
Your space is now directly linked to your version control system. When editing item there will be a tab showing
all les including their meta information that are related to this item. Please not that it may take some time
before any commits to the Subversion repository show up in Allegra, since Allegra needs to scan the repository
on a regular basis to retrieve this information. The time this takes depends on the size and number of your
Subversion repositories.

11.9.2 Git version control
To use commits and les in your git repository Allegra When you commit in your Commit comment, you must
enter a reference to aﬀected operations in the form "# <OperationNum>>, eg" # 4711 ".
To integrate a version control system, a corresponding plug-in must be in the directory
$
TRACKPLUS_HOME / plugins be installed. The function "Version control" must be activated for the
respective project or area ( administration > areas > <Area> > version control ).
In this view, you can make all the necessary settings for connecting to a Git repository.
•

Connection Type:

•
•

• ssh: the git tepository is reached via the secure shelle (ssh) protocol
• le: possible if the Allegra Server has direct access to the les of the git repository
• gitlab: the repository is managed by Gitab
Repository path: absolute path to the repository
Server Name: URL to the repository server
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•
•
•

Server Port: Git port number
Gitlab Project ID: In Gitlab every project has an ID number. You can use this number to enter Allegra Assign
project to a Gitlab project.
Case number patterns: Allegra These commits are linked in their commit message Allegra Reference
transaction numbers. Task numbers are recognized by the regular expression specied here

The system supports the following authentication methods:
•
•
•
•

Anonymous: Only for direct access via the le protocol
Password: You use username and password
Public / private key: You use a key pair
Tokens: They use an access token created by Gitlab.

The system has a built-in repository browser. You can access it from the Cockpit "Versioning" tile and when
editing a task.
The system retrieves the entries in the repository in two ways:
1. Through a timed automatic process every x minutes, where x is in the le $ TRACKPLUS_HOME /
quartz jobs.xml can be adjusted.
2. About a residual endpoint. When the system receives a POST request, it updates all version control data.
The URL is:
{Track + Server URL} / rest / vcPlugin / fetchLogs
You can use this endpoint URL in hook scripts of your Git or Gitlab server.

11.9.3 CVS version control
Allegra can integrate with your source code version control system, for example CVS, Subversion, or Perforce.
To establish links, add item numbers to your version control system submits like „#<item no.>, e.g. „#4711“. This
section describes how to proceed for CVS.
You must know how to connect to your version control system. Typically you already have used that information
when you set up your version control client software.
You must be logged in as space administrator, system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Workspaces. Alternatively click on the
“Workspaces” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a workspace in the leftmost navigation area.
3. In the second navigation column click on “Version control”.
Attention: The version control node will only be available of the space type for this space supports
this feature.
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4. Select one of the supported version control systems, in this case Subversion. The list may vary. Additional
systems can be supported via plug-ins.
5. Select a version control web viewer, if you have any installed. Allegra directly supports viewVC. With a
version control web viewer you will be able to go from an item directly to associated change sets or les.
6. Enter the correct links for your version control web viewer. In particular, replace the „SERVER“ variable with
your server URL.
7. Fill in the connection information (here shown for CVS connected via the svn+ssh connection method).

8. There may be additional connection information required. In the case of the svn+ssh connection method
we can choose to use a public/private key pair. In this case, copy the private key (in OpenSSH format) into
the provided area. If the key is protected via a pass phrase, enter it into the pass phrase eld.
Attention: You need to copy the entire private key le in OpenSSH format there. It does not suﬃce
to copy the key itself, as you may be used from the authorized_keys le.

9. Test your connection. The save the conguration by clicking on the „Save“ button in the toolbar.
Your space is now directly linked to your version control system. When editing item there will be a tab showing
all les including their meta information that are related to this item. Please not that it may take some time
before any commits to the Subversion repository show up in Allegra, since Allegraneeds to scan the repository
on a regular basis to retrieve this information. The time this takes depends on the size and number of your
version control repositories.
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12.1 Managing regular users
Allegra can be congured such that users can create an account themselves. However, some supervisory activity
is required to grant users permission to view or enter any data to spaces, to assign them to organizational units,
and to activate or deactivate their accounts.
Access to spaces can be granted to users by the system administrator or system manager for all spaces. A space
administrator can grant access to the spaces he manages.

Adding users
As s system administrator or system manager you can add users to the Allegra system. To add a user, go to the
Administration > Users and groups > Users... menu entry.
The most important parameter is the user name. It must be unique, and it is recommended to use the same
name as for other accounts in your organization, like the Windows user name. In particular, if a directory server
(Windows Active Directory Server or LDAP server) is to be used, the user name you enter here must be the same
as that used on the directory server.
The second important parameter is the users e-mail. The initial password is communicated to the new user via
e-mail, so make sure the e-mail is correct.
If the user has forgotten his e-mail, he has to ask the system administrator to look it up.
If you as the system administrator have forgotten your password, and your e-mail address, or the e-mail
connection does not work, the only way to reset the password is to directly write an encrypted known password
into the database. There is an explanation on the user forum in the FAQ section on how to do this.

Modifying user parameters
As a system administrator or system manager you can modify user parameters to assist the user in the
conguration process, or when adding a user to the system. A detailed explanation of all parameters can be
found in the user task section, since these are the same parameters the user can change.
Only the system administrator can assign users to organizational units, assign them an employee identication
number, and congure their session timeout. These elds are read only for regular users.

Deactivating users
As a system administrator or system manager you deactivate users, for example if they have left the company
or moved to another location. Deactivating users means they are still in the database, and their entire history
is preserved. It is possible to activate them again any time. Deactivated users are shown in the user list grayed
out or with an asterisk behind their name.
Deactivated users cannot access the system anymore. In case they try they get an error message telling them to
contact the system administrator. Deactivated users do not count towards the number of user licenses included
in the license key.

Assigning user levels
As a system administrator or system manager you can assign user to levels. The user level determines which
functionality is available to that user.
You can dene as many user levels as you like. For each user level you can congure what user interface elements
will be visible (see Customizing the User Interface). There are some xed predened levels which are treated
diﬀerently by the system.
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User level

Description

"Client" user

"Client" users are managed in a diﬀerent section
than regular users. They have a simplied menu with
reduced functionality, for example they cannot create
their own lters, and see only their own entries in the
item history.
Typically you would mark users with a client user
license if they use the system only occasionally, for
example in a help desk environment.

"Full" user

"Full" users can use the full system functionality
excluding the administrative functions like creating
spaces or managing users.

System administrator

System administrators have full access to the system,
including the permission to add and delete spaces
and users.
Users with system administrator rights are marked
with a “!” at the end of their name.

System manager

System managers have full access to the system,
including the permission to add and delete spaces
and users.
In contrast to a system administrator however, they
cannot modify the server conguration, like setting
index or attachment directories, or enabling and
disabling LDAP and web services.

Simple

A congurable level for users that prefer basic
functionality and a simple user interface. The
diﬀerence to an easy user is that the simple level has
no restrictions regarding reading other peoples items
or ltering.

Intermediate

A congurable level for intermediate users that don't
want to use the entire system functionality and have
thus some user interface elements removed.

Advanced

A congurable level for users that want to use most of
the system functionality.

Removing users permanently
As a system administrator or system manager, you can remove users from the database permanently. This is
particular useful if test users had been added, or mistakes were made when creating the user name. Otherwise,
this is a rather grave operation since it aﬀects all items this user has ever worked on.
Since Allegra is a tracking system, it will not delete any users activities from the system. When permanently
deleting a user from the system, a replacement user has to be named. This replacement user will be entered in
all places where the now to be deleted user has been registered in previously. The replacement user will thus
inherit the entire history of the user that is about to be removed.
To delete a user from the system use the delete action button for this user on the left side of the user list screen.
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Viewing a users role assignments
Select a user in the list and click on the Role assignments button in the toolbar. You will get a list with projects
and the roles this user has been assigned for these projects.

Assigning a cockpit to users
As a system administrator or system manager, you can assign one of the cockpit templates to a set of users.
Select the users with the check boxes, then click on the Assign cockpit button in the toolbar. Select the desired
cockpit template and click OK.

Assigning special licenses to users
As a system administrator or system manager, you can assign special licenses to selected users, for example for
ALM or Gantt functionality. To assign these licenses mark the checkbox for that user in the respective column
on the right. You will only see columns if you have a license for that functionality.

Figure 12-1: Enabling the Gantt view

Synchronizing Allegra with an LDAP directory
You can synchronize your Allegra list of users with your LDAP directory. Entries found in the LDAP directory but
not in Allegra are created in Allegra. Entries found in Allegra but not in your LDAP directory can be automatically
deactivated in Allegra (set parameter deactivateUnknown=true).
You can congure Allegra to perform the synchronization automatically on a regular basis, or initiate the
synchronization manually from the user administration interface.
By default, automatic synchronization is disabled. To enable it you need to modify some entries in le
webapps/track/WEB-INF/quartz-jobs.xml.
The relevant sections looks like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<job>
<name>LdapSynchronizerJob</name>
<group>DefaultJobGroup</group>
<description>
Synchronizes a Allegra user database with
an LDAP directory
</description>
<!-- description not more than 120 characters!!! -->
<job-class>
com.aurel.track.dbase.jobs.LdapSynchronizerJob
</job-class>
<job-data-map>
<entry>
<!-- Enable synchronization with LDAP -->
<key>enabled</key>
<value>false</value>
</entry>
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<entry>
<!-- Enable user synchronization with LDAP -->
<key>enabledUserSync</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Enable group and group users synchronization
with LDAP -->
<key>enabledGroupSync</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- BaseDN for group synchronization -->
<key>baseDnGroup</key>
<value>dc=itk-engineering,dc=de</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Deactivate users unknown in LDAP -->
<key>deactivateUnknown</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- LDAP filter expression for users-->
<key>ldapFilter</key>
<value>*</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- LDAP filter expression for groups-->
<key>ldapFilterGroups</key>
<value>(objectClass=groupOfNames)</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>firstName</key>
<value>gn</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>lastName</key>
<value>sn</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>email</key>
<value>mail</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>phone</key>
<value>phone</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>groupName</key>
<value>cn</value>
</entry>
</job-data-map>
</job>
You enable all automatic synchronization by setting key „enabled“ to „true“. You may have to modify the
mapping of LDAP properties to Allegraproperties. The Allegra properties are the keys and must not be modied.
The LDAP properties are the values and you may have to change them to the values you use in your directory.
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Table 12-1: LDAP synchronizer parameters
Property in quartz-jobs.xml

Description

enabled

True if users and groups shall be regularly
synchronized
with
your
LDAP
directory.
If False, properties "enabledUserSync" and
"enabledGroupSync" have no eﬀect.

enabledUserSync

True if users shall be regularly synchronized with your
LDAP directory

enabledGroupSync

True if groups and the users assigned to them shall be
regularly synchronized with your LDAP directory

baseDnGroup

The LDAP base DN under which your groups are
dened. Search is based on the "member" property of
the groups.

deactivateUnknown

True if users not found during the synchronization
process shall be deactivated. The "admin" and "guest"
users are exempted.

ldapFilter

The LDAP lter expression for user synchronization.
Can be any valid LDAP lter term like
"(&(objectClass=inetOrgPerson)(ou=Trackplus))"

ldapFilterGroups

The LDAP lter expression for group synchronization.
Can be any valid LDAP lter term like
"(&(objectClass=group)(ou=Groups))"

rstName

The LDAP property name for users rst name

lastName

The LDAP property name for users last name

email

The LDAP property name for users email

phone

The LDAP property name for users phone number

groupName

The LDAP property name for the group name

After you have modied this le save it and restart the Tomcat server.

Bulk setting user properties
You can set some user properties for all users using a special link. Here is an example:
http://localhost:8080/track/setUserProperty.action?
field=homePage&value=cockpit
The elds with their possible values are listed below.
Field

Value

Description

homePage

cockpit | itemNavigator

layoutEnabled

true | false

alwaysSaveAttachment

true | false

hoursPerWorkday

in hours, e.g., 8.0

autoloadTime

in seconds

maxAssignedItems

1...1000
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Field

Value

prefEmailType

html | plain

sessionTimeout

in minutes

Description

12.2 Managing clients
Allegra can be congured such that external or client users can create an account themselves and automatically
join a group. Some supervisory activity is required to grant clients specic permission to view or enter any data
to spaces, to assign them to organizational units, and groups and to activate or deactivate their accounts.

Handling of client users
Handling of client users is equivalent to that of regular users (see Managing regular users) with the diﬀerences
noted below. To manage client users go to the Administration > Users and groups > Clients... menu entry.

Adding clients by e-mail submission
You can allow people to create items by e-mail. In this case a new client user can automatically be created if the
e-mail comes from an authorized domain. The system tries to guess the rst and last name. The automated email response contains a link to the newly created item and a link where he can register, even if self registration
is not enabled.

Assigning roles to client users
Client users cannot be assigned a role directly. Instead they have to belong to a group and inherit their
permissions from that group.

Limited client user permissions
Client users can only
•
•
•
•

View a xed list of their open and closed items
Create new items
Comment on their own open items
Close their own items

12.3 LDAP support
There is no LDAP support for client users.

12.4 Managing groups
Allegra can be congured such that users can create an account themselves. However, some supervisory activity
is required to grant users permission to view or enter any data to spaces, to assign them to organizational units,
and to activate or deactivate their accounts.
Access to spaces can be granted to users by the system administrator or system manager for all spaces. A space
administrator can grant access to the spaces he manages. This section deals with managing groups, that is
creating, modifying, deactivating and deleting groups, and assigning users to them.
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Adding groups
The system administrator can add users to the Allegra system. This is particularly useful if self-registration is not
enabled. To add a user, go to the Administration > Users and groups > Groups... menu entry.
Then click on the Add group button in the toolbar. Enter a group name and save.

Tip: By marking the check boxes you give members of that group a special property. Each user in
that group can handle items of other members of that group as if they themselves were the author,
responsible or manager. Thus, they could access items even then if their role would not permit them
to access them. This is useful when you deal with another organization and you want them to be able
to see only their own items, but not yours.
Note: By marking the check box “Automatically join new users to this group” users that have
registered themselves or which have been registered by a system administrator will automatically be
part of that group and inherit all rights from that group.
You can now add users to the group. Select the group and then drag users from the right column “Available”
to the left column “Assigned”.
Tip: You can set lters on the columns to limit the amount of users yo see at a time.

Attention: The user will inherit all access rights of the groups he is a member of!
If you need to remove a user from a group drag him back to the “Available” column.
Note: The users you have removed from the group will loose all access rights they previously had
inherited from that group.

Removing groups
Groups can be removed just like users. If a group is associated with any items, a replacement group or user has
to be named when removing that group.
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12.5 Managing organizational units
Companies are oftentimes organized in matrix form. Typically, there are project specic structures, and there
are business related structures like development departments, sales departments, and so on. Allegra permits
the system administrators and system managers to create a hierarchical organizational structure and assign
users to organizational units.

Adding organizational units
You can add any number of organizational units. You can use the organizational unit property also as a
combination of company and organizational unit, in case you want to manage users of other companies as well.
To add organizational units go to the Administration > Users and groups > Organizational units menu.
On the screen that appears you see on the left side the organizational units already available in the system.
To add a organizational unit type its name into the property directly above the „Add“ button on the left side.
Then click on the „Add“ button. The new organizational unit will appear in the list of organizational units.

Changing organizational unit name
To change organizational unit names go to the Administration > Users and groups > Organizational units
menu. Select the name of that organizational unit by clicking on it in the selection box on the left side.
On the right side the list of users assigned to that organizational unit will appear. The name of the organizational
unit will show up in the edit property on the left side directly above the „Add“ button.
You can now change the name in the edit property. Then you click on the „Edit“ button. The name of the
organizational unit will change in the selection list.

Deleting organizational units
To delete organizational units go to the Administration > Users and groups > Organizational units menu. In
order to delete a organizational unit you have to make sure there are no users assigned to that organizational
unit any more.
Select the organizational unit you want to delete on the left side. You will see the users assigned to that
organizational unit on the right. This list should be empty before you delete the organizational unit, otherwise
you will get an error message. To empty the list move users from this organizational unit to another one (see
below).
To delete the organizational unit, click on the „Delete“ button on the left. The organizational unit will be
permanently removed from the system.

Moving users to another organizational unit
To move users to another organizational unit go to the Administration > Users and groups > Organizational
units menu. On the left side select the organizational unit to which the users are currently assigned.
The list will appear in the right part of that form. In the right part, select the user or users you want to move to
another organizational unit. Select the new organizational unit where you want to move these users to from
the selection box below the list of users. Click the „Edit“ button on the right side.
The selected users have now been collectively moved to the new organizational unit.
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13.1 Managing report templates
Reports are based on data sources and report templates. The data source determines the set of items you will
get in a report. The report template denes the layout and visual appearance of the item data.
Sometimes it is desirable to display a list of items in a diﬀerent way, for example in PDF format, with complete
history, or as a graphical summary.
Allegra has a powerful template based reporting engine that can prepare pixel perfect results from lists of items.
Allegra comes with an interactive report design software, called JasperReports Studio. With this software you
can dene your own report templates any way you like. These templates can be tested on your computer, and
once you are satised with the result uploaded to the server.
The report template engine even permits you to pre-process data using XSLT style sheets. The style sheets are
part of the template and will be executed on the server prior to executing the formatting part of the report
template. This permits great exibility on processing and presenting items.

13.1.1 Using a report template
You create a report by using a report template. A report template can have its own lter conguration or may
use the ltered set of items from the item navigator.
Report templates take a list of items and format them in the way dened in the template. Most examples
that come with Allegra are templates for PDF output. There are reports with and without history, grouping,
localization, and even charts.
There are two ways to access reports: via the Actions button in the item navigator or via the Reports toolbar
button. In the rst case, if the report template permits, you will not be asked for which items you want to create a
report for. In the second case you will always be asked for lter criteria to be used for the report. In the following
we assume the second approach.
1. Select Reports from the main toolbar.

2. Open one of the folders on the left. On the right you should get a list with report templates in that folder.
When you hover over the report template name on the right you will see a preview of the report.

3. Select the desired report template and click on the “Create report” button in the toolbar.
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4. Depending on the report template selected you now have to specify a lter. You create the report by clicking
on button “Create report”. When you click on the “XML datasource” button you can download an XML le
representing sample data for this type of report template. This XML le you can use as test data when you
modify the report template locally on your computer.

13.1.2 Report template repositories
Reports are organized in report template repositories.
Allegra provides three types of repositories to keep report templates in:
1. A private report template repository for each user
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2. A project specic report template repository
3. A system wide report template repository
Each user may upload personal report templates to his private report template repository. Other users will not
be able to see these templates.
Project administrators may upload templates for use in projects they are responsible for. Users that have a role
in these projects will be able to see these report templates.
The system administrator can upload templates that can be seen by all users.

13.1.3 Downloading a report template
Reports are based on data sources and report templates. The data source determines the set of items you will
get in a report. The report template denes the layout and visual appearance of the item data.
You can download a report template for modication or to create a new, derived template. On your computer
you can design a template and test it with XML data from Allegra. Once you are satised with the result you
can upload the template to the server.
To download a report template from the server to your client computer, select it in the list and click on the
„Download“ button in the toolbar. Alternatively use the context menu.

13.1.4 Uploading a report template
You can upload report templates to the server from your local computer.
You can upload your personal report templates to the server. Depending on your role in the system you may
only upload report templates to your private template repository, to a project repository, or for system wide use.

To upload a report template click on “Upload report” in the toolbar. In the window that opens select the ZIP le
containing the report template. If you have modied an existing template and you want to replace it by your
new version, mark the check box “overwrite existing”. Otherwise a new template will be created. Then click on
the “Upload” button.
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The ZIP le structure is at. The JasperReports template le must be at the top level of the ZIP le, there must
be no folder. The same goes for the other les, in particular the description and properties les.

13.1.5 Removing report templates
Reports are based on data sources and report templates. The data source determines the set of items you will
get in a report. The report template denes the layout and visual appearance of the item data.
You can delete your own templates by selecting them in the list and clicking on the „Delete“ button in the
toolbar. As a system manager or administrator you can remove any template.

13.1.6 Excel Report Templates
You can dene your own Excel report templates to create runtime Excel based reports. As with the other report
types, Excel reports are based on XML data sources.

Data sources
We assume that our data source can be represented as an XML document. In our Excel report template we will
feed elements from the XML document into proper places in the Excel worksheet to be generated. We have to
distinguish between single elements and lists of elements. For example, the person that created the report is a
single element, while the items that somebody works on constitute a list of elements.
<track-report>
<createdBy>Administrator, Allegra System !</createdBy>
<filter/>
<item>
<Project>Schulungsraum</Project>
<IssueType>MeetingIssue</IssueType>
<Status>geöffnet</Status>
<Manager>Administrator, Allegra System</Manager>
</item>
<item>
<Project>Schulungsraum2</Project>
<IssueType>MeetingIssue</IssueType>
<Status>geöffnet</Status>
<Manager>Administrator, Allegra System</Manager>
</item>
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....
</track-report>
Here is an XML data source example for an expense report:
<expense-report>
<createdBy>Administrator, Allegra System</createdBy>
<expense>
<accountID>6</accountID>
<personID>110</personID>
<workItemID>3747</workItemID>
<hours>2.00</hours>
<cost/>
<subject/>
<responsibleLabel>Lindy, Walter</responsibleLabel>
<subproject/>
<subprojectLabel/>
</expense>
<expense>
...
</expense>
...
</expense-report>
Here is an example for a workload over time data source:
<budget-report>
<createdBy>Administrator, Allegra System !</createdBy>
<noOfCalendarUnits>9</noOfCalendarUnits>
<budget>
<personID>292</personID>
<personName>Krastev, Boris </personName>
<plannedHours>0.00</plannedHours>
<plannedCost>0.00</plannedCost>
<remainingHours>0.00</remainingHours>
<remainingCost>0.00</remainingCost>
<projectID>-1</projectID>
<projectLabel/>
<currencySymbol/>
<currencyName/>
<calendarUnit>1/2017</calendarUnit>
<capacity>32.00</capacity>
<unit>1</unit>
<year>2017</year>
</budget>
<budget>
...
</budget>
...
</budget-report>
Here is an example for an items with history and comments data source:
<track-report>
<createdBy>Administrator, Allegra System !</createdBy>
<filter>
<name>tamas</name>
<expression/>
</filter>
<item>
<Project>TryItOut</Project>
<IssueType>Error</IssueType>
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<Subproject>Desarrollo</Subproject>
<Status>iniciado</Status>
<Manager>Administrator, Allegra System</Manager>
<Responsible>Somogyi, Stephanie</Responsible>
<historyList>
<fieldChange>
<changed-by>Somogyi, Stephanie</changed-by>
<changed-at>2012-06-13 12:35:21.0</changed-at>
<labelType>Status</labelType>
<firstValue>iniciado</firstValue>
<secondValue/>
<firstLabel> NewValue </firstLabel>
<secondLabel> OldValue </secondLabel>
<change-description/>
</fieldChange>
</historyList>
<commentList>
<commentElement>
<changed-by>Somogyi, Stephanie</changed-by>
<changed-at>2011-10-01 2:48:39.0</changed-at>
<labelType>Comment</labelType>
<firstLabel/>
<firstValue/>
<secondLabel/>
<secondValue/>
<change-description>An email was sent to
&lt;li&gt;mlarracoechea@technisys.net&lt;/li&gt;
Subject: [Allegra
14653][TryItOut] prueba de e-mail 1 esto no es un
canchereo Text: Prueba de
e-mail satisfactoria!</change-description>
</commentElement>
</commentList>
</item>
</track-report>
Here is an example for an status over time data source:
<track-report>
<createdBy>Administrator, Allegra System !</createdBy>
<createdAt>2014-02-07 10:54:15</createdAt>
<title/>
<dataseriesType>issuesAccumulated</dataseriesType>
<timeInterval>3</timeInterval>
<s>
<label>geöffnet</label>
<no>84</no>
<date>2013-10-01 01:03:22</date>
</s>
<s>
<label>geöffnet</label>
<no>89</no>
<date>2013-11-01 01:00:00</date>
</s>
...
</track-report>

The Excel report template
Tabular reports usually organize information in "bands". A band is a placeholder for a list of elements. The band
template is repeated for each element of the list in the generated report. Let us walk through a simple example
for an Excel report template. We take the rst data source from above as the base for lling the template.
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A

B

1

="@createdBy"

2

="@lter.name"

3

="@item"

4

="@item"

C

D

E
=TPF("@createdAt";”Date")

="@item.Project"
="@item.Status"
="@item.Manager"
=TPF("@item.TotalPlannedTime";"Number")

5
6
Column A is reserved to designate bands. If they contain the marker "@x" they will be expanded for each
element x in the data source.
Let us extend this example to add a detail band, containing the history and comments.
A

B

1

="@createdBy"

2

="@lter.name"

C

D

E
=TPF("@createdAt";”Date")

3

="@item"

="@item.Project"
="@item.Status"

4

="@item"

="@item.Manager"

5

="@item.historyList.eldChange"
="@changedby"

=TPF("@changedat”;”Date”)

6

="@item.commentList.commentElement"
="@changedby"

7
To facilitate date and numeric expression evaluation during design time we provide an Excel macro in form of
an addin le (TrackplusAddIn.xlam) as part of any Excel report template bundled with the sysstem.
Note:
The rst time you design an Excel report you have to add this addin to your Oﬃce installation and the update
the link inside the Excel document. How this is done depends on the version of your Oﬃce package.

13.2 Managing workspace templates
You can save complete workspaces including all items and attachments as templates. From these templates
you can create workspaces, adapting dates and assignees via the set edit functionality in the item navigator.
To add, edit or delete workspace templates go to Administration > Templates > Workspace templates.
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You can add, edit, and delete workspace templates in the same way you can manage workspaces.
For administrators you can make workspace templates visible in the item navigator using button (A). This
enables you to add and edit items to workspace templates that will be included when you create a workspace
from the template.

13.3 Manage Wiki inline templates
You can embed other documents as well as metadata of the document in the text of documents in the Wiki.
You can use Wiki inline templates to specify how these items are displayed.
To add or edit Wiki inline templates, go to the administration perspective Administration > Templates > Wiki
templates ,

There are two types of templates:
•
•

Inline item
Inline attribute

Each template can be created in multiple languages.
The templates use Freemarker as template language. The preview allows you to see immediately after selecting
a task how it would be represented by the template.
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13.4 Managing Wiki export templates
Sie können in den Text von Dokumenten im Wiki andere Vorgänge sowie Metadaten des Dokuments einbetten.
Über Wiki-Inline-Vorlagen können Sie festlegen, wie diese Elemente dargestellt werden.
Zum Hinzufügen oder Bearbeiten von Wiki-Vorlagen gehen Sie in die Verwaltungs-Perspektive zu Verwaltung
> Vorlagen > Wiki Inline-Vorlagen.

Es gibt zwei Arten von Vorlagen:
•
•

Inline-Vorgang
Inline-Attribut

Jede Vorlage kann mehrsprachig erstellt werden.
Die Vorlagen benutzen Freemarker als Sprache. Über die Vorschau können Sie nach Auswahl eines Vorgangs
sofort sehen, wie dieser durch die Vorlage dargestellt würde.
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13.5 Managing e-mail templates
Allegra sends e-mails to notify users of changes to items or remind them of due dates. You can customize the
appearance and content of these e-mails using templates.
To add or edit e-mail templates go to Administration > Customize > E-mail templates.

You will see the standard e-mail templates that come with Allegra. There are a number of predened events
that trigger e-mails. These are
•
•
•
•

Create item
Modify item, like edit or move
Change budget or planned values of an item
Add a comment

Furthermore, there are a number of system events that trigger e-mail. These are
•
•
•

Welcoming a new user after he has registered
Forgot password e-mail
Reminder e-mail of due or overdue tasks

You assign templates either globally, or specic for an item type, or workspace type, or even workspace specic
by dragging it from the right area to the desired position in the second column.
Each template comes in two variants: HTML and plain text. Each template can be provided in a number of
locales. You can import and export complete template sets or just single templates.
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Templates are written in the Freemarker macro language (http://freemarker.sourceforge.net/). The following
listing shows a part of the standard item changed e-mail HTML template as it comes with Allegra.
<#macro renderShortFields fieldChangeRows>
<#list fieldChangeRows as fieldChange>
<tr>
<td align="right" bgcolor="#d8e1ed"
style="width: 26%;">
${fieldChange.localizedFieldLabel}:
</td>
<#-- if copy we are not interested in the
change compared to the original workItem -->
<#if !fieldChange.changed>
<#assign bgcolor=bgcolorCellNormal>
<#else>
<#assign bgcolor=bgcolorCellChanged>
</#if>
<td bgcolor="${bgcolor}" style="width: 37%;">
${fieldChange.newShowValue}
</td>
<td bgcolor="#edf0f6" style="width: 37%;">
${fieldChange.oldShowValue}
</td>
</tr>
</#list>
</#macro>
The template engine gets a number of variables which it can render to the template. The most import variable
is eldChangeRows. It contains entries with an item property label, the new property value, the old property
value, and an indication of whether the value has changed. The resulting e-mail looks like shown below.
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The following properties are available:
Variable

Description

title

The item title

project

The space or project for this item

itemNo

the item number

marker

default is [Allegra <item number>]

submitterEmail

The e-mail of the submitter when item was created by
e-mail or when it was entered by another user

subject

default is ${marker}[${{project}] ${changeDetail}

changeDetail

A localized text string as described in the code below

moreInfo

The link to the item within the Allegra system

isCreated

true, if this item was just created

isCopy

true if this item was just copied

oldIssue

only in case of copy: the original item number

isAddComment

true if a comment was added

isEditComment

true if a comment was edited

isDeleteComment

true if a comment was deleted

isOtherChanged

true for any change that was not specied more
explicitly

isManagerChanged

true if the manager was changed

isResponsibleChanged

true if the responsible was changed

isDateChanged

true if the start or end date was changed

isMove

true if the item was moved to a new item type or space

isStateChanged

true if the item state was changed

isResponsibleChanged

true if the respsonsible was changed

isClose

true if the item was closed

isReopen

true if a closed item was reopened
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Variable

Description

changedBy

the person causing the e-mail event

createdBy

the person that created this item (in case of create)

shortFieldChanges

A list of item properties for "short" properties

shortFieldChanges.eldChange

A single property

shortFieldChanges.eldChange.changed

true if this property was changed

shortFieldChanges.eldChange.newShowValue

the new or actual property value

shortFieldChanges.eldChange.oldShowValue

the old property value

longFieldChanges

A list of item properties for "long" properties like
descriptions and comments

longFieldChanges.eldChange

A single property

longFieldChanges.eldChange.changed

true if this property was changed

longFieldChanges.eldChange.newShowValue

the new or actual property value

longFieldChanges.eldChange.oldShowValue

the old property value

The following table describes how the changeDetail variable is constructed.
private String getSubjectSuffix(Integer workItemKey, String synopsis,
String newStateLabel, Locale actualLocale) {
String subjectPatternKey = null;
//the last complying flag wins
if (isAddComment) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.addComment";
}
if (isEditComment) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.editComment";
}
if (isDeleteComment) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.deleteComment";
}
if (isOtherChanged) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.trail";
}
if (isManagerChanged) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.managerChanged";
}
if (isResponsibleChanged) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.responsibleChanged";
}
if (isDateChanged) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.dateChange";
}
if (isMove) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.move";
}
if (isStateChanged) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.stateChange";
}
if (isClose) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.closed";
}
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if (isReopen) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.reopen";
}
if (isCreated || isCopy) {
subjectPatternKey = "item.mail.subject.new";
}
String changeDetail = "";
Object[] subjectArguments = {workItemKey, //for new
synopsis,
newStateLabel, //for state change
//newProjectLabel,
};
changeDetail = LocalizeUtil.
getParametrizedString(subjectPatternKey,
subjectArguments, actualLocale);
return changeDetail;
}

13.6 Managing cockpit templates
For occasional users, the conguration of the cockpit can be challenging and may require too much knowledge
and time. You can provide a number of cockpit templates that users can pick up to save themselves
conguration work. As a system manager or system administrator you can assign cockpit templates to users.

13.6.1 Adding a cockpit template
You can add a new cockpit template from scratch or you copy an existing one. Two create a new cockpit
template, you rst give it a name and description, and then you congure it.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectAdministration > Users and groups >
Default cockpit. Alternatively click on the “Users and groups”/“Default cockpit” bar in the left navigation
area.

2. In the small toolbar, click on “Add” and give the new cockpit template a name and optionally a description.
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3. Save the new template denition by clicking on the “Save” button.
4. Proceed to Conguring a cockpit template

13.6.2 Conguring a cockpit template
You can completely dene what tiles are shown on your cockpit template, and how they are organized.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
You have previously declared a cockpit template.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectAdministration > Users and groups >
Default cockpit. Alternatively click on the “Users and groups”/“Default cockpit” bar in the left navigation
area.

2. In the small toolbar, click on “Congure” and congure your cockpit template as described at Working with
the cockpit.

13.6.3 Assigning a cockpit template
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
You have previously declared and congured a cockpit template.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectPeople > Users. Alternatively click on
the “Users and groups”/“Users” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select the users in the users list to whom you want to assign the new cockpit template. You can use lters
to limit the amount of users you see. The lters are accessible from the column headers.
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3. Click on “Assign cockpit” in the small toolbar.
4. Select the cockpit template you want to assign and click on “OK”.
Warning: This will overwrite the users own cockpit denition and could make them angry!
The selected users will now have the new cockpit.

13.7 Task board card templates
In Allegra you can dene the layout of task board cards as templates and use these templates in the task board
view.
To add or edit task board card templates go to Administration > Templates > Agile card templates.

You can add, edit, and delete card layouts in the same way you dene input mask or card layouts in the view
itself.

13.8 Managing lters
You can dene any number of lters and reuse them for selection a set of items. You can modify these lters
anytime later on and publish them so that others can use them. You can create parametrized lters that
predene most conditions and ask for one or more parameters when they are being used. You can associate a
view type like “Gantt” or “Task board” with a lter.

13.8.1 Dening a lter
1. Select menu Item navigator > Manage lters.
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2. In the toolbar area, rst select a folder, then click on “Add lter.”

3. In the window that appears dene your lter.
4. Give this lter a suitable name.
5. Mark the check box "Subscribe" (A) if you want to add this lter into your „Find items“ menu.

6. You can select a style eld (B) which determines the background and foreground colors in the grid based
views, and the left color bar in the task board, based in the elds value.
7. You can associate a view type with this lter. Together with the saved layout this permits you to pre-dene
a complete view including column layout, grouping, sorting, etc.
8. You can dene more complex criteria in the lower part of this congurator. Which elds appear directly here
is determined by the “Appear in lter” attribute of the item properties customization.
9. Save the lter.

13.8.2 Deleting a lter
You can delete lters if you are the owner or you have administrator rights.
1. Select menu Item navigator > Manage lters.

2. Select a lter by rst opening a folder and then clicking on the desired lter in the right list area.
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3. Click on the “Delete” icon in the toolbar area or use the context menu to delete the selected lter.

13.8.3 Creating a permanent link
This section explains how you create permanent links to item overviews. This permits you to publish HTML links
that result in the execution of a lter under your account.
Sometimes you may want to give other people access to the result of a specic query, even if these people do
not have an account with your Allegra installation. Such access is also helpful when you are using the Maven
build system, to automate incorporation of Allegra items into Maven generated project reports.
Allegra permits you to create permanent links that run a query under your account, returning the result as either
an XML le or in the regular Allegra item overview.
You can choose parametrized queries, and you can choose if you want to the user to remain logged in after
running the query. This can be useful if you use the guest user as the one providing the access, and to give users
the ability to sort and group the data in the item overview.
1. Select menu Item navigator > Manage lters.

2. Select the lter you want to create a permanent link for from the list of lters available.

3. Click on the link icon in the toolbar area.
4. Select that you want to create an Item Navigator link.
5. In case you have a parametrized lter, select if you want to add parameters to the query.
If you do not check this, the user will be asked for the parameters each time she clicks on the link.
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6. Choose if the user should stay logged in after running the query.

CAUTION: This will enable sorting and grouping, but it will also permit the user access to the
system under your name. Thus, this option should only be chosen for the guest user or another
user with carefully controlled access restrictions.
7. Copy the link shown to where you want to use it.

13.8.4 Creating a link for Maven
Maven is a widely used build project management system that can automatically generate project
documentation. Maven can incorporate information from other system and relate them to Maven builds or
releases.
To incorporate information from Allegra into Maven, you need the Allegra Maven changes plug-in and install
it into your Maven installation. Then you can create a Maven changes link and copy it into the proper place in
your Maven pom le.
The two main tags you have to change are the mapping of item types to Maven action types, and the query URL.
<build>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>
<configuration>
<source>1.5</source>
<target>1.5</target>
</configuration>
</plugin>
<plugin>
<groupId>com.trackplus.mvn.plugin</groupId>
<artifactId>trackplusChanges</artifactId>
<version>1.0-SNAPSHOT</version>
<configuration>
<query>http://gandalf:8080/track/xml/report?query=nKsW4DXl5WsX...%3D</
query>
<!--default action type-->
<defaultType>fix</defaultType>
<!-- mapping between Allegra item type -->
<!-- and Maven action type
-->
<issueTypesMap>
<Task>fix</Task>
<ProblemReport>fix</ProblemReport>
<Requirements>add</Requirements>
</issueTypesMap>
</configuration>
<executions>
<execution>
<phase>compile</phase>
<goals>
<goal>changes-generate</goal>
</goals>
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</execution>
</executions>
</plugin>
</plugins>
</build>
1. Select menu Item navigator > Manage lters.

2. Select the lter you want to create a permanent link for from the list of lters available.

3. Click on the link icon in the toolbar area.
4. Select that you want to create a Maven link.
5. In case you have a parametrized lter, select that you want to add parameters to the query. Anything else
doesn't make sense for a Maven link.
6. Choose that the user should not stay logged in after running the query. Anything else doesn't make sense
for a Maven link.

7. Copy the link shown to where you want to use it.
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Customizing Allegra
Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customization overview
Conguration scenarios
Roles and permissions
Managing cost centers and
accounts
Customizing automail
Item linking
Managing link types
Customizing the User
Interface
Item properties
Customizing forms
Custom selection lists
System object states
Managing workspace types
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Customizing the User
Interface
Managing workows
Managing locales and
terminology
Managing scripts
Adding event handlers
Replacing logos
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14.1 Customization overview
Allegra can be customized and adapted to your processes to a large extend. This includes roles, item types,
workows, item elds, action forms, and much more.
As shipped, the Allegra conguration may suite already many requirements, in particular for the development
of software based system. This section describes and discusses the various options when conguring Allegra
to adapt to your processes.
One of the most important parts of running projects with a group of people is to dene who is supposed to do
what, how things should be done, and how things should be named. This can be either communicated ad hoc,
as a particular situation requires, or it can be dened as a company or project policy.
We recommend to write up the most important aspects, for example as part of a project handbook or
conguration management manual. In many cases it also suﬃces to implement policies in the Allegra system;
however, the semantics of names may not always be self explanatory and should be described where project
team members can nd it.
It would be nice if there was the one and only right process. Unfortunately there is not. We therefore can just
give some examples, and outline the general procedures, hoping that this might be helpful enough to get you
started. If you have no idea, using the Allegra default conguration should be a pretty good start. You can always
change the process later on, if you feel that the default process model of Allegra does not suit your needs.
If you cannot get started on this, Allegra provides process consulting on various levels through its consultant
network. For example, we would discuss your needs and project environment, and would supply a project
manual, a conguration manual, and a Allegra conguration exactly matching your requirements.

14.2 Conguration scenarios
This section gives examples of conguration scenarios, pertaining to roles and permissions, item types, and
workows.

Customers and developers
A common scenario is to grant customers access to the system but in a way that they only see their own
entries. Developers should be able to see all entries, including internally generated tasks. There are three ways
to accomplish this setup in Allegra:
1. Customers are assigned to role „Extern“. This way they can only see their own items. A disadvantage may be
that entries from this customers are not grouped. If there are several people associated with this customer,
each can only see his own entries, but not those of his peers from the same company. If each customer is
granted a collective account, this usually poses no problem though.
2. If there is only a limited amount of customers, a list is created for each customer. Only people associated
with this customer and developers are granted access to this list. Customers may now have extended rights
to this list, and all people associated with this customer may see all tasks in this list.
3. A separate project is created for each customer. Internal developers can access all projects, while customers
can only access their specic project. This permits to use the ner classication of diﬀerent lists even with
many diﬀerent customers.
Each solution has its distinct advantages, and it depends on the number of customers and how one likes to
interface the system with the customer which solution is preferable.
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Anonymous access
To permit anonymous access to the system create an account „anonymous“ or use the predened „guest“
account with no password or a public password and grant this user all access rights desired. Public passwords
may for example published on the login page.

Personal To Do list
It is possible to congure Allegra such that you have your personal to do list that is not visible to others. There
are three ways how to achieve this. One solution is to dene a new project, e.g. named „Personal“, and assign
each user the „Extern“ role. This permits you to create, modify and close items that only you can see.
The second approach is to dene a new item type „personal items“ and dene via access restriction on the
access permission page that only role „Extern“ can access this list.
The third approach is to use the privacy ag on items you want to hide. You can set this ag when creating
items, or later on when you modify your own items. It is not possible to set the privacy ag on items you have
not originated.

Small development teams, lean, informal
Here is an example for a lean conguration. This works very well for small teams, in open cultures with less
formal approaches.
The following item types are used:
•
•

tasks
mile stones

You may delete all other item types.
You can use the default priorities and severities.
The following states are being used:
•
•
•
•

opened
suspended
closed
processing

There should be no workows congured; thus it is possible to go from any state to any other state. All team
members shall have role „responsible“.This will give you a solid yet open process which is very eﬃcient for small
teams.

Large development teams, lean, formal
Here is an example for a lean but more formal conguration. This works very well for larger teams where it
may be necessary to restrict state changes to certain people, e.g. that only a tester can close an item, or that
marketing should not see bugs only known to the developers.
The following item types are used:
•
•
•
•

tasks
problem reports
request for enhancements
mile stones

You may delete all other item types.
You can use the default priorities and severities.
The following states are being used:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

opened
analyzed
assigned
suspended
testing
closed
processing

Item type access should be constrained to the specic roles; for example marketing shall only be able to see
mile stones and requests for enhancements, developers should be able to see everything.
There should be reasonably open workows congured. In general, any state transition shall be possible with
a few exceptions. You should ask yourself not „who should be able to carry out this transition?“ but rather „is
there any reason that not anybody could carry out this transition?“. This will lead to a more practical workow
than if you just go ahead and consider the „good“ case, not taking into account the many exceptions that might
happen in the course of a project.

14.3 Roles and permissions
Allegra manages what users can do with items and workspaces via „roles“. You can assign roles for a workspace
to users and thereby give them certain permissions. For example, you would permit them to view other peoples
items, or see certain item properties but not others, or see only items of a specic item type.
You can dene any number of roles and name them as you like. For each role you can congure permissions.

14.3.1 Adding and editing roles
As system administrator, you can add any number of roles to your installation. This section describes how to
do that.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
You have four diﬀerent areas you need to address when dening roles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

General permissions, as described below
RACI selection list assignments, as described below
Dening access to item types, see Restricting access to item types for more information
Hide elds or make them read only, see Restricting access to item elds for more information

Table 14-1: General permissions
Permission

Description

read any

You may read or view all items in this project, not just your own. If this ag
is not set, you will only be able to read an item if you are
•
•
•
•

the original author
the current manager
the current responsible
on the consulted or informed list

of this item.
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Permission

Description

modify any

You may modify all items in this project, not just your own. If this ag is not
set you will only be able to modify an item if you are
•
•
•

the current manager
the current responsible
on the consulted list

of this item. This will automatically enforce that you can read this item.
create item

You may create items in this project.

close any

You may close any item that you are authorized to modify. This ag does
not imply any modication authorization, it just is superimposed upon
possible modication permissions.

close if resp.

You may only close an item if you are the current responsible of this
item. This ag does not imply any modication authorization, it is just
superimposed upon possible modication permissions.

close if manager or author

You may only close an item if you are the current manager or the
original author of this item. This ag does not imply any modication
authorization, it is just superimposed upon possible modication
permissions.

read/modify own (RACI access)

You can read/modify items where you have a RACI role, even if you do
not have read any/modify any permissions. For example, if you are the
Informed of an item, and do not have any other permissions, you will only
see this item.

workspace admin

You may act as a workspace administrator or manager. You can assign
users to your project, and set all project parameters. You may archive and
delete items, or get them back out of the archive or reactivate them. You
may change other users comments, and modify their expense entries.
You cannot create a project, this has to be done by users with system
administrator privileges, e.g., the system administrator („admin“ user).

Table 14-2: RACI selection
Selection list

Description

manager

This is not exactly a permission ag. It indicates that your name appears in
the selection list of managers when modifying or creating items.

responsible

This is not exactly a permission ag. It indicates that your name appears in
the selection list of responsibles when modifying or creating items.

consulted

This is not exactly a permission ag. It indicates that your name appears in
the selection list of consulted“ when modifying or creating items.

informed

This is not exactly a permission ag. It indicates that your name appears in
the selection list of informed when modifying or creating items.

1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > User roles. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“User roles” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. Click on "Add" in the toolbar, or double click on a role to edit it. Fill out the form that appears. For
explanations on each check box see the context description above.

Attention: When you rename an entry the change may not be reected at the user interface! This
happens when you have specic localizations for the selection entries, which is the case for all
predened entries. In this case the localized values will be shown and not the label you dene here.
3. When you are done, click on the „Save“ button in the toolbar area.
You have created a new role with associated permissions. You or any space administrator can now assign users
in this role to workspaces.

14.3.2 Deleting roles
As system administrator, you can delete roles.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > User roles. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“User roles” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a role by clicking on it and the click on the "Delete" button in either the toolbar or the context menu.
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You have deleted the selected role. All permission to users via this role have been revoked.
Attention: When you remove the only role of a user for a workspace, this workspace will become
invisible and inaccessible to that user.

14.3.3 Restricting access to item types
You can restrict access to a set of item types for each role. By default, a role can access all item types.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
You can dene a role such that it will permit only to see certain item types. This can be useful if you want to
have other parties participate in your process, but you want to keep some of your items visible only to people
of your own organization.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > User roles. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“User roles” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a role by clicking on it and then click on “Item type assignment” in the toolbar. By dragging item
types from one column to the other you can make item types available or restrict access to them. If you
have no item types in the very right column, all item types will be available to that role.
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3. When you are done, click on the „Done“ button in the lower right corner of the conguration pop-up
window.
You have now restricted access to some item types for users carrying this role in a workspace.

14.3.4 Restricting access to item elds
You can hide elds from users and make elds read-only. By default all elds are shown and all elds are writable
except for those where it doesn't make sense to change them.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
You can dene a role such that it will permit only to see certain item types. This can be useful if you want to
have other parties participate in your process, but you want to keep some of your items visible only to people
of your own organization.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > User roles. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“User roles” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select a role by clicking on it and then click on “Field restrictions” in the toolbar. Select the elds you want
to hide and the elds you want to make read-only.
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3. When you are done, click on the „Save“ button in the lower right corner of the conguration pop-up
window.
You have now restricted access to some item elds for users carrying this role in a workspace.

14.4 Managing cost centers and accounts
Allegra permits to budget and track times and expenses for items. To this purpose, the system provides accounts
and cost centers. All expenses are accumulated in accounts, and each account belongs to a cost center. Projects
write their expenses against those accounts that they are permitted to use.

Accounting overview
There may be as many accounts in the system as required. Accounts may assume states; for example they can be
open, so authorized people can place their expenses on them, or they can be closed, and it will not be possible
any more to write expenses against them.
A single account may belong to one or more projects. For example, there may be accounts for common tasks
or overheads like department meetings, vacation, illness, etc.

Allegra is not a bookkeeping system. However, it is easy to connect an enterprise management system like SAP
or Oracle to the information stored in Allegra. In this case it has to be made sure that the account and cost
center numbers in Allegramatch those in the bookkeeping system.
Accounting can be enabled for each project separately. So if a project manager does not require accounting
and budgeting for his project, this function can be disabled.
Cost centers can be deleted; in this case their accounts are being transferred to a replacement cost center.
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Setting up accounting
The rst step in enabling accounting is to create cost centers. Allegra associates but little information with cost
centers: a unique number which should match that of the larger bookkeeping software, if available, and a name.
Oftentimes cost centers correspond to departments.
The second step is to create accounts. Accounts carry four properties:
•
•
•
•

a unique account number
a name
a cost center
a state

The account number should match that of the bookkeeping system being used. The account name can be any
string and should briey describe the purpose of the account. Each account is assigned to exactly one cost
center. The person responsible for the cost center thereby is also the person responsible for the account.
Each account has a state. The state determines if the account can be actively used, or if the account is closed.
If the account is closed it will not appear any more in the selection boxes when users need to record their
expenses.
Accounts can be deleted; however their entire history has then to be mapped to another account that still exists.
Accounts can accumulate either monetary expenses (cost) or time expenses (eﬀorts). Each project denes the
base currency for the monetary costs. Their can be diﬀerent base currencies for diﬀerent projects. The base
„currency“ for time expenses is one working hour. Working days are mapped to working hours by the values
found in either the project type denition, the project denition, or a single users denition for how many hours
one working has.
The third step in setting up accounting for a project is to assign the accounts dened previously to the projects.
It is possible to assign a single account to more than one project. It is also possible to disconnect accounts from
projects.

14.5 Customizing automail
Allegra can inform users of item activity. The conditions under which such information occurs can be largely
customized via automail triggers and automail conditions.
There are two classes of automail:
•
•

information due to item activity
information due to items being due or overdue (reminder e-mails)

In your user prole you can congure the conditions and frequency for reminder e-mails. In your user prole
you can also decide to switch oﬀ e-mail notications entirely.
This section discusses the principles and functionality for automail due to item activities, like creating items,
adding comments, and so on.
A complete automail conguration consists of three steps:
1. Dening automail triggers
2. Dening automail conditions
3. Assigning automail trigger and conditions to projects

14.5.1 Triggers and conditions
You can receive e-mail notications from the Allegra system when items you have an interest in are created,
changed, or due. You can control under what circumstances you receive such information by means of automail
triggers and automail conditions.
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Sending an e-mail upon creation or modication of an item is a two stage process, as shown in the gure below.

Figure 14-1: Automail triggers and automail conditions
First, based on a congurable trigger an e-mail notication is triggered. Next, the item causing the trigger event
is examined by the automail condition. Only if the item meets the condition, an e-mail is actually sent.
In the example above, only when the state or the responsible person or the end date changes, an e-mail is
triggered. But only if the new priority of the item, that is the priority after the item has been changed, is "high"
and "Susan Doe" is either the new or the old responsible, an e-mail is actually being sent.
With automail triggers, you can dene for each action type (create, edit, change cost and budget related
information), for each RACI and item role (manager, responsible, author, consulted, informed, watchers), and
for each item property whether a message is triggered or not.
Important: Automail triggers cannot be used to exclude others from notication e-mails. Any user
can overwrite for himself the space or system wide settings. Automail triggers dene how YOU will be
informed, or others that also use the same trigger.
As a standard user you don’t have to dene your own trigger settings. In this case the space or system defaults
will pertain to you. If you want to dene your own trigger, start with copying an existing one.
With automail conditions you can dene complex lter criteria based on new and previous item property values.
For example, you only want to be notied if an item was reopened or when it was closed.
You can dene your own conditions, or use existing conditions, and you can assign your personal condition
specically for each space. If you do not do this, the settings provided by the space or system administrator
prevail.
All properties can be selected with either their „new“ or their „old“ value. „New“ means the property value that
was the result of the action causing the automail trigger, and old means the value the property carried before
the action.
This makes it possible to dene conditions that check for transitions, for example state transitions from
anywhere to closed, or responsible transitions from yourself to anybody else.

14.5.2 Automail triggers
Via automail triggers you can dene what events or actions „re“ a message to you in a specic role. If the
message passes your automail conditions, you will receive the message. There are two types of actions that can
trigger a message: create actions and edit actions. You can dene automail triggers separately for both types
of actions.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Automail. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“Automail” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. Click on “Automail trigger” in the next navigation column.

3. To add a trigger, click on the “Add” button in the toolbar. To edit a trigger, select it in the right grid area and
then use either the context menu or the toolbar button labeled “Edit”.
Restriction: Those triggers that have been provided by a system administrator are designated as
type „System“ and are visible to all system users. Other users can copy them to their private area
and modify them there. Regular users cannot directly modify a system trigger.
4. Mark the check boxes as you like.
The rst row pertains to when somebody creates an item. We don't mark the author because we don't want
to get e-mails for items we have just created ourselves.
The other rows pertain to when somebody modies an item. In the example, if you were the manager of an
item, and somebody would switch this item to another manager an automail would be triggered.
Likewise in the example, if you were the responsible for an item, and somebody would switch this item to
another responsible an automail would be triggered.
The “observer” column is somewhat special. It permits you to subscribe to any changes to any item that
you have read permission for, while the other columns always assume that you have a RACI role for an item.
Usually this only makes sense together with an automail condition that limits the ood of automails.

5. Give your trigger a name and then save it.
Important: These settings apply to yourself acting in these roles, not to anybody else! They would
only pertain to somebody else if that user should decide to use this trigger as well.
A „noisy“ trigger conguration has many check boxes marked. A „silent“ trigger conguration has only a few
check boxes marked.
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14.5.3 Automail conditions
You can further lter automails generated from triggers by assigning automail conditions. With these lters you
can control down to each item property what kind of messages you will get from your Allegra system when
items are created or modied.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
When items are created or changed, depending on the automail trigger settings a message is prepared for this
item to be sent to you. With automail conditions you can investigate the item belonging to this message, and
depending on the result of the evaluation, the message is passed on to you as an e-mail, or it is stopped and
discarded.
Automail conditions are logical expressions that relate to item properties. If the condition evaluates to true, an
e-mail is sent to you. With automail conditions you can take a look at all item properties, and not only their
new value but also their value prior to the change. This permits you to lter on absolute values as well as on
value transitions.
Each automail condition can be named, and can be stored in a repository. The system administrator can place
conditions into the public repository so that all users can access and use them. A space administrator can copy
conditions to a space repository, so it becomes available to all users that have a role in any of the spaces the
space administrator manages.
You can copy a public automail condition into your private repository and modify it there to your liking. You
can modify and delete your own conditions, and you can create new conditions.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Automail. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“Automail” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Click on “Automail condition” in the next navigation column.

3. Select the folder where you want to create or modify a condition in. For example, click on “Workspaces >
IT Helpdesk” to create or modify a condition specically for that workspace. To add a condition, click on
the “Add” button in the toolbar. To edit a condition, select it in the right grid area and then use either the
context menu or the toolbar button labeled “Edit”.
Restriction: You can only modify conditions that you "own", i.e., you have created. Only the system
manager or system administrator can edit and delete lters he does not own.
4. Enter a name for the condition and click on the “Add” button. Dene your lter.
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The selection box with “new” and “old” refers to the item property value before and after the triggering
change. This permits you to lter on transitions. In the example we lter on the state transition from any
state except for “closed” to “closed”. Thus if changes were made in state “closed” we would not receive an
e-mail.
Important: “Current user” always means “me” as seen from the user that utilizes an automail
condition.

5. Save your condition.
You have created or modied an automail condition. You can now use it together with an automail trigger to
control the kind of messages that you will get from the Allegrasystem.

14.5.4 Assigning automail congurations
To control the e-mail messages you get from the system you assign a combination of an automail trigger and
an automail condition to a workspace or all other workspaces not explicitly mentioned.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Automail. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“Automail” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Click on “Automail assignment” in the next navigation column. You can
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3. To add an automail assignment, click on the “Add” button in the toolbar. To edit an automail assignment,
select it in the right grid area and then use either the context menu or the toolbar button labeled “Edit”.

4. Select a workspace, an automail trigger and an automail condition.
Tip: There is a special entry for “all other workspaces”. This assignment is taken for all workspaces
that do not have their own assignment.
5. Save the assignment.
You now have a complete automail conguration which controls the kind of messages you get from the system.

14.5.5 Automail for unregistered submitters
Automail is also available for unregistered submitters of items, i.e. such submitters that do not have an account
with the Allegrasystem.
Allegra can be enabled to accept items via e-mail from submitters that do not have an account in the
Allegrasystem. Such submitters can nonetheless also be informed about the state of their items.
Such submitters will be treated as if they were the author of the items. The notication scheme and automail
triggers are taken from the „guest“ account. Thus, notications to unregistered submitters are handled as if the
„guest“ user had created them, except that the submitters e-mail is being used for notications and not the
guest users e-mail.

14.6 Item linking
Items can be related to each other in more ways than in a hierarchy. You use item links to describe such
relationships.
A parent-child relationship implies that you can't mark the parent item as completed as long as there is a child
item that isn't done yet. There can also be other types of item relationships. After installation you can use the
following link types:
•

•

Item must not be closed unless related item is closed. This is similar to the parent-child behavior, but
can be used outside of a hierarchical relationship. It can be useful for example when there are common
components used by a number of projects.
MS Project task dependencies provide the following sub-types:
•
•
•
•

•

Finish-start: item starts when previous item is nished
Finish-nish: items must be nished at the same time can't be nished
Start-start: items must be started at the same time
Start-nish: item nishes when previous item starts

All these relations can be augmented with a temporal lag, like an item starts three days after the preceeding
item has nished.
Item is a duplicate of the related item.
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•

Item is a test case for the related item, which might be a requirement or a feature request.

14.7 Managing link types
Allegra permits you to link items by diﬀerent link types, like „is duplicate of“ or „is test case for requirement“.
This section explains how you can create and manage your own item link types.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
Allegra links permit you to associate an item with any number of other items. There are directed and
bidirectional links. For bidirectional links there will be a reverse link with the target item.
Allegra distinguishes between an outward link and an inward link. An outward link points from the current item
to the remote item. An inward link points from the remote items to the current item.
For each link type and link direction you dene a number of labels:
•
•
•
•

a label for the outward direction
a label for the inward direction
a label for the outward link lter expression
a label for the inward link lter expression

1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Link types. Alternatively
click on the “Customize”/“Automail” bar in the left navigation area.

2. To add a link type, click on the “Add” button in the toolbar. To edit a link type, select it in the right grid area
and then use either the context menu or the toolbar button labeled “Edit”.

For more background on item linking see Item linking.
The lter expression labels are extensions to the label:
“Include all items which are...”
for example, “Include all items which are ... duplicates of these items”.
The term “these items” refers to the items selected by the rest of the lter.
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3. Save your link type.
You can now use your link type to connect items that would otherwise not be related to each other.

14.8 Customizing the User Interface
To simplify the user interface you can dene user levels. For each user level you dene which user interface
elements (menu elements, navigation areas, etc.) are available. As an administrator you can assign each user a
ceiling user level. The user can select his preferred level from any level equal to or below the ceiling user level.
For a user beginning to work with Allegra not all functionality might be required. To reduce user interface
complexity you assign users to a user level with reduced functionality.
Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > User Levels. You will see a
matrix with user levels and associated interface elements. The check box permits you to disable or enable a
user interface element.
There are some pre-dened user levels as shown below.
Table 14-3: Pre-dened user levels
Name

Description

"Client" user

Reduced functionality; can only create items and see
his own items. No reports, no project specic cockpit,
now access to workows.

Full user

Complete functionality except for
management and administration functions.

System manager

Complete
functionality
conguration options.

System administrator

Complete functionality.

except

for

system
server

Custom user levels overwrite the “full user”. Thus, if a custom user level is removed, settings are taken from the
“full user” settings. You assign the ceiling user levels in the user administration section of the application. (see
Managing regular users).

14.9 Item properties
Items have properties. There are several system properties predened which you can modify, for example
change their label or set default values. Beyond these pre-dened properties you can dene custom properties.
There are a number of property types like text properties, numeric properties, selections, and date properties
provided with Allegra. It is possible to extend the number of property types using the Allegra plug-in
architecture.

14.9.1 Item properties overview
Allegra has built in system properties, and you can add any number of custom properties.

Properties and elds
In Allegra we distinguish between properties and elds. Properties belong to items, and elds belong to forms
or input masks. On a form there is a eld for an item property. However, items can have properties that are not
visible on a form.
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Note: If you want to use an property, you have to place it on an input form so that it can be accessed
(see Customizing forms).
All properties are global, but their properties like label, tool tip, and selection list can be overwritten
•
•
•

for each item type
for each workspace type and item type
for each workspace and item type

Property properties are „inherited“ down the hierarchy: system, item type, workspace type, and workspace.
A workspace manager may dene or overwrite custom properties only at the workspace level. For more
information have a look at Conguration inheritance.
This approach fosters reuse of existing custom property denitions across many workspaces, makes it easy to
change congurations globally while preserving full exibility down to each workspace.
The gure below shows at the top the global conguration. When dening system and custom properties at this
level, all workspaces and item types will automatically inherit this conguration, unless they overwrite it locally.
The item type specic conguration permits to dene system and custom properties diﬀerently for each item
type. If things are congured here, in all workspaces for these item types this conguration will be visible.

The next gure shows conguration at a workspace type level. Here you can dene for each workspace type
and item type system and custom properties.

All workspaces of this workspace type will automatically inherit this conguration.
The gure below shows a conguration at a workspace level. Here you can dene for each workspace and item
type system and custom properties.
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System properties
System properties are the properties that are built into Allegra. Many of the system properties have some logic
associated with them, like the author property, the manager property, the responsible property, the item type
property, and so on. For an overview on all system properties have a look at System properties.
These properties always exist, even though they may not appear at the user interface. You can overwrite the
labels and tool tips of these properties at each of the levels mentioned above, thus permitting you some limited
customization.

Custom properties
As a system or workspace administrator you can dene new properties. An property has an property type, like
text or date. If you want to dene properties oﬀering a selection list, you rst have to create the selection list
before you dene the property.
Custom properties do not automatically appear at the user interface. You have to explicitly place them on at
least one custom form before they become visible to users.

Deprecated and required properties
All properties can be marked as deprecated or required.
Deprecated properties cannot be selected anymore from the property selection list when managing input
forms. They are still in the database, but they cannot be used anymore when designing new forms.

If an property is marked as required, users have to enter information for this property when an item is created. If
they do not enter information, an error message is displayed. The „required“ property pertains only to creating
items.

CAUTION: It is possible to create problematic congurations that prevent the user from creating new
items. If an property is marked as required, but does not appear on the associated input mask for this
workspace and item type, the user will not be able to create an item.

Property names
Each property has a name. This name is used in the full text search index. When an property name is changed,
this change is always global, even for properties that have been derived, or have been overwritten at the
workspace, workspace type, or item type level.

Label and tool tip
Each property has a label and a tool tip property. The label property is the one shown at the user interface as
the label for this property. The tool tip property will be displayed as a tool tip when hovering over the property.
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14.9.2 Item property types
Items have properties like a title or the date they were last modied. This section describes the types of item
properties that are available in Allegra. New item property types can be added as plug-ins, without modication
of the core software.

Short text
Short text properties can contain short (one line, up to 50 characters) text.

You can dene a default text that appears when creating an item, and you can dene the minimum and
maximum length of the property.

When you place this property on an input form, it will look like shown below.

Long text for descriptions
Long text properties can contain longer descriptions, up to many thousands of characters. Long texts display
as a text area for convenient editing.

You can dene a default text that appears when creating an item, and you can dene the minimum and
maximum length of the property.

When you place this property on an input form, it will look like shown below.

Rich text label
Rich text label permits you to show rich text, for example a warning. If the form contains nothing but a rich text
label, you will not be able to save it.
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When you place this property on an input form, it will look like shown below.

Date
Date properties contain dates. At the user interface, the date is formatted according to the users preferred
locale. Date properties come with a number of options.

Default value
You can set the eld to contain default values when the user creates a new item.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The eld is empty
The eld contains the current date
The eld contains the current date plus X days
The eld contains a constant date
The eld contains the last equivalent value used in an item by the same user
The eld contains the last equivalent value used in an item by the same user in the same workspace
The eld contains the last equivalent value used in an item by the same user for the same item type in the
same workspace

Dening constraints
You can set restrictions on the date values a user can enter.
•
•

The earliest date can be set to be either “now” or some xed date
The latest date can be set to be either “now” or some xed date

Recurring dates
For some date elds you can enable the option to dene them as recurring. You can then specify almost any
recurrence pattern at the user interface.
Hierarchical behavior
When used in an item hierarchy specic date elds come with a default behavior as described below.
•
•

System elds “Start date” and “End date” of parent items are calculated from the start and end dates of their
descendants (bottom-up). The calculated values cannot be modied.
System elds “Target start date” and “Target end date” of parent items are checked against the target start
dates and target end dates of their descendents. Any conicts are indicated but not corrected or prohibited.
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•

Conicts between target start dates and start dates (bottom-up) and target end and end dates (bottomup) are indicated but not prohibited.

You can overwrite this behavior as follows
•

•

Setting the hierarchical behavior to “Compute bottom-up” enforces that the date eld value of parent items
is calculated from the date eld value of their descendants (bottom-up). This is the standard behavior for
the system elds “Start date” and “End date”.
Setting the hierarchical behavior to “Validate divergence” enforces that the date eld value of parent items
is compared with the date eld value of their descendants. Any violation is marked but not prohibited. This
is the standard behavior for the system elds “Target start date” and “Target end date”.

At the user interface a date property would appear as shown below.

Integer
Integer properties can contain integer numbers, negative or positive.

You can dene a default value, a minimum and maximum value. The minimum value needs to be less than the
maximum value, if any is dened. Furthermore, the default value needs to be larger or equal to the minimum
and less than or equal to the maximum value.

At the user interface this property appears as shown below.

Double
Double properties can contain oating point numbers, negative or positive.

You can dene a default value, a minimum and maximum value. The minimum value needs to be less than the
maximum value, if any is dened. Furthermore, the default value needs to be larger or equal to the minimum
and less than or equal to the maximum value.

At the user interface this property appears as shown below.
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Check box
Check box properties can be marked or unmarked.

You dene a default value, either marked or unmarked.

When you place this property on an input form, it will look like shown below.

Simple select
Simple select lists permit to select a single item from a given list. The default value is congured as part of the
list, not as part of the property.

Note: You must have dened already a simple list before you start dening a item property of this
type. Otherwise you may not be able to complete the denition of an property of this type.

When you place this property on a form, it will look like shown below.

Extensible simple select
The extensible simple select lists permit to select a single item from a given list. Additionally, it permits regular
users to add new list entries directly in the edit or create new item mask.

Note: You must have dened already a simple list before you start dening a item property of this
type. Otherwise you may not be able to complete the denition of an property of this type.
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When you place this property on a form, it will look like shown below.

Multiple select
Multiple select lists permit to select one or more items from a given list. The default value is congured as part
of the list, not as part of the property.

Note: You must have dened already a simple list before you start dening a item property of this
type. Otherwise you may not be able to complete the denition of an property of this type.

When you place this property on a form, it will look like shown below.

Cascading select parent-child
Cascading select list of type parent-child permit to select from a list of parent items, and when a parent item has
been selected the list of selectable child items changes as well. For example, the parent list could be products,
and the child list could be components.
Note: You must have dened already a list of this type before you start dening a custom property of
this type. Otherwise you may not be able to complete the denition of an property of this type.

In our example, we have a short list of customers, Bosch and Siemens. The children are divisions of Bosch and
Siemens. For Bosch, we have divisions Benzin and Diesel, for Siemens we have divisions telecommunication
and medical. All this information is contained in the list named „Customers“.

When placed on the screen, this selection would look like shown below.
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When the selection in the left box is changed, the selection in the right box changes as well. Another example
would be a selection for an operating system: Windows, Linux, Solaris on the left, and the version (98, ME, XP,
Vista, Redhat, Debian, SuSE) on the right.
Note: Even though the selection appears as two properties, this will be a single property in the
database. To search for this in TQLPlus you would search for „Customer:Bosch#Benzin“. The property
name is shown as part of the tool tip, in case your label is diﬀerent from the property name.

Cascading select parent-children
Cascading select list of type parent-children associate two lists of child items with a single entry in the parent
item list. The rst child has no dependence on the second child.
For example, if the parent item list would contain car models, the rst child list could contain engine sizes
available for this model, and the second child list could contain colours available for this model. Diﬀerent models
might be oﬀered with diﬀerent engine sizes and colors.
Note: You must have dened already a list of this type before you start dening a item property of this
type. Otherwise you may not be able to complete the denition of an property of this type.

In our example we have dened a generic list Parent-Children, with three parent, Parent-1, Parent-2, and
Parent-3. Each parent item has two lists with a number of child items associated with it. For example, Parent-1
has in its rst child list Child-1:1, Child-1:2 and in its second child list Child-1:L1, Child-1:L2, Child-1:L3. The names
can of course be anything.

At the user interface this would look like shown below. When the parent selection is changed, the two children
lists change along.

Cascading select parent-child-grandchild
Cascading select list of type parent-child-grandchild creates a hierarchy of dependencies. The child list is unique
for each parent. The grandchild list is unique for each child. This can be thought of as a tree with a nesting level
of two.
For example, if the parent item list would contain car manufacturers, the child list could contain models for each
car manufacturer, and the second list could contain engine sizes for each model of that manufacturer.
The engine size that could be selected would depend on the specic model of that manufacturer.
Note: You must have dened already a list of this type before you start dening a item property of this
type. Otherwise you may not be able to complete the denition of an property of this type.

In our example we have dened a parent list with three parent entries. For each parent we have dened three
children. For each child we have dened a number of grandchildren.
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At the user interface this property type would look like shown below. When you change the parent selection,
both the child and grandchild selection changes automatically.
When you change the child selection, the grandchild selection changes automatically.

User picker (general)
The user picker is an property where you can select an entry from a list of users. Which users appear in this list
you can dene by roles a user has in that project, or by the organizational unit the user belongs to.

You can assign automail settings to the selected user based on the predened automail roles. You can disable
automail for the selected user, or treat him like he was the author, manager, or responsible of the item. You can
also treat him like he was on the consulted or observed list.

User picker (on behalf of)
The user picker (on behalf of ) is treated in the system like the author of an item. This permits you to create an
item on behalf of somebody else, and this other person will see this item and can treat it as if he was the orginal
author. Which users you can select you can dene by roles a user has in the workspace the current item belongs
to, or by the organizational unit the user belongs to.
The automail settings are the same as for the author.

Workspace picker
The workspace picker permits to relate a workspace to an item other than the workspace this item is a part of.
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14.9.3 Managing custom properties
This section describes how to add, overwrite, modify, and delete custom properties.

Adding a custom property
This section describes how to add a custom property to your installation.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
Note: If you want to add an property of type list or cascaded list, you must have created that list before
you start the procedure described below (see Managing lists for custom properties).
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Item properties.
Alternatively click on the “Customize”/“Item properties” bar in the left navigation area.

2. In the property navigation area click on the leaf node where you want to add the custom property.
In the example shown here we will add a custom property to item type “Requirement”.
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3. Click on the „Add“ button at the toolbar.
4. Fill out the form that appears on the right.Select the type of property you want to create, and give it a name.
Under this name properties will be searchable later on.
Name: Under this name the properties will be referenced in reports and in search operations.
Property type: Select from the list of available types.
Important: You cannot change the type of an property once you have created it!
Description:Optional eld just for administration and book keeping purposes.

5. Enter a label for this property, and optionally a tool tip. This label will appear on the input forms where you
place the property.
Note: If you mark the property as required, and it appears on an input form that is associated with
a „Create item“ action, the user has to enter a value here. If the property does not appear on any
form, there is no error message.
6. If you select “Explicit history”, changes to this item property will be kept separate from other property
changes. This is only useful if you later on need to analyze the change history for this property. If not
checked, the changes are recorded together with changes to other properties which is typically suﬃcient
and more eﬃcient.
7. Fill out the property type specic conguration part, for example enter default values, or minimum and
maximum values.
8. Click on the „Save“ button in the toolbar.
Your new custom property has been added to the Allegrasystem. This property is available to all projects, if they
like to use it, that is even though in this example you dened it at a project level, it is automatically propagated
to the system level for reuse.
Note: Before you can use your new property, you have to add it to at least one input form, using the
interactive form designer.

Overwriting properties
You can create variations of properties at the workspace level, workspace type level, or item type level. By
overwriting properties you can modify any of the property properties except for its type. You can for example
change the label, selection lists, tool tip, or the "is required" property.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Item properties.
Alternatively click on the “Customize”/“Item properties” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. A new screen appears, consisting of a tree structure on the left and a context sensitive edit area on the right.
The tree structure depends on whether your are logged in as system administrator or project administrator.
Click on the leaf node and select the custom property you want to overwrite.
In the example shown here we will overwrite property „Access level“ specic for item type „Task“. Before
the value is overwritten, it is inherited from the global conguration. This is shown by the light grey color
of the labels.

3. In the right area, we click on the „Derive“ button in the toolbar. You shouldn't change the property name
since this could break report templates that use it. Property name changes are always global!

4. Change the label and tool tip.

5. Click on the „Save“ button in the toolbar. In the tree area the property has changed from a light color to a
strong color, indicating that this is a derived property.
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You have created a derived property and overwritten the global property for item types "Task" with the derived
version. All forms for tasks will have the new label instead of the original one. The property itself is still the
same global property, though.
Note: You can revert this operation and return back to the global setting by right clicking on the
derived property in the tree area, and then selecting „Reset“.

Modifying properties
You can modify properties globally. For system properties, you can only change the name, label, and tool tip.
For custom properties, you can change anything except for the property type.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Item properties.
Alternatively click on the “Customize”/“Item properties” bar in the left navigation area.

2. A new screen appears, consisting of a tree structure on the left and a context dependent edit area on
the right. The tree structure depends on whether your are logged in as system administrator or project
administrator. In the tree click on the property you want to modify.
In the example shown we will change the label and behaviour of system property "EndDate" on a global
level.
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3. Change the label and tool tip of the system property to "Due date". Set the default end date behaviour to
using the create date plus seven days. Thus, when you create an item, the end date will be lled with the
date of the same day next week.

4. Click on the „Save“ button in the toolbar area. On all forms you will see the new label, unless you have
overwritten it at a lower level or you have localized it explicitly.
You have renamed a system property. It will appear on all input forms with the new label and tool tip.
Attention: When you change the tool tip or label, you may not see the change reected at the
user interface. This happens when you have explicitly localized the label with the locale editor. The
localization overwrites the changes you make here.

Deleting custom properties
This section describes how to permanently delete a custom property.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Item properties.
Alternatively click on the “Customize”/“Item properties” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. A new screen appears, consisting of a tree structure on the left and a context sensitive edit area on the right.
The tree structure depends on whether your are logged in as system administrator or project administrator.
Click on the custom property you want to remove.

3. Click on the delete button in the toolbar area.
4. Conrm that you really want to remove the property. If the property was never used and is not referred to
on any forms it will be deleted.

5. If the property is being used either on forms or with items you will be asked again to conrm the delete.
If you conrm the property will be deleted.

If you have conrmed the dialogs, he property has been removed from your system.
Warning: Be aware that you will loose all information associated with this property from your system.

14.10 Customizing forms
You can layout and design your own input masks, specic for each action type, like create, edit, add comment,
and so on. You can assign forms you have created globally, or for each item type, project type, or even project.
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For example, you can have a very simple form for items of type „mile stone“, and a complex mask for items of
type „problem report“.
This section describes
•
•
•

basic concepts of forms, elds, and actions
how to assign forms to actions
how to create, modify, and delete forms

14.10.1 Custom forms, actions, and elds
In Allegra you can dene any number of forms that are used for creating items, editing items, changing item
state, adding comments to items, and moving items to new projects or item types.
Forms contain system properties and custom properties, and forms are associated with the actions mentioned
above, like creating items. These associations can be congured
•
•
•
•

globally
item type specic
project type and item type specic
project and item type specic

This approach supports conguration eﬃciency while preserving exibility.

Each form consists of
•
•
•

tabs
panels
properties

The procedure to create and use a new form is
1. Create the new form, using the interactive form designer
2. Assign this form to the desired action, either globally or at a more specic level.
You can modify forms any time.

Tabs
Each form consists of at least one tab. Tabs contain panels, and panels contain properties. The gure here
shows a form with three tabs. The rst tab can be designed any way you like. The other two tabs have
been automatically added to this form because the respective feature (watch lists and accounting) have been
enabled for this project. These tabs are predened by the system, they cannot be modied interactively.
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There is only a practical limit on the number of custom tabs you can add to your form. You can specify the tab
label to whatever you like.

Panels
Tabs contain panels. All properties are placed on panels. A panel is made up of rows and columns. A panel
organizes the space for properties in a grid.

Grid positions not used are specically marked in the form designer, and are left empty in the rendered form.
There is only a practical limit on the number of panels you can use. You can move panels any time using drag
and drop techniques.

Actions
In Allegra, forms are associated with actions. For example, you may want to keep the form to create an item as
simple as possible, while editing an item should reveal all item properties available. Adding a comment should
only involve a comment description eld, and nothing else. Changing a state oftentimes coincides with a change
in the responsible person, so this action would require a comment eld, the state eld, and the responsible eld.
Allegracurrently knows of the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create item
Edit or modify item
move item to new project or item type
add comment to item
change item state
add child item to existing item
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To each of these action a specic form can be assigned.

14.10.2 Managing custom Forms
This section describes how to create, assign, modify, and delete custom forms.

Assigning custom forms to actions
This section describes how to associate a custom form with an item action.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectCustomize > Forms.

2. In the tree area select the node to which you want to assign a new form. You can select the action at a global
level, item type specic, workspace type specic, or workspace specic.
In the example here, we change the assignment only for item type “Action item” for creating, editing, and
moving items.

3. Drag the form that you want to use to the respective node in the tree and drop it there.
If you create a new action item in any workspace, you will not get the standard „new item“ form but the “Action
Item w/o release” form.

Creating custom forms
This section describes how to create a new custom form.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectCustomize > Forms.
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2. A new screen appears. Click on the „Add“ button in the toolbar.

3. Give the new form a name and a description.

4. Click on „Save“ in the toolbar area. Then click on the „Edit“ icon in the Action column on the right.

5. The interactive form designer appears with the new form. This designer supports drag and drop. Click into
the top panel to select it. In the Properties window the panel properties appear. You can move the Properties
window to a convenient location in the main browser window by selecting the blue bar and dragging the
window to a new position.

6. You keep the default of 3 rows and 3 columns for this panel. To add a eld to a location you select the eld
from the eld list in the Properties window.
Here you have selected the itemId.
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7. You drag the selected eld to its position in the panel and drop it there (left mouse down in the eld list,
drag to position, release mouse).

8. The same procedure you repeat for some more elds. You can leave spaces empty without any problem.
You can also have elds occupy more than one row or column. You can add a new panel by clicking on the
panel button in the toolbar. You can drag a panel to another position.

9. For the new panel, change the number of rows and columns to two rows and one column,

10. Add a title or synopsis eld and a description elds These elds are rather large, so you need to give them
more space by having only one column for the entire width.
Notice that the label for the description is in the middle. It might be better to have it at the top.

11. Select the description eld and in the Properties window change the label alignment for the description
eld to vertical top.

12. This looks better, the label has moved to the top.

13. Now add a custom eld of type cascaded select. These elds can be rather wide, too wide for one column.

14. Select the new cascaded select eld in the panel. In the Properties window change property column span
to 2. This will give this eld 2 columns space.
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15. When you are done click the „Back“ button in the toolbar area.

16. Assign the new form to an action. For this go to menu „Administration > Customize > Custom forms > Forms
assignment...
When you call up the action you will see your newly designed screen. You can modify the layout of your new
screen any time if you are not satised.

Modifying custom forms
This section describes how to modify existing custom forms.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectCustomize > Forms.

2. A new screen appears. Click on the „Edit“ icon in the Action column on the left for the form you want to edit.

3. The interactive form designer appears.
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4. Delete a eld from a panel. Select the eld with a left click. Open the context sensitive menu with a right
mouse click.

5. In the context sensitive menu click on „Delete“. Conrm the operation in the dialog that comes up.

6. The eld has now been deleted from the form and the space is available for another eld.

7. Move a eld to a new position by drag and drop.
In this example move the Manager eld to the Author eld and drop it there.

8. The Author eld position is now taken by the Manager eld position and vice versa.

9. Add a new tab by clicking on the „New Tab“ button in the toolbar.

10. Click on the new tab to select it. In the Properties window change the tab label.

11. Add a panel to the new tab and change the number of rows and columns to 2. For this select the panel, and
change the rows and columns parameters in the Properties window dialog.
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12. Add two custom elds, a multiple select and two regular elds. The multiple select requires more vertical
space, so set its row span to 2. For this select the eld by clicking on it in the panel area, then go to the
Properties window and change the row span parameter.

13. When you are done, click on the „Back“ button in the toolbar area.
You have modied the custom form. Whenever the associated action is called the new form will be used.

Copying Custom Forms
This section describes how to copy a custom form.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectCustomize > Forms.

2. A new screen appears. Click on the „Copy“ icon in the Action column on the left for the form you want to
make a copy of.

You have created a copy of the original form. You can now edit this new form without changing the original
form.

Deleting custom forms
This section describes how to delete a custom form.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
Restriction: You can only delete forms that are not being used anymore! If a form is still being used
you will not see a delete icon.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar selectCustomize > Forms.
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2. A new screen appears. Click on the „Delete“ icon in the Action column on the left for the form you want
to delete.

The form has been deleted from the system.

14.11 Custom selection lists
Some item properties require a selection of predened values. For example, you may have a list of customers,
or you want to support a number of operating systems. Allegrapermits you to dene your own selection lists
which can then be used for custom or system properties.

14.11.1 Custom lists overview
You can dene selection lists in Allegra which you then can use in item selection properties. You can assign
custom lists to item properties either globally, workspace type specic, or workspace specic.

Lists for built-in system properties
Allegra has a number of built-in system properties that draw their value from a list of options. These properties
have some logic associated with them, for example in the notication and workow engines.
The following system properties have simple selection lists associated with them:
•
•
•
•

item state
priority
severity
item type

The logic is associated with „ags“ or a numeric value that you assign to your list entries. The entry name is of
no importance to the application logic.
These lists are always globally (system wide) available. You can limit the set of visible selection values from your
list to a subset for each item type and workspace type. For example, you could have item states „open“ and
„closed“ for item type mile stone, and more states for item type „problem report“. For more information have
a look at section Managing workspace types.
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Lists for custom properties
You can dene any number of custom lists. Custom lists do not have any specic application logic associated
with them. You can make custom lists available globally or just to a specic workspace. Allegra oﬀers three
types of custom lists:
•
•
•

simple select
multiple select
cascaded select

The last type, the cascaded select can be rather complex. Allegra comes with implementations for a parentchild list, a parent and two children list, and a parent-child-grandchild list.
Custom lists are assigned to custom properties of the same type. You can assign diﬀerent lists to the same
custom property in diﬀerent workspaces. For example, you may have a list of customers dened as a custom
property. In one workspace you may assign a diﬀerent customer list to this property than in another one.

Workspace specic lists
All custom lists can be made available globally or workspace specic. Previous versions of Allegra had two xed
workspace specic lists:
•
•

project subsystems or components
project classes

These two lists have been moved to custom properties and workspace specic lists.

14.11.2 Managing lists for system properties
There are four item properties built into the system that oﬀer you a selection of property values from which
you can select one or more. These are item type, item status, priority, and severity.

Managing item states
You can add, delete, and modify the list of available item states. For each item type, workspace type or
workspace you can select which item states will be actually available at the user interface.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
Item states dene the position of an item in the workow. Item state names can be assigned as you like. The
application logic associated with item states is tied to their "type ag". There are four types of ags as described
in the following table.
Type ag

Description

0, active

„open“ states such as „opened“, „analyzed“, „implemented“, etc. The task is not
done, further action is required.

1, closed

„closed“ states such as „closed“ or „suspended“. The task is done, no further
action necessary, or it is postponed.

2, inactive

„ready for nal testing or closing“ states.

1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" and then on "Item state". You can now add states,
delete states, or modify them.

You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
Attention: When you rename an entry the change may not be reected at the user interface! This
happens when you have specic localizations for the selection entries, which is the case for all
predened entries. In this case the localized values will be shown and not the label you dene here.

Example workows
This section presents some examples for useful workows. The examples are based on the standard Allegra
state space and role denitions.

Action item list
The action item list is the most general in the Allegra system. It was designed and developed to help facilitate
communication within groups as small as members of a project or as large as members of an entire organization.
In today's world, action items levied against members of an organization are created from several diﬀerent
sources through various avenues (either by email, voice mail, in meetings, or by word of mouth) resulting in
actions not being completed because either the action was forgotten, misplaced, or miscommunicated.
The intent of the action item list is to:
•
•
•

centralize and organize all action items for a particular organization or project
make the system available through the Internet, and notify individuals via email when an action is assigned
to them or is nearing or has surpassed the due date
allow for a concise and up to date overview on a projects state

Not all states the Allegra system has to oﬀer are helpful when dealing with action items. The gure below shows
the state subset that could be used for action items.
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An action item is created and initially set to state „opened“. Action items should always carry a due date and a
person to which they are assigned. This is unavoidable in the Allegra system.
Once work on an action item has started the state is set to „processing“ by the current responsible. This permits
other people to see that something is actually happening regarding this item. The item can be closed by the
responsible or a manager once all tasks associated with this action have been completed.

Milestone tracking
In a well managed project, there will be lots of binary milestones, those that are either passed or not passed. It
is an often observed project sickness that milestones are not dened in a binary fashion. You will hear people
coming up with terms like „conditionally passed“, „90% done“, „almost there“ and so on. If you hear such phrases
you know you are in trouble.
It is in the nature of a milestone that you have either passed it or not. It may take some eﬀort to dene
project milestones, but it pays well. The best milestones are connected to assessable, 100% complete results.
For example, a good milestone would be „customer requirements reviewed with customer and frozen“. A bad
example would be „customer requirements 50% nished“.
A milestone has to have a due date associated with it. It can be either „opened“ or „closed“. The state transition
from „opened“ to „closed“ marks the passing of the milestone.

It is quite common that the milestone passing dates, as envisioned in the rst project plan, have to be moved. In
a badly managed project such movements become visible only at the milestone due date, or worse, at the next
quality gate. With Allegra it is no problem to move a due date, but the change is recorded and you can watch
how a milestone slips. Looking at the database, you can draw reports of milestone slippage in your project,
telling you quite clearly where you stand.

Risk Management
Planning a project and then executing the plan is based on estimates. Unless you have a magic crystal ball you
are making assumptions that could or could not be true. One denition for an estimate calls it a prediction that
is equally likely to be above or below the actual result. Estimate uncertainty occurs because an estimate is a
probabilistic assessment of a future condition.
The many events that could lead to your estimate being too optimistic I call risks. There could be a risk that you
won't be able to meet the schedule, or the budget, or the expected quality level. You may not be able to get
the right people at the required time. A supplier you are counting on falls short to deliver on his contract. You
may depend on weather conditions, and they turn out to not being in your favor. It's up to your imagination
what could happen.

Managing a project to a good extent means managing risks. It is very helpful to always have a list with the
ten most prevalent risks in your project. You should have a strategy available on how to react if any of these
risks materializes. The Allegra system helps you to manage a list of risks. There may be more than just ten risks.
Enter all you know, and assign them to the diﬀerent priority and severity levels. This permits to draw reports
with those risks that are most likely to occur, or that have the greatest impact. Use the priority to describe the
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probability of occurrence, and the severity to describe the possible impact. The most critical risks are those that
have the highest probability of occurrence and the largest impact.
There are only two states for a risk: it is either „opened“ or „closed“. Status „closed“ means the probability of
this risk occurring in the future is zero. Reasons to close a risk could be that there is no future for your project,
because it has been closed, or that the risk already occurred, or that you absolutely can rule out that the risk
could ever come up again.

Item lists
In the software business this is also called the „bug list“. Unlike milestones and action items, items are usually
not planned, but they will occur. For large projects, and particularly in software projects, from the beginning
to the end there will be many items. From our experience, for an embedded system with about 100.000 non
commented lines of code you may have to handle about 2500 items before you can ship your system. Since it
is close to impossible to control such an amount of items without any tool support, bug tracking systems have
been on the market for quite some time.
The Allegra system is well suited to act as an item or bug tracker. Compared to other systems it supports well
large organizations with many projects, due to its technology and access control features. Except for access
control the Allegra system imposes very few restrictions on its users. This leads to fast adoption and intense
usage even without organizational policy enforcement.
The life of an item starts with state „opened“. Anybody with appropriate permission in a specic project can
create a new item. There is a default person assigned as manager of an item who is responsible to evaluate and
possibly assign it to somebody for further investigation or resolution.

If there is a time gap between the decision to further pursue this item and the time it can be assigned to
somebody for resolution it is possible to mark an item as „analyzed“. If the analysis shows that resolution of an
item should be deferred to some later time the item can be set to „suspended“. From this state it can always be
reopened, or directly be assigned to some person for further processing.
To permit management some insight when an item is actually being worked upon by the person responsible
for it, state „processing“ is available. This state marks the period during which resolution of an item is pursued.
While most other states describe the end of a period, this state describes the process. The end of this period
is marked by state „implemented“, which means that resolution has been completed, but no integration and
tests have been carried out.
The integrators and testers can use state „integrated“, „assessing“, and „closed“. If the integration and
assessment process reveals no further problems with the implemented item resolution, the item can be closed.
In any other case, the item is being set back to „assigned“.
As with state „processing“, state „assessing“ denes a process rather than the end of a process. This again is to
enable management visibility when the assessment process, which could take some time, has actually been
started.

Managing priorities
Priority (urgency) means how soon an item should be taken care of. You can add, delete, and modify the list
of available priorities. For each item type, workspace type or workspace you can select which priorities will be
actually available at the user interface.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
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The warning level is used by the automail notication engine. In your user prole you can set the level beyond
which you want to be notied of changes to items.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.

2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" and then on "Priority". You can now add priorities,
delete priorities, or modify them.

You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
Attention: When you rename an entry the change may not be reected at the user interface! This
happens when you have specic localizations for the selection entries, which is the case for all
predened entries. In this case the localized values will be shown and not the label you dene here.

Managing severities
Severity or criticality denes, how expensive it would be if this item would not be taken care of. You can add,
delete, and modify the list of available severities. For each item type, workspace type or workspace you can
select which severities will be actually available at the user interface.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
The warning level is used by the automail notication engine. In your user prole you can set the level beyond
which you want to be notied of changes to items.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" and then on "Priority". You can now add severity,
delete severities, or modify them.

You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
Attention: When you rename an entry the change may not be reected at the user interface! This
happens when you have specic localizations for the selection entries, which is the case for all
predened entries. In this case the localized values will be shown and not the label you dene here.

Managing item types
You can distinguish your items by item type like customer requests, mile stones, action items, tasks, and so on.
You can add, delete, and modify the list of available item types. For each workspace type or workspace you can
select which item types will be actually available at the user interface.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
For a small organization, running small projects, or for use as a simple bug tracking system it would suﬃce to
congure just one item type. It is up to you to decide if you for example would benet from distinguishing
between a problem report and a bug. If you think you don’t, you don’t have to bother setting up diﬀerent item
types.
On the other hand, you may want to use Allegra to improve your process. In this case it may make a diﬀerence
whether you have a lot of problem reports, or if you have a lot of bugs. A problem report could come from bad
documentation, insuﬃcient user training, or a badly designed user interface. A bug is if your developers did not
implement the specication correctly. So you may have to improve diﬀerent areas of your process, depending
on whether there is a one to one relation between bugs and problem reports, or there many more problem
reports than bugs.
Allegra comes with a set of default item types as shown in the table below. You can safely delete those you do
not need, or rename them to something more appropriate to your requirements. This you can do even later on.
If you then delete item types, items of this type will then be mapped to one of those types you keep.
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Table 14-4: Default item types
Item type

Description

Problem report

Somebody has a problem with something, rather unspecied. May be a
know how problem, a user interface problem, or a bug.

Task

In a well managed project there exists a work breakdown structure with
many tasks or work packages. It is very tedious for a project manager to keep
track of the state of such task. Using this list and having each $RESPONSIBLE
take care of the state of her work package the project manager can without
a lot of eﬀort obtain the actual state of his project and look for instance for
late packages.

Meeting

In a well managed project there exists a work breakdown structure with
many work packages. It is very tedious for a project manager to keep
track of the state of such work packages. Using this list and having each
$RESPONSIBLE take care of the state of her work package the project
manager can without a lot of eﬀort obtain the actual state of his project and
look for instance for late packages.

Requirement

A list with requirements. This permits for requirement engineering and
tracing. Since attachments can be added to each item, you can add gures,
source code, or other documents to a requirement.

Action item

There may be use for a rather unspecic list of action items at the project
management level.

Document

A document is used for the Wiki. It is essentially a single Wiki page and can
be exported to a Word document based on a template.

Document section

A document section is a child part of a document. It can be exported into
a Word document as a paragraph. Document sections can contain other
document sections.

Document folder

Documents can be organized in folders.s

Table 14-5: Suggestions for additional item types
Item type

Description

Implementation error

There was some problem found in the implementation, i.e. the requirements
are correct, but the implementation is not.

Milestone

Keeping a list with important milestones could be the shortcut version of
keeping a list with work packages.

Risk

Project management without a current list of relevant risks is not really
complete.

Release notes

Once a requirement has been implemented, or a bug has been xed, you can
copy it from the bug list to the release notes list. Once a release is assembled,
you can extract a report ltering for the release notes list. This way you can
make sure you have all changes included in your release notes.

Templates

This list permits to dene templates that may be copied to new lists
changing certain parameters in the copy process. This is very helpful for
dening assessment plans and quality gate check lists, that can be reused
and copied to a protocol list. The protocol list may be worked oﬀ for each
project, release, and build.
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Note that for the diﬀerent item types, not every state out of the set of possible states may make sense. It is up
to the denition of a specic project how to use the possibilities the Allegra system oﬀers. You can limit the set
of states for each project type and item type. For example, for milestone lists two states might suﬃce: opened
and closed. We will later on explain how to assign property option values to item types and project types.
During the life-cycle of an item, it is quite common that it changes its type. For example, a problem report
could result in an implementation error after the report has been analyzed. Allegra makes it easy to move items
between item types.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.

2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" and then on "Item type". You can now add item
types, delete item types, or modify them.

The type ag inuences how items of that type are treated. The “task” type ag controls synchronization
with MS Project and Project Libre. Only items with that type ag will be synchronized. The “meeting” type
ag controls which items will be treated as meetings. You cannot delete the task and meeting item types.
You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
Attention: When you rename an entry the change may not be reected at the user interface! This
happens when you have specic localizations for the selection entries, which is the case for all
predened entries. In this case the localized values will be shown and not the label you dene here.

14.11.3 Managing lists for custom properties
You can dene any number of selection lists which you can use for custom properties of the proper type. You
can store these lists either in a global scope, visible to anybody, or in a workspace scope, visible only to users
that can access that workspace.

Adding a custom list
You can add custom lists which you can then assign to custom properties of the proper property type.
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You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.

2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" if you want to add a list accessible to all workspaces,
or select a workspace to which you want to add that list. Then click on the “Add” button in the toolbar or
use the context menu.

3. Give a name to the new list or modify the existing one. Optionally add a brief description for book keeping
purposes.

4. Select the node to which you want to add list entries or edit an existing entry. Use the context menu to
add or edit an entry.

5. Name the new entry or edit the name of an existing entry and optionally give it some style information. The
styles can be used to control item appearance in the item navigator. Then click on the “Save” button.
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You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
6. For a simple list, you can just add entries underneath the top list node. To create a cascaded list, select a
second list level node and repeat the procedure from 5.

You have now congured a custom list of the selected type. You can assign this list to custom properties for
the same type. This assignment can be global, item type specic, workspace type and item type specic, or
workspace and item type specic.

Editing a custom list
You can edit existing custom lists, for example to modify or add entries.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" if you want to edit a list accessible to all workspaces,
or select a workspace with the list you want to edit. Then click on the “Edit” button in the toolbar or use
the context menu.

3. Give a name to the new list or modify the existing one. Optionally add a brief description for book keeping
purposes.

4. Select the node to which you want to add list entries or edit an existing entry. Use the context menu to
add or edit an entry.

5. Name the new entry or edit the name of an existing entry and optionally give it some style information. The
styles can be used to control item appearance in the item navigator. Then click on the “Save” button.

You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
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the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
6. For a simple list, you can just add entries underneath the top list node. To create a cascaded list, select a
second list level node and repeat the procedure from 5.

You have now edited a custom list of the selected type. You can assign this list to custom properties for the same
type. This assignment can be global, item type specic, workspace type and item type specic, or workspace
and item type specic.

Deleting a custom list
You can delete custom lists so that they cannot be used anymore. Items that used these lists will keep their
history data.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
Notice: Deleting a custom list will preserve the history; the list is only marked as deleted and will not
be available anymore for new custom properties.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.

2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" if you want to delete a list that was accessible to all
workspaces, or select a workspace from which you want to remove list. Then click on the “Delete” button
in the toolbar or use the context menu.

Your custom list has been removed from the system for selection for new custom properties. All items that had
a reference to this custom list will still have all information available.
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Importing and exporting custom lists
You can export custom lists into XML les, and you can import custom lists from XML les. There are some rules
that govern the import process when importing lists that already exist.

XML format
The following listing shows an XML export for a cascaded option list with two main options (“EMEA” and
“Americas”).
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<ns2:trackplusExchange
xmlns:ns2="http://www.trackplus.com/exporter/"
version="4.0.0">
<entityExchange entityId="1002" type="TListBean">
<entityAttribute name="name"><![CDATA[Customer List]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="repositoryType"><![CDATA[2]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="objectID"><![CDATA[1002]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="description"><![CDATA[A list with
customers]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="listType"><![CDATA[3]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="owner"><![CDATA[1]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="deleted"><![CDATA[N]]></entityAttribute>
<subEntityRelation parentAttributeName="list" type="TOptionBean">
<trackEntity entityId="1004" type="TOptionBean">
<entityAttribute name="label"><![CDATA[Americas]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="CSSSTyle"><![CDATA[]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="symbol"/>
<entityAttribute name="objectID"><![CDATA[1004]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="isDefault"><![CDATA[N]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="sortOrder"><![CDATA[2]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="list"><![CDATA[1002]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="deleted"><![CDATA[N]]></entityAttribute>
</trackEntity>
<trackEntity entityId="1009" type="TOptionBean">
<entityAttribute name="label"><![CDATA[EMEA]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="CSSSTyle"><![CDATA[]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="symbol"/>
<entityAttribute name="objectID"><![CDATA[1009]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="isDefault"><![CDATA[N]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="sortOrder"><![CDATA[3]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="list"><![CDATA[1002]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="deleted"><![CDATA[N]]></entityAttribute>
</trackEntity>
</subEntityRelation>
<subEntityRelation
parentAttributeName="parentList"
type="TListBean">
<trackEntity entityId="1003" type="TListBean">
<entityAttribute name="parentList"><![CDATA[1002]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="objectID"><![CDATA[1003]]></
entityAttribute>
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<entityAttribute name="listType"><![CDATA[4]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="name"><![CDATA[Configure child
1]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="deleted"><![CDATA[N]]></entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="childNumber"><![CDATA[1]]></
entityAttribute>
<subEntityRelation parentAttributeName="list"
type="TOptionBean">
<trackEntity entityId="1007" type="TOptionBean">
<entityAttribute name="label"><![CDATA[GE]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="CSSSTyle"><![CDATA[]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="symbol"/>
<entityAttribute name="objectID"><![CDATA[1007]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="isDefault"><![CDATA[N]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="parentOption"><![CDATA[1004]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="sortOrder"><![CDATA[1]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="list"><![CDATA[1003]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="deleted"><![CDATA[N]]></
entityAttribute>
<referredDependency dependencyId="1004"
dependencyEntityType="TOptionBean"
attributeName="parentOption"/>
</trackEntity>
<trackEntity entityId="1008" type="TOptionBean">
<entityAttribute name="label"><![CDATA[Honeywell]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="CSSSTyle"><![CDATA[]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="symbol"/>
<entityAttribute name="objectID"><![CDATA[1008]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="isDefault"><![CDATA[N]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="parentOption"><![CDATA[1004]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="sortOrder"><![CDATA[2]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="list"><![CDATA[1003]]></
entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="deleted"><![CDATA[N]]></
entityAttribute>
<referredDependency dependencyId="1004"
dependencyEntityType="TOptionBean"
attributeName="parentOption"/>
</trackEntity>
</subEntityRelation>
</trackEntity>
</subEntityRelation>
</entityExchange>
</ns2:trackplusExchange>
The following table describes the various entity properties of the XML le.
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Table 14-6: List XML le format
Property

Description

entityId

Just a number; you can put any number here, it is not
being used by the import process.

type

TListBean for the list, and TOptionBean for an entry in
that list.

repositoryType

"0"=private, "1"=space, "2"=public repository.

objectID

A number. For a list (TListBean) it is not being used by
the import process. For an option (TOptionBean) it is
taken as an identier in case you want to modify any
other properties of that option by an import.

listType

"1" for a simple, one level list of options.

name

The name of the list. The name is visible in the
administration user interface.

owner

The primary key of the owner of that list from table
TPERSON. "1" is the "admin" user.

deleted

"Y" or "N"; marks this entry as obsolete and you cannot
select this option anymore. It will still show in items
where it had been used.

CSSStyle

An optional CSS style applied to a row in the item
navigator if an item has an property with this option
set.

symbol

An optional symbol that can be shown in the item
navigator.

isDefault

Marks this option as the default.

sortOrder

Determines the order in which the options are
presented in the selection user interface components.

label

The label for the option as the end user will see it.
Please note that you can localize the option labels
with the localization editor later on.

list

The objectID of the list this option belongs to. It is not
being used in the import process.

The following listing shows a minimized example for a list denition that can be imported into Allegra.
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<ns2:trackplusExchange xmlns:ns2="http://www.trackplus.com/exporter/"
version="4.0.0">
<entityExchange entityId="1008" type="TListBean">
<entityAttribute name="repositoryType">2</entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="objectID">1008</entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="listType">1</entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="name">Simple global list</entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="owner">1</entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="deleted">N</entityAttribute>
<subEntityRelation parentAttributeName="list" type="TOptionBean">
<trackEntity entityId="1023" type="TOptionBean">
<entityAttribute name="label">Entry A slg</entityAttribute>
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<entityAttribute name="list">1008</entityAttribute>
</trackEntity>
<trackEntity entityId="1024" type="TOptionBean">
<entityAttribute name="label">Entry BN slg</entityAttribute>
<entityAttribute name="list">1008</entityAttribute>
</trackEntity>
</subEntityRelation>
</entityExchange>
</ns2:trackplusExchange>

Import rules
A list is considered to already exist in the database when all of the following properties match:
•
•
•
•
•

The name of the list
The repository type
The list type
The project if any
The parent list identier, if any

An option is to be considered to already exist when all of the following properties match:
•
•
•

The label
The list it belongs to
The parent option in case of cascaded lists

If you change the lists name, a new list will be created when you import it.
When you change the label of an option, and keep the list name the same, a new option will be added to the list.
If you mark the option "Clear children" any child of the list that is not in the XML le is removed from the original
list during the import process.
If you mark the option "Overwrite existing" properties not used for identication will be overwritten during
the import process. Thus, you can modify descriptions, symbols, and CSS, but you cannot change the name or
label of a list or option.

Importing custom lists
You can import custom lists from an XML le that you might have got from another Allegra instance or created
manually.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > Lists. Alternatively click on
the “Customize”/“Lists” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. Select either “Global lists” or “Workspace specic lists”, depending on whether you want to import the new
list into the global workspace or make it workspace specic.

3. Select the list denition XML le.
“Overwrite existing” means that if the list already exists in the database it will be overwritten with the new
one. For rules how the system identies the list see Importing and exporting custom lists.
“Clear children” means that the resulting list in the database will have exactly the same structure as the one
in the XML le. Otherwise, new child entries could be added to the list in the database and existing ones
would be kept.

4. Click on the “Upload” button to import the list denition into the system database.
You have now imported a list from an XML le into the system database.

Reused items for custom list
You can add custom lists which you can then assign to custom properties of the proper property type.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
1. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" if you want to add a list accessible to all workspaces,
or select a workspace to which you want to add that list. Then click on the “Add” button in the toolbar or
use the context menu.

2. In the second navigation column, click on "Global lists" if you want to edit a list accessible to all workspaces,
or select a workspace with the list you want to edit. Then click on the “Edit” button in the toolbar or use
the context menu.
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3. Give a name to the new list or modify the existing one. Optionally add a brief description for book keeping
purposes.

4. Select the node to which you want to add list entries or edit an existing entry. Use the context menu to
add or edit an entry.

5. Name the new entry or edit the name of an existing entry and optionally give it some style information. The
styles can be used to control item appearance in the item navigator. Then click on the “Save” button.

You can assign an icon (16 x 16 px, GIF or PNG format) to each entry. You can furthermore assign a CSS style
to each entry, which will be used to format items in the item navigator. For example, you could use various
shades of red as background color to illustrate the urgency of an item. You can drag entries in the list on
the right to another position. The entries will be oﬀered at the user interface in the same order as shown
in the grid here.
6. For a simple list, you can just add entries underneath the top list node. To create a cascaded list, select a
second list level node and repeat the procedure from 5.
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7. Select either “Global lists” or “Workspace specic lists”, depending on whether you want to import the new
list into the global workspace or make it workspace specic.

8. Select the list denition XML le.
“Overwrite existing” means that if the list already exists in the database it will be overwritten with the new
one. For rules how the system identies the list see Importing and exporting custom lists.
“Clear children” means that the resulting list in the database will have exactly the same structure as the one
in the XML le. Otherwise, new child entries could be added to the list in the database and existing ones
would be kept.

9. Click on the “Upload” button to import the list denition into the system database.
You have now congured a custom list of the selected type. You can assign this list to custom properties for
the same type. This assignment can be global, item type specic, workspace type and item type specic, or
workspace and item type specic.

14.12 System object states
Spaces, releases, and accounts just like items have a state. The state determines whether regular users can see
or use such objects or items linked to them. This way you can release, archive or delete spaces, releases, and
accounts, keeping them in the database but hiding them from regular users or for a particular purpose (like
creating new items for an archived release).

14.12.1 Managing workspace states
Each workspace has a state which determines its visibility and controls what can be done with items belonging
to it.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
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There are three workspace state values in Allegra. Each state has a „state ag“ which determines the availability
of a workspace. There are three values a state ag can assume, as shown in the following table.
Table 14-7: Workspace states
State

State ag

Description

in
progress

active

This is the standard workspace state. You can create and modify items as you like.

on hold

inactive

The workspace will not permit you to create and modify items. all existing
information remains visible, as well as the workspace itself.

archived

closed

The workspace will not accept new items and will not permit to modify existing
items. Furthermore the workspace is invisible with all its information. Items are
inaccessible.

1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > System states.
Alternatively click on the “Customize”/“System state” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select "Workspace state". Click on the "Add" button to add a new state. Select a state in the grid and click
on "Edit" button to modify a state. Click on the "Delete" button to delete a state.

14.12.2 Managing release states
Each release has a state which determines its visibility and controls what can be done with items belonging to it.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
There are four release state values in Allegra. Each state has a „type ag“ which determines the availability of
a release. There are four values a type ag can assume, as shown in the following table.
Table 14-8: Release or phase states
Status

Status ag

Description

unscheduled

unscheduled

Releases with an „unscheduled“ type ag cannot be selected in either the
„Release scheduled“ nor the „Release noticed“ box.
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Status

Status ag

Description

in progress

active

Releases with an „active“ type ag are open to the entire functionality the
system oﬀers. These releases appear in the „Released Noticed“ as well as the
„Release scheduled“ selection boxes.

on hold

inactive

Releases with an „inactive“ type ag cannot be selected in the „Release
scheduled“ selection box. However, they will show up as normal in the
„Release noticed“ box.

released

inactive

Releases with an „inactive“ type ag cannot be selected in the „Release
scheduled“ selection box. However, they will show up as normal in the
„Release noticed“ box.

archived

closed

Releases with a „closed“ type ag will not appear in either the „Released
scheduled“ or „Release noticed“ selection box.

1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > System states.
Alternatively click on the “Customize”/“System state” bar in the left navigation area.

2. Select "Release state". Click on the "Add" button to add a new state. Select a state in the grid and click on
"Edit" button to modify a state. Click on the "Delete" button to delete a state.

14.12.3 Managing account states
Via the account state you can control if an account can be used to book work or expenses on it.
You must be logged in as system manager or system administrator.
When delivered, Allegra oﬀers two account states:
•
•

open
closed

Accounts that have been closed cannot be used to book new expenses on. However, all expenses booked on
it remain visible.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > System states.
Alternatively click on the “Customize”/“System state” bar in the left navigation area.
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2. Select "Account state" and click on the "Add" button to add a new state. Select a state in the grid and click
on "Edit" to modify a state or on "Delete" to delete a state.

14.13 Managing workspace types
Workspace types help you minimize the eﬀort of conguring a large number of workspaces or projects.
Workspaces inherit their conguration from their associated workspace type. By conguring a workspace type
you congure all workspaces that you have associated with that type.
With workspace types you can provide diﬀerent congurations for diﬀerent types of spaces or projects. For
example, if you are in embedded systems development, or develop electromechanical systems, you may have
a workspace type for the electronics part, for the mechanical part, and for the software. For the mechanical part
you don't need releases, for the electronic circuit boards you may have three editions, and for the software you
need a lot of releases, a product backlog, sprints, and so on.
For a workspace type you can congure the following entities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

if it can have phases and releases
if it supports accounting and progress monitoring
which item types are available
which states are available
which priorities are available
which severities are available
which child workspace types are available
custom properties
custom forms
workow assignments

To edit, create or delete workspace types go to Administration > Customize > Workspace types.
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Add a workspace type by clicking on "Add" in the small toolbar. Edit a workspace type by selecting it in the
second navigation column from the left. The workspace type ag mostly aﬀects terminology, like "sprint"
instead of "phase", etc.

You can enter a default for the hours of work per working day. This value is taken if no other value is set in the
workspaces themselves.
Once you are done with editing, save the changes using the „Save“ button in the small toolbar area.

Assigning available item types
You can assign which of all dened item types will be available for spaces of the selected workspace type. Drag
those that you want from the right column to the left column. If you don't drag any there, all will be available.
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Assigning available states
You can assign which of all dened states will be available for spaces of the selected workspace type. This you
dene for each item type. For example, an item of type "mile stone" might require only the states "open" and
"passed", while a problem report might require many more states.
Drag those states that you want from the right column to the left column. If you don't drag any there, all will
be available.

Assigning available priorities
You can assign which of all dened priorities will be available for spaces of the selected workspace type. This
you dene for each item type. Drag those that you want from the right column to the left column. If you don't
drag any there, all will be available.

Assigning available severities
You can assign which of all dened severities will be available for spaces of the selected workspace type. This
you dene for each item type. Drag those that you want from the right column to the left column. If you don't
drag any there, all will be available.
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Assigning child workspace types
You can assign which workspace types are available for a subspace or child workspace for the selected parent
workspace type. For example, you can dene that for a workspace of type "Helpdesk" you can only create child
workspaces of the same type. Drag the workspace types you want to make available from the right column to
the left column. If you don't drag any there, all will be available.

Dening and assigning custom properties
You can dene custom properties specically for each workspace type. You could overwrite property properties
at this level, for example because you need to call items "issues" in some projects, and "bugs" in another project.
The procedure of dening and assigning custom properties is described in Managing custom properties.
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Dening and assigning custom forms
You can dene and assign custom forms specically for the selected workspace type. How this is done is
described in Managing custom Forms.

Assigning workows
You can assign workows to item types in the selected workspace type. How this is done is described in
Managing workows.

14.14 Customizing the User Interface
To simplify the user interface you can dene user levels. For each user level you dene which user interface
elements (menu elements, navigation areas, etc.) are available. As an administrator you can assign each user a
ceiling user level. The user can select his preferred level from any level equal to or below the ceiling user level.
For a user beginning to work with Allegra not all functionality might be required. To reduce user interface
complexity you assign users to a user level with reduced functionality.
Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Customize > User Levels. You will see a
matrix with user levels and associated interface elements. The check box permits you to disable or enable a
user interface element.
There are some pre-dened user levels as shown below.
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Table 14-9: Pre-dened user levels
Name

Description

"Client" user

Reduced functionality; can only create items and see
his own items. No reports, no project specic cockpit,
now access to workows.

Full user

Complete functionality except for
management and administration functions.

System manager

Complete
functionality
conguration options.

System administrator

Complete functionality.

except

for

system
server

Custom user levels overwrite the “full user”. Thus, if a custom user level is removed, settings are taken from the
“full user” settings. You assign the ceiling user levels in the user administration section of the application. (see
Managing regular users).

14.15 Managing workows
You can dene workows that specify who can perform state transitions on items and what happens together
with such state transitions. You can associate scripts with workow state transitions that perform arbitrary
actions and checks.
To add or edit workows go to Administration > Customize > Workows.

In the second column from the left you see the standard Allegrahierarchical conguration scheme. You assign
workows to item types, workspace types and spaces by dragging them from the grid on the right to the
appropriate node on the left. Workows are inherited from global assignments to the most detailed assignment
for a specic item type in a specic space.
You can overwrite a workow at a lower level by assigning another workow there. You can revert to the
inherited assignment by resetting that node.
To add a workow click on "Add" in the small toolbar. Enter a name, an optional tag in case you have a lot of
workows and you want to be able to group and categorize them, and an optional description. Then save the
workow.
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To dene the workow select in the grid and click on "Congure" in the small toolbar. A graphical editor window
is opened.

Initially you will drag a number of states from area A to area B. There is a special start state that is outside of
your regular set of states. The transition from that start state to another state in your workow diagram is taken
when an item is created. This is useful in case you want to assign this item initially to somebody depending on
item data like keywords or tags. This also works when items are created by e-mail submission.
You can connect states by transitions. To draw a transition select the transition symbol in the small toolbar, click
on the source node and drag the line to the target node. You can change the shape of the transition by moving
its handles (shown as "C") in the gure above.
You can associate a transition with four entities:
•
•
•

An event triggering that transition
Activities that are executed when the transition is taken
Guards that can prevent the transition from taking place.

In the following section these entities are described in more detail.

Triggering event
A transition is red or initiated by a triggering event. The following events are predened in Allegra:
•

An explicit user action
•
•
•
•

Edit item
Change item state
Copy item
Move item to new item type or space
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•
•

• Add child item
A timeout based on the last explicit user action
A timeout based on the last status change

A state change action implies that source and target state are diﬀerent. In all other cases the source and target
state may be the same. For example, you could perform checks on an item when it is edited. Or you could
automatically change an item property if the responsible was changed. Or you could automatically change
assign the responsible person for a child item. In principle there are no limits on what you can do when an item
is modied.
You associate a triggering action with a transition by rst selecting the transition (C) and then selecting the
action (F).

Guards
Once a transition is red, an optional guard condition has to be met for the transition to really take place. If the
guard condition is false, the transition is rejected. You associate a guard with a transition by rst selecting the
transition (C) and then adding the desired guard conditions (D).
A number of guard conditions are available:
•
•
•
•

A role the person initiating this transition via an action must have in the space the item belongs to
A specic person
A workow guard script
An automail condition (see Automail conditions)

If you specify a number of guards, if any of the guards is true the transition will be taken.

Transition activities
When a transition is taken, associated activities are executed. You associate transition activities with a transition
by rst selecting the transition (C) and then adding the desired activities (E).
A number of transition activities are available
•
•
•

Changing any item property like responsible, manager, or status
Sending an e-mail based on an e-mail template
Executing a workow activity script

With a workow activity script you can basically do anything conceivable, creating child items, copying project
templates, and so on.
When you select an item property change activity you can put a parameter into the workow instead of a
concrete value. When you assign such a workow to a workspace or item type or workspace type you can then
assign a real value.

States
A workow is described mostly by states and transitions between states. In addition to the states you have
dened in your system, there are two more states available in the workows editor.
The initial state is the one where an item is in after it has been created and before it is saved. For example,if
you permit to create items by e-mail you could add guards and activities to that transition which based on the
submitters e-mail address would assign the item to a specic workspace or responsible.
The transition to the nal state is taken when an item is deleted. This is not enabled right now.
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14.16 Managing locales and terminology
You can modify practically any term in Allegraand customize it to your liking, in as many languages as you need.
This permits you to t Allegrato your terminology rather than have you to adapt to the Allegra terms.
To edit Allegra terminology, or localize your own properties and list entries, go to Administration > Customize
> Locale Editor.

Figure 14-2: Localizing resources
To customize any object, select it in the tree (second column from the left). In the right area you will get a screen
as shown in the gure below.

Figure 14-3: Modifying localized text
In the leftmost column in the right area you see the identier of the object to be localized. If there is no default
localization and no localized text for the object the id is shown.
In the second column in the right area at the top you can choose the original language. For example, if you are
familiar with English and need to translate to Italian, you would choose English here and Italian in the leftmost
column.
The „default“ language is English and is taken if there is not a more specic localization for the desired locale
available.
You can only edit the target language in the leftmost column. After you have made your changes, save the
modications.
The localization facility is quite powerful. You can name an property in one project or space „A“ and in another
„B“. For example, in a certain context you may want to talk of „products“ and in another context of „projects“
for the same objects. That is well possible.
The localization is stored in the database, it will be preserved across Allegraupdates.
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Importing and Exporting Resources
You can export a whole set of localized resources from Allegra to a Java properties le. You can also import a
set of resources from a Java properties le.
When you import, select the le to read the resources from. Select the language for which this resource le
is targeted. Select if you want to overwrite resources with the same identier that you have previously edited
directly in Allegra. If not, such resources will be preserved and the values from the resource le are being
ignored.

Figure 14-4: Importing localized texts from a resource le
Last you select if the import le is for standard user interface texts or for system list, custom properties, etc.
After you have made your choices click on „Import“ to import the resources into your Allegra system.

Automated Loading of Resources
Rather than manually updating all required resources you can put them into specic les and locations on
disk. If Allegra nds resource les there during system start-up it will load them into the database. You need
to provide the following structure:
TRACKPLUS_HOME/resources/MyApplicationResources.properties
TRACKPLUS_HOME/resources/MyApplicationResources_en.properties
TRACKPLUS_HOME/resources/MyApplicationResources_de.properties
and so on for other languages. The system lists, properties, item types, etc. you need to place into the following
les:
TRACKPLUS_HOME/resources/MyBoxResources.properties
TRACKPLUS_HOME/resources/MyBoxResources_en.properties
TRACKPLUS_HOME/resources/MyBoxResources_de.properties
and so on for other languages.

14.17 Managing scripts
You can add Groovy (a Java scripting language) scripts to Allegrathat can be attached to workow transitions.
With such scripts you can for example automatically change the responsible person based on a state change,
or perform checks before an item is saved.
To add or edit scripts go to Administration > Customize > Scripts.
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You can add workow activity scripts and workow guard scripts. You attach these scripts to workow
transitions when you create or edit workows.
A workow activity script is executed whenever the workow transition is initiated the script is attached to. For
example, this permits you to automatically change the responsible person or create a child item when an items
state is changed from "analyzed" to "assigned".
A workow guard script is also executed whenever the workow transition is initiated the script is attached to.
The guard script can perform checks and block a workow transition when it returns "false" as a result. This
way you could for example check that the description of an item meets certain standards, or that the new
responsible does not have too many items to take care of already, or some other condition is met before moving
an item further in the workow.

In the following there are a few example scripts. The following script appends a comment at the end of the
description eld when an item status was changed. Please be aware that you may not be able to copy and paste
this code since it might have an unsuitable encoding. You probably must replace the white space characters
with blanks.
import java.util.LinkedList
import java.util.List
import java.util.Map
import com.aurel.track.beans.TWorkItemBean
import com.aurel.track.errors.ErrorData
import com.aurel.track.util.event.IEventHandler
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public class CommentByReopen implements IEventHandler {
private static String REOPEN_SEPARATOR =
"**************************REOPEN*******************************"
public Map<String, Object> handleEvent(Map<String, Object> inputBinding) {
TWorkItemBean workItemBean = (TWorkItemBean)inputBinding.get("issue")
String comment = workItemBean.getComment()
if (comment==null || comment.trim().length()==0) {
List<ErrorData> errorList = new LinkedList<ErrorData>()
errorList.add(new ErrorData("Comment is required by reopen"))
inputBinding.put("errorList", errorList)
} else {
String description = workItemBean.getDescription()
if (description==null) {
description = ""
}
description = description + REOPEN_SEPARATOR + comment
workItemBean.setDescription(description)
workItemBean.setComment(null)
}
return inputBinding
}
}
The next script changes the responsible to a certain person („guest“):
//
// This script changes the responsible to "guest" when a status change occurs
//
import com.aurel.track.beans.TWorkItemBean;
import com.aurel.track.util.event.IEventHandler;
import com.aurel.track.errors.ErrorData;
import com.aurel.track.dao.DAOFactory;
import com.aurel.track.dao.PersonDAO;
import com.aurel.track.beans.TPersonBean;
public class ChangeResponsible implements IEventHandler {
def public Map handleEvent(Map inputBinding) {
TWorkItemBean workItemBean = inputBinding.get("issue");
PersonDAO personDAO =
DAOFactory.getFactory().getPersonDAO();
TPersonBean personBean =
personDAO.loadByLoginName("guest");
workItemBean.setResponsibleID(personBean.getObjectID());
}
}
The next script changes the manager to the rst person that belongs to a group of persons in a specic role
(„roleNew“):
//
// Change the manager to the first person that belongs to a group
// in role "roleNew" upon a status change
//
import com.aurel.track.beans.TWorkItemBean;
import com.aurel.track.util.event.IEventHandler;
import com.aurel.track.errors.ErrorData;
import com.aurel.track.dao.DAOFactory;
import com.aurel.track.dao.PersonDAO;
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import com.aurel.track.beans.TPersonBean;
import com.aurel.track.dao.RoleDAO;
import com.aurel.track.beans.TRoleBean;
public class ChangeManager implements IEventHandler {
def public Map handleEvent(Map inputBinding) {
TWorkItemBean workItemBean = inputBinding.get("issue");
PersonDAO personDAO =
DAOFactory.getFactory().getPersonDAO();
RoleDAO roleDAO= DAOFactory.getFactory().getRoleDAO();
TRoleBean roleBean = roleDAO.loadByName("roleNew");
if (roleBean!=null) {
List<TPersonBean> personsWithExchangeRole =
personDAO.loadByProjectAndRoles(
workItemBean.getProjectID(),
roleBean.getObjectID());
if (personsWithExchangeRole!=null &&
personsWithExchangeRole.size() > 0) {
TPersonBean personBean =
(TPersonBean)personsWithExchangeRole.get(0);
workItemBean.setOwnerID(
personBean.getObjectID());
}
}
}
}
The next script copies an item and creates a link between the copy and the original:

import
import
import
import

java.util.LinkedList
java.util.List
java.util.Locale
java.util.Map

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

com.aurel.track.beans.TLinkTypeBean
com.aurel.track.beans.TPersonBean
com.aurel.track.beans.TWorkItemBean
com.aurel.track.errors.ErrorData
com.aurel.track.fieldType.runtime.base.WorkItemContext
com.aurel.track.item.ItemBL
com.aurel.track.item.link.ItemLinkConfigBL
com.aurel.track.linkType.LinkTypeBL
com.aurel.track.util.event.IEventHandler

public class CopyItem implements IEventHandler {
/**
* Copies an item and creates a link between the original item and copied
item
*/
public Map<String, Object> handleEvent(Map<String, Object> inputBinding) {
WorkItemContext workItemContext = (WorkItemContext)inputBinding.get(
"workItemContext")
TWorkItemBean workItemBean = workItemContext.getWorkItemBean()
Integer copiedFromItemID = workItemBean.getObjectID()
TPersonBean personBean = (TPersonBean)inputBinding.get("user")
Locale locale = (Locale)inputBinding.get("locale")
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List<ErrorData> errorList = new LinkedList<ErrorData>()
//create a copy of an item
WorkItemContext copyContext = ItemBL.editCopyWorkItem(copiedFromItemID,
personBean, locale)
TWorkItemBean workItemBeanCopy = copyContext.getWorkItemBean()
//change the copied item as needed
workItemBeanCopy.setSynopsis("(Copy) " + workItemBeanCopy.getSynopsis())
//save the copied item in db
Integer copiedItemID = ItemBL.copyWorkItem(copyContext,
errorList, false)
//look up the linktype ID in Link types config, ID column
Integer linkTypeID = 1001
// 1=Unidirectional outward and bidirectional links,
// 2=Unidirectional inward (MsProject)
Integer linkDirection = 1
List<ErrorData> linkErrors = ItemLinkConfigBL.saveItemLink(
copiedFromItemID, copiedItemID, linkTypeID, linkDirection,
null, null, personBean, locale, null, workItemContext)
if (linkErrors!=null) {
errorList.addAll(linkErrors)
}
inputBinding.put("errorList", errorList)
return inputBinding
}
}
The following script demonstrates how to access custom elds:
import
import
import
import
import

com.aurel.track.beans.TWorkItemBean;
com.aurel.track.util.event.IEventHandler;
com.aurel.track.errors.ErrorData;
com.aurel.track.admin.customize.treeConfig.field.FieldDesignBL;
com.aurel.track.beans.TFieldBean;

public class ConnectNavision {
private String CRLF=System.getProperty("line.separator");
public Map handleEvent (Map<String, Object> inputBinding) {
TWorkItemBean workItemBean = inputBinding.get("issue");
// PLZ is a custom field
List<TFieldBean> fieldBeans = FieldDesignBL.loadByName("PLZ");
TFieldBean fieldBean=fieldBeans.getFirst();
Integer fieldID = fieldBean.getObjectID();
String fname="NAV"+String.valueOf(workItemBean.getObjectID());
def file=new File("C:\\temp\\"+fname+".txt");
if (file.exists()){
file.delete();
}
file << workItemBean.getObjectID()+CRLF;
file << workItemBean.getSynopsis()+CRLF;
file << workItemBean.getAttribute(fieldID)+CRLF;
return inputBinding;
}
}
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The next script extends the user authentication to accept forwarded user credentials from an identity provider
such as Shiboleth. The script must be named "UserAuthentication" and container based authentication (CBA)
must be enabled in the server conguration, LDAP/SSO tab.
import java.util.Enumeration;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Locale;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
System.out.println("Starting to examine request header...");
HttpServletRequest request = binding.getProperty("request");
Enumeration<String> headerNames = request.getHeaderNames();
String userName = null;
String referer = null;
while (headerNames.hasMoreElements()) {
String key = (String) headerNames.nextElement();
String value = request.getHeader(key);
System.out.println(key + ": " + value);
if (key.equals("authorization")) {
String decodedString = null;
value = value.replaceAll("Basic ", "");
decodedString
=
new
String(Base64.decodeBase64(value),
StandardCharsets.UTF_8);
if (decodedString != null && decodedString.split(":").length > 0) {
String[] userPassArr = decodedString.split(":");
userName = userPassArr[0];
}
}
if (key.equals("referer")) {
referer = value;
}
if (key.equals("X-Forwarded-User")) {
return value;
}
}
System.out.println("Finished examining request header...");
return "";
The next script changes the item status:
import
import
import
import
import
import

com.aurel.track.beans.TWorkItemBean;
com.aurel.track.util.event.IEventHandler;
com.aurel.track.errors.ErrorData;
com.aurel.track.beans.TStateBean;
com.aurel.track.beans.TPersonBean;
com.aurel.track.resources.LocalizeUtil;

public class SetState implements IEventHandler {
def public Map handleEvent(Map inputBinding) {
TWorkItemBean workItemBean = inputBinding.get("issue");
TPersonBean user = inputBinding.get("user");
String firstName = user.getFirstName();
String lastName = user.getLastName();
String name = user.getName();
Integer
stateID
=
LocalizeUtil.getDropDownPrimaryKeyFromLocalizedText(
new TStateBean().getKeyPrefix(),
"registriert", new Locale("DE"));
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workItemBean.setStateID(stateID);
}
}
Table 14-10: Input binding keys for workow scripts
Key name

Key symbol

Description

user

com.aurel.track.admin.customize.
scripting.BINDING_PARAMS. BINDING_USER

the current user as TPersonBean

userID

...BINDING_PARAMS. USER_ID

the current users user ID

issue

...BINDING_PARAMS. ISSUE

the current issue after a change

originalIssue

...BINDING_PARAMS. ISSUE_ORIGINAL

the current issue before a change

workItemContext ...BINDING_PARAMS. WORKITEM_CONTEXT

the workItem context (contains also
the previous two beans but they will
be also directly available in the map)

project

...BINDING_PARAMS. EMAIL_PROJECT

the current workspace

errorList

...BINDING_PARAMS. ERRORLIST

the error list which should be returned
in case the activity can't be executed.
The errors will be shown as validation
errors

emailAttachments ...BINDING_PARAMS. EMAIL_ATTACHMENTS

attachments from e-mail submission

fromAddress

...BINDING_PARAMS. EMAIL_FROM_ADDRESS

from address from e-mail submission

subject

...BINDING_PARAMS. EMAIL_SUBJECT

subject from e-mail submission

body

...BINDING_PARAMS. EMAIL_BODY

e-mail body from e-mail submission

siteBean

...BINDING_PARAMS. SITEBEAN

TSiteBean for this Allegra instance

lter

...BINDING_PARAMS. FILTER

LDAP search lter expression

ldapmap

...BINDING_PARAMS. LDAPMAP

LDAP map from quartz-jobs.xml

Table 14-11: Output binding keys
Key name

Key symbol

Description

guardPassed

...BINDING_PARAMS. GUARD_PASSED

the current users user ID

14.18 Adding event handlers
Allegra has an extensive event handling system. It is possible to extend this system without having to recompile
the application. Custom event handlers have to implement the Allegra event listener interface. Then they are
registered with the Allegra event server during application startup and will be notied in case events occur.
For example, Allegra res an event during application startup and shutdown. This can be caught by a custom
event handler to log uptime and service availability. As another example, Allegra res an event when users login
or logout. A custom event handler could listen for this event and write a log to record user activity over time.
As a third example, Allegra res an event whenever an item was modied or created. A custom event listener
could extend the mailing and notication system and send customized mails based on the exact event type.
/*
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* This file is part of the Allegra application, a
* tool for project and change management.
*
* Copyright (C) 2016 Steinbeis GmbH & Co. KG
*
* Use and distribution of this software is governed by the
* Allegra license conditions.
*
* $Id: IEventSubscriber.java 6574 2014-10-09 14:27:46Z adib $
*
*/
package com.aurel.track.util.event;
import java.util.List;
/**
* This interface describes observers that can attach to an
* AdminEventPublisher. They will get notified of events of
* administrative actions, like registering of new users etc.
*/
public interface IEventSubscriber {

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

//user events
public static final int EVENT_USER_BASE
= 1000;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_USER_REGISTERED
= EVENT_USER_BASE
1;
public static final int EVENT_POST_USER_REGISTERED
= EVENT_USER_BASE
2;
public static final int EVENT_POST_USER_LOGGED_IN
= EVENT_USER_BASE
3;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_USER_LOGGED_OUT
= EVENT_USER_BASE
4;
public static final int EVENT_POST_USER_LOGGED_OUT
= EVENT_USER_BASE
5;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_USER_DELETED
= EVENT_USER_BASE
6;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_USER_DEACTIVATED
= EVENT_USER_BASE
7;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_USER_ACTIVATED
= EVENT_USER_BASE
8;
public static final int EVENT_POST_USER_FORGOTPASSWORD = EVENT_USER_BASE
9;
public static final int EVENT_POST_USER_REMINDER
= EVENT_USER_BASE
10;
// eventContextObject is of type ReminderEventParam

public static final int EVENT_POST_USER_SELF_REGISTERED =
EVENT_USER_BASE + 11;
public
static
final
int
EVENT_POST_USER_CREATED_BY_EMAIL=
EVENT_USER_BASE + 12;
// eventContextObject is of type TPersonBean

//system events
public static final int EVENT_SYSTEM_BASE
public static final int EVENT_POST_SYSTEM_STARTED
+ 1;
// eventContextObject is of type TSiteBean
public static final int EVENT_PRE_SYSTEM_STOPPED
+ 2;
// eventContextObject is null
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public static final int EVENT_PRE_SYSTEM_LOCKED
+ 3;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_SYSTEM_UNLOCKED
+ 4;
public static final int EVENT_POST_SYSTEM_UNLOCKED
+ 5;

= EVENT_SYSTEM_BASE
= EVENT_SYSTEM_BASE
= EVENT_SYSTEM_BASE

//project events
public static final int EVENT_PROJECT_BASE
= 3000;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_PROJECT_ADDED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 1;
public static final int EVENT_POST_PROJECT_ADDED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 2;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_PROJECT_REMOVED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 3;
public static final int EVENT_POST_PROJECT_REMOVED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 4;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_PROJECT_STATE_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 5;
public static final int EVENT_POST_PROJECT_STATE_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 6;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_PROJECT_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 7;
public static final int EVENT_POST_PROJECT_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 8;

//release events
public static final int EVENT_PRE_RELEASE_ADDED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 9;
public static final int EVENT_POST_RELEASE_ADDED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 10;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_RELEASE_STATE_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 11;
public static final int EVENT_POST_RELEASE_STATE_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 12;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_RELEASE_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 13;
public static final int EVENT_POST_RELEASE_CHANGED
EVENT_PROJECT_BASE + 14;

//item events
public static final int EVENT_ISSUE_BASE
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_CREATE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 1;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_CREATE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 2;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_UPDATE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 3;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_UPDATE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 4;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_MOVE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 5;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_MOVE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 6;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_COPY
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 7;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_COPY
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 8;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_CLOSE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 9;
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public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_CLOSE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 10;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_REOPEN
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 11;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_REOPEN
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 12;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_CREATECHILD
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 13;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_CREATECHILD
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 14;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_CHANGESTATUS
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 15;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_CHANGESTATUS
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 16;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_ADDCOMMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 17;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_ADDCOMMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 18;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_ASSIGNRESPONSIBLE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 19;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_ASSIGNRESPONSIBLE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 20;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_ASSIGNMANAGER
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 21;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_ASSIGNMANAGER
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 22;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_CHANGEDATE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 23;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_CHANGEDATE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 24;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_DELETE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 25;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_DELETE
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 26;

//comment
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_EDITCOMMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 27;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_EDITCOMMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 28;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_DELETECOMMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 29;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_DELETECOMMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 30;

//attachment
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_ADDATTACHMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 31;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_ADDATTACHMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 32;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_REMOVEATTACHMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 33;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_REMOVEATTACHMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 34;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_OPENATTACHMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 35;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_OPENATTACHMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 36;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_MODIFYATTACHMENT
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 37;
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14.18 Adding event handlers
public static final
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 38;

int

EVENT_POST_ISSUE_MODIFYATTACHMENT

=

//budget and expense
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_UPDATEPLANNEDVALUE
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 41;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_UPDATEPLANNEDVALUE =
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 42;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_UPDATEREMAININGPLAN =
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 43;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_UPDATEREMAININGPLAN=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 44;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_ADDEXPENSE
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 45;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_ADDEXPENSE
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 46;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_UPDATEEXPENSE
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 47;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_UPDATEEXPENSE
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 48;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_DELETEEXPENSE
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 49;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_DELETEEXPENSE
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 50;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_UPDATEBUDGET
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 51;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_UPDATEBUDGET
=
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 52;

//watcher
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_ADD_INFORMED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 60;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_ADD_INFORMED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 61;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_ADD_CONSULTED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 62;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_ADD_CONSULTED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 63;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_DELETE_INFORMED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 64;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_DELETE_INFORMED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 65;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_DELETE_CONSULTED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 66;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_DELETE_CONSULTED
EVENT_ISSUE_BASE + 67;

//email submission
public static final int EVENT_EMAIL_SUBMISSION_BASE
= 5000;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_CREATE_BY_EMAIL
EVENT_EMAIL_SUBMISSION_BASE + 1;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_CREATE_BY_EMAIL
EVENT_EMAIL_SUBMISSION_BASE + 2;
public static final int EVENT_PRE_ISSUE_UPDATE_BY_EMAIL
EVENT_EMAIL_SUBMISSION_BASE + 3;
public static final int EVENT_POST_ISSUE_UPDATE_BY_EMAIL
EVENT_EMAIL_SUBMISSION_BASE + 4;

//field changed on the client side
public static final int FIELD_CHANGED
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Customizing Allegra
/**
* This method will be called in case any of the events of interest
* to this subscriber has occurred.
* @param events The list with events that have occurred
* @param eventContextObject the events context object
*/
public boolean update(List<Integer> events, Object eventContextObject);
/**
* Must return the list of interested events for this subscriber
* @return list of events that are of interest to this subscriber
*/
public List<Integer> getInterestedEvents();
}

14.19 Replacing logos
The license conditions permit you to replace the Allegra logo by your own company logo as long as the modied
version of Allegra is not distributed outside the company to which this logo belongs.
For example, it is possible to replace the Allegra logo with the Bosch logo as long as this modied version of
Allegra is used inside Bosch. It is not permitted to place for example a Sagem logo onto Allegra and have Bosch
use this modied version inside Bosch.To replace the Allegra logo with your companies logo you have to replace
the following les:
•
•
•
•

<TRACKPLUS_HOME>/logos/trackLogo.png (68x28) for the web interface top right logo
<TRACKPLUS_HOME>/logos/trackLogo-inverted.png (68x28) for the web interface top right
logo and dark skins where the standard logo would not have enough contrast
<TRACKPLUS_HOME>/logos/mailLogo.png (98x40) for mail templates
<TRACKPLUS_HOME>/logos/reportLogo.png (254x105) for report templates
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15.1 Concepts and tasks for system administrators
Some operations like connecting a Allegra server to an e-mail server, providing disk space, or performing
database backups and restores are reserved to Allegra system administrators.
System administration tasks can be categorized as listed below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Server conguration, usually done once after system installation.
Setting login page text. This may be an ongoing activity to advice users of downtimes or other important
information.
Sending broadcast e-mails to notify users of changes or planned down times.
Monitoring the system state and analyzing the system log.
Conguring logging. Required only in case of system problems for debugging purposes.
Performing database backups.
Restoring a database.

15.2 Server conguration
There are a number of parameters that need to be congured before Allegra can run in a meaningful way.
This section describes
•
•
•
•
•

how to congure licensing
how to congure the e-mail interface
how to congure LDAP and single sign on (SSO)
how to set up full text search
how to setup various other settings like web services, project specic item number handling, directories
for storing attachments and backups, etc.

15.2.1 System information and license data
Allegra controls licensing via a license key. The license key is bound to your servers IP address.The server
information and license tab displays information on the servers software version, database schema version,
and IP addresses.
To access the server information and licensing page, Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar
select Server administration > Server conguration..
A screen with a number of tabs appears, as shown below.
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Here you can enter the license key. Just cut and paste it from the le you have received into the text area. Hit
the „Save“ button in the small toolbar. The number of users and the expiration date of the license key shows
in the area below the text box.
The licensing subsystem supports a number of features. The number of licenses for each feature are shown in
the bottom part of this tab. The “guest” user should not be deleted, it doesn't count towards your licenses. You
can rename the “admin” user to yourself or any other user, it is a regularly usable account.
In case you congure more users as “clients” than you have in your license, the client users will be deducted
from the “technician” user license count.
Important: When requesting a license key, make sure you supply one of the IP numbers shown on
this tab. Do not use the localhost IP number 127.0.0.1 or 0:0:0:0:0:0:0. Make sure you are supplying the
right Allegra version number, as shown on the top of this tab area.

15.2.2 Outgoing e-mail connection
Allegra can send e-mails to notify users of events within Allegra. To this end Allegra acts like any standard email client like Outlook or Thunderbird and needs to know how to connect to an SMTP server.

Allegra SMTP user

The Allegra system can send e-mails to its users. For all system generated e-mails, like reminder e-mails, or
password e-mails, Allegra uses as "send from" its own e-mail address.
For user triggered e-mails like changing an item you can decide whether that users e-mail should be used as the
sender address or the Allegra system address. You need to use the Allegra system address if you want responses
to these e-mails being added as comments to items.
If you do not want to enable item submission via e-mail, this e-mail address does not necessarily have to have
a real e-mail inbox associated with it, it can be a „virtual“ e-mail address. You would not see any messages sent
to that address in the Allegra system anyway.
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If you want to use the item submission via e-mail feature, there has to be an e-mail inbox associated with that
e-mail address.
All e-mails sent directly from the Allegra system will have as their „from“ address the Allegra system e-mail
address, and as the „from“ name the server name. For example, such an e-mail would appear as coming from
„Your server“ <yourserver@yourdomain.com>.

SMTP server name
To send e-mails, Allegra needs to have access to an SMTP e-mail server. This e-mail server can be located on
the same machine as Allegra, or can be placed anywhere as long as it can be directly reached. For example, it
is well possible to use an SMTP server on the internet.
Typically, you would enter the same parameters here that you are using inside your regular e-mail client
software. You should not use the same account, as this may lead to access contention depending on the
authentication scheme you are using.

SMTP encrypted connections
You can use an encrypted connection between your Allegra server and your SMTP e-mail server. You can select
between "SSL", "TLS", and "TLS if available".
For encrypted connections you rst have to import a certicate from your SMTP server into your Allegra
server local keystore. How this is done is described under "Using SSL and TLS encryption on e-mail and LDAP
connections".

SMTP authentication mode
Allegra oﬀers four ways you can authenticate against an SMTP Server:
1.
2.
3.
4.

no authentication at all
with a special user name and password for the SMTP server
using the same user name and password as for the incoming mailbox server
by rst connecting to the incoming mailbox server

SMTP user name and password
Many SMTP servers require user authentication before permitting to send anything. Some company intranet
SMTP servers may have been congured to be used without authentication. In case you authenticate with a
user/password combination on your SMTP server, you enter the user name and your password here.
Click the "Clear" button to clear the password. Not entering a password will take the old one.
CAUTION: Some SMTP servers do not like it if the „From“ address does not match the SMTP user name.
In this case you are forced to check box „Use Allegra „From“ address“.

Mail encoding
Allegra can send e-mails in a variety of encodings. Here you set the encoding such that it matches your users
preferred encoding. In the meantime, many clients support unicode (UTF encoding). This encoding works with
any language. The setting here is typically the same as in your e-mail clients setting. For Western languages,
"ISO-8859-1" usually works ne.
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SMTP server port
Usually it is wise to leave the standard port set (25), since most SMTP server use this port. If your SMTP server
is located outside your companies intranet, the rewall has to be open to permit traﬃc on the port congured
here. In case you are using an SSL or TLS encrypted connection, the default port is 465.

Send mail from system or user account
For events generated by users, Allegra can send e-mails either under the name of the user (e.g. From:
„Joe.Doe@doeJones.com“), or under its own e-mail address (e.g. From: „Tracksystem@doeJones.com“). You can
set this parameter as you wish. However, some SMTP servers require that the „From“ address matches the SMTP
user name. In this case you are forced to check this box.

Testing your conguration
You can enter your e-mail address in the eld provided and send yourself an e-mail from the Allegra server to
check if the conguration works.

Limiting number of simultaneous SMTP connections
Some SMTP servers only accept a few connections from the same client. To limit the number of simultaneous
SMTP connections by Allegra set the following in the GeneralSettings.Properties le in the
TRACKPLUS_HOME directory:
limitSMTPconnections=on
You need to restart the server when you want to make a change here eﬀective.

15.2.3 Incoming e-mail connection
Allegra can receive e-mails and create from them new items or add information to existing items. To this end
Allegra acts like any standard e-mail client like Outlook or Thunderbird and needs to know how to connect to
a mailbox on an POP3 or IMAP mail server.

Mail server protocol
There are two popular e-mail protocols to communicate with a mailbox: IMAP. Here you can select which one
you prefer. Your server has to oﬀer the protocol you select here. Many servers oﬀer even both at the same time.
A good way to check is again the setting in your own e-mail client software.
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Mail server name and port
Mailboxes are managed by mail servers. Here you enter the name of the mail server where the Allegra system
mailbox resides. You can leave this empty if you do not plan to use the item submission by e-mail feature, and
do not require authentication by rst reading a mailbox before sending anything.
Typically, you should leave the default port set (110 for POP3 or 143 for IMAP, and 995 for POP3 via SSL/TLS and
993 for IMAP via SSL/TLS).

Mailbox user name and password
All mailbox servers require you to authenticate yourself before retrieving any e-mails. Here you enter the user
name and password associated with the Allegra system e-mail inbox. Be careful if you try to reuse an existing,
private account: you might loose e-mails since they would be read by the Allegra system, and it is possible that
contention occurs if you are trying to access the mailbox from two diﬀerent sessions (like from your private email client and through the Allegra system).
It is therefore recommended to establish an extra e-mail account for the Allegra system, unless this eld is kept
empty.
In case item e-mail submissions are enabled, this mailbox is regularly scanned for new e-mails. The e-mails are
read, and items are created from each e-mail. The e-mail subject is mapped to the item title, the e-mail body is
mapped to the item description, and any attachments are added to the item as item attachments.

Encrypted connections
You can use an encrypted connection between your Allegra server and your POP3 or IMAP e-mail server. You
can select between SSL, TLS, and TLS if available.
For encrypted connections to work you rst have to import a certicate from your e-mail server into your Allegra
server local keystore. How this is done is described under "Using SSL and TLS encryption on e-mail and LDAP
connections".

E-mail submissions
Allegra can be congured to accept item submissions and additions to existing items via e-mail. This can be
quite useful if customers shall not get access to the Allegra database itself, but they should channel their
requests via e-mails to a specic account.
You can enable or disable e-mail submissions to the Allegra system selecting the radio buttons provided on
the conguration screen. You can also decide if you want to accept e-mail submissions from users that are not
registered with the system, or you want to limit acceptance to users that are known in Allegra.
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Allegra regularly scans the POP3 input box of the Allegra e-mail account provided in the upper part of the
conguration screen for new messages and either creates new items in the default project you have to
congure here, or adds submissions as comments to existing items if the subject line starts with a number and
that number corresponds to an existing item.

Keep messages on server
Check this if you want to keep messages on your mail server even though your Allegra server has read them.
This can be useful if you access the same mailbox also with an interactive client like Thunderbird or Outlook.

Accept unknown sender
Check this box if you want to permit unknown senders to submit items to the Allegra system via e-mail. The
e-mail senders address is still checked for compliance with the allowed domain patterns, but it is not required
any more that the senders e-mail address is registered with some user within the Allegra system.
Be careful when you expose Allegra to the internet, leaving the wildcard domain pattern at the same time,
which is the default. This could result in spamming your Allegra installation.

E-mail default project
When e-mail item submission has been enabled, there has to be a project the incoming items can be assigned
to. This could be some kind of „catch all“ project, from where the items are regularly transferred to their nal
points of destination. Typically, one or two people monitor this catch all project, and take action when items
come in.
Each project can have their own e-mail inbox congured, if it likes to do so. In this case the global e-mail inbox
might be obsolete.

Allowed domain pattern
To prevent users from unveried domains (e.g. hotmail.com, gmx.com) to register, a Perl5 regular expression
can be dened so that only e-mail domains matching that expression are allowed to register. You most likely
will have to change the example default on the site conguration page.
Example pattern:
[^@ \t]@bosch\.com
This example permits just users from domain „bosch.com“ to register. Some more examples:
[^@ \t]@t-online\.de|[^@ \t]@computer\.org
matches all users from domains t-online.de and computer.org. The pattern
\w[-.\w]+\@[-.\w]+\.\w{2,3}
matches all e-mail domains with no restrictions.

15.2.4 Full text search conguration
Allegra can index the text of item properties and some types of attachments, like PDF, OpenOﬃce, WinWord,
Excel, PowerPoint, HTML, RTF, and XML. The following section describes how to congure full text search in
Allegra.

Enable full text search
You can enable or disable full text search. Full text search requires some storage space on disk particularly if a
lot of large attachments need to be indexed. The computational burden of indexing may be large if a complete
re-index is forced during system start-up.
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We recommend to turn full text search on since it assists in retrieving items.

Index attachments
Here you can enable or disable to also the indexing of attachments. Disabling this is useful if you have limited
disk space available, or you want to reduce the computational burden of the server.
We recommend to leave the indexing of attachments enabled.

Index on start-up
When this box is checked, a complete index is performed from scratch during system start-up. This can take
some time (minutes to hours), depending on the number of items and attachments in the database. During
the indexing procedure full text search will not work.
It is recommended to not do an automatic reindex on each server start-up. It usually does suﬃce to do a reindex
every half year or so. It is best to disable access to the system during the reindex process.

Lucene analyzer
Allegra uses the Lucene full text indexing and query engine. When building the index, it is usually useful to
keep out words that nobody usually looks for and that occur often. For example, in the English language words
like „a“, „the“, „does“, „do“, and so on would consume a lot of indexing space while not giving any useful results
when querying for them.
For this purpose there are diﬀerent analyzers available that focus indexing on those text parts that are really
useful. However, this depends on the language of the text being indexed.
Here you can select the analyzer that suits best your requirements. The standard analyzer is not as eﬃcient
as a language specic analyzer, but it should work in all cases. If you have texts and attachments in diﬀerent
languages you may be best of with the standard analyzer, or the analyzer of the language most texts are set in.

15.2.5 LDAP and SSO conguration
If you want to use always the same password on your Allegra account as on your other computers, you can
connect Allegra to a directory server (LDAP server, Active Directory). If you have several applications all running
on the same server, you can provide a single login to that server and have Allegra use the authentication of
that login process.

LDAP conguration
Allegra can be congured to use a directory server based on LDAP to authenticate users during login. This
simplies the handling of login names and passwords for Allegra users.

To allow users to use LDAP-authentication you have to activate the LDAP-settings in the site conguration page.
The LDAP server URL is of the form
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ldap://ldapserver/ou=Main,o=People
and the LDAP login property of the form
uid
If searching in LDAP can be done with anonymous bind, keep the LDAP-bind DN eld and LDAP-bind password
eld empty. Otherwise provide the distinguished name (DN) used for searching and the password for the DN.
LDAP-authentication is disabled by default. When LDAP-authentication is enabled for your Allegra installation,
every user can choose to use it or not by setting the appropriate switch in his personal prole. If you set the
option „Force central password“, users will not be able to choose a specic Allegra password but must rather
use their central Windows/Unix password.

Force central password
When you mark this box a regular user cannot choose any more between using the central password and the
local password with Allegra. Only a system manager or administrator can enable local passwords for a user.

Synchronizing Allegra with an LDAP directory
You can synchronize your Allegra list of users with your LDAP directory. Entries found in the LDAP directory but
not in Allegra are created in Allegra. Entries found in Allegra but not in your LDAP directory can be automatically
deactivated in Allegra (set parameter deactivateUnknown=true).
You can congure Allegra to perform the synchronization automatically on a regular basis, or initiate the
synchronization manually from the user administration interface.
By default, automatic synchronization is disabled. To enable it you need to modify some entries in le
webapps/track/WEB-INF/quartz-jobs.xml.
The relevant sections looks like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<job>
<name>LdapSynchronizerJob</name>
<group>DefaultJobGroup</group>
<description>
Synchronizes a Allegra user database with
an LDAP directory
</description>
<!-- description not more than 120 characters!!! -->
<job-class>
com.aurel.track.dbase.jobs.LdapSynchronizerJob
</job-class>
<job-data-map>
<entry>
<!-- Enable synchronization with LDAP -->
<key>enabled</key>
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<value>false</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Enable user synchronization with LDAP -->
<key>enabledUserSync</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Enable group and group users synchronization
with LDAP -->
<key>enabledGroupSync</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- BaseDN for group synchronization -->
<key>baseDnGroup</key>
<value>dc=itk-engineering,dc=de</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- Deactivate users unknown in LDAP -->
<key>deactivateUnknown</key>
<value>true</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- LDAP filter expression for users-->
<key>ldapFilter</key>
<value>*</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<!-- LDAP filter expression for groups-->
<key>ldapFilterGroups</key>
<value>(objectClass=groupOfNames)</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>firstName</key>
<value>gn</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>lastName</key>
<value>sn</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>email</key>
<value>mail</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>phone</key>
<value>phone</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>groupName</key>
<value>cn</value>
</entry>
</job-data-map>
</job>
You enable all automatic synchronization by setting key „enabled“ to „true“. You may have to modify the
mapping of LDAP properties to Allegraproperties. The Allegra properties are the keys and must not be modied.
The LDAP properties are the values and you may have to change them to the values you use in your directory.
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Table 15-1: LDAP synchronizer parameters
Property in quartz-jobs.xml

Description

enabled

True if users and groups shall be regularly
synchronized
with
your
LDAP
directory.
If False, properties "enabledUserSync" and
"enabledGroupSync" have no eﬀect.

enabledUserSync

True if users shall be regularly synchronized with your
LDAP directory

enabledGroupSync

True if groups and the users assigned to them shall be
regularly synchronized with your LDAP directory

baseDnGroup

The LDAP base DN under which your groups are
dened. Search is based on the "member" property of
the groups.

deactivateUnknown

True if users not found during the synchronization
process shall be deactivated. The "admin" and "guest"
users are exempted.

ldapFilter

The LDAP lter expression for user synchronization.
Can be any valid LDAP lter term like
"(&(objectClass=inetOrgPerson)(ou=Trackplus))"

ldapFilterGroups

The LDAP lter expression for group synchronization.
Can be any valid LDAP lter term like
"(&(objectClass=group)(ou=Groups))"

rstName

The LDAP property name for users rst name

lastName

The LDAP property name for users last name

email

The LDAP property name for users email

phone

The LDAP property name for users phone number

groupName

The LDAP property name for the group name

After you have modied this le save it and restart the Tomcat server.

LDAP via SSL
Allegra also supports the secure ldaps protocol. To use ldaps you have to deploy the ldaps keystore le under the
name „trackplus.ks“ in the attachment root directory, subdirectory „keystore“ as described in "Using
SSL and TLS encryption on e-mail and LDAP connections". The LDAP server needs to be congured for LDAPS
as well.
As an example, for the Apache Directory Server there is a good description how to enable LDAPS under
http://directory.apache.org/apacheds/1.5/33-how-to-enable-ssl.html.
For a Windows server, we had to modify the ApacheDS conguration le as follows:
<!-- SSL properties -->
<property name="enableLdaps" value="true" />
<property name="ldapsPort" value="10636" />
<property name="ldapsCertificateFile"
value="C:\jdk1.5.0\bin\zanzibar.ks" />
<property name="ldapsCertificatePassword" value="secret" />
<bean id="configuration"
class="org.apache.directory.server.\
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configuration.MutableServerStartupConfiguration">
and
<property name="workingDirectory" value="example.com" />
<!-- SSL properties -->
<property name="enableLdaps" value="true" />
<property name="ldapsPort" value="10636" />
<property name="ldapsCertificateFile"
value="C:\jdk1.6.0\bin\zanzibar.ks" />
<property name="ldapsCertificatePassword" value="secret" />

Container based authentication
If you run several applications on the same web server, you might prefer to log in once for all applications on
that server rather than authenticating yourself for each application separately. The web server or „container“
becomes responsible for authentication („container based authentication“), and you only need to sign on once
(„single sign on“).
When you enable Allegra for container based authentication, Allegra will try to retrieve the user name and
authentication token from the server. If this attempt is successful and the user is known to Allegra, the user will
be directly granted access to the application.
If the user is unknown to Allegra, the regular login page is displayed and Allegra authentication has to be used.
The standard conguration le web.xml that comes with Allegra contains a commented section that congures
a Tomcat web container realm for container based authentication.

15.2.6 Various conguration items
On this tab you can congure directories, URLs, web services, backups, handling of item numbers, auto-login
for guests, and more.

Directories and URLs
Allegra stores a number of items on disk rather than in its database. You should set the following directory
entries to an absolute path and you must make sure that they can be written to by the user that runs the
application server (e.g., tomcat8 on an Ubuntu/Debian system with Tomcat 8):
Name

Description

TRACKPLUS_HOME

At this location Allegra stores among other things
attachments and report templates. Make sure there
is suﬃcient disk space available and that this is an
absolute path.

Backup directory

Allegra can create regularly backups of its database
and all other data. Such backups are stored in this
directory.

Full text search index

Allegra keeps the indices for full text search on the
le system, in specially formatted les and directories.
The indices can grow quite large. Here you should
provide suﬃcient disk space to keep the indices
on. Also keep in mind that with each search and
each save of an item this index is touched. We
therefore recommend to have a high bandwidth
connection between the Allegra server and the
machine managing the index disk space to keep both
on the same machine.
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Force Allegra server URL
Allegra has been designed to operate in a proxy environment, that is it works well even when its address from
the outside is diﬀerent from the internal address.
Usually, Allegra extracts its base URL from the rst access to the system after server startup.
CAUTION: If you access the system using „localhost“, which you may be tempted to do as a system
administrator, Allegra will use „localhost“ as its base address until the next application restart. This will
cause problems when other people iare accessing the system from some other computer. You thus
should always access the system using its real address, as seen from the outside.
The automatic base URL detection works ne if there are no proxy servers between the application server
and the user clients. If there is a proxy server hiding the application server, the correct server URL has to be
congured.
The application name must not be included, Allegra will nd that out itself. Example for the Allegra server URL:
http://gandalf
This will work for an installation where the Allegra application can be reached under
http://gandalf/track
or
http://gandalf/track-dev
or any other application name you might have chosen. In non-proxied environments, you can leave this eld
empty, which will enable the automatic detection feature for the server URL.

Conguring self registration
It is possible to permit users to register themselves. This can decrease the burden on the system administrator.
Registration is always limited to certain e-mail domain patterns, as congured under „Allowed e-mail pattern“
in the incoming e-mail conguration section.
Even if users register themselves, the system administrator is the only one that can assign employee numbers
and departments to accounts.
Project administrators have to grant users access to their projects, otherwise users will not be able to access
any project data.

Automatic guest login
When turned on, access to any system URL automatically logs the guest user into the system. This is convenient
if you want to make queries publicly accessible without requiring users to have an account.

Workspace specic item number
For each item Allegra generates a unique and global identication number like 4789 or 6789. If you turn on the
project specic item numbering, Allegra will generate instead item numbers composed of a project specic
prex and a project specic integer, like TRA-1, TRA-2, and so on.

Summary items behavior
This activates automated computation of start date, end date, and planned value for summary items from their
child items values. If not set parent or summary items can have dates and planned values independent of their
children, which in most cases is probably not what you want.
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Activate top-down support
This enables support for top-down planning of budgets and dates. The top-down values are compared with
the bottom-up values and conicts are marked. For example, if the budget was 100 Euro, and the planned value
entered by the responsible was 130 Euro, this item would be marked being in a conict state.

Conguring site as demo site
This is a switch to make installation of a demo site easy. In a demo site it is not possible to save changes to the
guest user account. Usually this should be disabled.

Alert of new software version
This displays a message in the state line when there is a newer program version available than the one you are
running. The message is only shown to system administrators.

Web service activation
You can activate the web service interface which is being used by external software like Eclipse Mylyn and
Hudson/Jenkins. The address under which you can reach the web service is the URL of your instance amended
by services/TrackplusService. Example:
https://www.trackplus.net/services/TrackplusService

Automated data backup
This turns on regular automated data backups. You can congure the number and frequency of backups on
the data backup conguration page (see Data Backup).

15.3 Cluster operation
Allegra can be operated in a clustered environment, i.e. one Allegra instance can run on a number of servers.
This section gives examples of possible congurations and explains how Allegra behaves in a clustered
environment.

Cluster congurations
For web applications, there are two forms of clusters: high-availability (HA) clusters, and load-balancing clusters.
With a high-availability clusters you can improve the availability of the Allegra service, for example to ensure
24/7 operation. A HA cluster operates by having redundant nodes, which are then used to provide service
when system components fail. The most common size for an HA cluster is two nodes, which is the minimum
requirement to provide redundancy. By using redundancy, HA cluster implementations eliminate single points
of failure.
The gure below shows a simple HA cluster with two application servers and a database server. The database
server is not redundant, but it would be possible to use one of the application servers as a redundant database
server. The router which switches between application server 1 and application server 2 is not shown here.
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The purpose of a load-balancing clusters is to distribute a workload evenly over multiple back end nodes.
Typically the cluster will be congured with multiple redundant load-balancing front ends. Since each element
in a load-balancing cluster has to oﬀer full service, it can be thought of as an active/active HA cluster, where
all available servers process requests.
The following gure shows a rather large conguration with a load balancer, ve application servers, two
database servers, and two le servers.

All application servers operate on a single database, which is served in a redundant fashion via two database
servers. The attachments and full text search indices are kept on a single le server, which also has a backup.
The backup for the le server is left to the operating system, there is no support for this within Allegra.
The database management system needs to take care of the synchronisation between the original database
server and the backup database server.
All communication between diﬀerent Allegra application servers of a cluster is handled via the database. There
is no need to open any special ports for communication between the application servers, or any need for using
patched Java virtual machines.
Note: There is basically no conguration required within Allegra to support operation in a clustered
environment. If you connect several Allegra instances to the same database, Allegra will automatically
go into cluster operation mode. You do need an appropriate license key though, which includes all
application servers you connect to that database.
Many other congurations are possible. For example, one of the application servers can be at the same time
the le server. Or the database server and le server can be put on the same hardware. Allegra itself does not
care about all this, as long as you ensure that you have exactly one access point (JDBC URL) for the database,
and exactly one le path to the attachment and index directories for all Allegra instances of that cluster.

Start-up behaviour
When a Allegra instance is started it registers itself as a node in the database. Then it checks the database for
other nodes. If there are nodes in the database which have not updated their record during a certain timeout
period (default is 5 minutes, can be set in le WEB-INF/quartz-jobs.xml), that entry is cleared from the
table.
Thereafter Allegra tries to set itself as the master node, unless there is already another node marked as master
node. If this is the only node, the operation succeeds right away. Otherwise is may take as much as the time out
period until a new master node is completely established.
The master node is responsible for
1. updating the full text search index
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2. getting e-mails from an e-mail server, when submission of items by e-mail is enabled.
In all other aspects, the master node acts like a regular node.

Master node goes down
In case the master node goes down, the full text search facility is temporarily not updated. However, no activities
requiring update of the full text search index get lost, they are stored in the database.
Furthermore, obtaining e-mails from the e-mail server is temporarily disabled. Again, no submission will get
lost as they are stored on the e-mail server.
After at most a timeout period (default is 5 minutes, set in WEB-INF/quartz-jobs.xml) negotiation
between the remaining nodes will begin for who will become the replacement for the original master node.
The outcome is random. The new master node will begin to update the full text search index and start retrieving
e-mails from the e-mail server.
Thus, the drop out of a master node will result in slightly decreased performance, and a lag of about 5 minutes
in updating the full text search index.

Regular node goes down
In case a regular node goes down there will be some decrease in performance. The other nodes will need less
than the timeout period (default is 5 minutes, set in WEB-INF/quartz-jobs.xml) to realize that a node
has dropped out. However, this does not have any further consequences.

Forced switch of master node
Usually all application nodes will negotiate among themselves who is going to become the master node. The
outcome is random.
It is however possible to force one of the nodes to become the master node. This requires to tell the current
master node to seize its master node related operations, like updating the full text search index, and giving way
to the new master node. This process may take up to the timeout period (5 minutes by default), before the new
node can take up its responsibility as the new master node.

15.4 Conguring login page text
The login page of the Allegra system provides an area where messages to existing or prospective users of the
system can be placed, like downtime schedules, or registration policies. The message can be provided in several
languages at the same time. This section describes how to edit this text.
Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Server administration > Login page text.
The screen that appears has a selection list for the locale, a title or teaser, and a text area.
Select the locale for which you want to edit or create the login page text. You can use any HTML tags here.
The locale displayed to the user will depend on the users preferred language setting in his browser, since this
is before login and Allegra does not recognize the user yet.

15.5 Observing and managing server state
Sometimes it is necessary to prevent users from accessing the system, for example if a new version is to be
deployed, or other maintenance tasks have been scheduled. Server accessibility may also be eﬀected by the
number of users registered, because of license restrictions.
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There is a state page available which permits to disable new server logins, and which gives an overview over the
number of users currently logged on, the number of active and deactivated users, the total number of projects
and items.
Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Server administration > Server status.

The top left section of the state page displays the actual Allegra release number, the IP addresses of the server
as seen from the Allegra application, and the maximum number of active users as dened by the license.
Below you nd a list with the users currently logged in, and a list of nodes in case of a cluster conguration.
At the bottom of the left part there is information on the database connected, and the delay between the
Allegra server and the database server.

On the top right you nd information on the memory conguration and consumption of your Allegra
installation, and the Java version being used.
The bottom right area permits to temporarily disable access to the Allegra system for all users but the system
administrator. If the system is disabled, you can provide an explanatory message on the login screen.
The application access lock is automatically removed when restarting the Allegra application on the server, or
when rebooting the server. Otherwise, the system administrator can remove the access lock.
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15.6 Broadcasting e-mails to Allegra users
The system administrator can send broadcast e-mails to all or some Allegra system users.
To send a broadcast e-mail, go to Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Server
administration > Broadcast e-mail..
On the screen that appears you can select users from the list of available users by selecting departments, and
selecting or deselecting single users.
Add an e-mail subject and text. Then send the e-mail by clicking on the „Send e-mail“ button in the toolbar area.

15.7 Conguring diagnostic messages
Allegra can be operated with many applications servers, database systems, and operating systems.
Furthermore, Allegra can be congured in numerous ways. Should there be any problems in such
congurations, it is very helpful for the support team to get diagnostic messages.
Usually, during normal operation the number of diagnostic messages saved by the system should be minimal,
in order to keep good performance and reduce disk space consumption.
However, sometimes it may be necessary to increase the number of diagnostic messages for certain modules
to track down a problem. In this case, the „logging level“ is being increased for such modules. This causes more
messages to be written to the log les by such modules.
There are six logging levels or verbosity levels dened. The lowest verbosity level is „FATAL“, the highest „ALL“.
The standard conguration is to set all modules to the „WARN“ level, and set modules to be inspected closer
to „DEBUG“ level.
1. Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Server administration > Logging
conguration.
The screen that appears is a plain list with all Allegra modules.
2. Type a lter expression into the lter box to reduce the list. If you want to change a logging level for a specic
module, look for the line with the module name and change the level using the selection box behind the
module name.
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15.8 Data backup
A system administrator can backup all data from the database and optionally all attachments into a ZIP archive
le. Furthermore it is possible to create such backups automatically on a regular basis. The backup data can be
used to restore the database and all attachments at a later point in time.
Note: For production environments with more than 25 users or more than 20.000 items we
recommended to use native database and le system backup tools rather than the internal backup
facility described here.

Manual backup
Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Server administration > Data backup.

You will see a list of backups that are already available. The default naming scheme is
<YYYY_MM_DD_HH_MM>. However, you can choose any name you wish.
The backup process can take some time. You can select if you want to be informed by e-mail when the backup
is nished.
You can also choose if you want to include the attachments in the backup process, or rather limit the backup
to the data in the database. Selecting to include the attachments has the advantage that the attachment meta
data in the database and the attachments stay consistent. You could also decide to backup the attachments
using your regular operating system backup features.
Note: You may not be able to execute a backup when at that same moment an automated backup is
running. You will have to wait until the automated backup process is nished before you can execute
your manual backup. By default, the automated backup is running from Monday to Friday, at 23:15
each night (server time).
Note: The backup data is placed into the directory you have congured for attachments, in a
subdirectory there called „dbBackup“.
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Automated backup
You can enable your system to create backups regularly by itself. To enable automated backups activate the
corresponding check box. You can then choose at what weekdays and at what time on each weekday you want
to create a backup.

15.9 Restoring data from backup
A system administrator can restore data from a backup le to recover from a crash, port data to a new system,
or go back to previous date.
Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Server administration > Data restore.
On the screen that appears select the le from which you want to restore data. Then you need to enter:

1. A JDBC driver class. When you open the screen you see the same driver class your current Allegra instance
is using. For a standard backup into the same type of database system this selection is ne. If you want to
move to another database system, you would have to enter the driver class for your new target database
system here.
2. A JDBC URL. Here the JDBC URL of your current Allegra database instance is already entered, but with a
renamed database name.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Important: You need to create a new empty database and enter its name here before you can
proceed with the backup. It is not possible to use the same database the current Allegra instance
is running on.
A JDBC user name and password, as you have congured when you created the database.
Do not restore the database schema when you switch database systems. Mark the check box appropriately.
Check if you also want to restore attachments if any are included in the backup le.
The directory where you want to restore the attachments to. It is not possible and advisable to restore to
the same directory as your current attachments are in, you should dene a new directory here.

Thereafter you can start the restore process. Once the process is done you need to switch over to the restored
database, and need to congure the path to the new attachment directory.
To have your Allegra installation point to the new (restored) database you need to change the JDBC URL, user
name and password in le TRACKPLUS_HOME/Torque.properties. Then you need to restart your server.
To adapt your attachment directory go to Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select
Server administration > Server conguration > tab “Other”.
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15.10 Kongurations-Dateien
Einige globale Einstellungen werden über Kongurationsdateien im TRACKPLUS_HOME-Verzeichnis
vorgenommen.

GeneralSettings.properties
Die folgenden Einstellungen können in GeneralSettings.properties vorgenommen werden.
# Set the maximum number of concurrent connections to the SMTP server
maxNoOfSMTPConnections=10
# Maximum number of items to render in navigator without extra showAll request
maxItemsNavigator=1000
# Maximum number of items loaded from database by any filter
# (item navigator/cockpit/datasource).
# If the result is greater than this value an empty result is returned
# with a corresponding message
maxItems=10000
# The maximum number of recurring items to generate at once
# (it does not limit the total number of generated items)
maxRecurringToCreateAtOnce=25
# Replace (instead inserting new) history changes of fields with explicit
# history for changes in last x minutes and do not send e-mail again if a
# field changes again within x minutes.
# the status field is exception
historyAndEmailDelay=5
# Whether changing the own password for a non system admin is possible
# Useful to avoid changing the password for users with published passwords
# (for demo purposes)
isDemoSite=false
# Whether (individual) automails should be sent after mass operation:
# Edit/Copy selection or excel import.
# Drag and drop in item navigator will notify in any case
notifyAfterMassOperation=false
# Locales activated
locale.de=on
locale.en=on
locale.es=on
locale.es_AR=off
locale.fr=on
locale.it=on
locale.no=on
# docx export settings #######################
# The style used for image caption text
export.docx.style.imageCaptionStyle=Caption
# Whether to highlight inline content
export.docx.style.highlightInlineContent=true
# The style used for highlighting the inline item's content. It can be a
# paragraph style (like Quote) or a character style (like Subtle Emphasis)
export.docx.style.inlineContentStyle=Quote
# The headings in the HTML source should normally be removed before
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# transforming it into MS Word content (the HTML to Word converter would
# create equivalent word headings).
# Otherwise it would mess up the word headers explicitly generated based
# on item hierarchies
export.docx.removeHTMLHeaders=true
# docx end #################################
# captureRequests=on
# sso.enabled = off
# sso.ssoServerUrlPrefix = https://localhost:8443/cas
#sso.ssoServerLoginUrl = https://localhost:8443/cas/login
#sso.trackServerUrl = https://localhost:8444/com.trackplus.core
# If true the save parameters passed by the user are tested and cleaned
against XSS hacks.
security.enableXSSParameterCleaning=true
# Get a JSON string with videos available
videoTutorials.allegraUrl=https://www.trackplus.com/getVideos.php
videoTutorials.customUrl=

FilterSubscriptions.properties
Die folgenden Einstellungen können in FilterSubscriptions.properties vorgenommen werden.
Damit werden die Filter-Abonnements für neu angelegte Benutzer festgelegt.
Public.AllItems=on
Public.Outstanding=on
Public.MyItems=on
Public.ManagerItems=on
Public.ResponsibleItems=on
Public.AuthorItems=on
Public.Meetings=on
Public.Unscheduled=on
Public.ClosedRecently=on
Public.AddedRecently=on
Public.UpdatedRecently=on

PdfExcelExport.properties
Die folgenden Einstellungen können in PdfExcelExport.properties vorgenommen werden. Diese
steuern die Darstellung der Druckanischt beim Erstellen von Berichten direkt aus dem Vorgangsnavigator.
#export to pdf
pageWidth = 842
pageHeight = 585
leftMargin = 30
rightMargin = 30
topMargin = 20
bottomMargin = 20
#export to pdf or excel
groupTextFirstLeftPadding = 5
groupTextLeftPaddingPace = 10
imageTopPadding = 2
imageBottomPadding = 2
textLeftPadding = 3
textRightPadding = 0
issueOverdueIconWidth = 35
budgetExpenseUnitWidth = 35
detailBandHeight = 13
groupBandHeight = 13
pageHeaderBandHeight = 13
detailFontSize = 9
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groupFontSize = 9
pageHeaderFontSize = 9
#scaling between the pdf pixels and the field width from db layout (782/930)
scalingFactor = 0.85
#long field witdth in excel
longFieldWidthGrid = 500
#convert the long fields from HTML to plain
longFieldIsPlain = true
defaultFieldWidth=150
#export images in excel
showImageInGrid = false
#export all fields in excel not only the fields from the current layout
showAllFieldsInGrid = false
#the logo file for pdf
logo=reportLogo.png

15.11 Switching database systems
It is possible to switch the Allegra database from one database system to another one and to move a system
to a new server.
Allegra keeps most of the data in a database. Attachments are managed directly in the TRACKPLUS_HOME
directory on the hard disk. To relocate an installation, follow these steps:
1. Bring your installation to the latest version.
2. Create a backup of your current Allegra installation (see Data backup). This will give you a ZIP le that is
located in the TRACKPLUS_HOME/dbbackup directory.
3. Install Track + on the target system. You do not need to congure anything in this new installation because
all data will be replaced by the original server. Follow the instructions for restoring data from a backup le
(see Restoring data from backup).
4. Stop the new server and change the database connection entries in the TRACKPLUS_HOME/
Torque.properties le of the new server to point to the database to which you originally imported
the original server data.
5. Restart the new server and change the directories for the attachments, etc., to the ones that are valid for
the new server.
This will create a new database for the target system which should contain all information of the source
database.
CAUTION: There may be some losses during the data conversion process due to database mapping
diﬀerences. For example, some database systems have limits on text eld sizes, in which case a
truncation could result. You should therefore check the conversion result carefully.

15.12 The Boot Procedure
The Allegra server needs to connect to a database and it needs to know where to store auxiliary data like
conguration les and attachments.
The application needs to know where to obtain its database connection conguration early in the startup
process. The following list describes how it proceeds to get it.
1. The application looks for a le called Torque.<context>.properties in the servlet containers
webapps directory. For example, if the application is installed under webapps/track-demo, it would
look for le Torque.track-demo.properties. This permits to run several instances in the same
container. In case it found this le, it will take the database conguration from there. Inside this le it will
look for a property called TRACKPLUS_HOME and will use that as its home directory unless the settings in
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the database are diﬀerent. If the database hasn't been congured yet, this TRACKPLUS_HOME value will
be used to initialize the database.
2. If at that point TRACKPLUS_HOME hasn't been set, the application will look for an environment variable
TRACKPLUS_BOOT. If that is not found, it will look for an environment variable TRACKPLUS_HOME.
Then it will look for a le Torque.properties in the directory pointed at by TRACKPLUS_BOOT or
TRACKPLUS_HOME. In case it found this le, it will take the database conguration from there. Inside this
le it will look for a property called TRACKPLUS_HOME and will use that as its home directory unless the
settings in the database are diﬀerent. If the database hasn't been congured yet, this TRACKPLUS_HOME
value will be used to initialize the database.
3. If at that point TRACKPLUS_HOME hasn't been set, the classpath is searched for a le named
Torque.properties and the database conguration is taken from there. Since this will be some default
conguration, the application will usually not work.

15.13 Non-western character sets
Internally Allegra uses Unicode and UTF-8 for page encryption. We recommend that you use UTF-8 or UTF-16
for your e-mail templates and database connection.
The conguration of the database character encoding depends on the database system being used. If possible
set it to UTF-8 or UTF-16.

15.14 Using SSL and TLS encryption on e-mail and LDAP connections
You can use encrypted connections between Allegra and your e-mail server to prevent passwords from being
transmitted clear text across your network.
Note: In case you use a certicate issued by a Certicate Authority like Verisign, Thawte, Geotrust or
Comodo you do not have to do anything here, it should just work.
In case you use a self-signed certicate or a certicate from a Certicate Authority not known by your system you
have to install the certicate identifying your e-mail server in your local Allegra keystore. You need to proceed
as follows:
1. Obtain a certicate from your e-mail server. How to do this depends on your server. You can ask your
provider to give you this certicate. The certicate is usually bound to a certain internet address, like
your.domain.com.
2. Import the certicate into your local keystore using the “keytool” utility that comes with any Java
installation:
mkdir <TRACKPLUS_HOME>/keystore
keytool -keystore <TRACKPLUS_HOME>/keystore
/<your.domain.com>.ks
-import -file theServersCertificate.cer
The keystore le must be in directory TRACKPLUS_HOME/keystore. See “Various conguration items” for
how to congure TRACKPLUS_HOME. The keystore le itself has to have the ending ks and the basename
should correspond to the e-mail server hostname. The certicate le you got from your provider in the above
example is theServersCertificate.cer.
If you experience problems with the approach above or your want to use TLS encrypted connections rather than
SSL you need to import self generated certicates into the Java keystore directly. Change to the bin directory
of the Java runtime environment being used by your application server (e.g. Tomcat) and import the certicate
as follows (here for a Windows system):
cd $JAVA_HOME\bin
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keytool -import -alias <alias> -file theServersCertificate.crt
-keystore ..\lib\security\cacerts
You will be prompted for a password. If it hasn't been changed from the default, it is "changeit".

15.15 Conguring Allegra with Jenkins
You can congure Allegra to work together with the Jenkins or Jenkins continuous integration server. This
section describes how the procedure of setting Allegra and Jenkins up properly.

Overview
Jenkins or Jenkins are web based tools to automate continuous build processes in software development
projects. Continuous build processes are particularly benecial when you have automated unit or system tests
that you can run with each build. These tests ensure that you do not regress in functionality or software quality
while you are xing defects or implementing new features.
Using a special Jenkins plug-in, you can integrate Jenkins with Allegra. For Jenkins builds, you will be able to
see in Jenkins which Allegra items were addressed with a particular build. In Allegra, you will see for each item
which Jenkins build addressed that particular item, and which les were aﬀected. You get links in Jenkins and
in Allegra which will take you to the respective other application.
There are many ways to set up Jenkins. To integrate Jenkins with Allegra tightly consider the following hints:
•
•

Use the same user names and passwords on Allegra and Jenkins. To make this easy congure both systems
to use an LDAP server (see LDAP and SSO conguration).
Install the Allegra “portals” plug-in at TRACKPLUS_HOME and add the URL of your Jenkins server to the
trackplus-plugins.xml le there. This will permit you to switch directly between Allegra and Jenkins
from the Allegra main menu.

Step 1: Congure Allegra
On your Allegra server enable the web service interface. To do this, log in as system administrator
(“admin”). Switch to the Administration perspective. In the top toolbar select Server administration > Server
conguration > tab “Other”.
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Step 2: Install Jenkins Plug-In
To enable Jenkins to interact with Allegra you need to install a plug-in for Jenkins. The plug-in consists of a
single le “trackplus.hpi” which you need to copy into the plug-in folder in your Jenkins installation, as shown in
the gure below. The Jenkins plug-in folder is located under <Servlet container path>/webapps/Jenkins/WEBINF, or wherever else you had installed Jenkins previously. You need to restart Jenkins after copying the le.

Step 3: Congure the Allegra Jenkins Connector
You need to establish a connection between Allegra and Jenkins. To this purpose you add one ore more Allegra
connectors to your Jenkins installation. From the Jenkins main page, select the “Manage Jenkins” link.

Download the Allegra Jenkins plug-in from the Allegra web site and install it in Jenkins.
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On the “Manage Jenkins” page select “Congure System”.

There is a section labeled “Allegra”. Here you can enter the URL for your Allegra server, and a user name and
password which is being used to add comments to Allegra items aﬀected by a Jenkins build. You should leave
the item prex with “#”, since this is the value being used by the Allegra Subversion integration.
In Jenkins, you can set up a number of Allegra connectors, for example to diﬀerent Allegra servers, or with
diﬀerent user names.

Step 4: Congure the Jenkins Job
In the last step, you will have to instruct Jenkins which Allegra connection to use for a specic job. Click on the
link for that job from the Jenkins main page.
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In the menu on the left, click the “Congure” link. Select the proper Allegra connection and save.

Use It!
The connection between Jenkins builds and Allegra items is created via Allegra item numbers found in
Subversion commit comments, preceded with a hash mark, like “3009”.
When in the Jenkins build you click on the item number, the browser will take you to that Allegra item.
The link in the Allegra item comment will take you to the related Jenkins build.
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15.16 Conguring Apache Tomcat
When exposing your Allegra installation to the internet it is usually best to work with an Apache HTTP server
or IIS server as a front end to Allegra. When you support other applications not running on the same Tomcat
server as Allegra, but via the same Apache HTTP server, you can still use single sign on without having to install
a big SSO solution.
Allegra requires more memory than the default installations of Apache Tomcat provide. On Linux systems, these
settings can be modied as follows in le /etc/default/tomcat7 or /etc/default/tomcat8:
JAVA_OPTS="-Djava.awt.headless=true -DJENKINS_HOME=/home/jenkins \\
-DTRACKPLUS_HOME="/home/trackplus" -DLATEX_HOME="/usr/bin" \\
-XX:PermSize=384M -XX:MaxPermSize=550M -Xms512M -Xmx1624M \\
-XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC"
On Windows system you can add these parameters in the Tomcat manager application.
To operate Allegra on a Tomcat server behind an Apache web server, you need to consider the following
conguration items.
1. Locate your Apache web server conguration le (httpd.conf is the standard name). Let us call the
directory where it is located APACHE_DIR/conf.
2. Add the following line at the end of the le:
Include <APACHE_DIR>/conf/track.conf
3. Make sure that the following modules are loaded somewhere in your Apache web server conguration:
LoadModule proxy_module modules/mod_proxy.so
LoadModule proxy_http_module modules/mod_proxy_http.so
LoadModule proxy_ajp_module modules/mod_proxy_ajp.so
4. Create or modify le <APACHE_DIR>/conf/track.conf. For basic authentication it should look like this:
<Location ~ "/(track|websvn|crm|otherApps)">
AuthName "Steinbeis GmbH & Co. KG Login"
AuthType Basic
AuthUserFile <APACHE_DIR>/conf/.htpasswd
AuthGroupFile /dev/null
require valid-user
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</Location>
ProxyPreserveHost On
ProxyPass
/track ajp://localhost:9008/track
ProxyPassReverse
/track ajp://localhost:9008/track
In a real environment you would use something like LDAP authentication or SSPI here, which would permit
authentication via your Windows PC login without further password requests. We use basic authentication
here only because it is simple to set up and permits you to test your installation quickly.
5. To create the basic authentication password le open a command shell and type:
htpasswd -c <APACHE_DIR>/conf/.htpasswd firstUserLoginName
htpasswd <APACHE_DIR>/conf/.htpasswd secondUserLoginName
and so on.
6. Make sure you have container based authentication turned on in Allegra (see LDAP and SSO).
7. Locate the Tomcat server conguration le server.xml, usually at <TOMCAT_DIR>/conf. Make sure you
have an entry like this:
<!-- Define an AJP 1.3 Connector on port 9008 -->
<Connector port="9008" protocol="AJP/1.3" tomcatAuthentication="false"
redirectPort="8443"/>
This should enable your Allegra to run with SSO behind an Apache web server.
CAUTION: This is not a complete description for setting up a secured production environment. In
particular, you should disable the standard access port (80 or 8080) in server.xml, and you should
force SSL encrypted connections from your Apache web server to the browsers for the /track
location.

15.17 Using the TC command line client
You can perform many administrative tasks like adding and changing users, groups, workspaces, and role
assignments using the Allegra command line client from a Groovy console.

Installing Groovy
You can download Groovy from groovy.codehaus.org/Download. Follow the instructions to install Groovy on
your personal computer.

Installing the Allegra libraries
You can download the TC package from www.trackplus.com/en/download.html. Install the les in this package
to Your home directory/.groovy/lib. This directory probably already exists when you have Groovy
installed.

Running TC in a Groovy console or shell
Execute <Groovy
install
directory>/bin/groovyconsole or <Groovy
install
directory>/bin/groovysh. Make sure on your Allegra server the web-service is enabled (see Various
conguration items). Then in the Groovy console type
import com.trackplus.*;
TC.login("admin","tissi","http://localhost:8080/track");
TC.help();
replacing “localhost:8080/track” with your servers URL and the user name and password with your user name
and password.
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If you want to get a JSON string with all users and print it to the console (assuming you have administrator
rights) type
String users = TC.getAllUsers();
System.out.println(users);
Some more methods to get you started are listed below. See the TC API reference available via TC.help()
for up to date information.
Modier and Type

Method and Description

static java.lang.String

addGroup(java.lang.String groupName)
Creates a new group with the given name

static void

addPersonsToGroup(java.lang.String
groupID,
java.lang.String[]
personIDs)
Adds a number of persons identied by their object
ids to the group with the given id.

static java.lang.String

addProject(java.lang.String
projectName)
Creates a new project or workspace and saves it to the
database.

static void

addRoleAssignment(WSRoleAssignmentEditBean
roleAssignmentEditBean)
Adds a role assignment (a users role in a workspace).

static void

deleteGroup(java.lang.String groupID)
Deletes the group with the given object identier.

static void

deleteGroupWithReplacement(java.lang.String
groupID,
java.lang.String
replacementID)
Replaces all references to the group with object
identier groupID with the replacement and then
deletes the group with groupID.

static void

deletePerson(java.lang.String
personID)
Delete a user from the database based on its object id.

static void

deletePersonWithReplacement(java.lang.String
personID,
java.lang.String
replacementID)
Delete a user from the database based on its object id.

static void

deleteProject(java.lang.Integer
projectID)
Deletes a project or workspace based on its object
identier.
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static void

deleteProject(java.lang.String
projectID)
Deletes a project or workspace based on its object
identier.

static java.lang.String

getAllGroups()
Gets a JSON string with all user groups.

static WSGroupBean[]

getAllGroupsBeans()
Gets an array of all user group beans.

static WSLabelValueBean[]

getAllRoles()
Gets all user roles with their names and object
identiers.

static java.lang.String

getAllUsers()
Gets a JSON string with all users registered in the
systems database.

static WSPersonBean[]

getAllUsersBeans()
Gets an array with all users registered in the systems
database.

static java.lang.String

getAssignmentRolesByProject(java.lang.String
projectID)
Gets a JSON string list with roles assignments (which
user has which roles) for a project or workspace.

static WSRoleAssignmentBean[]

getAssignmentRolesByProjectBeans(java.lang.Strin
projectID)
Gets a list with roles assignments (which user has
which roles) for a project or workspace.

static java.lang.String

getGroupEdit(java.lang.String
groupID)
Gets a group bean you can modify and save back.

static WSGroupEditBean

getGroupEditBean(java.lang.String
groupID)
Gets a group bean you can modify and save back.

static java.lang.String

getPersonEdit(java.lang.Integer
personID)
Gets a JSON string of a user based on his integer
object id.

static java.lang.String

getPersonEdit(java.lang.String
personID)
Gets a JSON string of a user based on his object id.
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static java.lang.String

getPersonEditByLoginName(java.lang.String
loginName)
Gets a JSON string of a user based on his login name.

static WSPersonEditBean

getPersonEditBean(java.lang.String
personID)
Gets a bean of a user based on his object id.

static WSPersonEditBean

getPersonEditBeanByLoginName(java.lang.String
loginName)
Gets a bean of a user based on his user name.

static java.lang.String

getPersonsForGroup(java.lang.String
groupID)
Returns a JSON string of person beans that are
members of the given group.

static WSPersonBean[]

getPersonsForGroupBeans(java.lang.String
groupID)
Returns a list of person beans that are members of the
given group.

static java.lang.String

getProjectEdit(java.lang.Integer
projectID)
Gets a project bean in a JSON string that can be edited
and saved back to the database.

static java.lang.String

getProjectEdit(java.lang.String
projectID)
Gets a project bean in a JSON string that can be edited
and saved back to the database.

static java.lang.String

getProjectEditByName(java.lang.String
projectName)
Gets a project bean in a JSON string that can be edited
and saved back to the database.

static WSProjectEditBean

getProjectEditBean(java.lang.Integer
projectID)
Gets a project bean that can be edited and saved back
to the database.

static WSProjectEditBean

getProjectEditBean(java.lang.String
projectID)
Gets a project bean that can be edited and saved back
to the database.

static WSProjectEditBean

getProjectEditBeanByName(java.lang.String
projectName)
Gets a project bean that can be edited and saved back
to the database.
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static WSTreeNode[]

getProjectsAsTree()
Gets a tree structure of project label/value beans (see
WSLabelValueBean). .

protected static void

TCLFacadeException e)
Simple Handler for TCLFacadeException

static void

help()
Opens a browser with the help for this class.

static java.lang.String

login()
This method is just for error handling.

static java.lang.String

login(java.lang.String dummy)
This method is just for error handling.

static java.lang.String

login(java.lang.String
java.lang.String dummy2)

dummy,

This method is just for error handling.
static TCLFacade

login(java.lang.String
java.lang.String
java.lang.String url)

user,
passwd,

Logs you in to the Allegra web service.
static void

main(java.lang.String[] args)
The main function just prints some help on how to use
this class.

static void

printAllProjects()
Prints all projects to the console.

static void

printAllRoles()
Prints a list with all roles dened in the system to the
console.

static void

removePersonsFromGroup(java.lang.String
groupID,
java.lang.String[]
personIDs)
Removes a number of persons identied by their
object ids from the group with the given id.

static void

removeRoleAssignment
(WSRoleAssignmentEditBean
roleAssignmentEditBean)
Removes a specic role assignment.

static java.lang.String

savePersonEdit(java.lang.String
personJSON)
Save a user to the database.
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Protecting the webservice connection with SSL
In case you use a self-signed certicate or a certicate from a Certicate Authority not known by your system
you have to install the certicate identifying your server in your local computers Java Allegra keystore. You need
to proceed as follows:
1. Obtain the public certicate from your Allegra server. You can use your browser and go to the login page
using the https protocol. In most browsers you can download the certicate by right-clicking on the little
trust symbol in the URL line, looking for the certiccate details and then exporting the certicate to your
local le system.
2. Import the certicate into your local Java keystore using the “keytool” utility that comes with any Java
installation:
keytool -keystore <your home dir>/.keystore
/<your.domain.com>.ks
-import -file theServersCertificate.pem -alias "Key1"
You will be asked for a password to protect the keystore if this is the rst entry. When you use the TC command
line client you can activate the key as follows:
import com.trackplus.*;
System.setProperty("javax.net.ssl.trustStore",
"<your home dir>/.keystore/<your.domain.com>.ks");
System.setProperty("javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword",
"<yourKeystorePasswd>");
TC.login("<user>","<password>","https://yourserver.tld/track");
TC.help();
In case you can't get a connection you need to run the LoginSample example and add the following line at
the beginning of the main method:
System.setProperty("javax.net.debug","ssl");
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